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ABSTRACT
The present work is intended as a linguistic description 
of the Mansa* dialect of the Tigre language.
The Introduction provides a survey of previously published material 
in the subject.
Phonetics and Phonology (i§ l). / a / is counted among the vowel- 
phonemes (§ 1.3). _£ is excluded from the phonemic inventory: its
role is in conserving the syllabic structure typical of Tigre. In 
order to describe the accentual system and the assimilation process, 
a basic arbitrary unit of measurement has been established (the 'stress 
unit', § 1.5)* Its boundaries are subject to the sandhi habits of
the language. Vowel variations are to be stated in terms of stress 
(§ l.*f), and assimilation to other vowels (§ 1.7)» but also to con­
sonants (§ 1*7.3 (e)» (f)).
The Morphology of the Noun (§ 2). Morphological and syntactic features 
necessary to the classification and analysis of the Tigre noun (§12.1- 
2.1.^) and basic forms which underlie the various types of formation 
(§§ 2.2-2.2.3) are given. Semantic categories which are, morphologically, 
suffixed derivatives of basic forms, are dealt with in §§ 2.6-2.6.3.
Verbal formations which are, morphologically, nouns are treated in 
§§ 2.7-2.7.^. Pronominal suffixes in conjunction with nouns (§ 2.10) 
and the definite article (§ 2.11) conclude the chapter. Throughout 
the chapter a distinction is made between countable and uncountable 
nouns; the former occur in the singular and are statable lexically.
Pronouns (§ 3)» These form a heterogeneous group of words; some of 
them are lexical entities which are also used as pronouns. Tigre 
pronouns are not mutually exclusive as qualifiers (§ 3»8(iv)).
The Morphology of the Verb (§ 3 ). The description of verb formation 
necessitates the recognition of four types of inflexion according to 
stem. These types of inflexion are referred to in this work as A, B,
C, D,where type A, qatla, is taken as representing the 'simple' stem, 
the other types being qattala, qatala and qatatala. Verbs of each of 
the four types may occur with a preformative - prefixed to the stem 
of the verb. Such a preformative is functional in the system where 
it is a derivative of another co-existing verb-form. Compounds which
function as verb-class members are treated in § 3*H« The Tigre 
language makes wide use of pronominal suffixes in conjunction with 
verbs. These take various phonemic shapes, but with each person a 
common element is encountered in all forms (§ 3-12).
Nominal Sentences are encountered in Tigre in the case of those utter­
ances which do not contain a finite verb or verb equivalent (§ 9-3) • 
However, the relation between subject and predicate usually has a 
formal expression (§ 4.1). Linguistic forms which serve in the ex­
pression of Existence and Possession are treated in §§ 4.2 et seq, 
where lexical and idiomatic meanings of auxiliaries in tense-compounds 
are also given.
The Tense System. There are three morphological categories of the 
Tigre verb: perfect, inperfect and jussive. The perfect and inperfect
constitute the temporal category of indicative, while the jussive is 
a modal non-temporal category. The major distinction of category be­
tween the perfect and imperfect can be seen in .terms of the tenporal 
contrast past (perfect forms)/non-past (imperfect forms). A detailed 
discussion of the various uses of the modal categories is provided in 
§§ 6.2-6.8.2. More specific time relations can be expressed by means 
of a complex. Three major syntactical structures are to be noted:
(a) the imperfect form + halla, Jala, sanha and nabra (§§ 6.9-6.12.2),
(b) the perfect form + halla, *ala and sanha (§§ 6.l4~6.13.3)» and
(c) the participle form + halla, *ala and sanha (§§ 6.16-6.16.3). In 
the case of (b), two different constructions are to be considered:
(l) >endo + perfect + auxiliary; (2) perfect + ka + auxiliary.
The Numerals, the ordinal numbers which are morphologically particples, 
and the cardinal numbers,are described in § 7.
Adverbs; Prepositions; Conjunctions (§ 8). Boundaries between these 
are often of equivocal nature. Distinction between adverbs and pre­
positions which are similar in form can be made according to whether 
the word; lacks or possesses a complement ( almost all prepositions have 
pronominal suffixes). The linguistic stock from which subordinating 
conjunctions are constructed comprises mainly prepositions. Subord­
inating conjunctions which also occur as prepositions may function 
as ’sentence prepositions': they introduce a subordinate clause where­
as the corresponding prepositions introduce a single word or phrase.
Interjections (§ 8.4) are syntactically independent parenthetic in­
sertions of the utterance. Many of these are used as interjections 
only.
Some Syntactical Aspects of the Tigre Sentence are discussed in § 9» 
These cover phenomena briefly dealt with or only mentioned in other 
chapters o f the thesis. A few broad principles concerning paratactic 
and hypotactic relations of clausal combinations.have been enunciated. 
Some of these (e.g. § 9-2 .3 ) are in the nature of survey rather than 
a study in depth.
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PREFACE
This work is in the nature of prolegomena to a descript­
ive grammar of the Mansa* dialect of the Tigre language. Published 
works on Tigre are few, and the majority of these draw on a very 
small corpus of original Tigre texts. The only previous attempt 
at a descriptive grammar of the language^ is, for the most part, 
based on a body of texts not collected by the author. The raison 
d'etre of the present work derives from the need to go beyond the 
existing corpus of texts in order to attempt a fresh treatment of 
Tigre grammar, while taking account of previous work in the field to 
the fullest extent possible.
Despite its all-embracing title, certain issues of Tigre 
grammar have been dealt with in this work in a concise manner only, 
while a more detailed treatment is given - as in the case of the 
pronominal suffixes in conjunction with the verb (§§ 5.12-3.12.7) - 
where this is necessary in order to advance our understanding of 
Tigre grammar beyond that contained in previous writing. Throughout 
the aim has been to provide as balanced a presentation as possible.
The first three months of 1970 were spent by me in Eritrea 
collecting material in the field. The political situation there cur­
tailed my freedom of movement in the area. While the major part of 
my stay was in Asmara and Massawa, I managed a few visits to some 
Tigre speaking areas. On arrival at Asmara I discovered that the 
Ethiopian Radio was broadcasting from there in Tigre - half an hour 
per evening. The three native speakers of Tigre responsible for these 
broadcasts became my first 'informants'. One of them, Musse Bakit a 
native of Galab, became my assistant and main informant' during my 
stay in Ethiopia and proved of particular help in introducing me to
W^. Leslau,. Short grammar of Tigre (North Ethiopic). Dialect of 
Mensa, New Haven, 1945. See section B of my Introduction to the thesis.
members of his family and to further ’informants'. Another of 
v
them, Legam Ishaq, a native of Mehlab, had previous experience of 
being an 'informant' for Tigre and had worked in this capacity 
with F. R. Palmer during the early fifties.
Tigre broadcasts were taped by me and a transcript of 
them in Ethiopic characters obtained from the broadcasters. I then 
transcribed the tapes phonetically and worked through them with my 
'informants'. The broadcasts consisted of about five minutes of news 
followed by talks on such specific topics as Ethiopian geography, 
the improvement of Ethiopian agriculture, disease prevention etc.
I collected further material by engaging in informal con­
versation, on everyday topics, with the broadcasters and other 'in­
formants' which I also taped.
I collected additional material from people engaged in
various jobs, such as cab-drivers, waiters, door-men, etc..
Finally, I spent six days on the Red Sea, on a fishing 
boat, whose crew consisted almost entirely of native speakers of 
Tigre. This trip enabled me to gain access to material which would
otherwise be. very difficult to obtain.
Throughout the thesis unattributed examples in Tigre are 
from the material I myself collected; all .qther examples are attri­
buted to their respective sources.
At the end of the thesis examples of the texts collected
are given.
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REMARKS on SIGNS and SYMBOLS
Most phonetic symbols used in this work are those set 
out in
§ 1 .1 (consonant) and in 
§ 1 .3 (vowels).
A symbol not mentioned in § 1.1 is (Arabic £  ),
which occurs in one word only: *axbar - Mnews,?.
Phonetic symbols,other than those of (l) above, are in 
conformity with The Principles of the International 
Phonetic Association, University College, London, 19^9 
(Reprint i960). These are commented on where they occur.
An exception to (2 ) above is the tilde. It is used here 
to denote juncture and not nasalization.
/ / is used to denote phonemic transcription.
c  J  is used to denote (a) phonetic transcription;
(b) in the English translation of Tigre utterances 
words which are not found in the original, but are 
needed in the translation.
( ) is used to denote in the English translation
of Tigre utterances words that are found in the 
original but should better be omitted in the trans­
lation.
All Tigre utterances are underlined. Tigre names which 
appear in the English translation begin with a capital 
letter and are not underlined.
Morphological notation:
(a) The three consonants of the triradical verb
are represented by qtl.
(b) C stands for consonant
V stands for vowel
L stands for laryngal
SV stands for semivowel
(c) CC stands for a geminated consonant whereas
CC signifies a cluster of two - identical or
different - consonants
(d) Actual speech-sounds are underlined, e.g.: 
'aCeCCat, 'aketbat - ’'books'*.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this introduction is to provide a survey 
of the published material that can be used as a basis for descriptive 
research on the Tigre language. The material discussed is not there­
fore the entire bibliographical corpus of works connected with Tigre. "*" 
Certain works whose content has been summarized by other writers are 
not mentioned in every case.
Owing to the scarcity of Tigre texts and to the fact that 
most scholars used the same texts for their researches, I have found 
it necessary to clarify the questions of ’who wrote what, when, and 
with whose help'. The importance of throwing light on this matter 
lies in the need to establish the origin of the Tigre text or of the 
grammatical problem presented. Such clarification enables one to see 
if a certain problem is inherent in the language or results from pre­
vious writers’ attempts at explanation.
The material surveyed is classified and presented in the 
following manner: A. texts, B. grammatical material, C. lexical
material. A subdivision within each section is made by grouping to­
gether all works attributed to one person. In these subdivisions the 
names of other writers on Tigre are sometimes mentioned where relevant
A. Texts
The most distinguished scholar in the field of Tigre studies
"*"As regards bibliopgrahies, two valuable works, are available: E. Ullen 
dorff, The Semitic languages of Ethiopia, London, 1933j xiv, 273 PP»j 
Bibliographical notes : pp. 233-239; W. Leslau, The Semitic lan­
guages of Ethiopia. An annotated bibliography of, The Hague, 19^ 3-j 
336 pp., Tigre: pp. 1^3-164.
is Enno Littmann, whose Publications of the Princeton expeditinn to 
Abyssinia,^ - the peak of his achievement in this field, is still the 
best available collection of Tigre texts. Littmann undertook an ex­
pedition to Eritrea in the autumn and winter of 19Q5/6. The material 
for Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abysinnia was col­
lected with the help of the Eevd. G. R. Sundstrom who spent many 
years in Eritrea, notably at the Swedish Mission in Galab, and was 
himself an accomplished student of the Tigre language.
Sundstrom introduced Littmann, on the latter!s arrival at 
Galab, to Naffa* wad *Etman, whose invaluable services, then and 
later, prompted Littmann to dedicate the first volume of his Publi- 
lications to him. Naffa* travelled to Germany following the ex­
pedition and stayed there with Littmann for two years (1907-1909)
2
while they worked together on the material collected in Eritrea.
In transcribing his texts, Littmann used Ethiopic characters
together with a special sign to indicate the gemination of appropriate
consonants. Throughout Publications all words which terminate with
the vowel _a have this vowel in the fourth order, including verbs in
3
the perfect, third person, masculine singular.
In the preface to volume I Littmann gives an account of 
the manner in which the material was collected.
E. Littmann, Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, 
Leyden: late E. J. Brill, Ltd., 1910-15, VV. in 5, 287, 3^, 5^1,
1097 pp.
2
In 1909 Naffa*, being en route from Naples to Sicily on his way 
back home, disappeared, never to be heard of again.
3
Littmann finally changed his mind about this, using the distinction 
between the first and the fourth orders to denote a morphological 
value, i.e.: the fourth order being used to denote a final radical
which is a semivowel. Cf.: Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache in section
C. of this Introduction.
A more detailed account of his stay in Eritrea is given in
Preliminary Report1 (pp. 151-15*0, augmented by an account of the
Tigre speaking people and a proposed outline (pp. 155-165) of what
was later to be printed as Publications.
The contents of volume .I of Publications may be classified
under four headings: (a) - prose - consisting of anthropomorphic tales
about animals, stories from folklore, accounts of local historical
events, stories about the stars, descriptions of the state of the Tigre
speaking tribes, customs, riddles etc.; (b) - a list of names -
interpreted as fully as possible - of men (pp. I36-I56), of women (pp.
_ 2
156-161), of seqrat (pp. 161-163), of swords and their kinds (pp. 
172-187); (c) - poetry - consisting mainly of songs and dirges (pp.
203, 210-215, 229-2 50 0; (d) - idiomatic expressions such as salutations
(pp. 200-202) and curses (pp. 270-277).
Volume II of Publications consists of an English translation 
of volume I. In the preface to volume II Littmann makes further re­
marks about the nature of the material collected in volume I, e.g. 
an evaluation of the literary aspects of the prose and poetry is given 
and a comparison made with similar material from within the boundaries 
of Ethiopia and from outside it. He also comments on the difficulties 
he encountered in the translation of Tigre names, suggesting as possible 
for some of them the idiolectic interpretation of his 'informant'
Naffa*. The translation of the poetry is supplemented by a commentary.
Volume III (published 1913) consists of a numbered sequence 
of seven hundred and seventeen poems in the Tigre language, in Ethiopic
“4c. Littmann, Preliminary report of Princeton University Expedition 
to Abyssinia, ZA 20, 1907» PP. 151-182.
2
seqrat: "the second name by which the mother and the other women call
the child" (LH, l8lb). The use of these seqrat names - in the major­
ity of cases they are also battlecries - is found frequently in poetry.
script. Each poem is preceded by the poet's name. This poetry 
consists of (a) folk songs - amounting to about two-thirds of the 
collection and (b) dirges - traditionally sung by women.
Some prose is also included ±1 Volume III. There is an 
introduction of about thirteen pages, in the Tigre language, con­
cerning various aspects of the poetry of the Tigre people both in 
the past and at the time at which this material was collected.
There is also a description of the origin of the Tigre speaking 
tribes, and an explanation of how certain rites expressing client- 
ship came into being. Apart from the introduction, many of the poems 
are preceded by prose sections in which the background to the poem 
is related. At the end of the volume the poets' names are listed 
in Ethiopic script, in Ethiopic alphabetical order.
Volume IV consists of a German translation of, and commentary 
on, the poems of Volume III. It appears in two parts: A (published
1913) and B (published 1913). Part A consists of a translation of, 
and commentary on poems 1-391, part B of a translation of and comment­
ary on the remainder. At the end of part B there is a list of the 
poets in Latin alphabetical order.
In addition to Publications, two other prose texts published
by Littmann remain to be mentioned: (a) The legend of the Queen of
1 , 2 
Sheba and (b) Tigre - Erzahlungen.
E. Littmann, The Legend of the Queen of Sheba in the tradition of 
Axum, Leyden: E. J. Brill, 190A-, Bibliotheca Abessinica, no. 1,
xi, 40 pp.
2
E. Littman,, Tigre-Erzahlungen,ZDMG (1911), pp. 697-708.
Towards the end of 1902 G. R. Sundstrom sent Littmann
the text of The Legend of the Queen of Sheba. The man who wrote
the text down was ’’one of our evangelists of the Mensa tribe”.^
Footnotes to the text preceded by the letter S are those of Sund-
strom. The Tigre text appears on the left hand page with an English
translation opposite. The text itself - about six pages - is in
Ethiopic script, gemination not being marked and the final a of the
verb in the perfect, third person, masculine singular, being repre-
2
sented by the first order. These and other orthographic features 
found in this work are typical of the manner in which Tigre texts 
were transcribed by people of the Swedish Mission.
Notwithstanding the generally consistent transcription and 
fairly accurate translation, the major part of the credit here due 
to Littmann derives from his editing of the material: he did not
work on the material with an ’informant' and thus had to rely entirely 
on Sundstrom in the case of passages that he did not understand or 
grammatical forms with which he was not acquainted.
Tigre-Erzahlungen is a collection of six Tigre tales ren­
dered in Ethiopic script. The Ethiopic script is given on the right 
hand page followed by a free translation into German. On the left 
hand page the text is rendered in a narrow phonetic transcription 
with an interlinear translation into German. This collection of tales, 
both as to its nature and quality, resembles the prose material which 
appears in Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, 
the symbol for gemination being omitted in the Ethiopic script owing 
to the presence of the coexisting transcription.
^In a letter from Sundstrom to Littmann, The Legen-d of the Queen of 
Sheba, x:l6.
2
Cf. footnote 3 on p.23.
No scholar has rendered better service to the cause of 
Tigre studies than E. Littmann. The translated and annotated texts 
of Publications have been a cornerstone of the work of the student 
of Tigre. Yet Littmann, especially in the earlier stages of his 
collection of texts and research, was heavily indebted to the en­
deavours in the field by members of the Swedish Evangelical Mission 
in Eritrea.
Texts published by Swedish Missionaries (and works
connected with those texts).
Texts published by members of the Swedish Mission show two 
different levels of Tigre style: there are (a) folk talkes, bib­
lical tales, customs and rites, law, history of the Mansa* people, 
medicines and diseases, poetry, etc., and (b) Bible translations 
whose style is literary in the sense that it does not reflect the 
colloquial language in the manner that most of the prose texts of 
(a) do.
Texts collected by K. G. Roden
The most prominent text published in book form by the 
Swedish Mission is Kel*e Mansa* - The Two Mansa*, or as it is better 
known among western scholars: Le tribu dei Mensa.^ The text is in
Ethiopic script. There is a preface in Italian (vii-x), for the 
benefit of the western reader, as well as a preface in Tigre (xi- 
xiii) which is directed at the indigenous Mansa* reader. K. G. Roden, 
the head of the Missionary Station at Galab, devoted a considerable 
period - between his arrival in Galab in 1890 and the publication
^K. G. Roden, Le tribu dei Mensa. Storia, legge e costumi. A. Testo 
originale tigre, Asmara, Evangeliska Fosterlands-Stiftelsens For- 
lags^expedition,1913» xiii, 192 pp.
2 . . .
In 1900 Rod£n handed.over some material to C. Conti Rossini.
Cf. section on Conti Rossini below. See Tribil, p. xi:10-13.
of Kel*e Mansa* in 1913 - to collecting material for the book, which 
is printed in two parts. The first part (pp. I-87), entitled Degom 
Mansa* - "the story of Mansa*", contains a description of genealogies 
of the Mansa*, accounts of historical events and of tribal traditions. 
Tables of genealogies (pp. 88-91) conclude part one. Part two, en­
titled Fatafr Mafrari wa*adotat - "the law of Majiari and customs", con­
sists of an account of the law and customs of the Mansa* tribes. Some 
of the tales and customs found in both parts of this book are also 
found in Littmann1s Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, 
volume I,^ " in slightly different versions. A free translation by Roden 
into Italian of Kel e Mansa was published along with the Tigre version.
A much more accurate translation - which exists only for the 
second part of Kel*e Mansa* - is the one into German, Das Fetefr. Mafrari^ 
made by M. Hofner. M. Hofner's translation incorporates a commentary 
with many references to Littmann's Publications of the Princeton Ex- 
pedition. Critical observations on the translation of Fsteh MafrarT, 
into Italian by Roden and into German by Hofner, were later made by
1l
W. Leslau.
15
The credit for the only valuable^ Tigre reader in existence-
"*"Cf. e.g.: Tribu, 3:l8-4:6 with PL1, story no. 73; Tribu, 4:20-3:1
with PL1, story no. 74: FM, 102:23 et seq. with PL1, 112:3 el seq.
2 *Le tribu dei Mensa, Storia, legge e costumi. B. Traduzione italiana, 
Stockholm, 1913? xi, 332 pp.
■^ M. Hofner, Das Fetefr Mafcari. Sitten und Recht der Mansa*. Nach dem 
Tigre - Text K. G. Roden's iibersetzt. Verlag der: Akademie der 
Wissenschaften und Litteratur in Mainz, Abhandlungen der Geistes- 
und sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse, Jahrgang 1931? Nr. 8, pp. 647- 
746, off print, 102 pp.
4W. Leslau, Linguistic observations on a Tigre codex , RSE.ll, 1932, 
pp. 33-46, Roma, 1933. This writer seemed, however, to ignore the 
fact that Roden's was a rather free rendering of the text into 
Italian.
5
Two other readers exist: (a) Fidal welad higa tegre laletmaharobu,
Mukullo, 1889? 33 PP? (b) - Fidal nay higa tsgre, Asmara: Missione
Cattolica, 1908, 32 pp., the first being a syllabary only, the second - 
containing sentences, but not texts - being of doubtful value.
Ketab Fidal - goes to K. G. Roden. This reader - using Ethiopic
script only - has gone through three editions, Roden himself
1 2 being the editor of the first two. The third edition of the reader
is one revised by Musa Aron and published under the sponsorship of
A.Berglund of the Swedish Mission. This third edition has been
adapted to the needs of the young learner by means of a complete
revision of the first part - entitled ,Ag,azot - "spelling" -
dealing with reading exercises, and by leaving out sections of the
second part - entitled Qer*an - "reading" - in the case of material
thought by the reviser to be unsuitable for the young learner. The
second part of the book (pp. 5^-112) includes short phrases (pp. 5^-
55), salutations (p.56), tales - some adapted from foreign languages ■
riddles and a few poems.
As well as participating in the translation of the New 
3 *Testament into Tigre, Roden translated into Tigre- in Ethiopic
b
script - two theological works, based on Martin Luther's catechism.'
K. G. Roden, Sillabario della lingua tigre. Per cura della Societa 
evangelica nazionale svedese. Asmara: Tipografia della Missione 
Evangelica Svedese, 190^ f, 127 pp. K. G. Roden, Sillabario e com- 
primento per le scuole elementari inferiori in lingua tigre. Seconda 
edizione. Asmara: Societa Evangelica nazionale svedese, 1916,
173 PP.
2 ✓
K. G. Roden, Ketab ,6g,azot waqer*an, 3rd edition, revised by Musa 
Aron, Printing and Stationery Directorate, Asmara, 1958, 112 p.
•^See the paragraph on Bible translations at the end of this section. 
kK. G. Roden, transl., Dottrina Cristiana, secondo il Piccolo Catechismo 
di Martino Lutero, per opera del comitato Catechistico (in Isvezia). 
Liberamente tradotta dallo svedese in tigre da K. G. Roden. Asmara: 
Tipografia della Missione Evangelica Svedese, 1920, 128 pp. (pp. 117 
et seq - the contents of the book). K. G. Roden, transl., Martino 
Lutero Piccolo Catechismo. Tradotto in Tigre da K. G. Roden. Asmara: 
Missione Evangelica, 1926, 23 pp.
Scriptural quotations in these works are taken from the Tigre 
translation of the New Testament^- with some changes and omissions 
which simplify the literary style of that particular translation.
Other texts in the publication of which K. G. Roden parti-
2
cipated are Racconti biblici- *Adgamat qaddus ketab and Manuale
3
di storia sacra - Degem qeddus ketab. Both publications, which 
are in Ethiopic script, consist of a selection of simplified ver­
sions of stories from the Bible translated from Swedish. Racconti 
biblici was originally translated by the Revd. A. Renlund with the 
help of an indigenous scholar, but was not then published. Years 
later Roden undertook the work of revising the text which was finally 
published in 1916. The book contains stories from the Old (pp. 5- 
35) and New (37-58) Testaments.
Manuale di storia sacra which was published ten years later, 
in 1925, is an enlarged and revised version of Racconti biblici. At 
the end of the enlarged version there are four appendices consisting 
of: (a) the names of the books of the Bible (pp. 178-180); (b) a
table of the most important events ’’from the time of the creation of
See the paragraph on Bible translations at the end of this section.
2 ^
Norlen Wilh., and Fr. Lundgren, Racconti biblici. Illustrati, per 
le scuole elementari inferiori, di Wilh. Norlen e* Fr. Lundgren,
Rettori di scuole magistrati. Tradotti dallo svedese in tigre da
A. Renlund e K. G. Roden. Asmara: Evangeliska-Fosterlands Forlags-
expedition, 1916, 57 pp.
3 'Norlen Wilh., and Fr. Lundgren, Manuale di storia sacra (versione 
tigre). Seconda edizione. Riveduta da K. G. Roden e Giuseppe Hemmed. 
Asmara: Tipografia Evangelica, 1925, 200 pp.
4Yosef ^ammad who helped Roden and other members of the Swedish Mission 
with their translations into Tigre.
the world until Christ and from Christ until our time"^ (pp. l8l- 
185); (c) a list of names appearing in the Bible with interpretations
(pp. 186-193), (d) a list of abbreviations and symbols used in the
book (p. 19*0.
The above two publications supply the student of Tigre with 
excellent material as regards the syntactic structure of the language; 
all stories appearing in the shorter version of the work appear also 
in the enlarged edition, and comparisons of syntactic phenomena may 
thus be drawn. Furthermore, a comparison of three versions of cer­
tain texts is possible in the case of stories from the New Testament, 
owing to the existence of the Tigre translation of the latter.
To complete the list of publications by K. G. Roden, it re-
2
mams to mention a collection of songs: Darus gey on - Cantici di Sion
translated and edited by Roden in collaboration with R. Sundstrom.
This work, like all of Roden's other texts, is in Ethiopic script and 
consists of three hundred and ten religious songs. An index to the 
songs, in Ethiopic alphabetical order and according to the first word 
of the opening verse; is found on pp. 423-^35-
Texts collected by G. R. Sundstrom
The Revd. G. R. Sundstrom, a contemporary of K. G. Roden, 
became known as a Tigre scholar not only through the texts that he 
published but also by reason of the help that he offered to E. Litt­
mann, in terms of both scholarly knowledge and the collection of
^Manuale di storia sacra, l8l:3- The first date given is that of the 
creation of the world, A-163 B.C., and the latest date - that of the 
translation of the Bible into Amharic, l8^ fl A.D.
2 X *K. G. Roden and G. R. Sundstrom, transl., Cantici di Sion. In Tigre.
Tradotti ed ordinati da K. G. Roden e R. Sundstrb'm. Seconda edizione.
Asmara: Missione Evangelica Svedese, 1931, ^37 pp.
material. From a general point of view it can be said that Sund­
strom presented his material in a more scholarly manner than his 
colleagues at the Swedish Mission, perhaps owing to his fruitful 
relation with E. Littmann. A few, relatively short, texts were pub­
lished by Sundstrom. ...
2
One was published in 190*f as an article in collaboration 
with E. Littmann, at a time when Sundstrom's experience of the Tigre 
language was limited to a couple of years. The text consists of two 
pages in Ethiopic script (pp. 11-12) out of the J>b pages of the whole 
article, one page of text being a Tigre tale, the other a song con­
nected with it. The rest cf the article is a translation (pp. 3-*0 
and commentary (pp. *f-10) in Swedish, with a translation of the Swed­
ish into German (pp. 13-23) by E. Littmann. At the end of the article 
a phonetic transcription of the song is given (pp. 23-2*f), followed 
by a small glossary in phonetic transcription and a Swedish and Ger­
man translation of this (pp. 23-3*0 .
Another Sundstrom text published five years later, deals 
with (a) illnesses, injuries and their cure, (b) medicines, their 
preparation and use. The text is in Ethiopic script and a translation
~Z
into Swedish is provided. Part A) (pp. 127-131), entitled ,Amer 
*adar - "the knowledge of illnesses", consists of a list of ill­
nesses and injuries with, in each case, a description of symptoms and 
an outline of treatment. Part B) (pp. 132-173)j entitled *Amer
See above, section on Littmann's collected texts.
2 % oG. R. Sundstrom, En sang pa tigre-spraket, upptecknad, ofversatt och 
forklarad af R. Sundstrom. Utgifven och ofversatt till tyska af E. 
Littmann. Uppsala: Akademiska bokhandeln, SKVH, vol. 8, no. 6, 190*1-,
3**- PP. .
3 . . . . .G. R. Sundstrom, S.jukdomar ock deras behandling av infodmgar l
Mansa* , MO 3, 1909, pp.127-131.
^G. R. Sundstrom, Kannedom om lakemedel ock deras andvandning bland 
infodingarne i mangi*™ MO 3"j 1909, pp. 152--173* Parts ~A) and b) appear 
as consecutive but separate articles.
,aseryat - "the knowledge of remedies", consists of a list of medi­
cinal trees and plants together with an account of the manner in 
which medicines are prepared, preserved and administered (i.e. dos­
ages and frequencies).
The Sundstrom text^ most enlightening from a linguistic 
point of view was published in 191^- Sundstrom wrote it, after a ■ 
stay of twelve years among the Tigre-speaking peoples, with the 
stated aim of giving an idea of Tigre pronunciation and accent. In 
the preamble to the text an account is given of certain phonetic 
phenomena, the meet interesting of which are the allophonic forms of
■ftie vowel a. Apart from his unclear statement that "the vowel of
2the first order is always short", Sundstrom gives a striking 
description of the allophones of a_ though without relating them to 
their positional values. It is quite clear from this description 
that a may be open or close, front or centralized, and that the dis­
tinction between first and fourth order vowels cannot, thus, be a 
question of vowel-quality. Neither Sundstrom nor any other student 
of Tigre, for a long time afterwards, took pains to continue the
analysis beyond this point; only in recent years has any advance
3
been made as regards this aspect of Tigre phonology. This third 
Sundstrom text contains four Tigre tales in Ethiopic script, each tale
*^G. E. Sundstrom, Some Tigre texts with transliteration and trans­
lation , MO 8, 191^, PP« 1-15.
2
Ibid., page 1, A.
■^ See F. E. Palmer , Openness in Tigre, BSOAS 18, fasc. 3* 193^> PP* 
361-377. See also The morphology of the Tigre noun by the same 
author, §§ 1.2, 1-6 and 1.7. This work is dealt with at the begin­
ning of section B of this Introduction.
being followed by a narrow phonetic transcription with an inter­
linear translation; this in turn being followed by a free trans­
lation into English. The style of each tale is highly narrative, 
as if proceeding directly from the narrator’s mouth.
A document.of Sundstrom’s concerning the 'Ad ^ek,^~ a Tigre- 
Z
speaking Muslim tribe, may be mentioned here. It was turned over 
by Sundstrom to Littmann and later published by M. Hofner. The 
text - in Ethiopic script - consists of a genealogy of the tribe and 
an account of its law, customs and songs together with a trans­
lation into German and a commentary.
Texts collected by C. Conti Rossini
A contribution to the corpus of Tigre texts was made by
*2
C. Conti Rossini, whose Dogom Mansa* - Tradizioni storiche dei Mensa
was, in fact, the first valuable text to be published in Tigre. The
text, in Ethiopic script (pp. ^3-68), gives an account of the history
of the two branches of Mansa* and there follows a translation into
Italian and a commentary (pp. 69-99). Ike Tigre text also contains
(pp. 68-69) a short folktale, Degsm walat frasgy - ’the legend of the
king’s daughter”. In a preamble Conti Rossini explains how and when
his material was collected (pp. k l - k k ) and provides an ethnographical
introduction to the Tigre-speaking peoples. In his work Conti Rossini
/ 4was helped by K. G. Roden and by Roden's native assistant Tawalda
"^M. Hofner, Uberlieferungen bei Tigre-Stammen (l). 'Ad Sek , AE 4, 
1961, pp. 181-203.
2Cf.: PL1, 283:3.
C. Conti Rossini, Tradizioni storiche dei Mensa , GSAI 14, 1901, 
pp. ^1-99.
4Cf. Ibid., p.41:9-15
Madhan. Indeed, a comparison of Roden’s 1913 text - bearing
the same Tigre name Dagam Mansa6 - Le Tribh dei Mensa
with that of Conti Rossini’s shows that the same Tigre source
underlies both."*"
Another text edited by C. Conti Rossini worth mentioning
2
is Documenti per lo studio della lingua tigr£. This publication
contains Tigre texts in phonetic transcription with an Italian
translation. The transcription shows some peculiarities with
regard to the phonetics and to the morphology of the Tigre language,
e.g.: y, which is not geminated in the Tigre of Mansa*, is here
3geminated; palatalization is marked as if it occurs regularly,
4 . .
when in fact it is non-existent m  Tigre; gemmation appears m
the consonants of certain words where gemination is in fact also
5 . 6
non-existent. The collection contains: (a) fifty proverbs,
(b) thirty-seven riddles, (c) two stories, a translation being
given immediately after each proverb, tale and story.
"*"Cf., e.g., C. Ross. Trad., pp. 60-61 with Tribu, 46:27 et seq;
C. Ross. Trad., 63:13 et seq. with Tribu, 40:10 et seq;
C. Ross. Trad., 59:7 with Tribu, 8:8.
2
C. Conti Rossini, Documenti per lo studio della lingua tigrd,
GSAI 16, 1903, pp. 1-32.
3
As, e.g.: p.6, no. 36; p. 7, no. 43; 18:21.
4 *■
As, e.g.: tezabbieko - "I was sold (the slave cries /saying/)"^
p.8, no. 49 (phonetic transcription as in the original).
5 ^ ^
As, e.g.: fraqqoha _ "after that", 14:8; ellu - "for him", 18:21 
(phonetic transcription as in the original).
0 *
C. Ross.Doc, also contains a translation into Italian with a 
commentary (pp. 21-32), the text in Tigre appearing in Ricordo di un 
soggiorno in Eritrea, 1903, pp. 67-78.
Texts collected by W. Leslau
The contribution of W. Leslau to the existing corpus of
Tigre texts is an article entitled Tigre games ^(published 1961).
The text consists of seven children's games in phonetic transcription,
the Tigre text of each game being followed by an English translation.
This material was recorded by Leslau during his stay in Keren, in
I9V7, a stay which also yielded his Supplementary observations on 
2
Tigre grammar (published 19^8). The grammatical footnotes that appear 
in Tigre games1 are, in fact, part of the data of the Supplementary 
observations. There is reason to believe, then, that no further 
analysis was made of the material included in Tigre games since it 
was originally collected (19V7) and commented on (19 -^8 )#
The phonetic transcription of the text suffers from the 
same defect as the examples supporting the grammatical data of the 
Supplementary observations: i.e. a doubtful 'informant' - if one
assumes that Leslau's transcription is a true reflection of the 'in­
formant's' articulation. Among the peculiarities - common to both
of the above works - which incline one to thi^ view are: the gemina-
3
tion of semi-vowels, and the recurrence of the form *enda - "while"
A
instead of 9 endo, other peculiarities occurring in either one of
5the works.
"Stf. Leslau, -Tigre games , RSE 17, 1961, pp. 6l-68.
2
See section B) of the Introduction, below.
■2
As,e.g.: Tigre games , p.63, footnote 2; p. 6*f, footnote 7;
Supplementary observations, p. 128 § k-; p. 131 § 27a).
A
As, e.g. A^igne_games , p.62, footnote 2; Supplementary observations, 
p.137, § 1 3 6 ).
5
As, e.g.: Tigre games , p.6*f, footnote 3, where the form *ellu, in­
stead of *elu - "^which I s /  for him", is questioned by Leslau him­
self; Supplementary observations, p.127, § 1, where examples of 
fricative T L 7 "  are given, / / q j /  is non-existent in any dialect 
of Tigre.
Bible translations
Only two parts of the Old Testament were translated into
Tigre: The Book of Psalms - Dsrsan dawsd^ and The Book of Isaiah -
2
Kstab JEsayas. G. E. Sundstrom is to be credited with the work,
though its publication is posthumous. The names of the native
speakers who helped him are not on record. As regards the New
Testament, the first part to appear in print was the Gospel of St.
3
Mark, from the Swedish Mission press at Monkullo - where there was 
at that time one of the two missionary stations among the Tigre 
speaking people (the other being at Galab). This translation into 
Tigre, in an Ethiopic script whose orthography is not consistent, 
was done by indigenous scholars under the supervision of Dr. C. Win- 
qvist, a missionary physician, whose own scholarship was more in the 
domain of Tigrinya. The entire New Testament in Tigre was first pub­
lished in 1902 by the Swedish Mission Press at Asmara. K. G. Eoden, 
the principal of the Mission s tation at Galab, supervised the work
of translation which was carried out with the help of the native
k
teachers at the Swedish Missiqn. Books of the New Testament used
now among Tigre speaking Christians are reprints of a second edition
of the 1902 publication, produced in a revised and improved form at 
5
Asmara in 1931* All Tigre Bible translations appear m  Ethiopic 
script.
G. E. Sundstrom, transl., I Salmi di Davide in lingua tigre. Prima 
edizione. Pubblicato dalla Societa Biblica britannica e forestiera, 
Asmara: Tipografia Evangelica, 1923-
p  j
G. E. Sundstrom, transl., II Libro di Isaia in lingua tigre. Prima 
edizione. Pubblicato dalla Societa Biblica britannica e forestiera, 
Asmara: Tipografia Evangelica, 1923-
^Evangelium enligt Markus pa Tigre-Spraket, tryckt pa Missionspressen 
i Menkulitr; l8&95 32 pp. .
kAs for the sources from which the translation was made, see:
E. Ullendorff, Ethiopia and the Bible, Oxford University Press for 
the British Academy, 196>8, p.71.
%addis Galad- * sb higa togre, kale* betam ’errutry - II Nuovo
38.
B. Grammatical material
The scarcity of Tigre texts is paralleled by a scarcity 
of grammatical works. Practically all the grammatical works of the 
earlier period of Tigre studies are of no descriptive value to the 
student of Tigre, some of them now being linguistic curiosities of 
primarily historical value, while others were written by people who 
lacked the required skill or qualification for the task. Most of 
the credit for grammatical work on Tigre goes to E. Littmann, W.
Leslau, and F. P. Palmer, the latter having made the strongest im­
pact in his endeavours to bring Tigre studies into the domain of 
modern linguistic research.
Grammatical writings of E. Littmann, and connected works
E. Littmann published several monographs and articles con­
cerning various aspects of Tigre grammar. The most comprehensive,
'Das Verbum der Tigresprache is based on the published texts and 
grammatical works that were available at that time. A survey of such 
material is given at the beginning of the article (pp. 133-1^0), 
followed by an attempt at outlining distinctive dialectal features 
(pp. 140-132). General observations of a comparative and diachronic 
nature are made in part one (pp. 132-139).
Some of the gaps in Das Verbum were filled by M. Hofner
j  h
m  her article Probleme der Verbalstammbildung im Tigre .7 In this '
Testamento in lingua tigre. Seconda edizione riveduta. Pubblicato a eura 
della Socib'ta Biblica britannica e forestiera, Asmara: Tipografia 
Evangelica, 1931.
1E. Littmann, 'Das Verbum der Tigresprache , ZA 13, 1898, pp. 133-178;
ZA 14, 1899, pp. 1-102.
2
M. Hofner, Probleme der Verbalstammbildung im Tigre', ZDMG 101,
1931, pp. 89-106. — - -
article M. Hofner attempts an analysis of the relationship of 
form and meaning between verb-moulds such as qal"*" (i.e.: the in­
variable element of verb compounds whose second element is bela), 
qalla_ (i.e.: triradicals wixh similar second and third radicals) 
and qalqala on the one hand; qatla, qatladn and qata.ltala on the 
other - with the preformatives * an- and *as- being examined in 
appropriate instances. Verbs of the form q£tala_ and qo_tala_ are 
incorporated in the tables of examples. The data for this article
_ 2
appear in Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache.
An article concerning the pronoun in Tigre, Die Pronomina 
im Tigre was published by Littmann prior to the publication of 
Das Verbum , utilizing the same corpus of material. This article - 
in two fascicles - includes a description of the personal pronoun, 
the pronominal suffixes with the noun and the verb, indirect suf­
fixes (i.e.: "Mittelbare suffixe", which are in fact the prepositions 
* el - "to, for", * at - "in, on by, with"), the pronominal copula 
tu, the possessive nay, the reflexive (as expressed by nos - "self", 
ra/as - "head, self"), the reciprocal (nosnos), the demonstrative, 
the definite article and the relative la-, the interrogative pro­
nouns and, finally, the indefinite pronoun (as expressed by the en­
clitic particle -ma with gale, sema - "some, any").
A short article by Littmann, Die Diminutivbildung im Tigre ,
"'"The graphemes q, t, 1, stand for the radicals of the verbal root.
2
See section C) of this Introduction.
^E. Littmann, Die Pronomina im Tigre . Ein Beitrag zur aethiopischen 
Dialektkunde, ZA 12, 1&97, pp. 188-230, 291-316.
kE. Littmann, Die Diminutivbildung im Tigre t Estratto dagli Annali 
del R. Istituto Superiore Orientale di Napoli. Nuova Serie, volume 
II, Roma: Tipografia del Senato, 19^ -2-XX, pp. 89-103.
deals with the formation of the diminutive in Tigre, mainly in 
proper names. The corpus of texts used is that of Littmann’s Publica­
tions of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, where the lists of 
proper names and appellatives contain the equivalent diminutive forms.'
Grammatical writings of F. P. Palmer
F. R. Palmer has added a new dimension to research work
in Tigre by his attempts to put it on a purely descriptive plane. He
has been able to do this because of the material he collected on field
work during his stay in Eritrea in the early fifties. Palmer has
written three grammatical essays on the Tigre language, the most com-
2
prehensive being The morphology of the Tigre noun. In the first 
part of this book Palmer provides a brief discussion of the phonology 
of Tigre (pp. 1-3.0), emphasizing the principle of assimilation which 
is the most influential factor in phonetic variation in Tigre. In 
chapters two and three (pp. 10-15) the writer establishes an outline 
of those criteria, such as types of formation, noun and adjective, 
number and gender, etc., which form the basis of the classification 
in the following chapters. Chapters four (pp. 16-3^) and five (pp. 
35-39) deal with broken plurals and suffixed plurals respectively. 
Chapter six (pp. ^Q-65) deals with ’derivatives', i.e.: diminutives, 
pejoratives and augmentatives, according to form and meaning; an 
analysis of problematic forms (i.e.: forms which raise problems of 
classifcation) being made at the end of the chapter (pp. 62-65). In
■^ Cf. PL1, p. 137 et seq.
F^. R. Palmer, The morphology of the Tigre noun. London: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1962, 96 pp.(London Oriental Series, vol. 13); The 
other two are: F.R.Palmer, Openness in Tigre , BSOAS 18, fasc.3,
195*+ , pp. 561-577; F. R. Palmer, Relative clauses in Tigre, Word 
17, 1961, pp. 2^-33.
chapters seven (pp. 66-69) and eight (pp. 70-73) respectively pro­
nominal suffixes and adjectives are discussed. The grammatical part 
of the book is augmented by a list of nouns - arranged according to 
the different structural patterns of the singular form - and con­
sists of material collected by the writer and selected by him for 
the purpose of this work. A glossary of the linguistic terms used 
in the book rounds off the work.
Grammars
Two attempts have been made to produce comprehensive works
1 * 2on Tigre grammar, the first in 1919, Grammatica della lingua tigre,
and the second, Short grammar of Tigre,^  in 19^5.
Grammatica della lingua Tigre contains a description of
grammatical data (pp. 10-71), texts with Italian translation (pp.
79-90) and vocabulary: Tigre-Italian (pp. 93-186) and
Italian-Tigre (pp. 189-292).
The Tigre material is in Ethiopic script. The grammatical data are
not very helpful to the student of Tigre, since (a) the grammatical
framework used is that of another language (probably Italian), and
(b) many features of the data given are foreign to the Tigre language.
Leslau's Short grammar of Tigre is the only valuable grammar
of the language available. The book is a reprint of two articles which
"'"The work on the Beni 'Amor dialect: A. C. Beaton and A. Paul, A 
grammar and vocabulary of the Tigre language (as spoken by the Beni 
Amer). Khartum: Publications Bureau, 193^, 88 pp., mimeographed, 
is not covered by the above statement. In any case, the worth of 
this book to the student of Tigre is not very great, mainly owing 
to the non-linguistic- presentation of the data.
2 \ \Grammatica della lingua tigre, con annesso: Vocabolario tigre-
italiano e italiano-tigre. Per cura della Missione Catolica dell' 
Eritrea, Asmara: Tip. Francescana, 1919, 299 pp.
W. Leslau, Short grammar of Tigre (North Ethiopic), Dialect of Mensa, 
New Haven, 1 9 ^ 5 . Publications bf the American Oriental Society. 
Offprint series, no. l8.
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appeared in the same year,"*- the dialect described being that of 
Mansa*. Leslau's treatise is mainly based on Littmann's Publica­
tion of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, volume I, and on 
certain of Littmann1s articles. The Tigre material is given as a 
transliteration of the Ethiopic script of the sources used.
The main problem which Leslau faced was his inability to 
check the material in the field. Consequently he tended towards a 
speculative approach in those cases in which he considered the evi­
dence from existing material to be insufficient. Leslau did not, 
unfortunately, take the fullest advantage of Littmann's texts: 
some of the problems to which he found no answer could have been 
solved if Littmann's texts had been more fully investigated. Leslau, 
who was well aware of the shortcomings of his treatise, made an 
attempt to supplement his work with fresh material. This he col­
lected while on a short visit to Keren in Eritrea and published as
* 2
Supplementary observations on Tigre grammar . The new material 
enabled him to throw some further light on basic problems. However 
as he himself remarked, his time in the field had been too limited 
to carry out a systematic investigation. Supplementary observations on 
Tigre grammar, . has, therefore, a casual air; in some instances 
the small number of examples collected lead to an incorrect inter­
pretation of the data. A detailed critical account of Leslau's Short 
grammar and Supplementary observations is beyond the scope of this 
Introduction, and one example will have to suffice in illustrating
W. Leslau, 'The verb in Tigre' (North Ethiopic), Dialect of Mensa, 
JAOS 63, 19^ +5, pp._ 1-26; W TLeslau, .'Grammatical Sketches in Tigre 
(North Ethiopic). Dialect of Mensa, JAOS 63, 1943 j PP« 164-203.
2W. Leslau, Supplementary observations on Tigr J grammar ', JAOS 68, 
19^8 , pp. 127-139.
their limitations: Leslau's treatment of the phonological identity
of the vowel a can be seen to be inadequate and confusing. In
The verb in Tigre^~ Leslau assumes that "the final a of nagra is
not ... the same as the final a of sata, contracted from sataya ..."
and thus he transcribes the verb in the perfect, singular masculine
as qatla, such speculation being based here on etymological grounds.'
It is not possible otherwise to understand what he means by saying:
"not ... the same".
The quality of the vowel represented by the first order is
3
described in Grammatical sketches as being "between _a and e_", the
quality of the delimiting vowels not being defined. In another
place, Leslau suggests that the final a. of the singular and plural
of the personal pronoun forms "does not indicate the long a_ ... but
k
the qualitative value of a versus a". A summary of the last two 
statements gives the impression that (a) - there is a distinction 
in quality between the two vowels, and that (b) - such a distinction
is reflected in the use of the first and fourth orders - as repre­
sented in the texts in Ethiopic script. The first part cf such an
assumption does not fit the phonetic data regarding the vowel a
5
which are presented by Sundstrom - even though Leslau himself refers
1 aThe verb in Tigre, Bib), pp. 3-^-
2
In Tact, there is no difference in quality or quantity between the 
two vowels in this case. Cf. chapter one of this thesis, section 3 
et seq.
3 &Grammatical sketches, p. 163, 5 1.
Ll „
Ibid., p. 183, S a).
G. E. Sundstrom, Some Tigre texts , MO 8, 191^ -, P-l* A.
to Sundstrom’s data in connection with the pronunciation of the
first-order vowel.'*’
Having had the benefit of some actual field work, Leslau came
closer to the fact in stating that ’’Contrary to the assumption made
in Verb § 16, the final vowel of the verb in the perfect is a and
2
not a. The form is thus fagra.”, and that ’’the first vowel may
3
optionally also be a, and the form ... is thus fagra or fagra”. An-
Zf
other fresh observation was that ’’There are both a short and a long 
a. The length contrast often has a semantic or grammatical value”, 
e.g.:
*afa - "to look at”
*afa - "to heal".
All these casual statements do not proceed beyond the pre­
liminary phase of observations; they constitute general statements 
not based on systematic analysis.
C. Lexical material
The only valuable dictionary of Tigre in existence - E. Litt- 
_ 5
mann’s Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache - incorporates most vocabularies 
and glossaries published previously. Littmann’s Publications of the 
Princeton expedition to Abyssinia was the main text used, but al­
most all other published texts are represented as well. It also
^Grammatical sketches, p.165, footnote 1.
2 c
•Supplementary observations , p.132, S 28.
^Ibid.
Supplementary observations. , p.127, I 2 b).
5 _ _
E. Littmann und M. Hofner, Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache. Tigre- 
Deutsch-Englisch, Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1962, 7 ^  pp.
includes material produced by Sundstrom, Naffa' wad 'Etman, and 
others, and thus saw the light of publication for the first time 
in this Dictionary. M. Hofner participated in the work of editing.
The Tigre entries are in Ethiopic script and in Ethiopic alpha­
betical order, with translations into German and English. The heading 
of a verb entry is usually given in the perfect, third person, singular 
masculine, the final consonant being put in the fourth order when it 
is a final semivowel. The heading of a verb entry is the verb form 
of the basic stem, other types of formation and their prefixed deri­
vatives - with attested participles and infinitives - being given 
in each case. Each entry is usually attributed to several sources, 
and lexical, grammatical and dialectal notes are occasionally given. 
Idiomatic expressions and compound words are included as well, full 
utterances being sometimes given as examples. At the end of many en­
tries etymologies are adduced fromG©*©z, Tigrinya, and Amharic, and 
the Arabic origin is given where the source of the Tigre word is 
Arabic. Proper names, names of tribes, names of animals, names of 
stars and geographical names appear in a list at the end of the book 
(pp, 678-738). An addendum which deals mainly with additional ety­
mologies to previous entries rounds off the book (pp. 739-7^).
Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache is an impressive work. Its 
range of entries covers almost all published texts of the language 
and the various sources attributed to each item of an entry make a 
fine collection of examples. The dictionary has, however, a weak 
point: too many entries are based on Littmann1s poetry collection,^
^Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, volume III.
*+6.
where the meaning is frequently that of the contextual sense - 
specific to a certain verse - and not that of the general lexical 
content. Thus balsa,^  for example, has three meanings: 1. "to turn 
(over)"; 2. "to cause to be"; 3- "to answer". Meaning no. 2 is 
practically non-existent in prose and would be unintelligible to 
the native speaker of Tigre outside the specific poetic context in 
which it occurs. From a general point of view it can be said that 
the dictionary is a compilation of linguistic forms and their mean­
ings as found in certain texts, rather than a reflection of the 
spoken language. The disadvantage of this is that the spoken Tigre 
of today is represented to a limited extent only.
1LH, 269b.
Chapter One
PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY
Consonants - General description.
A / voiceless glottal fricative
A / voiced alveolar lateral
A / voiceless pharyngal fricative
/m/ voiced bilabial nasal
A / voiced alveolar trill
A / voiceless alveolar fricative✓
/I/ voiceless palato-alveolar fricative
A / ejective velar plosive
A / voiced bilabial plosive
A / voiceless dental plosive
A / voiced dental nasal
/ V glottal plosive
A / voiceless velar plosive
A / semivowel ('voiced bilabial')
/*/ voiced pharyngal fricative
A / voiced alveolar fricative
/y/ semivowel ('voiced palatal')
A / voiced dental plosive
/I/ voiced palato-alveolar affricate
/g/ voiced velar plosive
A / ejective dental plosive
/?/ ejective palato-alveolar affricate
/?/ ejective alveolar affricate
/f/ voiceless labiodental fricative
/V /
/c/ voiceless palato-alveolar affricate
/-v- -t voiced palato-alveolar fricative 
The above list is the complete phonemic inventory of Tigre conson-
. V . n /V /
ants, excluding £ z_J and with reservations ihthe case of /c/ :
. v _rin terms of distribution, [_ z_j occurs only as the palatalized form 
of /z/, while r * j  occurs almost exclusively as the palatalized 
form of /t/. This palatalization occurs with dentals and alveolars, 
in final position, in forms to which the first pers. sing. pron. 
suff. is attached. is seldom met with while C*J. is by no
means uncommon.
Exx.:
E masanit_j7* - "friends"; - "my friends"
^ mgBz3iz_y - "glass" : E g©zSzze_7‘1 - "my glass"
The corresponding inventory of Ethiopic graphemes by which most 
Tigre texts have been rendered includes also E & -7  or CvJ for
loan words, as in: E  felpos J -  "Philip"; E v olis^ ~ "police".
§ 1.1.1 Gemination
2
All consonants except /*/, /*/» A/? A /  (laryngals) and 
/w/» /y/ (semivowels) are subject to gemination. The significance 
of gemination is primarily morphological.
§ 1.2 Consonant variation
Though the articulation of most of the consonants is not
^The gemination is optional.
This term denotes /*/, /*/» A/> A /  throughout the work except 
where it is necessary to distinguish laryngals /*/ and /h/ from 
pharyngals /*/ and A A  the distinction then being explicitly 
made .
^9.
subject to major variation, some variants do occur in a manner 
determined by consonant position in the word, by adjacent speech- 
sounds and by certain suprasegmental features - mainly stress.
Some of these variants must be treated as simple allophones; some 
others are evidence of the articulatory overlapping of different 
phonemes. The principal examples are as follows:
§ 1.2.1 Ejectives - /q/, /t/, /s/, /J/.
iaaaaa # ' #
These consonants share the homorganic co-articulation of 
a glottal stop, the release phase being simultaneous in each case.
In final position in a syllable - preceding a consonant - the 
ejectives show a tendency to weaken and to lose their homorganic 
feature, full release not being achieved in the absence of a follow­
ing vowel.
Exx.
^“qan£^ko_7 - "I got up”; (/qanagko/)
^"mas^co^ - ”1 combed . (my hair)”: (/masajko/)
- ”ashes”: (/’ajbal /)
/q/ loses its homorganic feature only when followed by close juncture, 
as in: ^ “’afluk^ - ” forked branches”; (/*afluq/).
In final position - preceding a consonant - /q/ tends to lose com­
pletely its phonemic identity. The articulatory position of the 
variants of /q/ is post-velar. The acoustic impression is usually 
that of C ' J -  Sometimes, however, being extremely tense in the re­
lease phase, it sounds like r  ' j .
Exx.
^ l o ’lo ’J  or £•10 • lo'jT - ’’smeared”: (/leqluq/)
^ “ma’re^ia^ - "her condition"j (/maqrs^a/)
^"ta’bal^ _ "she will return"; (/taqbel/) (jussive)
/ - ’a'berj? - "tombs"; (/’aqbar/)
^ “’amma’rab^ - "evening-prayer,’’
(of Muslims); (/* ammaqrab/)
^ l a ' a ’ba * ©b 'a’rudu^
"the 'Aqba tree 
/fcogetherewith its
roots" TPLl,83:l2f); (/la'aqba ',-eb ’aqrudu/)
ZT’agsl ls’toloJ
"in order to kill him"; (/leqtoio/)- 
^“bet ma’das^- "the temple"; (/maqdas/)
Post-velar variation of /q/ is not limited to final position in a 
syllable: it may occur in a stress unit (see §'1.5) in medial 
position as a result of regressive assimilation.
Ex.:
^"tsatLa,a,^ t o m ^ - "He laughed at them"; (/tesa^iaqa *©ttom/).
§ 1.2.2 Voiced plosives - /b/, /d/, /g/
These consonants, being in final position in the syllable, 
may become voiceless. The voiceless h , £ 5 j| are tense and
differ as such from /p/, /t/, /k/ which are lax and have a greater 
degree of aspiration.
Exx.:
eb~f erugj7' - "exactly"
o e
£ “*adad._7 - "number"O
^ “galabj/ - "Galab (name of a village)"
51.
§ 1.2.3 Laryngals1 - /*/» /*/, /V, A/.
The unstressed glottal stop may have weak articulation in 
all positions. In word-final position it may disappear altogether.
Exx.:
Agabbi_/ " "maybe"; (/gabbe*/)
^Amulu^/ - "full"; (/muluV)
Followed anywhere in the word by a laryngal or by an elective, £  * /and 
C 'J may be in free variation with one another.
Exx.:
^ “’adde^a / or A'addo^a/ "noon"; (/’addsjia/)
^'ad^edj^ or ^ ”*ad~]jLed/ "one 
another"; (/*ad~tL0d/)
^ ’arqayj/ or ^ “*arqay_/ - "bed"; (/'arqay/)
^ “'aqrud^ or ^ “*aqrud_/ "roots"; (/’aqrud/)2
ZT'atalJ or "goats"; (/•ajal/)
^"’a^far^ or £ ' a § f a r j r - "nails"; (/’agfar/)
A ’all ©ej? or ^“*all0 _^_/ - "hawk"
§ 1.2.** Nasals - /m/, A/«
There is a possible neutralization of the m/n phonemic 
contrast when one of them occurs in a homorganic consonantal sequence, 
either of the phonemes then being actualized as either or
■^ See: § 1.1.1 footnote 2.
2Cf. § 1.2.1.
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Exx. :
^“'amboba^ or £  * anboba_^ - "flower"
C  ?©mbuy_7 or £ j enbuy 7 ~ - "solitary"
</“,ambatqJ7' or ^-,anbata_J7' - "He began"
j/t'ambak^ or i/tanbak_7 - "tobacco"
£  gamf a’at^J1or £ ganfa’at - * name of a plant
The question of which phoneme is represented in each actualization 
can be answered only where the morphological evidence is sufficient, 
as in:
^ “’agal tambar^ or ^ “’agal tsnba.r^
- "in order that you live" 
(root: nbr).
■^",emb0_7' or ^ “’enbe^T' - "We said" (root: bhl,
preceded by 1st pers. pi. verb pref. in the imperf.: * an-).
§1.2.5- Liquids - /l/, /r/.
/l/ which exists in two monosyllabic particles of very 
wide distribution - *al - "to, for" and la - the definite article 
(and relative pronoun) - is liable to disappear by assimilation in 
the following circumstances: the particle * al either loses the c  1 7
without acoustic compensation (since /y/ is not geminated), or be­
comes zero when it occurs with the 1st pers. sing. pron. suff.
Exx.:
- "Excuse me".
"Buy for me".
- "I have (lit.: "there is to me", 
for: halla *alye).
"^ba^ ial ballsy e_7 
£ zabe * ©ye_7 
^"hallaye^
With 2nd pers. suffs., sing. & pi., the suffix is geminated when '
r ’8i_7 becomes zero.
Exx. :
^ “hallakka^ - "you (masc. sing.) have"; (halla *elka) 
^’’hallakkumJ  - "you (masc. pi.) have"; (halla *elkum)
The definite article la is usually assimilated to the preceding 
particle, forming one unit with it and thus creating a sharp transi­
tion between itself and the initial sound of the following word."*"
Exx.:
C ’ ebba seqel^/ - "about the work"; (*sb lassqsl)
ebba teprekorder^T1 - "with the tape recorder".
^"*etta gabay^ - "in the street"; (* at lagabay)
^menna b e t - "from the house"; (men labet).
The /r/ phoneme has a free variant which has the relative length of 
articulation typical of a geminated consonant. It lacks, however, 
the tension which characterizes a geminated consonant in the release 
phase. This /r/ variant occurs in a way that could be interpreted 
as a voice-quality modulation.
Exx.:
^ “’adherr^/ - "mountains"; (/’adber/).
^rrabbi^ - "God": (/rabbi/).
£  fagarrna^ - "We went out"; (/fagarna/).
§ 1.2.6 Semivowels - /w/, /y/.
Semivowels may have a weak articulation. The weak variant 
of /w/ is distinctive as regards lip position, which is ’spread1'2,
1 Cf. § 2.11.2 a)
2
Denoted m  the IPA alphabet by an upside down m.
5 .^
as in:
^ “temayau^ - "They spent the night"; (/t©mayaw/).
c '  aud__/ - "threshing-floor"; (/'awd/).
The weak variant of /y/ has a .lower, more lax position of the 
tongue as in:
^"kara^i^ - "hand (of raiders)"; (/karayi/).
cf. aray^/ - "hyaena"; (/karay/).
iay©]p.J7 ” "red"; (/qay©]?-/).
In both cases the acoustic impression is that of a diphthong. In 
words of frequent occurrence the /y/ in intervocalic position is 
liable to disappear by assimilation.
Ex.:
£ h e j  - "however"; (/haye/).
The semivowels are liable to metathesis.
Exx.:
^ “jawafit^/ or ^ ”£a£awit_/ - "chicken"
£ mawarri_7 or /Tmarawi_7 ” "sticks"; (sing.: mora)
^ ”,abyat_/ or ^ “’aybat^/ - "houses"; (sing.: bet)
/^radyam^JT1 or /[“raydam^/ - "cruel (people)";
(root: rdy)^
!' 1.3 ' Vowels - General description.
There are six vowel phonemes in Tigre, as follows: 
/i/ high-front
/e/ mid-front
"hsee also verbs with final SV, § 5.5.3 footnote, and participles,
§ 2.7.1 a) last example but one.
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/a/ low-front (to low-central)
/a/ long low-front
/u/ high-back
/o/ mid-bacK
In addition to the above six phonemes the vowel c * j  (mid­
central) needs to be mentioned here. From a phonemic point of 
view nothing is gained by including it in the inventory of the 
vowel phonemes: its role is in conserving the syllabic structure
typical of Tigre. Otherwise it is a positional allophone of a 
'zero phoneme’ (cf.§ 1.7.7.).
From the articulatory point of view each vower is dis­
tinctive in regard to tongue-height and tongue-advancement, exclud' 
ing the a/ a contrast which is in terms of vowel quantity. That 
such phonemic contrast exists is shown by the following sets of
minimal pairs:
/tiar/ - "afterwards; than".
/tar/ - "the other; the last one".
/gadem/ - "now then; so; thus",
/gadem/ - "plain; country".
/hal/ - "maternal aunt".
/hal/ - "maternal uncle".
/ba'al/ - "master; owner".
/ba'al/ - "a festal day; holiday".
Exceptional is the case of words with a final CV-type syllable, 
when V is a low-front vowel. In such a case no phonemic contrast 
of quality may occur and vowel duration is subject to stress and 
syllabic structure1, e.g.:
1 Cf.: § 1.7.4, (c).
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/sabkaj op ^sabk57 - "your people" (/sabka/).
^sabka-tom/ - "they are your people" (/sabka tom/)
^balsa/ - "he answered" (/balsa/)
^balsa~*0ttu^ - "he answered him" (/balsa 9attu/)
^hosa^ or ^ /hos^7 - "sand" (/hosa/)
The above statement provides a basic description of .car­
dinal values of Tigre vowels. A wide range of variation is en­
countered in some of these (see § 1.7 et seq.) when actualized in 
the chain of speech.
§ 1.^ Vowel quantity and the syllabic structure'1'
Uspally vowels may be long or short according to the incidence 
of stress and syllabic structure, though one typical variant of /a/ 
(namely -  see § 1.7.^) and also are predominantly short.
Thus vowel quantity is phonemically relevant only in the (above- 
mentioned - § 1.3) case of a/ a.
The typical Tigre sequence is composed of CV and CVC syl­
lables, or any combination of these two syllables. Long vowels are 
likely to be found in syllables that carry prominent stress. There 
are, however, two further observations to be noted: (a) - phoneti-
cally-long vowels are typical of CV syllables and rare in unstressed 
CVC syllables - where phonetically-short vowels are frequent;
(b) - a CV-type syllable does not favour a short vowel in word-final
1Cf.: § 1.7.6.
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position. Though the occurrence of / a / is not subject to the 
implications of the incidence of stress and syllabic structure,
£  a_7 usually occurs in locations similar to those mentioned in (a) 
and (b). Observation (b) is of especial importance in regard to 
/ a /, as no contrast between /a/ and / a / is likely to materialize 
in a CV-type syllable in word-final position.^
Exx.:
(1) in CV-type syllables with prominent stress:
^*abe_/ - "yes"; (/*abe/)
^sahi_7 - "tea"; (/sahi/)
/ ^ T f a l u ^  - "no"; (/’ifalu/)
^ ^ ”gaha_7' - "its sand" (lit.: her sand);
(/tiogaha/)
(2) in CVC-type syllables with prominent stress:
£"babJ "door"; (/bab/)
- "house"; (/bet/)
C v t m J "day"; (/yom/)
£"*arat__7 - "bed"; (/*arat/)
^"badob^/ - "desert"; (/badob/)
/” derhoJ  - "chicken"; (/derho/)
gadmotat/- "plains"; (/gadmotat/)
unstressed CVC-type syllables:
^ “kadbet__/ - "floor"; (/kadbet/)
/£maskot J  - "window"; (/maskot/)
/pDarbare_J7' - "pepper"; "/barbare/)
,§ 1.3; see also § 1.7.^, (c).
(4) in a CV-type syllable in word-final position:
- "He lived"; (/nabra/)
^"nabra^ - "meal"; (/nabra/)
§ 1.3 The accentual system - the stress unit.
The accentual system of Tigre cannot be described in 
terms of word boundaries. This is, firstly, because stress is 
non-distinctive and shifts easily from one syllable to the other. 
Secondly, a certain speech rhythm is maintained by means of which 
the number of prominent stresses in a given utterance determines 
the length of time it takes to produce the utterance. This means 
that the time elapsing between two primary stresses is roughly the 
same, regardless of the number of syllables in between. Such a 
phenomenon may have an overwhelming effect on all vowels.
In order to represent the spoken chain, a basic unit of 
measurement will be established. This unit will be called a 'stress 
unit'. Its boundaries are two sharp transitions (non-phonemic) 
between which there occurs at least one prominent stress. Such an 
arbitrary unit, established without regard to morphological or 
semantic considerations, 'cuts' words and affixes in such a way 
that some bound morphemes fall on the 'wrong' side of the juncture.
In spite of this, the importance of recognizing such a unit is the 
fact that vowel variation by assimilation occurs inside it. The 
analysis of the utterance into stress units is accomplished as in 
the following instance:
The utterances
^ ’athayabayonr/ - "He caused (it) to be given to them"
and ^~lag,a~legba,_i/' - "whatever; something"; (laga*a legba*)
each, consist of a stress unit, with, in this instance, the same 
stress pattern.
Other examples: the utterances
'adad kel*e me* ot wafromsa - ”a number of two hundred
and fifty”
and men sanat ssfr saman ma’et wasa'a - ’’since the year of 1890" 
are to be rendered as:
£  * adad kel*e~m* etWu £amsaT1o 4*
/men*§sm.at'Mse£i saman~m,t wasa •ij.
A comparison of the last two examples reveals the stress-timed 
rhythm as follows:
men** sanat
Notes:
'adado
s~
kel
sa wasa
£amsa
t—a
1. the vertical long line marks each successive 
primary stress
2. the horizontal lines delimited by two vertical 
strokes mark the stress units
3. the tilde stands for an open ('muddy') transition, 
while the empty spaces between the stress units 
mark close (sharp) transition .
§ 1.6 Intonation and pitch
Usually stress and pitch coalesce. In interrogative (or 
emphatic) utterances the tonal pattern can have its own distinctive 
contour.
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Exx. :
"Is this your house?"
"Do you live in ’Asmara?"
"What didpu do (having got up)?" 
"What shall I do?" (exclamative).
i 1.7 Vowel variation.
All vowels except / a / are liable to variation.
^ “’©lli betka~tuf_/
01 9asmara~t ©fna^bba r f j -  
cf. £  mi^~wadeka^_j7
and ©wadde^ J
/!/■
Between two prominent stresses and without being itself 
stressed, this vowel may have a centralized variant.
Exx.:
sbbslli~sabab ’ ©lli__7 - "because of this"
"^sannar"'l bbas_7 - "beautiful clothes"
Furthermore, a full centralization of /i/ can be 
occasionally detected.
Exx.:
^“’enta sann©~wadeka>J7P - "You have done well"
£ mend©11©"he J "after that, however";
(mend ©Hi haye) 
iii With the greatest degree of weakening, the acoustic im­
pression is that of zero articulation, as in:
^sannhalleko^T* - "I am well"; (sanni halleko)~*~
(b) In interrogative patterns, where the tonal contour pre­
vails and stress and-pitch do not coalesce (see i 1.6),
§ 1.7.1 
(a)i
li
In fact the vowel is not entirely eliminated, as the release phase 
of the geminated /n/ implies a vocalic timber during the shift of 
the organs of speech to /h/ position.
the centralized variant of /i/ may be stressed.
Ex.:
~ga*aka_7 - flWhat happened to you?”
(Cf.: ^"mit~ta ’olla^ - "What is this?”)
Here, the particle mi, being at the centre of intonation 
in the stress unit, takes a prominent stress. The primary 
stress, however, falls on the last syllable of the stress 
unit.
§ 1.7.2 /e/.
The most frequent variant of /e/ is a low-front sound, 
which is closer to than to It will be represented,
therefore, by the symbol c ae J- The sounds and c ae J exist
in a stressed-unstressed relationship to each other, analogous to 
that of a - J  and 
Exx.
^jjLattae~ksbbayat nay~buh_^ - ”a cup of coffee”.
^“watLat£Lattae'‘', ewan~he_7 - "and sometimes, however”,
cf. ^ “^atte^tu^ - "It is the same”.
^"galae "gar^ - "something".
^ “’amerika * atksl’ae ~tstk£ffal_7
"America is divided into 
two ^arts^'".
^ “men ,azae~,azae~fagger_^' - "Now, even now, he will
come out". (PL1, jM'.b)
r /
cf. ^ “wa’asek ’azema^ - "and even until now".
Occasionally one can hear a stressed c ae _7. which is a case
of dilated regressive assimilation - in these examples owing 
to the influence of /a/"*":
azse ~tnaddaqa *ofis_/ - "the office which is built now"
^ “hatu 9 anzee ~'ala__/ - "He was here."
^ “hatu gae ga~thaga_/ - "He made a mistake /T n speech/"
§ 1.7.3 /u/ and /o/.
These two high-back and mid-back vowels have unstressed 
variants which are more lax and centralized, and lower, than is 
the case with cardinal and c ° j .  Stressed variants of /u/
may occur in the case of assimilation by laryngals.
Exx.: /o/ :
^ “waro * anas_/ - "a ^ certain/ man",
£ 9 end3~tiadagna_/ - "we, leaving paving left/".
A/:
^/betkUm_/
af sU^~ * elye_/
£  sabU*__/
- "your (masc. pi.) house".
- "Allow (masc. pi.) me".
- "much; many".
- "seven".
I.7.2* /a/.
Allophones of this phoneme are actualized in the area which
■z
extends between the points of actualization of Z X 7  and
Cf. I 1.7.^ (b) & (c). Assimilation of /e/ byconsonants is in­
frequent but possible, e.g. : £ ~ k 9 l9 ae~sajp._/ - "two thousand"; 
(kal*e igefr). cf. § 1.7.^ (e).
5
“Of the IPA trapezium.
^The symbol C v J  (an upside down a ) stands for a central vowel 
which is lower than see IPA, p.7, § 18). For typographical
reasons is denoted in this work by the symbol Z X 7 -
In fact /a/ has a considerable number of variants whose gross 
accoustic features overlap the allophones of several phonemes.
In terms of the spoken chain no allophone dominates. Two variants 
can, however, be chosen as a standard of measurement by reference 
to which other variants can be described and without which the 
process of variation would be incomprehensible. These allophones are 
C * J  and Z X 7 1 suggesting only the acoustic range of the phono- 
neme and not referring to the characteristic distribution of its 
variants.
Assimilation is the main factor which determines the 
2
quality of the allophone. The processes of assimiation by which 
the actualization of an /a/ allophone is determined are as follows:
(a) When followed by a front vowel other than /a/.
When immediately followed by /i/ or /e/, /a/ is repre­
sented by a more advanced variant than otherwise. Such variants 
can be almost as advanced as 
Exx. :
£ rat © * ~gabbi ’ J  -  "It will be all right"; (/rats* gabbs*/)
^"gabilJ  - " tribe; people"; (/gabil/)
^galehom__7 - "some of them"; (/galehom/)
/“ra'asse7 - Mmy head"; (/ra’as/ - "head")
4*
Z/*ana dUluy halleko^
- "I am ready"; (/halleko/)
1See previous page, footnote 3
'As well as in its narrow sense assimilation is taken here also in the 
broad meaning of a process by which a simplification of the articulatory 
motion brings about economy of movement.
(b) When followed by / a /.
When immediately followed by / a / /a/ has the quality
of
Exx. :
^“masahitu^T1 - ’’his friends”; (/masanit/)
amanu"'tu_y’‘ - ”He is right”; (/’amahu tu/)
(o) ^g^^ollowed^b^^lo^^on^vowsl^n^V 
st^ss^unit_fin^^pos^ion.
No contrast between /a/ and / a / is likely to materialize 
in a CV-type syllable in stress-unit final position. in such a position
occurs. This regressive assimilation is applied to all /a/ allo­
phones which precede f b j or within the stress unit, on con­
dition that no other vowel - relevant to the process of assimilation 
occurs in between.
Exx.:
/a/ may be represented by fK j or /a^, and regressive assimilation
eb~tartara_/ - "sometimes; sporadically”; (/tartara/)
"There was sun before the rain”; (/qadam
lszslam ga^ay 
*ala/)
"(He, it) was broken”
"the anchor's chain”
'For the tendency of the particle la to be assimilated with the 
preceding sequence, cf. § 1.2.5 and § 2.11.2 a)
(d) When followed by a back vowel
When followed by either of the two back vowels, retracted 
variants of /a/ are liable to occur. The variant with a following 
/o/ is more retracted than that with a following /u/.
Exx.: .
"^ay of7 life"
"window”
- "its chain"
- ":ty himself"
£  mpmbpro^ 
■^"mpskot^ T'
£  sal sal at
^"bannu^
(e) Influence of consonants on /aJ - e.jectives and 
pharyngals.
When immediately preceded by, or when followed anywhere 
within the stress unit by an elective or a pharyngal, /a/ is re­
presented by 
Exx.: E.jectives
Cf.
"face"
£  s a x j - "half"
£ farmuzJ - "bottle"
£  galot^ J* "prayer"
£~qalil_/ - "light: easy1
£ mandaq^ - "wall"
Pharyngals
£^“fcamasganay__7' "dark-grey"
27" wafrar^ "and after"
^Providing that the vowel is not crushed by the stress rhythm, as 
for instance: 2T* etta^may^lanijjiaz^ - "in the water of the river";
et lamay lamafcaz)•
£
Ma bark"
"hour; watch"
- "ten"
- "green"
^ “n9ba£i_7 
£ sa'atJ
^"sa1 ar sa * aro_7
(f) Laryngals.
/  9 /  and /h/ do not affect the quality of /a/ in the 
same way that the pharyngals do. When immediately preceded or 
followed by / 9 /  or /h/, /a/ may have variants which are more 
advanced or more retracted than zTa_7, owing to partial assimilation 
with other vowels and consonants, as described previously. In the 
absence of such an influence, there is a tendency, however incon­
sistent, to pronounce adjacent /a/ allophone slightly higher and/or 
more retracted than the position. In a sequence where C
is laryngal, tends to become similar to V^ .
Exx:
cf.
£~±q9 enas_/
/Hdahalat_7
£  dahab__7 
*
^“bezlljp. gahaw_7
£~dahayJ
£ “la,akatJ7' 
da* am J  
/~wa*at J 
^ ’arw % J
- "the man"; (/la’enas/)
- "that is"; (/bahalat/)
- "gold"; (dahab/)
- "They were very sorry";
(/gahaw/)
- "noise";
- "mouth";
- "she sent";
- "but";
- "cow";
- "snake";
(/dahay./) 
(/’af/) 
(/la* aka t/) 
(/da’am/) 
(/wa*at/) 
(/*arwe/)
In one case the behaviour of the laryngals is similar
to that of the pharyngals. In a word, or a stress-unit final
syllable, closed by either of these two categories of consonant,
/a/ is represented by C * J  or - when stressed - by L * J  ',as in:
£"lag,a'vlagba,__/ - n something; anything"; (/lag'a legba’/) 
£ '  egel ’inegma* J  - "that we shall not be thirsty";
2T"farrah_7
27lebla'_7'
^-left^jr
"fear";
(/’inegmaV)
(/farrah/)
cf. "that he will eat"; (/labia*/)
and "that he will open"; (/laftsijjL/)
(g) When an /a/ allophone appears in sequences whose 
phonetic contexts make the phoneme immune to the assimilation pro-, 
cress - namely processes other than one of those described in (a) -
usually closer to This is so since an utterance which includes
the vowel /a/ and excludes the set of phonetic phenomena described 
in (a) - (f) can only consist of a CVC-type syllable (where V is /a/) 
or an utterance having a CVC-type syllable in final position. Such 
a CVC syllabic structure in final position is favourable to the 
actualization of phonetically-short vowels (cf. § l.*t) and a phonetically- 
short /a/ allophone is here liable to become centralized. Thus, the 
utterance /faras/ - "horse", for example, can be rendered as £"fajca.s_/ 
or ^ “faras_/ and the first form is favoured. The utterance /saf/ - 
"battle" can be rendered as £  sa or c  saf_/ with a preference for
(f) - its actualization fluctuates between ZX7 and and is
£ ~ s a f e t c .
Duration is optional even when stressed.
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§ 1.7.5 C * J  variations.
By nature of its articulatory status, which implies an 
economy of movement, this mid-central vowel is particularly exposed 
to the effects of assimilation. The positions and environments in 
which C*J variations occur are on a par with those of the other 
vowels, with special resemblance to those of /a/. However, two 
important observations may be made when the determining factors of 
/a/ variations are compared with those of
1. - almost all variants of are central, even when
the influence is that of pharyngals or ejectives.
2. - the occurrence of variants is frequent but inconsistent,
Exx.
cf.
£ men^gabbij^1 
£wUlad_7 
£wUraqJT* 
^-qUrUb_7 
^"wUdday^
£  qablatj^ 
^"geblat^ 
/^“saqalJ  
^"saqalnaj7*
£  jalmat^T'
^ “’arba'a^
^"hamsaj/
’perhaps";
'sons";
’papers"; 
’relative"; 
’a deed";
’north"; 
’south"; 
’work";
’our work"; 
’darkness"; 
’forty"; 
’fifty";
(men gabbe*) 
(welad)
(weraq) 
(qerub)
(wedday)
(q eblat) 
(geblat) 
(seqel)
(seqelna) 
(gelmat)
(>arbe*a) 
(j^ emsa)
^Only in stress-unit final position - the syllable being closed by 
a laryngal.
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§ 1.7.6 The role of q f  in the syllabic structure.
The full treatment of calls for a description of its
role in the syllabic structure.'*' In any sequence of common occurrence 
composed of CV and CVC syllables, a cluster of two consonants only is 
favourable, and this only in medial position. Thus, the word ketab -
"book", has a plural form *aketbat, where by means of the introduction 
of the non-attested sequence CVC C CVC is avoided, and a legi­
timate CV CVC CVC sequence occurs. Similarly, in cases where a mor­
phological C-^ C^ C^  **-s afr°ut to materialize in medial position, an 
is inserted to avoid such a sequence.
Exx. :
*ageggat - "faces"
*agedda - "but; especially"
msweqqal - "high places"
Bearing in mind that the term 'medial position' is not 
limited to the 'word', a sequence like ^abaxini~laktab_J7^is no ex­
ception. A similar process governs the re-distribution of syllables 
in the following examples:
elli~ktab * ellij7' - "this book"
^”£sfun ma~brud_7' - "hot or cold" 
egella^gzaz ’ sbmay mal'aya^
- "He filled the glass with water" 
(,egel lagezaz * eb may mal*aya).
In initial and final position - though infrequently en­
countered - clusters are not impossible. The typical syllabic
1Cf. § l.*f.
2
"Give(masc.sing.) me the book"
structure yields forms like:
Initials:
^"zolam^ - "rain11; ^ “gorrum^ - "beautiful"
Finals:
^"'anss^ - "women"; £  rayem^ - "long"
^“]^0l©m_y - "dream"; /^“j^ab©!^ - "rope"
Yet, owing to the stress-timed rhythm and to the arti
culatory nature of potentially-continuant consonants (i.e., consonants 
other than stops), it is possible to encounter a cluster of two con­
sonants, and even more than two, in all positions, in many sequences 
that disallow them otherwise.
Exx.:
©t^galab^* ©nabbrr^
"I live in Galab"; (* snabbsr)
A cluster of three consonants is found in the following
utterance:
An interesting example is the following, where /r/ functions 
as a syllabic:
c  grrum"*tu_7
c  bzITfcrtuJ? 
£  kars_/^
£  tars_J/^ "ploughing; agriculture"
"It- is abundant, more than enough" 
"inside" (noun)
"It is beautiful"
^“‘afsna^karena^ - "We put (past tense) down our luggage"
% ©Vcf. £  la af s j  - "the luggage; the parcel"
/ f
£Krn“tyae tJ n'a voice of an animal"; (kersn froyayet)
^The articulation of this consists of one flap.
______________________________»J-
The examples above have shown the range of variation in 
the occurrence of £ * J  sounds in Tigre and their characteristic 
distribution. The question arises as to whether these sounds
can be regarded as allophones of a phoneme /©/ in the phonological 
system of the language. To answer the question, sets of minimal 
pairs like:
£"k© - "like” (prep.)
£~k ain_7 - ”how much” (adv.)
’’bribe”
£ “ken_y - ’’there”
£  d9rho__/ - "donation”
£  derho^ /* "chicken”, etc., must be examined.
Taking into account the syllabic role of see ^ l#y*6)j the
utterances ^"ken^/ and ^ “d0rho_/“ can be described as /km/,
/kn/ and /drho/ and thus do not constitute a series of minimal pairs 
with /kam/, /ken/ and /derho/. Analysing its syllabic role one real­
izes that in the examples above and in the previous para­
graph, represents an ’allophone of a zero phoneme’. This special role 
of as a ’consonantal glue’, is sometimes reflected in pronunci­
ation, when it is almost impossible to be absolutely certain of the 
actualization of the sound, as with ^ "£ar(©) B j -  ”agriculture”,
/"kar(© )e_7- ’’inside” (noun) and the like. In fact, many instances 
among the examples with non-medial clusters can be seen in this light.
1.7.7 The phonological identity of
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Chapter Two 
THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGKE NOUN
The grammatical data treated in this chapter consist of 
(i)-morphological and syntactic features relevant to the classi­
fication and analysis of the Tigre noun (§§ 2.1-2.1.4); (ii)-noun 
formation consisting of a treatment of the morphologically basic 
forms (§§ 2.2-2.2.3); ( iii)-the formation of plurals, suffixed
(§§ 2.4.-2.4.6) and ’broken* (§§ 2.3.-2.3-5); (iv) - the semantic 
categories which are, morphologically, suffixed derivatives of 
basic forms (§§ 2.6.-2.6.3); (v) - verbal formations: participles,
infinitives and nouns denoting the instrumentt place or product 
(§§ 2.7.-2.7.4); (vi) - compound nouns (with the syntactic features 
of concord between'the elements of the compound dealt with (§ 2.8); 
(vii) - adjectives - where the main morphological classes used in 
this capacity are mentioned (§ 2.9) ; (viii) - pronominal suffixes 
in conjunction with nouns and particles (§ 2.10);^ (ix)-the definite 
article (§ 2.11).
Throughout the chapter a distinction is made between count­
able nouns and uncountable nouns; the former can be qualified by
numerals whereas the latter*s occurrence with numerals is not
,2typical of the Tigre syntax. Such a distinction is essential to 
the classification of the subcategories of number.
§ 2.1 Grammatical categories
The Tigre noun occurs a) belonging to the number category 
which comprises, as subcategories, the singular and plural and an
"''The pronominal suffixes in conjunction with verbs are treated in 
§ 3.12 et seq.
2Cf. § 2.1.4.
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intermediate category - the collective, and b) having either 
masculine or feminine gender. The intermediate position of the 
collective noun involves morphological and syntactic features of 
overlapping between itself and the other subcategories which are 
treated in the appropriate sections below.^
S 2.1.1 £ende£
a) The gender of the singular noun is statable lexically,
the plural-form gender being subject to the state of animateness 
2
of the noun.
Examples of nouns of masculine gender:
ketab 
ma * asad 
bangal
*af
tekla
wad
- '‘book"
- "scythe" 
"brain,
* skull" 
"mouth"
- "wolf
- "son"
gendav
madosa
q enf ez 
f eluy
* enas
"log of wood"
"hammer"
"side-chamber"
"porcupine"
"bull-calf"
"man"
Examples of nouns of feminine gender:
- "bracelet"
- "accident"
- "time"
"gazelle"
"mouse"
walat - "daughter"
— vwanca
begot
* ewan
sokan
angay
gabay
_^ ad
* engera 
gore* 
felit 
,essit
- "road"
- "village, country" 
-"(loaf of) bread"
-' "frog"
"female-calf"
- "woman"
Cf. SS 2.2.1, 2.2.3. 
"Cf. § 2.1.3.
7*K
As may be seen from the above examples gender correlates 
with sex only in those nouns where sex is expressed semantically - 
animateness its'elf, though necessary, is not sufficient in estab­
lishing such a correlation.
b) Inanimate nouns may sometimes occur having concord of either 
gender. In such a case (i) the noun may be described as having both 
genders, or (ii) the gender of the noun may be stated in accordance 
with the gender of its dirm.nu.tive form - when such a form exists - 
which is itself always that of the noun from which the diminutive is 
derived. The noun bet - "house", for example, was recorded having 
both masculine and feminine concord.
Cf. * slli bet * elli wakemsalhu lahay -
"This (masc.sing.) house and also that (masc.sing.) /o n e p \
and lahan *abyat lahan -
"those (fem.pl.) houses"
The diminutive form of bet is betatit - i.e. a derivation with a 
suffix of feminine gender - and is thus definable morphologically 
as a feminine form.
c) An animate noun may have both masculine and feminine concord 
and also a diminutive form with alternate genders expressed morpho­
logically. In such a case gender and sex usually correlate although 
masculine concord may also refer to species, e.g., habay - "(male/ 
female) monkey".
Diminutive: "habbeyay (masc.)" "habbeyat (fem.)"
d) The lexically statable gender of Tigre nouns is the 
key to the analysis of the suffixed derivatives: the gender of the
diminutive form corresponds to that of the basic singular form - 
all other types of suffixed derivatives having a different gender.
§ 2.1.2 Features of concord
A statement regarding features of concord in the Tigre noun
2
must account for a) the state of animateness of the noun and b)
. . 3the occurrence or non occurrence of numerals as its qualifiers.
§ 2.1.3 Animateness in relation to concord
a) One may generally observe a distinction between (i) 
animate nouns whose plural forms usually have plural concord and 
the same gender as the singular form, and (ii) inanimate nouns 
whose plural forms usually have masculine singular concord.
Examples
lohan >anes - ’’those (fem.pl.) women” (*9ssit - ’’woman”
(fem.sing.)
,ellan dawarreh * 9llan gazayef tan -
’’These (fern, pi.) chickens are fat.” (derho - ’’chicken”,
(masc./fem.sing. 
*et galab *afra *aj;al ,abage< wa>agmul *ebb9zfce letrakkabo - 
’’There are (masc.pl.) in Galab cows, goats, sheep and 
camels in abundance.”
(wa*at - ”cow”, fem.sing; talit - ”she-goat”, fem.sing.; 
"beggu* "sheep”,masc.sing.; gamal - "male"camel”,
masc.singi)
1Cf. § 2.6.1.
2Cf. § 2.1.3.
3Cf. § 2.1.4.
Zf
With relevant features of concord inserted in brackets following the 
appropriate words in the English translation, and the lexically 
statable gender of the noun given at the end of the translation.
takallit rayim 9afac bom -
"Wolves have (masc.pl.) long (masc.sing.) mouths (i.e. fjaws1)."
(takla - "wolf", masc.sing; 9af - "mouth", masc.sing.)
9elli 9aketbat 9elli -
"these (masc. sing.) books." (kstab - "book", masc.sing.)
hsta bazuh gerrum wanaggit ba -
"She has most beautiful (masc.sing.) bracelets."
(wanga - "bracelet", fem.sing.)
b) Though the features of concord observed above in a) are the most 
obvious to inspection, other relations of concord between the noun and the 
form or choice of words which refer to it, are possible, as follows:
(i) animate nouns may have singular concord in the plural, the concord 
feature retaining the gender of the noun; (ii) the lexically statable 
gender of inanimate nouns may still be kept as a feature of concord.
Examples of (i):
9alla 9aha - "these (fem.sing.) cows". (wa9at - "cow", fem.sing.)
9alla 9snsa - "these (fem.sing.) she-camels". (na9at - "she-camel", fem.sing.)
Examples of (ii)
C W  — —lalata aggab akanat - "fascinating (fem.sing.) places."
(9akan - "place", fem.sing.) 
’allan 9agbuy - "these (fem.pl.) roads."
(gabay - "road", fem.sing.)
§ 2.1.4 Nouns qualified by numerals
a) A noun qualified by a numeral occurs in the singular form, e.g.:
kel9e wa9at - "two cows"; (pi.: 9aha - "cows")
salas hal - "three maternal uncles";(pi.: halotat - "maternal
uncles")
kel>e sefr reyal - "two thousand Ethiopian dollars"
Cpl.: ’as^at - "thousands";
*arelyat - "Ethiopian dollars")
b) The plural form may also, though infrequently, occur with 
numerals, els in:
sabu* frematat - "seven first wives" (sing.: fcema - "first wife")
(PL1, 102:20)
*aser ’agabs* - "ten fingers" (sing.: gab*it - "finger")
c) The collective noun never ocaurs with numerals.
The singular form which occurs regularly with numerals will 
be referred to in this work as the 'countable noun1 or the 'count­
able singular', as distinct from both the uncountable collective 
noun and the plural form - the occurrence of the former with numerals 
being non existent, and that of the latter being atypical of Tigre 
syntax.
§ 2.2 Noun formation: the basic forms
The morphological analysis of the Tigre noun calls for a 
recognition of the basic forms which underlie the various types of
formation. Such basic forms may be the collective nouns, or the
countable singular nouns. The basic form is morphologically the un­
marked member of a given form class.
The countable singular nouns vary greatly in their phono­
logical shape and may be identifiable morphologically only as verbal
1 2 forms or where a collective form coexists.
The collective nouns pose an even greater problem of morphological
1
Cf. § 2.7 et seq.
2 ' SAs singulative, cf. 5 2.2.2.
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classification owing to their special status in respect of syntactic 
features and meaning. A negative morphological statement would be 
that the collective form does not have suffixes or the additional 
morphological elements typical of broken plural forms.^
§ 2.2.1 The collective noun
The collective nouns never occur with numerals and are not 
subject to the semantic distinction 1 one/more than one’. They refer 
to the grouping of individual objects or persons, species of animals, 
plants, material etc.
a) Morphological features
The presence of a collective noun does not imply the absence 
of either the countable singular or the plural: where a collective noun
exists, a countable singular, for which a plural form is possible, is 
derived from the collective by means of a suffix (i.e. the singulative, 
cf. § 2.2.2). A plural form may exist beside the collective form, and 
in the absence of a countable singular derived from the same root.
Examples:
collective : gabil - "people, tribes, nation" qafaf - "leaves"
countable sing.: gabilat - "(one) tribe" qa^fat - "leaf"
plural : gabayel - "tribes, people" ’aqattef - "leaves"
^f. § 2.2.3 a)(i)
collective : wagre - "olive” saga - "meat"
countable sing. : wagretat - "olive tree/fruit" segat - "a piece of meat"
plural : wagari - "olive trees" 9asgay - "meats"
collective : hagin - "iron"
countable sing. : fraginay - "a piece of iorn"; hasinat - "iron implement" 
plural : fragayan - "pieces of iron, iron implements"
collective : gim - "low clouds" 9addam - "people, men"
countable sing. : gimat - "low cloud" (9anas - "man")
plural : --  9addamatat - "crowds"
b) Syntactic features
It is relevant here to draw a distinction between animate and 
inanimate nouns, though on a level of analysis different from that of 
the other subcategories of number. The concord typical of the collective 
is masculine singular, with one exception: animate nouns may have either
singular or plural concord (where concord, in the case of words referring 
to the noun, can be singular in one word and plural in another word of 
the same utterance). This plural concord is limited to nouns of 
masculine gender denoting human beings.
Examples:
9at galab lanabro gabil (...) - "the people (collective)
who live (masc.pl.) in Galab (...)"
9alii gabil 9alii bazufr 9akkuy 9amal bom - "These (masc. sing.)
people (collective) have (masc.pl.) a very bad custom.1*
rabbi * egel 9addam bellom - "God said to the human race."
(lit.: 'God to the human-race (collective) said 
to them (masc.pl. )*.)•
‘(ELI, 82:19)
men la*addam la*aze lahalla (...) - "from the human race
(collective) which exists (masc.sing.) now (...)."
(FLl, 83:16)
*9111 gerrum tofafr - "these (masc.sing.) beautiful (masc.
sing.) apples/apple-trees." 
lasega bal*ayu - "He ate the meat" (lit. ’The meat
he ate it ■'(masc. sing. ) f ).
Pretty rare, though not impossible, is feminine singular* 
concord with nouns denoting human beings, e.g.
dallalib teqabaiatto -"(A caravan of) merchants met him."
(PL1, 16:1)
Since the concord of collective nouns is - excluding the 
above exceptions regarding animateness - almost always masculine 
singular, the gender of most collective forms is lexically un- 
statable. Only rarely does a collective form have feminine singular 
concord, in which case its gender will be lexically statable as 
feminine, e.g.:
gim - "low clouds" (fem.sing.)
§ 2.2.2 The singulative
a) F o ^ ^ ^ndme^^^
The singulative is one of the morphologically identifiable 
classes of the countable singular noun.^ The singulative form is
■'‘The others being nouns of verbal formations, cf. § 2.7 et seq.
derived on the basis of the collective noun to which either a) the 
suffix -at - the gender of which is feminine - or, less frequently,
b) the suffix -ay - the gender of which is masculine - is added.
Countable singular nouns having either one of these endings but no 
corresponding collective forms are excluded from the above statement, 
e.g.:
ksbbayat - Mcup, glass"
be*ray - "bull"
On the other hand, a collective form may have - though rarely - 
the ending -at, to which the singulative suffix is added, e.g.:
collective: sahat - "kind of tree"; qetqetat - "kind of
thornbush"
singulat;: gafratay - Ma tree (of qstqefretat - "a thornbush
that species)"; (of that
species)"
The meaning of the singulative can be "one(of)11, "a piece(of)" 
etc., depending on the lexical content of the collective and the contextual 
sense of the utterance, e.g.:
* eng eh - "quartz" * sngefrat - "a piece of
quartz"
gay - "kind of tree" gayat - "a tree (of
that kind)"
wareq - "silver" warqat - "a silver im­
plement, a piece 
of silver"
b) formation
(i) The suffix -at
In deriving the singulative form from the collective form,
the following constructional features may be noted:
1) The suffix -at is usually added to the collective
form without causing any changes in its phonological
shape - whereas in the case of a CVCVC syllabic
structure of the collective a final V is not a or 
1
©.
Examples (collective on the left, singulative on the right):
v_vv-vresas - "lead
som - "beads" 
deybp.b - "ant-hills" 
roman - "pomegranates"
bun - "coffee"
lomin - "lemons" 
fengig -"kind of’herb"
frabus - "species of 
locust"
nib - "teeth" nibat
sarur - "lamentation for the 
dead sung by women"
resasat - "a bullet, piece of lead"
somat - "a string of beads, bead"
derbobat - "an ant-hill" 
romanat - "a pomegranate tree/fruit" 
bunat - "a coffee bush/grain"
lominat - "a lemon tree/fruit"
v v /fengigat - "a bush, a leaf (of
that species)" 
frabusat - "a locust"
- "a tooth"
cf.’*’ sebefr - "fat"
mar eg - "clay" margat
belaq - "rocks" balqat
sarurat - "a song of lamentation 
for the dead"
- "a piece of fat"
- "a clay vessel"'
- "a rock"
sebfrat
final vowel a may also submit to change. See (3) below.
2) A juncture feature -t- is introduced, preceding the suffix 
-at, in the case of collectives ending in a vowel other 
than a; with collectives ending in a, the suffix -at 
replaces this a, e.g.:
wagre - Molive trees/ wagretat - "an olive tree, a
fruits" ' piece of olive wood"
frsmbel^ - "butterflies" tsmbQlt9tat- "a butterfly"
gewa - "salt" gewat - "a pinch of salt"
3) Vowel changes are effected in the case of singulative
. forms of which the corresponding collective form struct- 
1
ure is CVCVC, where either vowel of the collective is 
a or a. In such instances, the second vowel of the 
basic form is omitted in the derived form, e.g.: 
nede* 
qarag
qafraf 
tamar 
gslab
*f) In certain instances of the structure mentioned in 3 
above a gemination of one of the consonants of the 
singulative form occurs, whereas the vowel change set 
out in (3) does not occur, e.g.: 
qsmal -'"lice" qsmmalat - "a louse"
gegar - "hair" gsggarat - "a hair"
- "sheaves" ned’at
- "kind of tree" qargat
- "leaves " qatfat
- "date" ‘ tamrat
- "boats" galbat
- "a sheaf"
- "a^ree (of that
species)"
- "leaf"
- "a date tree/fruit"
- "a boat"
'*’Cf. (l) above. The syllabic structure may also be CVCCVC, e.g. 
sekker - "sugar"; sekkarat - "a piece of sugar".
(ii) The suffix -ay
Some few singulative forms have the suffix -ay as the 
marker of the singulative; these fall into two groups semantically 
identifiable as follows:
1) Nouns denoting insects, e.g.:
qadar - "gnats" qadray - "a gnat"
tab * en - "worms" tab * ©nay - "a worm"
tskan - "bugs" tekenay - "a bug"
2) Nouns denoting material, where the suffix -ay is a 
marker of the notion ’a piece of’; in such a case
both -at and -ay may occur with the same item of lexis in 
the expression of the notions 'a whole* and 'a piece of', 
respectively,
Examples:
fragin
* ©ban
t v
- "iron"
- "stones"
- "trees, wood 
(substance)"
fraginay
fraginat
* abbanay
*ebbanat
t ■ v - - 
egyay
t©cyat
- "a piece of iron"
- "an iron implement"
- "a piece of stone'*
- "a stone"
- "a piece'of wood"
- "a tree"
(iii) The suffixes -ay (masc.) and -ayt (fern.)
There are certain collective nouns denoting human beings 
whose corresponding singulative forms are derived by means of the 
suffixes -ay and -ayt for persons of the male and female sexes 
respectively. SucH nouns refer to the tribal and racial origin, or 
the social and occupational status of the persons concerned.
Examples:
Collective: Singulative (masc.):
* ©slam - "Muslims" * ©slemay - "a Muslim" 
kestan - "Christians"
kestenay - Ma Christian" ksstenayt
Singulative (fem.): 
* eslemayt
v_sanqellayt - "negress" 
mansa*ayt
sang©lla - "negroes" sahq allay- "a negro" 
mansat - "the Mansa*
(tribe/ mansa*ay - "a member of 
people)” the Mansa*
tribe"
Derivational relations between the collective and the singu­
lative forms similar to those of the above examples - no feminine 
singulative form being attested - are shown by the following nouns, 
the last of which has the suffix -tay:
dallalib - "merchants" dallalibay - "a merchant"
semagalle - "noblemen"' s©magallay - "a nobleman"
agar - "(ivory)hunters" *aggartay - "a(n ivory) hunter"
§ 2.2.3 Formal and semantic relations of the two subcategories 
of uncountable nouns"
a) Overlapping in form and meaning of the collective 
and ' ttib "•plural ~
The relationships between semantic categories of the noun and 
its formal criteria are not in all cases sufficiently explicit to en­
able a line to be drawn between collective and plural forms. It 
transpires that a partial overlapping between these two subcategories 
of number exists, which, in many an instance, renders classification
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arbitraiy. The featured of form and meaning that need to be stressed 
in connexion with this problem of overlapping are as follows:
(i) Morphological features
Collective forms rarely have suffixes and neither have they
the additional morphological elements which typify broken-plural
forms'^  - but such features are common with uncountable nouns of the
syllabic structure CVCVC which, in many instances do not have any
2other uncountable form, e.g. '
’eger - ’’foot”; pi. *sgar - "feet"
kaymat - "tent"; pi. keyam - "tents"
(ii) Syntj^ticfeatures
Collective forms which denote human beings can have either 
singular or plural concord, the latter being similar to the concord 
of the plural forms of animate nouns. Such collective forms are:
gabil - "people, tribes".*addam - "people", kastan - Christians" etc. 
Inanimate nouns, both collectives and plurals, have,^  almost exclusively, 
masculine singular concord, e.g.:
*elli ,agerbat-nthese belongings(pi.)"(singular: gerab - "thing") 
gerrum tamar -"beautiful dates" (singulat.: tamrat - "date"
'plural: >atmar)
(iii)Semantic features
Many lexical entries in the Tigre dictionary contain both a 
collective and a plural form which can be interchangeable in a given
1Cf. § 2.5.1. 
2Cf. § 2.5.3 f)
utterance without, apparently, altering its meaning, e.g.:
darabus darbus la*slu rakba * egel labde qansg *ala - 
"The Dervishes - the Dervish people - rose in order 
to destroy everything they might find."
(PL1, 163:3)
In the above utterance the word for "Dervishes" occurs 
twice, first in the plural form, followed immediately by the col­
lective form of the same noun, occurring between hyphens. Other 
instances in which collective and plural forms overlap semantically 
are (collective form given on left): 
nib, *anyab - "teeth"
nsda*, ,anda,at - "sheaves"
The semantic contents of the plural and the collective do 
not overlap where the contextual sense of the plural form suggests 
the notion of ’more than one’ in relation to the notion ,of 'one' 
or 'ones' underlined by the countable singular, as in: 
higa tegre lala,amro gabayel - 
"the tribes who know the Tigre language".
(PL1, 278:2),
where a list of Tigre speaking tribes follows. The collective form, 
on the ©ther hand,, gabil (singulat.: gabilat - "a tribe") refers to 
the grouping of people, so that one may have:
gabil galab - "the people of Galab" (name of a village)
gabil mansa* - "the people of Mansa*" (i.e. the people
of Mansa* in general, without a particular 
notation as regards the branch of tribe.) 
fratte gabilat - "a (certain) tribe".
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Hence the alternative of singular/plural concord vdth the 
collective forms of animate nouns,'*' which exists with those col­
lectives whose lexical content covers also the notion of plurality, 
i.e. depends on whether the underlying notion is that of the group 
or the members of the group - in the former case the concord is 
singular, in the latter - plural.
b) Arbitrariness in the classification of the collective 
and the plural
Taking into account the import of formal and semantic 
features presented in a)(i)-(iii) above, it happens that the classi­
fication of a given form as a collective or a plural is arbitrary, 
e.g., the classification of inanimate nouns of the pattern C©CaC, 
such as:
* etmat - "spring” * etam - "springs”
karsat - "stomach" keras - "stomachs"
dabbat - "sand hill" debab - "sand hills"
It would be equally justifiable to classify the forms which appear 
on the right as either collectives, or as plurals. They might be 
classified as collectives, since (l) they have corresponding singu- 
latives derived from them, (2) they do not have suffixes and neither 
have they the additional morphological features which are typical of 
broken plurals, and finally (3 ) their concord is that of the collect­
ive form (i.e. masc.sing.) and they are uncountable.
They might be classified as plurals, since (l) there is no 
other form for the expression of the notion of plurality for these 
particular nouns, (2) the meaning of the forms under discussion is
■*■§ 2.2.1 b).
that of plural, and finally (3) the concord of these forms is 
typical of the plural concord of inanimate nouns (i.e. masc. sing.) 
and they are uncountable.
A somewhat more complicated problem regarding the distinction 
collective/plural is presented by certain pairs of animate nouns 
which complement each other semantically on distributional grounds 
but are completely different in terms of their phonological shape. 
Examples:
* enas -"man" sab^ - "men, people"
*addam - "people"
wa*at - "cow" !a£a - " cows"
na*at - "she-camel" * snsa - "she-camels"
In the first example a distinction collective/plural may be 
formally maintained, since sab is used more in the expression of 
plurality - having then plural concord - whereas *addam is regularly 
used in the expression of the notion of collectivity - having singu­
lar or plural concord. However, in the absence of any phonological 
features common to the members of each pair, only features of con­
cord and lexical meaning can be considered in respect of the plural 
forms, where concord can be either singular or plural (a feature 
of concord typical of collectives denoting human beings), and the 
underlying notion implied can be that of either collective or plural - 
depending on the contextual sense.
To sum up, where a form can be taken as either a collective 
or a plural form, preference can be given to semantic criteria - 
notably to the contextual meaning of the noun. There is no point in 
retaining either label - collective or plural -for those forms 
whose formal criteria are insufficient to classify them as such.
~*~sab is also the plural form of ba*al - "owner, master" in compound 
expressions, e.g.:
bacal nossal - "client"; pi. sab ngssal
ba‘al gag __ "master, dignitary"; pi. sab *agessat, etc.
Such forms may be described as belonging to both categories.
§ 2.3. Plural forms
Plural forms fall into two morphological classes: suf­
fixed plurals (I 2.4 ) and broken plurals (§2.3 ) with the plural
forms derived, in either case, from the basi.c forms described in 
§ 2.2. As was shown in § 2.2.3 a)(i) certain basic forms are simi­
lar in pattern to one type of broken-plural forms (cf.§ 2.5.3 f) ). 
Plural forms serve in the expression of the notion ’more than one'. 
Syntactic features of both the suffixed and the broken plurals are 
those described in § 2.1.2 et seq.
§ 2.4 Suffixedjo^rays
This section deals with nouns whose plural is expressed 
by means of a suffix attached to the basic; form (as defined in
1S 2.2). Semantically, such a suffix has the sole meaning of plural.
The characteristic morphological features (i.e. vocalic 
exponents and syllabic structure) of the basic form are retained 
in the suffixed plurals in so far as morphophonemic phenomena and 
features of juncture can in appropriate cases be accounted for.
The formativea met with, suffixed to the singular form
in the expression of the notion of plural, are the following:
_ _ y —
-at, -otat, -ot, -ac, -at, -am.
§ 2.4.1 The suffix -at
a) This suffix is the commonest among the suffixed
^Thus excluding from the discussion suffixes which are similar to 
those of the suffixed plurals in phonological shape and participate 
in the formation of derivatives, such as -at and -am (paucative 
and pejorative plurals), cf. §§ 2.6.2, 2.6.4.
plurals. It is especially common with singular forms that consist 
of one syllable, CaC, or whose final syllable is CaC.
Examples:
i-V
dar - "house, property, pi. darat; ag
gar "matter, thing" , pi. garat; tal - "trap, snare", pi. talat
kas "cup", pi. kasat; mal - "fortune,money •
i—1ft malat
*©sat - "fire", pi. *©satat; *akan - "place", pi. ’akanat
lemad - "custom", pi. lemadat; mabaz - "river", pi. mabazat
ba'al - "festival", pi. ba'alat; baram - "sin", pi. baramat
’male elephant", pi. *agat
b) The suffix -at is also common with singular forms
ending in a vowel, a juncture feature -1- occurring between the noun
}
and the suffix in this case, e.g.:
hibo - "funeral dance and wailing", pi. hibotat
masanqo - "(Ethiopian) harp", pi. masanqotat
makballo - "neck", pi. makb©llotat
se’li - "picture, photograph", pi. 53*11tat
base - "abyss", pi. basetat
deme - "herd of elephants", pi. d©metat
mantalle - "hare", pi. mantalletat
barawya - "boar", pi. barawyatat
zama - "brother-in-law", pi. zamatat
goyla - "dance", pi. goylatat
c) Nouns having the syllabic structure CVCet or CVCot
in the singular form have, in the plural, the structure CaCyat and 
CaCwat respectively. The treatment of such plural nouns as suffixed 
plurals is possible in so far as vowel alternation in the suffixed 
forms can be recognized as a morphophonemic change in relation to
the singular form. These morphophonemic features may be summarized 
as follows: (i) when the vowel of first syllable of the singular 
form is ©_it is'represented by a in the plural. When the vowel 
of first syllable of the singular form is a it remains thus in 
the plural;"*- (ii) the vowels e or o of the second syllable of the 
singular form are represented in the plural by the palatal semi­
vowel -y- in the case of the front vowel and by the labiovelar 
semivowel -w- in the case of the back vowel.
Examples:
raqot - ’’scum of milk”, pi. raqwat
rskot - ”pot-ladle”, pi. rakwat
gelot - nthicket”,~ pi. galwat
* ©got - ’’small vessel”, pi. *agwat
t©npt - ’’child, fetus”, pi. hanwat
negot - ”trunk (of pi. nagwat
elephant)”
besot - ’’forehead”, pi. baswat
karot - ”mud”, pi. frarwat
- ”lamb”, pi. 'awyat/'aywat
sslet - ”placenta”, pi. salyat"
sstet - ”rib, side”, pi. say tat
sawet - ”corn”, pi. sawyat
d) In the case of certain nouns having the ending -at
2m  the singular form, this ending is replaced in the plural by -at.
Only th§se two vowels were met with in the first syllable of the
singular forms of the examples collected.
The more common plural suffix with singular forms which have the
ending -at is, however,-otat. Cf. § 2.4.2.
Examples:
sakat
fro gat
rafrat
ba'at
naiat
pi. sam at 
pi. frerrarat 
pi. sakat 
pi. frogat
sam*at - "witness", 
frerrarat - "charcoal",
-"water-pool"
-""sand",
- "palmCof hand) 
sole'(of foot)" pi. rafrat
- "cave"
- "female 
antelope", pi. nalat
pi. ba'at
§ 2.4.2 The suffix -otat
a) This suffix is common with nouns whose singular* form 
has the ending -at. The suffix -otat replaces the ending -at of the 
singular (see, however, § 2.4.1 d) above), e.g.:
gabhat - "forehead",
v - pi. gabhotat
63'mat - "kiss", pi. se'motat
sadaqat - "sacrifice" pi. sadaqotat
kaynat - "deception", pi. kaynotat
sadayat - "help", pi. sadayotat
gahayat - "sadness", pi. gahayotat
*amat - "year", pl« 'amotat
’ay at - "sorcery", pi. 9ayotat
wakat - "piece of meat", pi. waqotat
salsalat - "chain", pi. salsalotat
b) The suffix -otat is also met with in the case of
certain morphological structures of the noun of which the following are
worth mentioning:
(i) - as the plural suffix of nouns of the syllabic structure 
CaCeC which is rendered in the plural as CaCCotat, e.g.:
’anof - "nose"j pi. ’anfotat
katem - "ring", pi. katmotat
samen - "week", pi. samnotat
gadem - "plain", pi. gadmotat
One particular instance of the above structure is the mor­
phologically active particle of the pattern qatel whose plural may be 
qatlotat\e.g.:
dafer - "a man in his pi. dafrotat
"prime",
v , V—isayeb - "white haired pi. saybotat
(i.e. ’old')" , 
frayss - "noble", ' pi. fraysotat
(ii) - as the plural suffix of some verbal, nouns of the 
structure qatel whose plural form is qetlotat, e.g.:
se.req - "theft", pi. serqotat
keber - "honour", pi. kebrotat
weres or res"
-"inheritance", pi. resotat
(iii) - as the plural suffix of certain biconsonantal nouns
that are morphologically CVCC while being phonologically of the 
2
structure CVC, e.g.:
■*The regular plural suffix-of the active participle is -(y)am(masc. );
-(y)at(fem.). See § 2.7.1. a)(i), examples. See also § 2.9.2. a)(ii)
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But: ’em - "mother", pi. ’emmat.
kes - "accusation", pi. kessotat
*ad - "village, tribe", pi. 'addotat
(iv) - as the plural suffix of certain nouns whose singu­
lar forms terminate with a vocalic exponent liable to metathesis 
(i.e. involving semivowels as juncture features), e.g.:
zamate - "robbing pi. zamaytotat
excursion",
malase - "razor", pi. malaygotat
karayi - "army,"band" pi. karayotat or karawyotat
(v) - as the plural suffix of certain nouns expressing 
kinship where phonological shapes are different in each case:
fral - "maternal pi. halotat
uncle",
- "maternal aunt", pi. haltotat 
na'al - "sister-in-law", pi. na*altotat
talakem - "brother-in-law", pi. taiakmotat
*ab*eb - "grandfather", pi. ’ab*ebotat - "ancestors"
'ammat - "father’s sister",pi. 'ammotat
Some other instances of the occurrence of the suffix
-otat are:
na'ar - "revolt", pi. na'arotat
mailahay - "companion", pi. mallahayotat
gassay - "guest", ‘ pi. gassotat
gar - "companion, pi. garotat
"friend",
2.^.3 The suffix -ot
This plural suffix is attested for three nouns only, the 
ending -ay which is common to their singular form being replaced 
by -ot:
barastay^ - "peasant", pi. barastot
witay - "singer", pi. wafrot
tastay - "young bull", pi. tastot
§ 2.^.4 The suffix -ac
Nine nouns having this suffix in the plural form were
recorded:
1. bam - "father-in-law", pi. bamac
2. *ab - "father", pi. ’abac and ’ abay t
3. *af - "mouth" , pi. ’afab and ’afayt
k. talay - "shepherd", vpi. talac and talayt
3. harmay - "robber",' pi. harmac and. harammit
6. karay - "hyaena", pi. karac and ’akarrit
7. fatay - "friend", pi. fatac
8. 'aqqaytay - "soldier", -i t ■ v pi. a&qac
9. *allaytay - "bondsman", pi. 'allac
Taking into account the additional variants of the plural
■z
form in instances 2.-k and forms with pronominal suffixes such 
as *abavtu - "his paternal uncles", ‘aqqaytu - "his soldiers",
Beside barsay - "plougher".
2 . . .
One adjective form whose plural form is used also as a noun has 
this suffix: *abi - "big", pi. *abayi and *abac (as noun its 
plural meaning is "elders").
■z
According to W. Leslau, Short grammar, p.178, g), bamayt is also 
attested.
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fataytu - "his friends", etc., the c_ of this plural suffix may 
be interpreted morphologically as yt. Such an interpretation re­
quires the recognition of a morphologically plural suffix -ayt 
for the above examples. This suffix may, then, be described as 
being fully additional to the singular form in instances 1-3 
but incorporating the ending of the singular in instances 
*f-7. In respect of instances 8-9 the singular form includes the 
plural form.
§ 2.^.3 The suffix -at
This suffix is regularly used in the expression of plural 
with the morphologically active particle of the mould qatlay, 
maqatlay etc. - the pattern of the singular form being peculiar 
to the type of the verb and/or its prefixed derivative.'*' Such 
verbal nouns, denoting the ’agent', have distinctive forms for 
masculine and feminine but one form to express the plural e.g.:
kadmay - "servant" (masc.), kadmayt Cfem.), pi. kadmat 
As can be seen from the above example the plural suffix 
is added to the stem.
Other examples:
safyay - "weaver", pi. safyat
fcaylay - "singer", pi. frayiat
walday - "father", pi. waldat - "parents"
mabasray - "messenger (for pi. mabasrat
good news)"' 
magayray - "shoemaker", pi. magayrat
mattalheyay * ~ pi. matlalheyat
- "player",
^f. § 2.7.1. a)(i), c)(i) £ d)(i).
matb9*3say -"adversary", pi. matbe*esat
matairftsnay -"tender of' pi. matantenat
'sick persons",
§ 2.4.6 The suffix -am
This suffix is used in the expression of masculine gender
in participles and in adjectives which are morphologically particles.
Such forms are treated in §2.7.1. a)(i), c)(i) £ e) and in §2.9.2. a)( 
- (v) £ c).
§ 2.3 Broken plurals
§ 2.3.1 Form and meaning
Noun forms used in the expression of the notion of plural­
ity (i) which share the same radicals as their singular form but 
not the same vowels(i.e. with at least one new vocalic element in the 
stem which cannot be interpreted in terms other than those of the 
broken plural - such as that of juncture features), (ii) whose syl­
labic and vocalic patterns are different from those of the singular, 
and (iii) which may have additional morphological elements of af­
fixation, gemination or vowel duration, are referred to here as 
1broken plurals'.
Broken ]lural forms show no peculiarities as regards the 
features of plural concord set out in §§ 2.1.2-2.1.3. There is, 
however, a classificatory problem involving the above definition 
of the class, since many of the collective nouns may fall within 
it, having regularly the morphological features described in (i) 
and (ii) above but not those described in (iii).
The inclusion of the collectives of the syllabic struct­
ure CVCVC in the form class of broken plurals should not, however,
impair the validity of the above definition in any way, since:
(a) we have seen that the determination of a noun as a collective 
form on morphological grounds must be arbitrary (§ 2.2.3 b)) - 
the contextual sense of the noun as a collective being indispensable4 
A given form may occur having the meaning of either collective or 
plural and, by virtue of its occurrence with the latter meaning, 
the form may be considered as a broken plural, e.g.: wsraq, plural 
of the countable singular waraqat - Ma letter", may in one context 
have the meaning "paper", whereas another context might suggest 
the meaning "letters"; ~b) there are instances in which the only 
form serving in the expression of plurality is that typical of a 
collective (points (i) and (ii) of the above definition), e.g.:
* eger - "foot", pi. *egar - "feet", and the exclusion 
of such forms (which corrply with points (i) and (ii) only, in the 
above definition) from the class of the broken-plural would compli­
cate rather than simplify the description.
§ 2.3.2 The morphological relationship between singular and broken- 
plural forms ...............  .......
The broken plurals and the countable singulars are not 
predictable from each other's forms, though certain singular pat­
terns correspond more often than not to certain plural patterns, 
e.g., the singular form of the pattern CeCaC has, many times, the 
plural pattern * aCoCCat:
ketab - "book", pi. *akstbat
gerab - "thing", pi. ,agQrbat - "things,
property"
segad - "neck", 
but cf. zelam - "rain",
ysgal - "calf",
began - "boy",
pi. *asegdat 
pi. zalayem
pi. *eg el or *agal (type
’aCCaC, see § 2.5.3 d)) 
pi. beg ahat
Any attempt at producing a scheme of relationship be­
tween the singular and plural forms would, even on this ground 
of practical consideration, be of a specious nature. This is so 
since a given plural pattern may have singular forms of various 
patterns, e.g., the plural pattern CaCaCCeC,''" the range of whose 
patterns in the singular includes GaCCaC, CeCCaC, CaCCaC, CeCCeC, CeCCaC, 
CeCeC and CaCaC as exemplified below:
1. harmaz - "elephant",
2.> besfran - "garden",
3. danbar - "wing",
f^. *enker - "side",
3. ‘ erikellat - "hill",
6. nessal - "tongue",
7. bessarat - "bit of*good
"news"
>. seber
9. qaraf
- "fragment",
- "peel",
pi. barammez 
pi. basafrfren 
pi. danabber 
pi. *anakker 
pi. ‘anakkel
pl^,nasassel
. v v v 
pi. basasser
pi. sababber 
pi. qararref
Three types of syllabic structure in the singular are met 
with in the above examples: (i) -CVCCVC (exx. 1-3; the ending 
*at in exx. 3 and 7 is to be"regarded as"that of the singulative 
even in absence of the unsuffixed singular), (ii) - CVCCVC (exx.
The notation CC stands for a geminated consonant whereas CC signifies 
a cluster of two - identical or different - consonants.
6-7) and (iii) - CVCVC (exx. 8-9), and these structures are 
in turn capable of being manifested in a wide range of broken- 
plural patterns.
§ 2.3.3 Analysis and classification of the main broken-plural
types '
A classification of broken-plural forms may be made by 
taking into account their syllabic structure, and by, in each 
case, considering one or more of the following three morphological
conditions (the third being a negative one):
(i) the presence of the prefix *a- or its absence.
(ii) the gemination of the penultimate radical, or
the lengthening of the vowel of the penultimate
syllable - two features that may be in complement­
ary distribution in patterns of certain types.
(iii) the non occurrence of either feature mentioned
in (i) and (ii), under which heading patterns 
common to nouns expressing collectivity are 
included.
The basic types of the broken-plural forms are as follows
a) JaCaCCeC (^ aCaGCit_)/^aCaCaC
b) CaCaCCeC/CapaCVC "
c) CaCaCCi(t)/CaCaCi(t), ^aCaCCit
d) ^aCCVC
e) ^aCeCCat
f) CVCVC
Types a)-c) share the features mentioned in (ii) above, and
differ among themselves in that type a) has the prefix *a-
while b) and c) (excluding ,aCaCCit - see immediately below) do 
not have this prefix; forms of type c) differ from those of both 
a) and b) in their endings. The type ,aCaCCit may belong to either 
a) or c); it is allocated here to the latter on the grounds that 
all patterns of c) are variants of a) and b) - their presentation 
as a basic pattern being made in order to simplify the description.
Types d)-e) differ among themselves and are distinctive from 
a)-c) both in syllabic structure and in lacking the features 
mentioned in (ii) above. Pattern f) is different from a)-e) being 
the only broken-plural form fulfilling condition (iii) above.
The overall number of broken-plural forms, occurring in the
main types a)-f), may be set out and exemplified as follows:
a) ^aCaCCeC/^aCaCeC
Patterns of this .type consist of forms with the prefix *a-
»
and with gemination of the penultimate radical or lengthening of 
the vowel of the penultimate syllable. Nouns of the pattern 
’aCaCaC whose stem consists of three consonant radicals are rare: 
only three examples were recorded, one of which (*awalad; see be­
low) is idiosyncratic.
Examples:
barad - "hail", pi. ’abarred
qatfat - "leaf", pi. *aqattef (collective: qafcaf)
balasat - nfig"~, pi. ’atalles (collective: balas)
naggal - "kid", pi. *anaggel
warqat - "piece of silver", pi. *awarraq (collective: wareq)
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sayef - "sword", pi. ’asayef3-
walat - "daughter1*, pi. *awaled
geb*it "finger", pi. *agab9*
beggu* - "sheep", pi. *abage*
b) CaCaCCsC/CaCaCVC, where V is a, i or u
The stem of the singular form has the syllabic structure CVCVC
(CVCCVC) or CVCCVC.
(i) In the case of singular nouns of stem structure
CVCVC (CVCCVC) an additional consonant is provided in the plural
forms by means of the repetition of the medial radical or the pro-
2
duction of a semivowel, e.g.:
zanab - "tail", pi. zananneb
keffal - "portion", pi. kafaffel
neggarat - "drum", pi. nagagir
qagir - "(point*of) lance", pi. qagayer
(ii) In the case of singular nouns of stem structure 
CVCCVC, certain limitations on the choice between the geminated 
and non geminated plural patterns of type b) - in respect of the 
phonological shape of the singular - may be'noted as follows:
q
(l) Verbal nouns having the prefix -ma/me require the 
non geminated plural patterns, e.g. 
mesqal - "instrument for pi. masaqel
suspending", 
mangas - "kingdom",' pi. manages
is not geminated.
2Cf. § 2.5.5
3Cf. § 2.7.3 a)(i) & b).
mangaf - "cover, carpet", pi. managef
meweqqal^- "high place", ~ pi. mawaqel
mafradar/ma^adar ' pi. mafrader
- "dwelling place",
margagi(t) pi. marageg
- "wine-press"
This limitation of distribution also operates 
in the case of verbal nouns with the suffix 
-ma/-me whose stem is quadriradical, the 
structure of the singular derivation being then 
CVCVCCVC, e.g.: 
ma * andaq/ma*andaqi(t) pi. matanadeq
- "belt",
mefrengag - "a curved ornament pi. mafranageg 
on sword blades",
(2) Singular forms of the structure CVCCVC may,
where the final vowel is _e, a_ or a, have either 
the geminated or non geminated type of plural, 
the non geminated pattern being limited to 
CaCaCeC. Other vowels in the final syllable 
of the singular may produce the other patterns 
of the non geminated plural, i.e. CaCaCiC and 
CaCaCuc.
waqqala - "to be high".
karbag
farfra*
karban
kanfar
n v gelgam
dangel
Plurals whose singular forms have _e, a 
or a_ in the final syllable the plurals being 
CaCaCCaC/CaCaCaC:
pi. karabbeg 
pi. farafre* 
pi. karabben
- "whip",
- "sort’of dove",
- "old skin (of 
ho use)",
- "lip", '
- "wrist",
- "virgin",
pi. kanafar
- i  n  wpi. qalacgam 
pi. danagal
Plurals, the stem of whose singular form 
has any vowel other than ja, a or "a in its final 
syllable, the plural patterns being CaCaCCaC/ 
CaCaCVC, where V is u or i: 
sangul - "adult", pi. sanaggal
darbus - "Dervish(es)",
mastlr - "secret, mystery", pi. masattsr
pi. durabus/darabis
ganbil - "basket (made of’ pi. ganabil
palm)
qandil/qandel - "candle", pi. qanaddal
derbobat - "termites’ mound", pi. darabbab 
maskof - "window", " pi. masakut
(3) The plural pattern CaCaCCaC is required by a
certain number of nouns whose singular forms 
consist of the structure CVCCVC plus a or 
ot - endings which otherwise require plural 
forms terminating in -i(t)\ e.g.:
.3.3 c) below.
* angora - "‘bread",
*anbafca - "locust(s)", 
*ankabot - "spider", '
pi. *anaggar 
pi. yana~bbet 
pi. *anakkob
c) CaCaCCi(t)/CaCaCi(t) , laCaCCit
Patterns of these types are associated with those de­
scribed above in b) and a) respectively and are distinguished from 
them by having Ci(t) as the last syllable and not CVC (where V 
is i or u). The ending -i(t) of the plural is effected in those 
cases where the corresponding singular form terminates in a vowel, 
or in -Vt, in all patterns but the one described above in b)(ii)(3). 
Whether a final t is actualized in the plural form is a matter which 
belongs to the domain of lexis.
Examples:
rora - "highlands", pi. rawarri(t)
doqala - "bastard",' pi. daqallit
softa - "rebel, bandit", pi.
v - -safattit
galbat - "boat", pi. galabbit (also golab)
kadbet - "floor", pi. kadabbi(t)
manfat - "sieve", pi. manafit
masni - "friend", pi. masanit
’awe - "snake"j pi. yarawit
Y  - ■ - ■gena - "child", pi. yagannit
>uns terminating in -ay/-ay in the singular form have,
in the plural form, the ending -i(t) which replaces this -ay/-ay,
e.g.:
V V_ li.cn 11 -i v vv.,1gengay - "fly", pi. canaggit
^For further examples see § (iv)(2).
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d) ^CCTVC, where V is s, u or a.
(i) Patterns of this type of plural include the suffix 
*a- but lack'the contrast gemination/non-gemination which typifies 
the patterns of broken plurals of the types a)-c). The syllabic 
structure typical of corresponding singular stems is CVCVC, e.g.:
daber - "mountain", pi. *adber
daqal - "mast", pi. *adqul
kalsb - "dog", pi. *aklab
tamrat - "date (fruit)", pi. *atmar (collective: tamar)
(ii) In the case of the patten ’aCCaC an optional form 
with the suffix -at is possible, though the suffixed form may be 
the only plural form for some of the nouns:
msleg - "herd of goats pi. *amlag or *amlagat 
and sheep",
meder - "land", pi. *amdar or *amdarat
dsgsm - "tale", pi. *adgam or *adgamat
taref - "descendant(s)", pi. ,atraf or ’atrafat
gog - "side-chamber" , pi. *agwag or *agwagat^
(iii) In the case of certain forms of the pattern ’aCCeC 
the occurrence of an additional suffix, such as the third person 
pronominal suffix, requires the juncture feature -ty, e.g.:
ma*as - "hide, skin", pi. >am*Qs, ,am*sstu - "his hides"
qaber - "tomb", * pi. yaqber(t)
■'"For the additional element -w- see: § 2.5.5 (!)•
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gaf ar - "nail11,
be* as - "husband",
pi. *agfar(t) 
pi. yabyas(~6)
e) ’aCaCCat
Forms of this type of broken plural - which are typified 
by the prefix 9 a - and the suffix -at - have, mostly, the singular 
form CeCaC,'*' e.g.:
neway - "property, cattle", pi. *anawyat
rayal - "Ethiopian dollar",pi. *aralyat/*araylat
karar - "curtain", ‘ pi. *akarrat
cf. ketam - "seal, stamp", pi. >akstmat
f) CVCVC
(i) Uncountable nouns of this syllabic structure 
whose first vowel is 9 or a and whose second vowel is a or a are 
used in the expression of plurality or collectivity. The relation­
ship between the plural in general and the collective is described 
in § 2.2.3, and that between the broken-plural in particular and 
the collective - in S 2.3.1. In the case of the following ex­
amples no other plural forms exist except the ones given - the
morphological relationship between the members of each pair of
2forms being that of singulative with collective. :
V Vkarsat - "belly", pi. keras; frafrat .- "hole,pit", pi. fcafar
q at rat - rtdrop"^ ' p H  qetar; salgat - "handful"*, pi. salag
dabbat - "sand-hill", pi. dabab; habbazat - "round ‘ pi. fcabaz
"bread",
* atmat - "spring", pi. 9 atam damnat - "deserted pi. daman
"place",
'Cf. S 2.3.2.
"Cf. § 2.2.2.
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qelwat - "mat", pi. qslaw; kaymat - ntentM, pi. ksyam
v - - - - - ....... .......
gebbat - "jacket", qarbat - "skin*(for holding
'pi. gabab; ‘liquid), pi. qerab
(ii) A certain number of names have CVCCVC as their 
syllabic structure and not CVCVC as in (i) above, e.g.:
fallastay/fallasit - "monk”, pi. falias
nsgus - "king", pi. naggas
zabsjp - "officer", pi. zebbat
(iii) There are a few nouns in which the syllabic struct­
ure of both singular and plural forms is CVCVC, the distinction being 
made between the two by means of vowel arrangement, e.g.:
*sgal - "calf", pi. 9 egel (also *agal, cf.§ 2.5.
9eg or - "foot", pi. *egar
§ 2.5.4 The influence of laryngals on broken-plural, formation
The presence of a largynal as one of the radicals in the 
stem may bring about changes in form, depending on the type of plural 
formation and the sequential position of the laryngal in the syllabic 
structure. Phenomena involving laryngals which are typical of Tigre 
morphology in general are met with here. These are the non gemina­
tion of laryngals,^ the non occurrence of the prefix 9a - preceding 
2
a laryngal and the distribution of laryngals in the syllabic struct- 
3
ure. A phenomenon unique to the broken plural is the occurrence
1Cf. §§ 1.1.2, 5.4.2. ................................
2Cf. §§ 5.^.1 (l)(b); 5.4.2.
3Cf. §§ 5.4.1. (2)(c); 5.4.3 (1).
.(i))
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of the suffix -Vt following a laryngal, for some of the patterns. 
The instances' in which the presence of laryngals brings about 
changes in broken-plural patterns are set out and exemplified below:
(i) Plurals of the type ’aCCVC^ the initial radical of 
whose stem is a laryngal occur having the syllabic structure 
CVCVC, the vowel of the first syllable being usually a but also a_, 
e.g.:
frQlsm
habar
* slob
* edem
* ekel 
babel 
*agab 
*asar 
*agem
habay
*adeg
- "dream”,
- "totality",
- "number",'
- "appointment",
- "corn".
"rope",
- "injustice",
- "trace",
- "bone"'
- "monkey",
- "donkey",
pi. fralam (* 9 ah lam)
>
pb. baba 
pi. *alab 
pi. ^adam 
pi. *akal
pi. babal
pl.*agub 
pi. *asur 
pi. *agem
pi. habuy (also: habuy) 
pi. *adug
(ii) Plurals of the pattern ’aCCaC which occur having 
the optional suffix -at - with a final radical laryngal they (l) 
may submit to no changes when occurring with the suffix -at or
(2) provide the vocalic option a/e in place of the vowel a in 
the final syllable of the stem. Most instances recorded did not 
have the unsuffixed plural form, e.g.:
^f. § 2.^.3 d).
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zu* - ’’utterance", pi. *azwa*at or 9azwe*at
bars* - "pen", ‘ pi. yabrs*at or *abra*at
lu fc - "beard", pi. *alwefrat or *alwafrat (also
’alwafr)
(iii) Plurals of the pattern ’aCaCCeC^ whose final 
radical is a largynal occur having the suffix -et/-at, e.g.:
kale* - "clay pot", pi. >akalle*et or ,akalle*at
sare* - "right, law", pi. >asarre*at or *asarre*at
zare* - "seed", pi. *azarrs*et or ,azarre*at
kalafo - "bell", pi. ’akallefoat or ’akallefcat
gore* - "neck", pi. *agarre*et or *agarre*at
rem&k - "point of spear",pi. ’arammefre.t or *arammefcat
(iv) As was mentioned in § 2.5.3 a) forms of the pattern 
’aCaCVC of which the stem consists' of three consonant radicals are 
rare and only three instances of them were recorded. This pattern 
may be attributed to one more noun if one takes into account the 
presence in it of a final laryngal and the suffix -et, a derivation 
which resembles the one described in (iii) above -even if the pat­
tern ’aCaCVC with a final laryngal does not produce such a suffix,
e.g.:
bagefr - "youth, adult", pi. 'abagfcet 
. cf. geb*it -‘"finger", ‘ pi. *agabe*
The exclusion of bagefc from being classified as ’aCaCVC would re­
quire its introduction as a separate type, i.e. *aCaCCet, con­
sisting of one noun.
1Cf. '§ 2.5.3 b)
(v) Plurals of the type ’aCeCCat^ whose medial radical 
is a laryngal occur having the syllabic structure *aCCeCat, the 
laryngal and the vowel _e being transposed, e.g.:
be*ray - noxM, pi. *ab* erat (* ?aba‘rat ;
cf. *aketbat - "books”)
weher - "bull", pi. *awherat
§ 2.^.5 The role of semivowels in broken-plural formation
Nouns with semivowels 'which'occur in broken-plural forms but 
do not occur in the corresponding singular forms are numerous. In 
such instances the function of the semivowel is purely structural, 
i.e. it provides the ’missing* consonant necessary to the forma­
tion of the broken-plurals when the stem structure of the singular
2
form is one consonant ’short’.
The choice between the occurrence of either one of the 
semivowels in the plural form may be partly accounted for on the 
articulatory level of relationship with the singular form in the 
following manner: front vowels in the last syllable of the singu­
lar stem are associated with £  in the plural, and back vowels with 
w. This statement is true for only some of the broken-plural 
types; the only statement valid for all types involves the relation­
ship between o_ - in any syllable of the singular stem - and w in 
the plural.
The distribution of w/y. in the various types of broken- 
plurals is set out and exemplified below:
1Cf. § 2.5.3 e).
2 . .Repetition of the medial radical of the singular is another means 
of providing an additional consonant for some types of broken- 
plurals. Cf. § 2.5.3 b)(i)
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(i) Type ’aCCVC1
The occurrence of semivowels in this type of broken- 
plural is limited to the pattern ’aCCaC whose singular form has 
the syllabic structure CVC, where i_ and e_ in the singular are 
associated with y in the plural and u and o_ with _w.
Examples:
qor - "depth", pi. ’aqwar
gof - "interior", pi. *agwaf
sok - "market",' pi. *aswak or
- "sinew", pi. 'afcwat
kis - "bag"," pi.’akyas
mes - "mead", pi. ’amyas
bet - "house", pi. fabyat
sek - "sheik", pi. *asyak
(ii) Type CVCVC2
The occurrence of semivowels in this type of broken-plural 
is limited to the pattern CeCaC whose singular stem has the syl­
labic structure CVC; the relationship between the semivowels 
in the plural form and the relevant vowels in the singular is 
similar to that mentioned in (i) above, e.g.
hilat - "strength," pi. hayal (verb: frela _ "to he strong")
"power",
kidat - "sole of shoe", pi. keyad (verb: keda - "to tread")
kukat - "viper", ' pi. kewak (collective: kuk -
"species of venomous snake")
^f. § 2.5.3 d). 
2Cf. § 2.5 .3 f).
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(iii) Type CaCaCCgC/CaCaCVC1
None of the relationships between the singular and 
plural forms set out in (i) and (ii) above may be induced here.
There is, however, a limitation on the distribution of the patterns 
of this type: only forms of the patterns CaCaCCeC/CaCaCeC are 
attested with semivowels. When the semivowel is the pattern CaCaCsC 
prevails, CaCaCCeC being usually the pattern for forms which in­
clude w. Unlike the sequential position of ^  - which is that next 
to the last consonant of the plural form - w regularly assumes the 
antepenultimate position.
Examples:
bagur - "enclosure”. pi. hagayer
fanus - "lamp". pi. fawannes
lemad - "custom", pi. lamaysd
zelam - "rain",' pi. zalayem
kokab - "star", pi. kawakeb
molad - "generation", pi. mawallad ,
dsrho - "chicken", pi. dawarreh
qamis - "shirt",' pi.
_ v
qamayes
gabilat - "tribe", pi. gabayel
v .
wasifat - "maid-servant". pi.
V— - - wasayef
(iv) Type CaCaCCi(t)/CaCaci(t)2
(1) Only -w- is met with in patterns of this type, the 
syllabic structure of the singular being CVCV(t), 
e.g.:
1Cf. § 2.5.3 b).
2Cf. § 2.5.3 c)
(2)
hosa(t) "sand", pi. hawasi
4ela "well", pi. ‘awalli
• V / Xqiso(t) "village", pi.
w.
qawassi
konat "lance", pi. kawanni
A relation of 'order inversion1 of the features described
in (i) - (III) above may exist between the singular and
plural forms, whereby y as the ultimatei consonant of the
singular form is associated with the vowel i of the plural
ending -i(t), e.g.:
carqay "bed", pi. ‘araqqit
6 ansay "mouse", pi. cana§§it
harmay "robber", pi.
1
harammit
tsgray "vassal", pi. tagarri(t)
, matway "sudden rain", pi. matawit
2.6 Suffixed derivatives
General characteristics
In addition to the formation of suffixed nouns, dealt with 
hitherto, there are in Tigre other noun plus suffix formations which 
form semantic classes of their own, namely: diminutives (i.e.
"a small ..."), perjoratives (i.e. - "a poor, bad ..."), augmentatives 
(i.e. - "a big, large..."), paucatives (i.e. - "a few...") and 
paucative perjoratives (i.e. - "some poor...").
1 V cAlso: harmac, cf. S 2.4.4
Noun forms belonging to any one of these classes are referred 
to in this work as suffixed derivatives. As their semantic connotation
- given in brackets above - show, nouns of the first three classes occur 
in the singular and are countable whereas the other two classes consist 
of plural forms.
The relations of such semantic classes to morphological 
criteria suggest that the countable singular forms dealt with in § 2.2
- either suffixed or unsuffixed - , and the suffixed plural forms dealt 
with in § 2.4 are the unmarked terms of both the form and meaning of 
suffixed derivatives.
Morphological features
The basic inventory of suffixes used in the formation of 
suffixed derivatives consist of the suffixes -ay and -at in the case 
of nouns with singular concord and -am and -at in the case of nouns 
with plural concord. The periphrastic nature of other suffixes taking 
part in the formation of the suffixed derivatives depends, for the most 
part, on the phonological shape and morphological structure of the noun, 
and is discussed in the appropriate sections below.
Syntactic and semantic features
The diminutives are the only suffixed derivatives whose gender 
corresponds to that of the basic singular form (i.e. to the form of the 
countable unsuffixed singular or to that of the singulative. Cf. § 2.2), 
all other typeg of suffixed derivatives having a different gender from 
that of the countable singular.
As regards the plural forms of the suffixed derivatives, 
there are (a) those of the diminutive - the semantic connotation of 
which is that of paucative - and (b) the pejorative plurals which 
express the notion paucative-pejorative.
Suffixed derivatives in the singular are countable, while 
those in the plural are uncountable. However, they are not, because 
of their semantic import, frequently encountered along with numerals.
The classification which follows takes into account in the 
first place the lexical connotation of the semantic classes, the 
morphological features providing a formal dimension of classification 
only. Thus, § 2.6.2 for example, is entitled 'Paucatives' and not 
'Diminutive plurals'.
§ 2.6.1 Diminutives
General characteristics
The diminutive derivation is a productive one and can 
operate with almost any noun in Tigre. As a semantic class the 
diminutive denotes smallness and/or affection. Thus, hasan - "boy" 
has the diminutive form hagenly which means "little boy", or "nice 
little boy".
The diminutive derivation is also common with proper names 
whose value is hypocoristic^. The gender of the diminutive 
corresponds to that of the countable singular, and is stated in
"^Morphological analysis of the diminutive forms of proper names is 
not necessary here since their formation is similar to that of the 
Tigre noun in general. For a list of such proper names see PL1, 
page 138 et seq., and E. Littmanrf, Die Diminutivbildung im Tigre, 
AIUO 2, 1943, pp.89-103.
each case by means of the diminutive suffixes -ay (masc.) and -at (fern.) 
for countable nouns which have no suffixes, and by means of an additional 
suffix -it for singulatives with the suffix -at. Countable nouns of 
masculine gender whose suffix is ay_ have the diminutive suffix -etay attached 
to the stem of the noun. The further use of the suffix -etay and the use of 
a corresponding suffix, -atit, of feminine gender, may be attributed to 
certain morphological conditions which are set out in the appropriate sections 
below (cf. b) below), 
a) The suffixes -ay, at, -it.
(i) Where the countable singular form has no suffix, the diminutive form
has the vowel e_ replacing the vowel 9, a or a in a final close syllable
of the noun stem, together with the suffix -ay for masculine nouns or
-at for feminine nouns.'*' Monosyllabic nouns of the structure CVC
2where V is 9 or a are not covered by this statement.
Examples:
hoyab "gift", hoyebay - "little present"
bab "gate, door, bebay "small door, wicket
9 ©gal "calf"3, 9sgelay - "little calf"(masc.
’ogelat - "little calf"(fem.)
_v V
kerbag "whip” korbegat - "little whip"
mambar "chair", mamberay - "little chair"
gab ay "road", gabeyat - "little road"
gonsel "fowling piece", gonselay - "small fowling
piece"
marwad "ring", marwedat - "little ring"
See, however, sections b)(iii) (nouns of the structure CaCsC) and b)(iv) 
(nouns with a final laryngal) below.
2
See section b)(ii) below.
3 R
Masculine 6 feminine. Cf. 8 2.1.1 c).
Where the vowel of the last syllable of the noun stem is 
other than o , a or a , the stem remains intact, as in:
v
frasil
mafrud
amur
maskot
kis
"jackal",
"six year old 
camel",
"pail",
"window",
"sack, bag",
v. -
frasilay - "little jackal"
mafruday - "little camel"
‘ amurat - "little pail"
maskotat - "little window"
kisay - "little sack"
(ii) In the noun patterns CoCsC, CaCaC or CaCeC, where no laryngals 
are involved, a gemination of the medial radical is likely to 
be effected to accompany the occurrence of the features described
in (i).
Examples:
feleq - "forked branch",
v
qsson - "branch",
koron - "voice, sound",
hsfan - "(the quantity of a) 
double handful",
zanab - "tail",
*asar - "track",
habay - "monkey",'*"
galab - "shield", 
dabgr - "mountain", 
qaber - "tomb", 
kabad - "belly", 
wakgd - "time",
falleqay -
w  _
qassenay -
karrenat -
haffenat•
zannebay - 
’asseray - 
habbeyay - 
habbeyat - 
gallebat - 
dabberay - 
qabberay - 
kabbedat - 
wakkedat
"little forked branch"
"thin branch, twig"
"little sound"
"small, poor double 
handful"
"little tail"
"little track"
"little monkey"(masc.)
"little monkey"(fern.)
"small shield"
"little mountain"
"little tomb"
"little belly"
"short time"
■*" Masculine and feminine. Cf. I 2.1.1 c).
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(iii) Nouns ending in a vowel regularly have the juncture feature 
-t- between the noun stem and the suffix of the derivative. 
In the case of masculine nouns ending in a, this a is 
replaced by e_, the ending of the diminutive being -etay 
(e^  + t_ + ay). Feminine nouns ending in a^  retain this a_ 
and their suffix is, then, -it, the ending of the diminutive 
being -atit (j* + + it).
In the case of nouns ending in vowels other than a 
the diminutive suffixes are -ay in the case of nouns of 
masculine gender and -at in the case of nouns of feminine 
gender, the noun stem usually remaining intact.
Where a final a^  is replaced by e^ , the quality of 
preceding a_ vowels in the noun is also affected.
Examples:
Masculine nouns ending in a_:
laga "bullock", lsgetay "little bullock1
magda "bonfire", magdetay - "little bonfire'
harawya "(wild) boar", harawyetay "little boar"
rawya "stork", rawyetay "little stork"
v_v
qasasa "hut"1 , qasesetay "little hut"
line nouns ending in a:
katra "dove", katratit "little dove"
;ala "well", * slatit "little well"
* angera "(piece of) bread", 9 angeratit - "little(piece o: 
bread"
1 Cf. PL1, 278:23; PL2, 336:4
Masculine nouns ending in vowels other than a:
dogge
’arwe
’gnqoqho
dernmu
"town” , 
"serpent",
"egg".
- "cat"1 ,
daggetly 
*arwetay 
3anqoqhotay 
dammutay
dammatit
Feminine nouns ending in vowels other than a:
lafoe
mantalle
sa’ali
"jaw",
"hare",
"picture, 
photograph",
lahetat
mantalletat
sa’aiitat
"small town"
"little serpent"
"little egg"
"little cat, 
kitten"(masc.)
"little cat, 
kitten"(fern.)
"little jaw" 
"little hare" 
"little picture"
(iv) Countable nouns with the feminine suffix -at (or -(a)t ) have an 
additional suffix -it in the formation of the diminutive.
Examples:
v
galbat 
halayat 
walat 
fetrat
'ship",
"song"
"daughter", 
"creature",
v
galbatit
ha lay at it
walatit
fa^ratit
"little ship"
- "little song"
- "little daughter"
- "little creature"
This noun is of both masculine and feminine gender (cf. § 2.1.1 c) ). 
Its feminine diminutive form as if added to a singular countable 
*dammat, is dammatit, which is an exception to the above description.
This statement also covers the case of countable animate nouns which 
are masculine and have a feminine suffix added to form their feminine 
gender, e.g.:
*adag - "donkey",
*adggt - "she-donkey",
’adgstit - "little she-donkey".
The suffixes -etay, -atit
(i) Countable nouns in the singular whose ending is -ay, 
where this -ay is regarded as a suffix, have the 
diminutive suffix -etay attached to the stem.
Examples:
katkgttay - 
ballay
marday
h eromay 
ba* aray
"chicken, 
fledgling",
"piece of 
cloth, 
garment",
"pointed 
lance",
- "bell",
- "ox",
katkatetay - "little chicken"
balletay
mardetay
harometay 
be* eretay
"small piece of 
cloth, a small 
garment"
"small pointed 
lance"
"little bell"
"little ox"
In other instances the ending -ay is taken as a part of 
of the noun stem, and the formation is the one described in 
a ) (i) above, e .g .:
talay
tastay
v v_ 
gongay
ansay
"shepherd", 
"young bull", 
"fly",
"mouse",
taleyay
tasteyay
v v _ 
gangeyay
‘angeyat
- "little shepherd" 
"young little bull"
- "little fly"
"little mouse"
The ambiguity of the morphological pattern in the above 
examples is reflected by the diminutive of the noun watay 
"singer", which can be either watetay or wa^eyay. None 
of the above nouns with the ending -ay have any other basic 
form (such as collective) in comparison with which the nature 
of the ending -ay could be determined.
(ii) Countable nouns which are (a) morphologically CVCC but 
phonologically CVC where V is 9 or a, and (b) feminine 
nouns of the structure CVC where V is any vowel except 
_a or a_, have the diminutive suffix -etay in the case of 
nouns of masculine gender and -atit in the case of nouns 
of feminine gender1 .
Examples of (a):
das
v
qas
8 ad
9 am 
hal
8an
"pot, dish", 
"priest", 
"village", 
"mother", 
"maternal aunt",
"eye",
dassetay
w  - 
qassetay
faddetay
’ommatit
haltatit
8 antatit
'little pot"
'little priest"
'small village"
'little mother"
'little maternal 
aunt"
'little eye"
Examples of (b):
qal
kas
dol
bet
"speech",
"cup"
"time", 
"house",
qalatit
kasatit
dolatit
betatit
"short speech" 
"little cup" 
"short time" 
"little hut"
The production of diminutives of nouns of the structure CVC where 
V is a or a, necessitates the occurrence of a consonant additional 
to those of the stem, be it a third radical or the juncture feature 
-t-.
The diminutive formation of nouns of the structure CVC may vary 
considerably and show idiosyncratic features in its morphology.
Thus, nouns such as:
tgb - "breast"; 9ab - "father"; hal - "maternal uncle"; 
qar(n) - "horn", have the diminutive forms:
tabetiy; aabutay; haletay; qarretay, respectively, a special 
statement of their formation being required in each case.
(iii) The pattern CaCaC of countable nouns produces diminutives 
with the suffixes -etay and -atit, the noun stem becoming 
CaCC.
Examples:
gadam - "plain",
saman - "week",
gadmetay - "little plain"
samnatit - "short week"
katam - "ring (of katmatit - "little ring"
silver)",
(iv) Unsuffixed countable nouns of more than one syllable whose 
final radical is a laryngal - in the case of nouns of the 
structure CVCVC whose medial or final radical is a laryngal 
- have the suffix -etay (for nouns of masc. gender) or 
-atit (for nouns of fem. gender) attached to the noun stem.
The quality of the vowels of the stem may be affected. 
Examples:
fara* - "branch (of a far* etly - "small branch"
bahar
ra3 as
tribe)",
"sea(shore)", bahratit 
"head",
safa,1
mahaz
madma*
"winnowing 
tray",
"river",
"blow, hit",
_____________  - "little sea(shore)"
ra*asetay - "little head"
saf*etay - "little winnowing
tray"
mahfazetay - "little river"
madma6 atit - "small blow, hit"
(v) Countable feminine nouns of the structure CaCCaC have the 
diminutive suffix -atit, the noun stem remaining intact, eg.
6andar - "flute", ‘andaratit - "little flute"
sanrab - "bruise", sanrabatit - "slight bruise"
qalcam - "wrist", qalgsmatit - "little wrist"
(safVj. Cf. § 1.7.5, first example and footnote.
c) There are instances in which the formation of the
diminutive deviates from the general observations set out 
above in sections a) and b), the following being a few 
examples:
(i)
Examples:
Some countable nouns of the pattern CoCaC and CoCaC 
have their diminutive form with the vowel replacing 
the vowel a or a of the stem, where one might have 
expected the occurrence of the vowel e_. The final 
radical of the stem is geminated.
sokan - "gazelle",
sotal - "curved
dagger",
kokan - . "cavity (in
rock)",
V-
rosan - "loft",
v
soksnnat
so-fr allay
- "little gazelle"
- "little curved
dagger"
kokannat - "small cavity"
rosannatit^* - "little loft"
The diminutive exponent e_ is also missing in the following 
instances:
2
markab - "ship", markabat - "little ship"
kanfar - "lip", kanfarat - "little lip"
*anksr - "cub, whelp", 6ankarray - "little cub"
^ Cf. (ii) below.
2
Cf. a)(i) above.
(ii)
(iii)
2 .6.2
In some instances the diminutive suffixes -ay and -at 
occur where one might have expected -etay and -atit, 
and also vice versa, e.g.:
_ 0
qama* -"butter strainer", qsmme6ay - "little butter
strainer"
v v _ h
sabbak -"window", sabbakatit - "small window"
A few instances were recorded in which the diminutive form
was derived from the uncountable singular. In one such 
example the vowel e^  alone is the marker of the diminutive:
tab6anay - "worm", tab6 enay - "little worm"
The singulative and the diminutive are both derived from 
the collective tab*an - "worms".
In another example no singulative form exists and the 
diminutive is derived from the collective:
9addim - "people, ’addemay - "little man"
crowd", (also: "worthless
man, weakling").
Paucatives
Meaning:
The paucative derivation, which is a plural form, indicates 
smallness of quantity, e.g.:
wa*at - "cow", wa 9at - "a few cows"
sab - "men, people", sab’atam- "some few people"
3
Cf. b)(iv) above.
4
Cf. a)(i) above.
Morphological features:
The suffixes used in the formation of the paucative are 
the plural-type suffixes -am and -at, the former where the corres­
ponding countable singular is of masculine gender, the latter where 
it is of feminine gender. The derivation of the paucative form is 
effected by means of (a) the countable singular form, notably the 
diminutive, and (b) the broken plural form.
Syntactic features:
As plural-type derivations the paucative forms which are 
animate nouns have plural concord and the same gender as the 
corresponding countable singular, whereas those forms which are 
inanimate nouns have masculine singular concord.
a) The countable singular form as a basis for the derivation
of the paucative.
Where the paucative form is derived on the basis of the 
countable singular form, the morphological similarities between the 
two may, to a large extent, be interpreted - formally but not 
semantically - in the light of singular-plural type relationships. 
Such a formal correlation is clearly illustrated in the following 
examples, where animate nouns have separate derivatives as regards 
gender:
Countable singular: habay - "monkey” ; *9gal - "calf"
Diminutive: habbeyay(masc.) ’egelly (masc.)
habbeyat(fem.) ’egelat (fern.)
Paucative: habbeyam(masc.) ’agelam (masc.)
habbeyat(fem.) ’egelat (fern.)
(i) This type of formal correlation is pretty consistent
between the paucative and diminutive forms with nouns of 
masculine gender, where the suffixes -am and -etam in the 
former type of semantic category replace the suffixes -ay 
and -etay, respectively, in the latter, e.g. (the order 
from left to right is: countable singular, diminutive,
paucative):
tastay - "bull", tasteyay, tasteyam - "a few bulls"
v V- v v _ v v _
gangay - "fly", gangeyay, gangeyam - "a few flies"
safe * - "winnowing saf’etay, saf’etam - "a few winnowing
tray", trays"
dosa - "a sort dosetay, dosetam - "a few huts"
of hut",
laga - "bullock", lagetay, lagetam - "a few bullocks"
In some instances, where the final syllable of the stem 
has the structure CVC, V is e in the paucative but not 
in the diminutive. This may be so where the absence of 
e is untypical^ of the formation of the diminutive, as in 
(order from left to right is: countable singular, diminutive, 
paucative):
*ankar - "cub, whelp", cankarray, *ankeram - "a few cubs’j
but also occurs regularly where the diminutive form does not 
call for the presence of e_: 
nawid - "kid", nawiday, nawedam - "a few kids".
Cf. faluy - "calf", faluyay, faluyam - "a few calves"
^ Cf. § 2.6.1 a)(i) with c)(i).
(ii) As regards nouns of feminine gender, two types of
formation prevail: one in which the singulative or
diminutive suffix -at is replaced by -at and another 
where the diminutive ending -atit is replaced by -etat.
Examples (paucative form on the right)
qatfat(s ingulat.) - "leaf” ,
’abbanat(singulat.) - "stone",
v
sakanebat(diminutive) - "(a nice)
little vessel 
(made of pumpkin)",
walatit(diminutive) - "little
girl",
katratit(diminutive) - "little
dove",
mar abbo * at it(diminutive)- "little
house 
(square in shape)",
katmatit(diminutive) - "little
ring",
qatfat - "a few leaves"
’abanat "a few stones" 
v’
sakanebat - "a few
vessels" etc.
waletat - "a few 
girls"
katretit - "a few 
doves"
m9rabbocetat - "a few
houses" etc.
katmetat - "a few 
rings"
The broken-plural form as a basis for the derivation of 
the paucative.
The vowel a or a in the final syllable of the noun in the 
broken-plural form is replaced by e_ in the paucative form, broken- 
plural forms not having either one of these vowels remaining intact.
’akrenit - "some few voices" 
’arisesam - "a few houses" etc. 
* atelit - "a few goats"
9akarritam- "a few hyaenas" 
warazitlm - "a few youngsters"
c) The paucative form was also found to be occasionally derived
on the basis of the uncountable singular form (i.e. the collective) 
in which case no other noun derivatives were recorded, e.g.:
v v-
ramac(collective) - "embers", ramcat - "a few embers"
v v
cabal(collective) - "ashes", gablat - "a few ashes"
Here the paucative form seems to be derived on the basis of a non 
existing singulative of the pattern CaCCat.
§ 2.6.3 Pejoratives
a) Meaning:
The pejorative derivation adds a dimension of 
disparagement to the lexical notion which underlies the noun (see 
examples in b)).
Examples (paucative form on the right):
ksran - "voice",
noises - "house"\
talit - "goat",
karay - "hyaena",
wareza - "youth,
bachelor",
plural: 9akran, 
plural: ’anhas, 
plural: Vajal, 
plural: 9akarrit, 
plural: warazit,
Made of stone and clay/clay roof.
b) Morphological and syntatic features:
The perjorative is a singular-type derivative (cf.
§ 2.6.4 for a plural-type derivation in which a pejorative aspect 
is included), whose formal relationship to the countable singular 
is similar to the relationship of the diminutive to the countable 
singular. There is, however, one morphological and syntactic 
feature which is exclusive to the pejorative: the latter has
gender different from that of the countable singular form (and, 
thus, different from that of the diminutive) expressed by a suffix 
additional to the form of the countable singular.
Difference in gender is, for the most part, expressed 
in the pejorative by means of this additional suffix - the masculine 
suffix when the countable singular is of feminine gender, and - 
to a lesser extent - vice versa.
Examples (pejorative form on the right):
bet(fern.) - "house", betay - "ruined house,
house in poor 
condition"
garhat(fem.) - "field", garhetay - "poor field"
walat(fem.) - "daughter,girl", waletay - "bad girl"
mabrshat(fem.) - "lamp", mabrahetay - "useless lamp"
9anls(masc.) - "man", *anesat - "wortheless man
Along with the last example, a form whose semantic value is that of 
’double pejorative’ was recorded:
’anesatit - "utterly hopeless man".
c) As set out and exemplified above (in b)) the only
obvious and consistent formal expression of the pejorative open 
to inspection is the possession of a gender opposite to that of 
the countable singular form and expressed by a suffix additional 
to it. There are, however, instances in which (i) the formation 
of the pejorative is similar to that of the diminutive and (ii) the 
formal difference which exists between the pejorative and the 
diminutive is idiosyncratic - the distinction in meaning in 
both cases being statable only in lexical terms.
Examples:
(i) ’addim(collective) - "men,
people",
1abbas - "dress",
suq - "market,
(ii) ‘anker - "cub, whelp",
d) The pejorative may be semantically in contrast with the
diminutive, in which case both suffixed derivatives describe the quality 
of the noun, e .g .:
’as’an - "pair of shoes"
’as’enatit - "nice pair of shoes" (not:’little pair of shoes’), 
’as’a net ay - "poor pair of shoes"
’addemay(dimin.pej orat.)
- "little man, weakling,
worthless man"
1sbbesay(dimin.pej orat.) 
-"(nice) little dress, 
poor dress"
suqetay(dimin. pej orat.)
- "little market,
poor market"
* 9 nko rray(dimin.)
- "a little cub",
‘ankeray(pejorat.)
- "a poor cub".
S 2.6.4- Paucative-pejoratives
Nouns belonging to this semantic class, which has a 
plural-type derivation, denote smallness in number. Such suffixed 
derivatives form the plural of the singular-type derivation dealt 
with in the previous paragraph (§ 2.6.3); hence the name ?paucative- 
pe j oratives ’.
The derivation of the paucative-pejorative form is 
effected on the basis of the paucative form (cf. § 2.6.2), but with 
plural suffixes with different gender, i.e.: am and -at where the 
paucative has -at and -am respectively.
Examples(the order from left to right is: singulat., paucat., 
paucat.-pej orat.):
nibat - ’’’tooth", ’anyebat - "a few teeth", ’anyebim - "some poor
teeth"
’assit - "woman", ’ansetat - "a few women", ’ansetam - "some poor
women"
sab(collective) sab’etam - "a few people", sab’etat - "some poor
- "men, people", people"
§ 2.6.5 Augmentatives
Suffixed derivatives belonging to this semantic class, 
denote increased size or intensity. The augmentative, which has 
a singular-type derivation, can only be derived from the countable 
singular whose ending is -at (be it the ending of the stem or the 
suffix -at of the feminine singulative). This -at becomes -ay 
in the augmentative, other features of the countable singular 
being retained.
Examples:
ba‘at - "cave", ba‘ay - "large cave"
garhat - "field", garhay - "large field"
6ebbanat - "stone", *obbanay - "big stone/rock".
§ 2.7 Verbal:formations
This section deals with noun forms which are morphologically 
verbal formations.
§ 2.7.1 Participles
Meaning and function:
The participle form which may be produced from any verb 
type and derivative has both (1) substantival and (2) verbal functions:
(1) In its active form the participle is regularly met with in the 
expression of the factor'; mostly in its passive form the participle
is encountered as one of the derivations used to produce the Tigre 
adjective (cf. § 2.9.2 a)(i)-(iii) ),
(2) The participle form participates in the formation of compound tenses 
(cf. § 6.16 et seq.). Type A verbs make use of both active and 
passive participles in the construction of tense compounds, other 
types and derivatives occurring in such compounds only in the 
passive form (even when meaning is not passive, cf. ibid).
Morphological features
Features common with participles which are derived from 
the various types and derivatives of the Tigre verb are: (1) - the distinction 
of gender and number by means of suffixes^ for all types and derivatives;
(2) - the presence of both the prefix ma- and the suffix ay for all active 
participles excluding triradicals of type A; (3) the presence of the ultimate
Broken plurals are also met with. See examples in the appropriate sections 
below.
vowel -u- (masc.sing.form) and -_a- (fern.sing.form) for all passive 
participles; (4) - stem structure which is peculiar to each type 
and derivative, excluding similarities of stem in the following cases: 
in the case of B and ^a-B, C and ^a-C, t_-C and ’at-C of the triradicals 
and A and ’a-A in the case of stems of more than three radicals.
a) Active participles of the triradical verb
(i) The main derivations are set out in a scheme and exemplified as 
follows:
Types
and
derivatives
Singular Plural
Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine
A qatal ' qatlat qatlam qatlat
Types
and
derivatives
Singular Plural
Masculine Feminine Masculine £ Feminine
B maqatlay maqatlayt maqatlat
C maqatlay maqatlayt maqatlat
t-A/B matqattelay matqattalayt matqattelat
tr-C matqatlay matqatlayt matqatlat
9 a-A maqtalay maqtslayt maqtalat
9a-B similar to B
9a-C similar to C
9at-C 1 similar to t-C
9at-D matqatatlayjmatqatatlayt matqatatlat
Examples:
Type A^~: labPb - "clever”, labbat(fem.), labbam(masc.pl.), labbat(fem.pl.)
gabel - "former", qablat(fern.), qablam(masc.pl.), qlblat(fem.pl.)
saksr - "drunken"; frater - "brave"; nafe* - "useful";
halef - "passing” ; tayec - "obedient"; safag - "one who hurries" ' *
Other types of plural are also noted, e.g.:
_ _ 2
kaber - "honoured", kabrat(fem.), kabbar (masc. & fem.pl.)
— 3
hay as - "noble", haysat(fem.), haysotat (masc. S fem.pl.)
Where the medial radical is a laryngal the structure of the stem is 
CeCsC for the masculine singular form and CaC(a)C for the feminine 
singular and plural forms, e.g.:
S9*en - "tired", se*(e)nat(fem.); leheb - "sweating”
wshsz - "flowing"; sa*8g - "near"; sahal - "merciful;
A final radical semivowel is represented in the masculine singular 
form by i_ and in the feminine and plural forms by e.g.:
waqi - "useful, waqyat(fem.); rawi - "quenched", riwyat(fem.)
Where a final semivowel is represented by y a transposition of the 
second and third radicals may occur, e.g.,
qali - "proud", qalyat(fern.), qaylam(masc.pi.), qaylat(fern.pi.)
Cf. section d) below.
2 Cf. § 2.5.3 f)(ii).
3 Also: haysam. For the suffixed plural -otlt cf. § 2.4.2
Type B:
Type C:
t-C:
In roots of which the second radical is a laryngal and the third 
radical is a semivowel the stem structure is C9Ci for the
masculine singular form and CoC(o)y for the feminine singular 
and plural forms, e.g.:
gahi - "sad", gah(a)yat(fem.)
ma5 amray - "scientist" ma9 amrayt(fem.), ma9 amrat(pi.)
masalfay - "preacher"; mafargay - "commentator";
mahamday - "thankful"; mahamsay - "swimmer";
md'albay - "one who computes"; masaybay - "visitor";
mamawnay - "administrator"; ma'aynay - "spy";
marafgay - "publican" (NT, Luke, 5:27).
mawalmay - "slanderer"; ma*allay - "challenger";
masatray - "one who cuts into pieces";
malasyay - "barber”(root:lsy); masaryay - "physician"(root:sry).
matkabbstay - "host"; mathayfly~*~ - "reckless"(root:hyf).
matgassoyay - "one who sits at a meal" (rootigsy); 
matnabboyay - "one who utters in prophecy" (root: nby)»
- "clever, crafty" massaggay - "plaintiff"(root:§gg);
- "adversary"
- "avenger"; marqeqay - "terrifying";
- "he who has mag* pzay - "wanderer";
accomplished";
v - M
- "one who has uttered the Sahada
- "he who brings"; mawlpdayt - "midwife";
- "seducer"(root:qwy)"; mastoyay - "water-bearer(root:sty)
- "redeemer" (NT, Romans, 11:26)
matgamray
matbatray
maqsonay
matmamay
mashoday 
mamse9ay 
maqwayay
_ 2
mangafay
■*" Semivowels are not geminated.
2
The form mangafay, LH 343b, is to be corrected accordingly.
138.
Another form, maqatlay, was attested for some verbs, e.g.:
masarfay - "money-changer"; ma* abyay - "educator".
This form is similar to B (cf. above) and 9a.-B (cf.below) formations,
9a-B: Similar to B, e.g."
masalfay - "creditor".
9a-C Similar to C, e.g.:
mazabyay - "seller" (root:zby); manadyay - "announcer"(root:ndy).
9at-B: masss99lay - "messenger" (root:s9l).
9at-C: Similar to t-C, e.g.:
matnagbay - "spy"; matgawhay - "early-rising"
9at-D: maddafaf9ay - "Comforter" (the Holy Spirit).
  (NT, John, 14:25).
(ii) The masculine singular form - type A forms excluded - may occur
without the suffix -ay, the feminine and plural forms being as
in (i) above. Type B forms have,then, the medial radical 
geminated and the vowel b_ occurs in the ultimate position according 
to syllabic structure. For some verbs this active participle form 
is the only existing one, for other verbs it is an alternative to 
the suffixed form.
Some examples:
Type B : mac agggb/ma8 agbay - "one who does wrong", ma *agbayt(fern.),
ma<agbat(pl.)
Type C : mazabet - "fighter"
*a-A: matmeq - "baptizer"; mabsal - "cook" mahazan - "afflicting"
mar c9d - "frightener"; maw6i - "lamenter"(root:w*y)
*a-B: mafarreh - "gladdening"
t-A/B: massallef - "debtor"(root:slf); matba’as - "adversary"
t-C: matnafas - "parasite" (LH,346b).
b) Passive participles of the triradical verb
Passive participle forms of all verb types and derivatives regulary 
have the suffixes -at(fem.sing. ), -amJ~(masc.pl.) and -at(fem.pl.). 
The feminine singular passive participle has an alternative form 
without the suffix -at, where an ultimate vowel, _a, occurs between 
the second and third radicals. Such alternatives do not include 
type C forms.
(i) The three main types are set out in a scheme and exemplified
as follows:
Types
Singular Plural
Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine
A qotul qetel/qatlet qstullm qatulit
B qettul qattal/qattalet qattulam qettulat
C quttul qutlat qutulam qutulat
 ^Some broken plurals may exist as alternative forms. See examples below.
Examples:
Type A : qarub - "near, relative", garbet/qarab(fem.);
kabud - "heavy",
lamud - "usual"
basul -"boiled"; 
sagub -"satisfied";
kabdat/kabad(fem.);
sabur - "broken"; 
ragum - "cursed"; 
hafun - "hot";
qarubam(masc.pl.) 
qarubat(fem.pi.)
kabudam^(mas c.pi.) 
kabudat (fem.pl.);
9 asur - "bound";
sabuk - "accused";
mahur - "learned"
Type B;
Where the final radical is a laryngal the vowel u is omitted in 
the plural forms, e.g.:
garuh - "kind, simple", garham(masc.pl.); garhat(fem.pl.)
bazuh - "many", bazham(masc.pl.); bazhatCfem.pl.)
A final radical semivowel is represented by except the feminine 
singular form where it is represented by i_- no other vowel occurs 
in the ultimate syllable of the feminine form, e.g.: 
haruy - "chosen", frarit(fem.), fraruyam(masc.pl.)
qaduy - "fragrant", qadit(fem.), tawuy- "delayed", tawit(fem.)
Some forms with alternative broken plurals are:
gamug - "poor", gamay$g(pl.); lagum - "mute", lagayam(pl.);
sabut - "caught", gabay?t(pl.)
_ 2
garrum - "beautiful", garram/garramatCfem.), garrumam (masc.pl.)
garrumit(fern.pi.)1
qaddus - "holy";
maqqur - "spicy";
qafful - "locked"; 
talluq - "free";
darrub - "folded"; 
zabbun-"precious,
expensive";
habbus - "imprisoned"; ’ammur - "known"; 
lawuq3 - "joyful"; ‘awur - "blind";
waqqul - "high" 
bewuz - "fat"
gassuy - "seated", gassitCfem.sing.^ root:gsy).
Also: kabayad 
Also: gararram
Semivowels are not geminated.
Type C: lubus - "dressed", lubsst(fem.) lubusam(masc.pl.)
lubusat(fem.pl.);
sudud - "distressed", suddat(fem.); husus - "anointed";
mutuh - "sharpened"; hurud -"slaughtered"; subur - "broken"'
sufur - "cut into pieces"; mulu9 - "full"; frubur - "mixed";
luguy - "shaved", lugit(fem.); duluy - "ready", dulit(fem.)
(ii) Derivatives of the various verb types show no irregular morphological 
features. In theory each derivative may have a participle form as
follows:
'A
tj-)b : similar to A, B, C (cf.(i) above).
9 a-A : 9 aqtul, 9 eqtal/9 aqtalat(fern.);
9at-A : 9 atqatul, 9 atqat al/9 atqat alat(fem.);
9atta-A : 9 atteqtul, 9etteqtal/9attaqtalat(fem.);
9at-C : 9 atqutul, 9 atqutlat(fern.);
9at-D : 9 atqatutul, 9 atqatutlat(fem.).
Some examples:
Sa-A : 9agruf - "beaten in pieces", 9agrpf/9agrgfat(fern♦);
9aqbul - "former" 9gfrus - "ruined"; 9eqlub - "pleasant"
9anfuh - "inflated"
9at-A : 9at9smur - "announced"; 9athasuy - "engaged", 9athesit(fem. \
root:hsy)
9atta-A : 9attadluy - "being certain", 99ttedlit(fem.; root:dly);
9at-C : 9athuzun - "distressful".
c) Participles of verbs of more than three radicals.
(i) Taking into account (1) the distirbution of verb types and derivatives
of more than three radicals'*' and (2) the syllabic structure of
participles derived from such verbs, the phenomena described in
the case of participles of three radicals are also to be noted
here. There is, however, one morphological distinction which
is peculiar to verbs of more than three radicals: type A verbs
produce active participle forms with the prefix ma- and with one
2
plural suffix, -at (masc. £ fern.)
Some examples of active participles:
Type A : masankalay - "honey-gatherer", masankalayt(fern.), masankalat(masc.
£ fem.pl.);
masanqayay - "harp-player”, masanqayat(pl.root:snqy); 
ma*ambatay - "beginner";
_ 3
Type C : manqasaqas - "one who stirs";
3
t_-A : matqaltan - "changing one’s colours" (PL2,169,No.391);
39a-A : madangag - "frightening"
Some examples of passive participles:
Type A : kalkul - "encircling", kalkal/kalkalat(fem.), kalkulam(masc.pl.),
kalkulat(fern.pi.); 
qonqub - "lean"; mazgun - "heavy"; laqluq - "smeared";
marduy - "certain", mardit(fem.root:mrdy);
safruy - "hungry", safrit(fern. % root:sfry).
1 Cf. § 5.'9
 ^Cf. a)(i) £ b)(i) above; d)(i) below.
 ^Cf. a)(ii) above.
Some forms with broken plurals are noted, e.g.:
m aqr ab/maqrab at ( f em.) - "pregnant", maqarab(pl.)
Type C : hanugug - "ornamented(sword), hanuggat(fem.);
fanudug - "split"; sanukuy - "crooked”(root:snky);
5a-A : ’awalwul - "airy"; ’or*aduy -"shaky" (root:r‘dy);
’an-A : 9angargur- "wallowed"; ’ambah(a)rur - "shy".
(ii) Active participle forms derived from verbs of which one of the 
radicals is represented by £  or e^ retain these o^ or e_ in the 
active participle form, e.g.:
Type A : masesay - "destroyer", (verb: sesa - "to destroy", root: sysy);
’an-A : mankolpl - "fugitive", (verb:*ankolala - "to be a fugitive",
root: kwll)
In the passive participle o^ is rendered by u and e^ by ^  e.g.:
Type A : *ufuy - "hungry", ’ufit(fem.; verb: ta’ofa - "to starve";root:
muquh - "fettered" (verb: moqha - "to fetter";root:mwqh); s
giguy - "mistaken" (verg: gega - "to be mistaken"; root:gygy);
bizuy - "redeemed" (verb: beza - "to redeem"; root:byzy).
’an-A : ’anqutur- "looking downward" (verb: ’anqotara - "to look downward"
root: qwtr).
(iii) Examples of quinqueradicals, active forms:
Type A : mahasaksakay - "slanderer";
Type C : magramarmay - "one who grumbles"
6_ represents w and e^ represents y . Cf. § 5.9.2,(3)-(6).
d) The form qatlay
(i) Alongwith the active participle form qatal^ the pattern qatlay
may be met with in the expression of the 'agent* . Syntactically
qatlay is different from q^t^l in that it does not regularly occur
2 -  in tense compounds. Morphologically qatlay completes the set of
forms of the paradigm given in a)(i) above for participles of type A
verbs: it retains the vowel a_ of the form qatal but has the suffixes
-ay(masc.), -ayt (fern.), -at (pi.) which are typical of all participle
forms except those of type A. Semantically qatlay belongs to the
set of forms which have the same suffixes (i.e. active participles
of all types and derivatives excluding qatsl), all of which share
the general meaning mentioned above (i.e. the 'agent' or 'actor').
The form qatlay is frequently met with in the expression of a
profession, or that occupation in which one is engaged.
Examples:
kadmay - "worker", kadmayt(fem.), kadmat(masc. S fem.pl.);
nagday - "trader"; marqay - "tanner";hatmay - "printer";
tawray - "spy"; warsay - "hair"; nadqay - "builder";
marhay - "leader"; qar’ay - "reader"; cadday- "visitor".
Where the medial radical is a laryngal:
sahatay - "violent", safratat(pl.); mafrakay - "indulgent";
rahamay - "compassionate"
Cf. a)(i) above^type A.
 ^Cf. § 2.7.1, beginning section; cf. also § 6.16 et seq.
Where the final radical is a semivowel: 
talyay/taylay - "follower", taylat(pl.); 
wayday - "doer", waydat(pl.; root:wdy);
maynay - "creator" (root:mmy); gamyay - "councellor", gamyat(pl.)
Where the medial radical is a laryngal and the final radical a 
semivowel:
ra’eyay - "shepherd".
(ii) In some instances the alternative forms katlay/katlay were
noted,^ e.g.:
zamtay/zemtay - "robber", zamtat/zemtat(pl.); 
ragmiy/regmly - "imprecator"; rimqiy/remqay - "beggar";
tarqay/terqay - "beggar"; sarqay/serqay - "thief";
katray/ketray - "bandit"; hegtay - "terrorist"
e) The forms qatal and qatali_
These forms may occur with a meaning similar to that of qatlay.
A distinctive morphological feature which is common to both qatal
and q£tali_ is the use of the suffixes -it (fern.sing.), yam(masc.pl.)
and -yat(fem.pl.). qatal is also one of the patterns used in the
expression of the Tigre adjective (cf. § 2.9.2 a)(iii)"). As is the
case with other patterns of the participle derivation, broken-plural
forms also occur in this case.
The contextual sense of some such instances suggests a shade of 
disparagement as regards meaning of the e_ alternatives. The vowel e_ 
is a distinctive feature in the formation of the diminutive and pejorative. 
However, an additional suffix is required in the case of the diminutive 
(cf. § 2.6.1), and in the case of the pejorative a gender different from 
that of the countable singular (cf. § 2.6.3).
Examples (the form qatlay being added where it coexists):
sahat - "sinner”, sahatit(fem.), sahatyam(masc.pl.), sahatyat(fem.pl.)
waladi - "begetter", waladit(fem.); makray/makari - "adviser";
qatlay/qatali/qatal - "killer, murderer";
harsay/harasi - "plougher"; zamtay/zamat - "robber"
§ 2.7.2 Infinitives
The infinitive derivation has a wide range of phonological 
shapes, the main patterns of which are described in the sections below.
Any one of the derivations called here 'infinitive1 may yield grammatical 
forms pertaining to the noun class, whose meaning is general (i.e., the 
name of action or state) or specific (i.e., lexically stated).
The import of the term 'infinitive' in Tigre is to be 
considered according to the syntactic role of the form in question, e.g., 
when such a form occurs as a verb complement, replacing the more usual 
construction of ’agal + jussive'*'.
a) Infinitive forms of type A verbs
— 2(i) qatil, qatlat, qatlo, maqtal , qatle, qatsl.
Examples (third pers.masc.sing.past tense of the verb is given in
brackets on the right):
balis - "answer" (balsa - "to answer")
fatrat - "creation" (fatra - "to create")
hadgo - "divorce" (hadga - "to leave, to
mafgar^ - "going out" (fagra - "to go out")
qarbe - "being near" (qarba - "to be near)
haras - "ploughing" (harsa - "to plough")
2 See: § 6.4b) & § 9.5.
This pattern is equally used in the expression of the name of a place. 
Cf. § 2.7.3 b)(i).
Ibid. The meaning, then is "place of exit*, exit".
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
The pattern qatil of (1) verbs whose final radical is a semi­
vowel and of (2) verbs whose medial radical is a laryngal, assumes 
the shapes (1) qati_ and (2) qatil, e.g.:
hadi - "marriage" (hada - "to marry")
tali - "going after" (tala - "to follow")
sa6 in - "loading" (sa6ana - "to load")
sa*ig - "being near" (sa9aga - "to be near")
Where a verb has both a medial radical laryngal and a final 
radical semivowel qatil is rendered by q£ti\ e.g.: 
ra*j - "seeing" (ra’a - "to see")
In infinitive forms derived from verbs with a final radical 
semivowel a metathesis of the y and the medial radical may occur, 
in which case the resulting diphthong *ey assumes the shape of i_, 
e.g.:
qatlat: satyat/sitat - "drinking" (for ^saytat; sata - "to drink")
qatlo: sito - "drinking" (for *sayto)
The same change (*ey to i_) is regularly met with in infinitive 
forms derived from verbs whose medial radical is a semivowel, e.g.: 
qatlat: hilat - "strength" (for *haylat; hela - "to be strong")
qatle: hile - "strength" (for *hayle)
A given verb may have more than one infinitive form, e.g.: 
nadiq, nadqat, nadqo, mandaq - "building" (nadqa - "to build") 
hasib, hasbat, hasbe - "thinking" (hasba - "to think") 
lamce, lamac - "blossom" (lam6a - "to blossom")
^ The structure qoti_ is also met with where the medial radical is not a 
laryngal, e.g.: safi - "sewing" (safa - "to sew")
(v) Certain verbs produce the infinitive form qatlan, e.g.:
qar’an - "reading" (qar’a "to read")
telman - "betrayal" (£alma - "to betray")
tare an - "complaint" (tar*a - "to complain")
bilan - "strength" (hela "to be strong"; root:byl)
hilan - • "singing" (bala "to sing"; root:bly)
b) Infinitive forms of types and derivatives of the verb
excluding type A, and of verbs with more than three radicals
The morphological data of the infinitive forms under discussion 
suggest two main patterns. One consists of the forms under discussion 
and excludes infinitives derived from verbs with the prefix t_. The other 
consists of infinitives derived from verbs with the suffix t (sections (i) 
and (ii) below, respectively).. Two other patterns are treated: one is
common with quadriradicals"*" of type A (section (iii) below), another 
occurs with types C and D of the triradicals (section (iv) below).
(i) The commonest pattern of the infinitive forms under discussion is con­
structed from the stem of the verb form in the perfect plus the suffix -ot. 
This pattern is not used with verb derivatives which have the prefix t.
Examples of triradicals:
Type B : allabot - "counting, computing" (*allaba - "to count")
2
ftaddasot - "renewal" (baddasa - "to renew")
Type C : saqalot - "hanging" (saaala - "to hang"(v.t.))
babarot - "joining, putting together"(habara - "to join, put
together)
^ But also with some triradicals of types other than A. Cf.(iii) below.
2
Cf. (iii) below, final example.
1A9.
Type D : balalasot - "answering repeatedly" (balalasa - "to answer repeatedly")
'a-A
9a-B
’albasot - "dressing"
9arqaqot - "frightening"
9 al§ afoot - "purification"
9abassarot- "good news"
9agarramot -"beautifying"
(9albasa - "to dress"(v.t.))
(9arqaqa - "to frighten"(v.t.))
(9alsefoa - "to purify")
(9abassara-"to announce good news") 
(9agarrama-"to beautify")
9at-A : 9assa9alot -"telling, announcing" (9assa9ala-"to tell, to announce")
Type A
9 a-A
Examples of quadriradicals: 
sangalot~*~ -"maturity"
Type C : tamatamot -"making touch"
(sangala - "to become of age")
(tamatama- "to make touch")
9a-A : 9amaslamot -"becoming a Muslim1' (9amaslama-"to become a Muslim")
Verbs whose final radical is a semivowel retain the final radical 
in the infinitive form, e.g.:
Type B : hallayot -"being, existence" (halla- "to be, to exist";root:hly)
Type A : senayot -"smell"
9amardayot -"certainty"
(sena - "to small";root:syny )
(9amarda" - to ascertain; root:
mrdy)
Cf. (iii) below, initial example. 
2 Cf. § 5.9.2, No.(5).
(ii)
t-A/B
t-C
t-D
The infinitive pattern for verbs derived with the prefix t_ 
is constructed from the stem of the verb in the perfect with
(1) an additional a_ in the ultimate syllable of the stem and
(2) the prefix ma -, e.g.:
matqalla - "appearing”
matwallad - "birth"
massagam - "fight*, 
exerting 
oneself")
-  -  1
massalalam - "greeting
each other"
(taqall3ca - "to appear") 
(tawallada - "to be born")
(tasagama - "to fight, 
to exert 
oneself")
(tasalalama - "to greet each 
other")
t-A
(iii)
Quadriradicals:
matfar‘ay - "uttering a (tafar6a
war-cry 
not in battle:
"to utter a war-cry";
root:fr‘y )
(PL^i,166:23)
An infinitive pattern frequent with the quadriradicals of
type A is C aCCaCe_, e.g.:
sangale - "maturity" (sangala - "to become of age")
tantane - "tending (tantana - "to take care of sick
sick people" people")
hanqaqe - "luxury" (hanqaqa - "to live well")
Triradical verbs may produce infinitive forms whose syllabic 
structure is similar to the one treated above, e.g.:
freddase - "renewal" (haddasa - "to renew")
Cf. § 5.3.5.1, end of paragraph
(iv) Verbs of types C and D may yield infinitive forms of which
the pattern is constructed from the stem of the verb in the 
perfect, with an additional a_ in the ultimate syllable of the 
stem, (but cf. § 8.Mb)(i), third example), e.g.:
Type C: satar - "cutting into pieces" (satara - "to cut into
pieces")
Type D: sahahat - "doing wrong (sahahata - "to do wrong
repeatedly" repeatedly")
2.7.3 Nouns denoting the instrument, place or product
a) Name of the instrument
(i) Form and meaning: The pattern under discussion is used
in the expression of the name of the instrument or means by
which the action may be performed. Such a form is
morphologically distinctive by means of the prefix ma-^ and
the suffix -i_ attached to the stem. The structure of the
2 .stem of nouns derived from the triradical verb is -qtal -, 
the pattern being maqtali, e.g.:
maktabi - "writing implement" (katba - "to write"; type A)
The pattern of nouns derived from verbs of more than three 
radicals is similar to the above taking into account the 
necessary changes due to the nature of syllabic structure 
of more than three radicals, e.g.:
maqasqasi - "fire-hook” (root:qsqs).
1 • cFor plural formation of the name of the instrument cf.a 2.5.3(ii)(l).
2
Excluding verbs of which one of the radicals is a laryngal or a semi­
vowel, for which see (ii) £ (iii) below.
Morphologically maqtali is a derivation of type A verbs.
Semantically it is the marker of the name of the instrument 
for any given verb which contains type A forms. Where the 
’head1 of the lexical entry of a verb in the dictionary is 
a verb type other than A, the stem of the noun under discussion 
derived from it retains the distinctive morphological feature 
of that type, e.g.:
masaddaqi - ’’altar” (saddaqa - "to sacrifice"; type B)
malage^ - "razor" (lasa - "to shave"; type C)
masagga*i - ""support" (tasagga‘a - "to lean upon"; t-A/B)
Further examples of the name of the instrument:
Triradicals: mamkaki - "saucepan"; margasi - "wine-press"
masqali - "hanger"; masfati - "sewing implement"
mabtari - "stand" malcali - "instrument for
lifting"
Quadriradicals: magarbabi - "gutter"; mantaltali - "hanger"
(ii) Where the initial radical of the stem is a laryngal its structure
is maqatali_, e.g.:
2
mahasabi - "washing ma’asari - "fetters"
implement";
ma*aragi - "staircase"; mahafari - "spade"
Where the final radical is a laryngal the structure of the stem is
maqtali, e.g.:
mabrahi - "lighting malta’i - "glue"
utensil";
manfghi - "bellows"; makraci - "barrier"
masfeci - "clapper"; mafrahi - "means of frightening"
Root:lsy . Cf.(iii) below.
2
bet mahasabi - "bathroom".« «
(iii) Where one of the radicals is a semivowel, w may be represented
by o_ and by e, e.g.:
Medial semivowels:
maswari/masori - "implement by which 
something is moved 
or carried;
makyadi "threshing floor";
masawari -"brush";
maqayasi -"measuring implement";
Final semivowels:
masfayi/masfe - "big needle";
ma’atayi - "a means to enter,
access, preface"
magassayi - "a piece of furniture
to sit on"
b) Name of the place
The pattern meqtal is used in the expression of the name of the place
2
for nouns derived from triradical verbs, e.g.:
mazfln - "dancing-ground"; masbab - "place of visiting"
-  3 -
maskab - "abode"; masqal - "place of suspending"
mawrad - "place of descent" (root: wrd)
makwal - "hiding place" (root: kwl)
mabyat - "dwelling place" (root: byt)
matkay - "fireplace" (root: tky)
magsay - "sitting place" (root: gsy)
Semivowels are not geminated.
2 - . . . . .  . .
maqtal is also one of the infinitive forms of the triradical verb.
Cf. ¥  2.7.2 a)(i).
3 . -
Also: maskab, for both of which the plural form is masakab. For
lural formation of noun derivations with the suffixes ma or ma see:
2.5.3(ii)(l).
(safa - "to sew")
(9 at a - "to enter")
(tagassa -"to sit down"; 
t-A/B).
($ora - "to carry")
(keda - "to tread")
(sawara - "to paint";
type B"*")
(qayasa - "to measure"'*’)
15^ .
Quadriradicals have a patterm similar to the one above, taking 
into account the necessary changes due to the nature of the 
syllabic structure of more than three radicals, e.g.:
mongergar - "wallowing-place" (’angargara - "to wallow")
(PI4,73:5)
Noun stems whose initial radical is a laryngal may have this 
laryngal vocalized'*', e.g.:
mahL(a)bac - "hiding place"; (moh(e)dad - "boundary, limit"
c) Name of the product
The name of the product, or result of the action or state 
denoted by the verb is expressed by means of the pattern qattal, 
e.g.:
harrad - "that which is slaughtered"
haddag - "that which is left"
sattar - "a piece split off, a splinter"
sarrif - "a piece torn off bread5 crumb"
§ 2.7.4 The suffixes -nna and -nnat in the expression of abstract nouns
(i) Form and meaning
Nouns, having one of these suffixes are constructed from 
the stem CaCaC (triradicals) or CaCCaC (quadriradicals), to which the 
suffix is added by means of the juncture feature a_.
Nouns derived from type B verbs usually retain the medial 
radical geminated (see examples below).
1 Cf. § 5.4.1(2)(c).
As regards meaning, the two suffixes are interchangeable, e.g.: 
b a§ ah anna/baseh annat - "maturity" 
m as1amanna/maslgjnannat - "Islam",
the occurrence of either one of the two suffixes being a matter
determined by lexis.
Examples:
q ad as anna - "sanctity" 
(type B);
‘araq^nna - "nakedness"
q ayah anna - "redness"; y attain anna - "orphanhood" 
(type B)
V
sangalanna - "maturity"; dangalanna - "virginhood"
V V
masmasanna - "stench"; waladennat - "parentage"
gabarannat - "slavery"; sama* annat - "witness"
k ant ab annat - "chieftainship"
(ii) Where the final radical of the stem is n, this n is assimilated
to the suffix, e.g. :
hawanna - "weakness"; kastanna - "Christianity"
maskanna - "misery"
(iii) Some of the nouns with the suffix -nna are noted without gemination
of the consonant element in the suffix, e.g.: 
w
fagga ana - "cowardice" mambalna - "widowhood"
(type B):
waharna - "avarice"; '©masna - "pregnancy"
(iv) In a few cases the entire stem is taken from the noun which
has the concrete meaning, e.g.:
yahudanna - "Judaism" (yahudi - "Jew")
mandalanna - "youth" (mandalay - "a young man")
sarairennat - "heathendom" (aarami - "heathen")
sab (a ) ’annat - "mankind" (sab - "men"; occurs
preceding suffixes only).
§ 2.8 Compound nouns
This section refers to compounds consisting of two nouns 
- one of which is the qualified, the other the qualifier - which are 
distinguished from other pairs of words with a similar syntactic relation 
by means of their idiomatic lexical content.
A distinction can be made on syntactic grounds between 
(a) compounds whose qualified element is a noun while the qualifier is 
an adjective and (b) compounds of whose elements are both nouns. In 
the case of (a) the noun and adjective agree in number and gender, e.g.:
kokab dawaray - "planet"(masc.), kawakeb dawrat(pl.)
rayam ’smmanat - "obelisk"(fem.) rarayam *aman(pl.)
In the case of (b) the plural form is regularly effected
by means of putting the qualified noun in the plural, e.g.:
wad hal - "cousin" (son of the welid hal (pi.)
mother’s sister), 
wad darasa - "pupil, disciple", walad darasa(pl.)
daqila fray at - "lynx" (lit.: ’a deqalatat hayat(pl.)
bastard lion1), 
bet ntehro - "school", ’abyat mshro(pl.)
bet maktab~*~- "office", *abyat maktab(pl.)
bet munat - "restaurant, hotel", ’abyat munat(pl.)
gab-fcay *asa- "fisherman", sabtat casa(pl.)
1
Also: maktab - "office", makatsb(pl.)
In the case of certain compounds consisting of two nouns, 
either one of the nouns can be put in the plural, e.g.:
C —  1  —  —  —
ewura lali - "bat", ‘awura lalitat/<awayar lali(pl.)
Where the singular form of two nouns of a compound submit to the process 
of contamination resulting from phonetic conditions, the plural form is 
derived from the morphologically one-unit singular, e.g.:
2
kadbet - "floor", (from:kabad - "interior" and bet-"house"), kadabbi(pl.) 
qambet-"backyard", (from:qan - "lower part" and bet-"house"). qanabbi(pl.) 
9affet-"entrance", (from:9af- "mouth" and bet-"house|1') . 9afyat(pl.)
Here contamination occurs by means of assimilation of labials and dentals.
§ 2.9 The adjective
§ 2.9.1 Place of the adjective
(i) An adjective form may precede or follow the qualified noun.
For the most part the adjective precedes the noun which it qualifies, 
e.g. :
bezufr 9akatbat - "many books"; 9aha bazhgt - "many cows" 
dgkkub walwal - "strong wind"; 9agar harit - "last time"
(ii) The definite article is usually attached to the first word
3
in the group, whether it is the qualified noun or the adjective , 
e.g.:
labab *abi - "the big gate"; lasagub 9anas - "the rich man"
^ According to Palmer, The morphology of the Tigre noun, p.92b, this 
expression is to be taken as one word: *uralali, pi.: *uralitat.
 ^ Also: kabad bat • Cf § 8.2.1(39).
3 Cf. § 2.11.2 a).
(iii)
2.9.2
This also applies to the case of the ’indefinite article’ 
expressed by worot^ - Mone"(masc.) and hatte(fem.), e.g.
worot gabar gallim - "a (certain) black slave’1
(’Ag’azot, 87:2) 
hatte n a ’is walat - "a (certain) small girl”
2As an epithet the adjective regularly follows the noun which 
it qualifies, e.g.:
‘argab ‘abi - ’name of a star’ ) ,
 -------- v [ (PL1,55:5/6)
{argab na*us - ’name of a star’ )
kokab ‘abi - "the Big Star" (name of a star; ibid.,56:9) 
cagar ’akkuy - "bad hair" (hair which brings bad luck;
cf. PL1,257:16)
marya qayafr wamarya sallHm - "Red Marya and Black Marya" 
sawdat sa‘ada - "Leucoderma" (Lit.: "white leprosy’)(SS,39:1) 
hobay sallim - "vulture"
Form of the Adjective
A classification of the adjective forms may be made by taking 
into account their syllabic structure and by, in each case, 
considering (a) the type of the plural formation: whether it 
is suffixed or broken and (b) the formation of the feminine 
singular: whether it is effected by means of a suffix or internal
change, or whether it is similar in form to the masculine singular. 
The main patterns used in the expression of the adjective are set 
out and exemplified below.
1 Cf. § 7.1.3
2 cCf. S 7.2.1, example at the end of paragraph.
a) Adjectives with suffixed plurals
The type of suffixed plurals regularly met with is 
-(y)am(masc.) and -(y)at(fem.). For other types of suffixed
plurals see (vii) below.
The commonest type of adjectives with a suffixed plural 
is that whose masculine singular has the form CeCuC, feminine 
singular CaCaC/CaCCat, masculine plural CaCuCam and feminine plural 
CeCuCat, e.g.:
sabur - "broken", sabar/sabrat(fem.sing.), saburam(masc.pl.),
This is the passive participle form, the morphology of which 
is treated in full in § 2.7.1 b) £ c). The stem structure of the 
adjective may therefore be CaCCuC (triradical, type A), CaCCuC 
(triradical, type B), CaCCuC (quadriradical, type A), ’aCCuC 
(triradical, ’a^A), etc., depending on the verb type or derivative 
from which the passive participle form is produced. For examples
(i) CaCuC
saburat(fern.pi.)
see § 2.7.1 b) (i) £ (ii); c)(i) £ (ii).
(ii) CaCaC
With this type of adjectives plural suffixes are -am(masc.) 
and -at(fem.) as in (i) above but feminine singular forms have the 
suffix -at, e.g.: nafac - "useful", naf6at (fem.sing.),
naf^am(masc.pl.), nafeat (fem.pl.)
One adjective was noted whose morphology is similar to that of the 
active participle CaC_aC without itself being a verbal form'*', e.g.: 
ba‘ad - "other", bo6 adat(fem. ) , b s t9dam(masc.pl.), bacadat(fem.pl.)
Cf. § 2.7.1 a)(i), examples of medial laryngals.
(iii) CaCaC, CaCCaC^
Adjectives with a masculine singular form of the structure 
CaCaC, CaCCSC may have suffixed plurals or broken plurals^. The 
feminine singular form is always effected by means of the suffix 
-it, the plural suffixes being -yam(masc.) and -yit(fern.), e.g.:
qadam - "former” , qadamit(fern.sing.); qadamyam (masc.pl.),
qadamyat (fem.pl.).
la*al - "upper", lacalit(fern.sing.), lacalyam (masc.pl.),
la ‘alyat (fem.pl.).
lagag - "obstinate", lagagit(fern.sing.); *azam-"silent, ’azamit
_v -v. - (fern.sing.)
karras- "fat", karrasit(fem.sing.);naggar-"talkative"
(iv) CaCoC
A few examples of this masculine singular pattern are noted.
They may have suffixed or broken-plural and their feminine singular 
form is not subject to a definite pattern, e.g.:
3 _
hamaq - "weak", hamqat(fem.), hamqam(masc.pl.)
hamqat(fem.pi.) 
qayah - "red", qayah(fem.), qayham(masc.S fem.pl;
also: qayhit).
(v) CVC
Where V is u the suffixes are similar to those treated in (i) 
above, e.g.:
hud - "little", fr9dat(fem.), hudam(masc.pl.), frudat(fem.pl.)
Where V is a the suffixes are similar to those in (iii) above,
e.g. :
har - "last", harit(fem.), haryam/foayram (masc.pl.)
fraryat/frayrat (fem.pl.)
2 Cf. § 2.7.1(e).
2 Cf. b)(v) below.
Not to be confused with ham^q - "weak", which is the active participle form.
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(vi) One adjective of frequent occurrence whose pattern is
idiosyncratic is
sanni - "good", sannet(fem.), sanyam(masc.pl.),
sanyat(fem.pl.)
(vii) Some adjectives whose patterns differ from those treated in
(i)-(v) above are noted. Many of them express hues of 
colours, e.g.:
hambalay - "gray", hambalayt(fem.), hambalitat(masc.S
fem.pl.)
framasganay - "dark hamasganayt(fem.), hamasganitat(masc. 6 
gray"1 , fem.pl.)
hamalmil - "brown", hamalmal(fem.), framalmilam(masc.pl.),
hamalmilat(fem.pi.)
There are adjectives that do not have distinct masculine and 
feminine forms, in the singular as well as in the plural, e.g.:
makan - "barren"(masc.S fem.), makanat (masc. S fem.pl.)
framas - "brown" (masc.S fem.), hamasat (masc. £ fem.pl.)
qori - "deep" (masc. & fem.), qoritat (masc. 6 fem.pl.)
The structure of the singular form in the first two instances 
has similar features to the one dealt with in (iii) above.
Here, however, the plural suffix has no initial -y- and is in
- 2 . .fact -at . The suffix at m  the third instance is preceded
3
by the juncture feature -t_- .
1 Also: "brown"
2 C f . § 2.4.1 a).
3 Cf. § 2.4.1 b)
b) Adjectives with broken plurals
The type of broken plurals regularly met with here is 
CaCaCC^C/CaCaCVC'*". A broken plural form makes no distinction 
of gender.
( i ) CaCiC, CaCCiC
The commonest type of adjective with a broken-plural formation 
has a masculine singular form of the structure CaCiC, or CaCCiC 
in the case of type B derivations. The feminine singular form 
is CaCCaC for both CaCiC and CaCCiC and the plural form is 
CaCiyaC or CaCCayaC in the case of the singular CaCCiC.
Examples:
ha^ir - "short”, ljaccar(fem. ), hacayar(pl.)
rayim - "long",
_ 2
rayam (fem.), rayayam/rarayam(pi
, .. 3 rahib - "wide", - 4rahab (fem.), rahayab(pl.)
marir - "bitter", marrar(fem.), marayar(pl.)
raqiq - "thin", raqqaq(fem.), raqayaq(pl.)
§abib - "narrow", sabbab(fem.), §abayab(pl.)
haddis - "new", haddas(fem.), haddayos(pl.)
sallim - "black", sallam(fem.), sallay0m(pl.)
caggir - "hairy", caggar(fem.), caggay0r(pl.)
One adjective is noted whose plural form has an alternative
• v5
with the suffix -ac :
‘abi - "big", cabbay(fem.), *abayi^/cabbac
1 Cf. § 2.5.3 b).
2
Semivowels are not geminated.
3
The presence of a in the first syllable is due to the initial laryngal. 
^ Cf. § 1.7.4(f)
Laryngals are not geminated. 
b Cf. § 2.4.4
 ^For: * abayay.
A few adjectives have masculine singular forms as above but 
a suffixed feminine singular and an alternative plural, e.g.:
bakit - "lucky", bakitat(fem.), bakayat/bakitam(masc. £
fem.pl.)
wagib - "excellent", wagibat(fem.)§ wagayeb/’awaggab ( p 1.)
(ii) CaCCiC and CaCCuC
Adjectives whose masculine singular has one of these patterns form 
their feminine singular by means of the suffix -at, the plural 
forms being of the type CaCaCC_sC/CaCaCVC1 , e.g.:
maskin - "poor, maskinat(fem.), masakin(pl.)
miserable",
hankil - "crook- hankilat(fem.), hanakksl(pl.)
legged",
makruh - "miserable", makruhat(fem.), makarah(pl.)
(iii) CaCCaC
Adjectives whose masculine singular form has this structure have
plural forms of the type mentioned in (ii) above. The data
2 . . . .
collected give reason to believe that there is no distinction
of gender in the singular forms.
Examples:
sangab - "left" (sing.), sanaggab(pl.)
salsal - "long haired"(sing.), salass0l(pl.)
banban - "different, banabin(pl.)
1 Cf. § 2.5.3 b)
2 More data are required m  order to establish a definite statement.
(iv) CVCCay, V being a or £.
Adjectives whose masculine singular forms are of this structure 
form their feminine singular by means of the suffix -t_, the plural 
being of the type CaCaCCit\ e.g.:
qorcay - "curly haired, qprcayt(fem.), qaraqqit(pl.)
sagray - "yellow", sagrayt(fem.), sagarrit^(pl.)
(v) CaCaC, CaCCaC
Adjectives of this structure are treated in a)(iii) above.
Following are a few examples with broken-plural forms:
fadab - "brave", fadabit(fem.), fadaypb(pl.)
- - - 3
hamam - "sickly", hamamit(fem♦), hamaypm (pi.)
’addag - "slow", ’addagit(fem.), ’addayag(pl.)
(vi) Adjectives whose structure in the singular or plural forms differs 
from that mentioned in (i)-(v) above are noted. Some of them are: 
CoCuC: no’us - "small", no’is(fem.), na’ayas(pl.)
This is the structure of the passive participle with a broken-plural
§ 42.7.1 b)) and with a feminine singular form whose pattern is 
idiosyncratic.
CaCeC : ’aber - "old" (masc. £ fem.sing.), ’abayor(pl.)
CoCCaC: gandab - "old", g9ndabit(fem.), ganaddgb(pl.)
CaCaCa; sacada - "white"(masc. £ fem.sing.), sa8adi^ (pi.)
1 Cf. § 2.5.3 c).
^ The word sogarrit in LH,229a is to be corrected accordingly.
3
This form is also the plural of hamum - "a sick person"
4 « v
Palmer, The morphology of the Tigre noun, p.72, attests the form n^’3s(fem.)
which I have not encountered.
5 Cf. § 2.5.3 c).
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c)
2.10
Adjectives whose singular form has the suffix -ay.
A noun may yield an adjective form by means of the 
suffixes -ay(masc.) and -ayt(fem.), the plural form being 
suffixed or broken plural. This singular type derivation 
resembles the substantival one in which collective nouns 
denoting human beings are rendered singulatives by means 
of the same suffixes. Substantival forms with -ly do not 
have, however, distinctive plural forms, the collective form 
being used in the expression of plurality1 .
Examples:
medray - "terrestrial", mo drayt(fem.), medrayamCpl.),
(from: modor: "earth")
6astaray-"celestial", * astarayt(fem.) 6 astarayam(pl.),
(from: *astar - "heaven")
cablay - "ash coloured", cablayt(fem.), caballit(pl.),
(from: cabal - "ashes")
Pronominal suffixes in conjunction with nouns and particles
The forms used as pronominal suffixes are as follows:
Person Singular Plural
1st -ye -na
2nd masc. -ka -kum
2nd fem. -ki -ksn
3rd masc. -u -om
3rd fem. -a -an
The attachment of a pronominal suffix to the noun and to some 
particles brings about certain features of juncture as in the cases 
set out below.
1 Cf. § 2.2.2 b)(iii).
2.10.1 Pronominal suffixes in conjunction with nouns
a) In nouns ending in a dental or alveolar consonant, a
palatalization of such a consonant occurs when followed by 
the first person pronominal suffix. This usually happens 
together with gemination of the palatalized consonant in 
intervocalic position.^-
Examples:
* ad - "village” ; 8 agge - "my village"
warat - "work"; waracce - "my work"
ra’as - "head"; ra’asse - "my head"
magaz - "scissors"; maqazze - "my scissors"
gag - "face"; gagge - "my face
sarit - "string"; saricce - "my string"
Gemination of the palatalized consonant is optional, although the 
geminated variant is more common. In one case the palatalized 
consonant is regularly not geminated:
nos - "self"; no^e - "myself"
b) Nouns ending in a vowel
(i) In nouns ending in a vowel and followed by a pronominal suffix
beginning in a vowel, a transitional -h- occurs between noun and 
suffix.
Examples:
hu - "brother"; huhu - "his brother"
9ede - "hand"; ’adeha - "her hand"
se’ali - "photograph"; sa’lihom - "their(masc.) photograph"
matlo - n,dowry"; matlohan - "their(fem.) dowry"
1 Cf. d)(ii) below, footnote 3
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(ii)
c)
Where the noun ends in the vowel a_ and is followed by the 
pronominal suffix of the third person, this a^may be 
represented by or zero'*', e.g.:
higa - "language"; hig(Q)hom - "their(masc.)language"
mora - "stick"; mor(o)hu - "his stick"
sgga - "meat" sag(a)ha - "its (i.e. ’her’s'
- the animalf s ) meat"
A single instance was recorded, in which a final e_ becomes
Jade - "hand"; *edahu - "his hand" (regularly:
*od9hu;cf. second example in (i) above)
In the case of three nouns which end in a consonant -*ab 
"father", ham - "father-in-law" and 9af - "mouth", (i) the 
pronominal suffixes of the first and second person are directly 
attached to the noun or suffixed to a transitional vowel -u-,
(ii) the pronominal suffixes of the third person are always 
attached to the juncture feature -h-9 which is itself preceded 
by -u- or directly attached to the noun.
Examples:
hamye - "my father-in-law" or hamuye
*afka - "your mouth" or 9afuka
’abki - "your father" or *abuki
’abhu - "his father" or ’abuhu
1 Cf. § 5.12.7 b)
The above three nouns belong to that group of nouns whose 
plural forms are effected by means of the suffix -ac^ ~ which 
- when the third person pronominal suffix is attached to it -
• V Vis represented, for the most part, by -ac, act or -ayt, e.g.:
fatac - "friends"; fatacu, fatactu or fataytu - "his friends"
9abac - "paternal uncles"; 9abacu, 9abactu or 9abaytu - "his
paternal uncles",
9abacom, 9abactom or 9abaytom, etc.
d)
(i) Some nouns whose lexically stated gender is feminine 
(correlating with female sex in animate nouns) require the 
juncture feature -t- when the first or third person pronominal 
suffix is attached to them.
Examples:
karan - "voice"; karantu - "his voice"
can - "eye"; cantu - "his eye"
na6 al - "sister-in-law"; na‘alta - "her sister-in-law"
hal - "maternal aunt; haltu - "his maternal aunt"
t ■ ■ * ■
walat - "daughter"; walattu - "his daughter"
(ii) Certain broken-plural forms of the type 9aCCal have also -t-
2as their juncture feature , e.g.:
safar - "nail"; 9asfar - "nails", 9asfartu - "his nails"• - - 9 • 9  »-
3This -t_- occurs palatalized when followed by the first person 
pronominal suffix (in accordance with the statement made in a above), 
e.g.: halce
1 Cf. § 2.4.M-
2 Cf. § 2.5.3 d)(iii)
3
Gemination of the palatalized consonant not occurring in the examples set
out in d)(i) £ (ii), except in walacce - "my daughter", which is morphologically
* walattye (i.e. not geminated)
169.
e)
(i) Certain monosyllabic nouns of the structure CVC in which V
is 9 or a have their final radical doubled when followed by 
the third person pronominal suffix. Most of these nouns 
are morphologically CVCC"*".
Examples:
kas - "accusation"; kassu - "his accusation" (pi.: kassotat)
‘ad - "village"; caddu - "his village" (pi.: 6addotat)
lab - "heart"; lebbu- "his heart" (pi.: *albab)
sar - "half"; sarra -"its half" (i.e.: Tthe tribe’s)
(pi.: *asrar)
*sm - "mother"; ’ammu - "his mother" (pi.: 9ammat)
gar - "companion"; garru - "his companion(s)" (pi.: sarotat,
no third radical attested).
(ii) In two instances the morphological data of the singular form
are similar to those presented in (i) above, but the plural 
forms make use of phonetically three different radicals:
fak - "repayment" (in kind or deed); fakku - "his repayment"
(pi.: 9afnak)
qar - "horn"; qarru - "his horn" (pi.: 9aqarnat/’aqanrat)
f) The noun wal/wad - "son", occurs regularly in its variant
forms, e.g.: wal/wad masniye - "the son of my friend". When 
followed by suffixes not beginning with a vowel the variant wal 
occurs. When followed by suffixes beginning with a vowel the stem
is wald or wad, the final consonant in the latter case being geminated,
1 Cf. § 2.6.1 b)(ii) 6 footnote.
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2.10.
)
Examples:
walye - "my son"
walki - "your (fem.sing.) son"
waldu/waddu - "his son"
2 Pronominal suffixes in conjunction with particles
Many particles occur with pronominal suffixes, generally 
having juncture features resembling those described above, for 
the noun (in § 2.10.1). A brief statement of their morphological 
behaviour when they occur with pronominal suffixes is set out 
below.
Particles ending in a vowel have the juncture feature -h- when
followed by suffixes beginning with a vowel; the pronominal suffix
is added directly to particles ending in a consonant. Palatalization
of the final consonant of the particle occurs in accordance with the
statement made in § 2.10.1 a).
Examples:
haqo - "after"; fraqohu - "after him, afterwards"
hante - "under"; hantehu -"under him"; franteka - "under you"
(masc.sing.)
mesal - "with"; maslu -"with him"; mosalka - "with you"
(masc.sing.)
9ot - "in,to"; *ettu - "to him, *acce - "to me"
there";
The juncture feature -h- is also found with certain particles 
ending in a consonant when these are followed by suffixes 
beginning with a vowel, e.g.:
komsal - "as, like"; kgmsalhu - "like him, likewise"
9ombal - "without, beside"; 9smbalhu - "without him, besides"
b) Monosyllabic particles of the structure CeC show a wide
range of peculiarities where juncture features are for the
most part only lexically statable. Most such particles have
their last consonant geminated when preceded by a suffix beginning
with a vowel, e.g.:
men - "from"; mannu - "from him"; mpnka - "from you";
mgnena - "from us"
*eb - "with, by"; *ebbu - "by it (masc.sing.); boka - "by you"
(also "you have", cf. § 4.3 (a))
Jet - "in, to"; *attu - "in it (masc.sing.), there";
9atna - "to us"
kal - "all, every"; kallu'*'- "all(of it)"; kallom - "all (of them)"
kalna - "all (of us)"
One particle of high distribution whose juncture feature does not
include gemination of the final consonant is *8l - "to", e.g.:
*8lu - "to him", 9alom - "to them".
The final consonant of this particle may become palatalized when 
followed by the first person pronominal suffix, e.g.:
2
*8lye or * eye - "to me"
§ 2.11 The definite article
The enclitic particle la is used in the expression of the 
3
article of determination. la is invariable in form.
Or: kullu, the first u being pronounced short and centralized.
2 Cf. § 1.2.5
3 • £la is also used in the expression of the relative; cf. S 3.
2.11.1 Function
a) Where la functions as the definite article its absence may
signify indefiniteness.^
Examples:
lab a9 as walamasni lakarmad 9 at 9arqay wadawo.
"The husband and the friend put the stump on a bed".
(Tigre Texts, 3:13)
9anls sabu< wal '"alaw 9alu.
"A man had seven sons".
(9Ag9azot, 68:10)
...wa9ansa nay nabi rakbaw
".. and they found the camels of a prophet".
(PL1,80:8)
b) The definite article la is regularly used to recall what
has just been mentioned, e.g.:
9at karan kal9e bet mahro hallaya. lahatte bet mahro 
nay awalad walafoatte bet mahro nay walad.
"There are two schools in Keren, one school for girls, 
the other for boys" (lit:...,the one school ... the one school,
The numeral worot - "one", hatte (fem.), may serve in the expression of: 
"a certain". Cf. §§ 7.1.3 6 2.9.1(ii).
c) As a rule, proper names need no article. Other nouns
which are definite enough in themselves, such as nouns of 
generic sense, usually occur without the definite article.
Examples:
*atyopya bazufo mahazat badiba - "There are many rivers 
in Ethiopia"
*azbun bali galad - "the times of the Old Testament".
(Storia, 184:20).
harmiz man hayat la*abbe - "The elephant is bigger than 
the lion".
sawdat sallam lazayed *at ra9as tafagger wa’et bec9dma garob. 
"melanosis comes out mostly on the head and also on the 
other ^parts of the^ body".
(SS,38:1)
‘abaq lazayod *ot *oday faggor wahar 9et-garab kullu.
"Scab comes out mostly on the hands and later on the
whole body".
(Ibid., 41:1)
Syntactic features
The definite article la is generally prefixed to the 
noun - or to the first element in a group of nouns, irrespective 
of whether it is either the qualifying or qualified element 
(see examples in §§ 2.9.1(ii) for the case in which the 
adjective is preceded by the noun).
The distribution of the definite article la shows a considerable amount of 
semantic redundancy. Thus, nouns - or groups of nouns - which do not 
require the definite article, may occur with it, e.g.: kokab ‘abi/lakokab 
‘abi - "the Big' Star" (name of a star, cf. § 2.9.1(iii), third example).
Cf. also § 2.11.2 c) S d).
§ 2.11.2 
a)
The usual order met with is: article + qualifier + qualified,
e.g. :
*ab ladaqqub ’ankuka laqertutat sabtat 
- “/The ant/ grasped the seed of grain with her powerful jaws”
(*Ag*azot,73:10)
la’asgr wakol’ot fara‘ ’asra’ol - "the twelve tribes of Israel".
(Storia,100:22)
lagandab ’anas - "the old man"; lakgl’ot hu - "the two
brothers"
la’akkit gabayom - "their evil way".
In normal rapid articulation of speech, the definite
article may be attached to the preceding word of the utterance.
This may mainly occur where the preceding word is (i) a
particle or (ii) the first element in a ’construct state1.
In the case of (i) the definite article may be assimilated
1 2with the final consonant of the preceding particle ’ .
Examples:
(i) wala nahasu - "and its (i.e. the house’s) clay roof". 
wala wa i-adkum - "and your (masc.plur. ) children". 
foatte manna masanita - "one(fem.) of her friends". 
nayla mudiryat sayam - "chieftains of the province". 
dibba fralfa ’awkat - "on previous occasions".
’gtta dagge gasko - "I went to town"
*anze karayo ’-agglla ’aketbat - "Put the books here".
1 Cf. §§ 1.2.5 6 1.7.4(c), exx.
2
In texts which were rendered m  writing, m  Ethiopic script by native 
speakers, these phenomena were graphically noted in a consistent manner.
(ii) *agbuyla degge - "the streets of the town" 
ketarla 9agmal - "the camels1 caravan"
b) The definite article la is met with prefixed to nouns
to which pronominal suffixes are suffixed'*', e.g."
lawaraqagye - "my letter"; lakarsa - "the inside of it"
(fern.sing.)
qadam la’essit labe’esa man mayat ...-" If the husband 
dies before his wife
(FM,149:19)
...ka’et lassknoha na^bat walasaknsha sgkna ’adag ga’at 
"... And^the blood^ dripped on her foot and her foot 
became a hoof of a donkey."
(Lt Leg,4:7)
c) Where a noun is qualified by another noun (i.e. in the
’construct state’) the definite article may precede either the 
qualifying noun or both, e.g.:
welad ladagge - "the boys of the village"
(Tigre Games,63:12) 
lawalld ladagge - "the boys of the village"
(Ibid.66:17)
fatay waldat lawalat - "a friend of the parents of the girl"
(*Ad Sek, 2: ( 5 ) )
lamolad lamaytam - "the relative of the dead"
(PL1,251:21)
lanaggas walagabil ’esra’el - "the kings and the people of
Israel"
(Storia,81:4)
Thus occupying the same position as the demonstratives. Cf. § 3.
Where an adjective qualifies the first noun in the group, 
the adjective plus the first noun are to be treated in 
accordance with the statement made in a), above, e.g.:
lacabayi sayam lamangas - "the big chiefs of the kingdom"
(Storia,89:26)
la*abayi sab lanagus - "the high officials of the king"
(Racconti,34:4)
Two nouns which are semantically connected and form a syntactic 
group by means of a conjunction require the article for only one of 
the nouns, e.g.:
lasahertay wabozzay - "the ’sorcerer’ and the
’magician’ (i.e. certain spirits). 
(PL1,254:6)
v - v
cf. lasehartay ma labozzay - "the S or the B".
(Ibid.,254:11)
v — — v ^ . .
lasefrartay gale man bozzay lan’as - "The S is a bit smaller
than the B.w
(Ibid,254:5)
cf. wamen lasefoartay labozzay *akke - "the B is more evil than
v
the S."
(Ibid.,255:4)
Chapter Three
THE PRONOUN
The grammatical data dealt with in this chapter refers 
to words or complexes which are typical of the expression of the 
pronoun in Tigre. Words whose contextual sense only gives them a 
grammatical role similar to that of a pronoun are not treated in 
the chapter. It should be noted here that not all Tigre pronouns 
are 'outline words1: some of them are lexical entities which are
also used as pronouns, and their factual content must be deduced from 
the context, e.g.
worot (see:, i 3«7)» ra*as (see: § 3.2) etc.
The data dealt with in the chapter consists of: (i) - the 
personal pronoun .(§ 3-1)? (ii) - the reflexive pronoun: nos, ra*as
(§ 3.2); (iii) - the reciprocal pronoun: frsd, nosnos (§ 3*3)»
(iv) - the possessive pronoun: nay (§ 3.^)? (v) - the interrogative
pronoun: mi, man, *ayi (§ 3-3); (vi) - the relative pronoun: la
(§ 3.6); (vii) - the indefinite pronoun: woro(t), hatte, manma,
*sgflle, felah, gale, laga*a lsgba*, d 8la, sema (§ 3-7* a) -h));
(viii) - demonstratives (§ 3*8).
Pronominal suffixes and pronominal adverbs are not in­
cluded in this chapter. The former are treated in §§ 2.10 (in con­
junction with nouns) and 3*12 (in conjunction with verbs); the latter 
are dealt with in the section on adverbs (see:§§ 8.1.5, 8.1.6, 8.1.7.1) 
For the definite article see § 2.11.
§ 3.1 Thepersonalpronoun
The personal pronouns in Tigre are as follows:
Person Singular Plural
1 common ’ana frana
2 masculine * ant a ’ an turn
2 feminine ’ anti * ant an
3 masculine hatu hatom
3 feminine hata hatan
§ 3-1.1 The second person plural personal pronouns may be used 
as polite forms of address and the third person plural personal 
pronouns may be used as polite forms of reference. In such instances 
the personal pronoun is grammatically a plural form.
Examples:
... wa*an turn ’abuye ’addafra sema *ab had*at 
*eref ’iterakbo -
1,1... And you, my father, never find ^fime to7 
rest peacefully at midday,.n
(’Ag’azot, 100:17)
... wahatom ’agsl garmawi negusa nagast man lab 
lafagra bamde ’aqreb ’at lablo hagyahom damdamaw - 
"... And he '(i.e. the minister from Senegal) con­
cluded his speech ffio the conference members^ 
saying: 'Let me offer hearty thanks to His Majesty
the Emperor'."
IS 3 .1 .2 The personal pronouns of the first and second persons are 
used in the expression of the copula in the first and second persons. 
Examples of the personal pronoun in this capacity are given in § 4.1 
and § 4.1.3(b) below.
§ 3.1.3 Since the three grammatical persons may be implied by the 
verb form itself, the incident of the personal pronoun in the ex­
pression of the subject of the verb, is likely to be low, e.g.:
woro ’anas yom ’egel timut tu belawo. bar hstu 
man rabbi ’eg el laske ’as*anu wada wamorhu nas’a 
katebaggasa. gadem ’at kel wadag letfrabba* wa’at 
kal ^nkallat fagger kalataqabel *ala. wafrar 
*ekit ra’a wamas’aya ka’ando sabtaya sa<ana ’atta 
karabbi ’ agal ’ila^rre bu ka’egel ’ileqtallo las*eya 
*ala. -
"Somebody (lit.: 'they1) said to a certain man: 'To­
day you shall die'. After that, in order to flee
from God, he put on his sandals and took his stick
and then departed. Now, in every river-bed he hid, 
and on every hill he went out and observed (i.e.: 
inspected).) Then he saw a she-camel and approached 
her, and having seized her, mounted her and made her 
run in order that God might not reach and kill him."
(Tigre Texts, 8:4)
In a chain of speech consisting of sentences with alternate 
subjects - such as in the case of a dialogue - the incidence of the 
personal pronoun is likely to be high, e.g.:
walasum higa kellom kern sam*a bellom men ’addam 
molad sallim bskum wahetom ’ifalna belawo. wahstu 
bellom ’ et freyayet baye mi ’ensus sallim bekum ’endo 
bela kullu sama ’elom. wahetom hatte na’at sallam 
bena belawo. hetu haye wa’slla na’atkum ’sttaya
tenabber bellom wahetom balsaw meselna tenabber... - 
MAnd the chief, having heard them all speak (lit.:
'having heard the speech of all of them'), said 
unto them: 'Do you have a dark relative?' And they
said unto him: 'No'. And he said unto them: 'What
dark domestic animals do you have among your animals?'
Having said ^Ehis/ he named all /a n im a ls / to them.
And they said unto him: 'We have one dark she-camel'.
He, however, said unto them: 'And this she-camel of
yours, where does she live?' And they replied: 'She
lives with us...'."
(PL1, 90:10)
§ 3*1 .^  The personal pronoun can be used in such a way that it 
emphasizes its referent. This use is typical of sentences which, 
when formed without the personal pronoun, have a different connotation, 
e.g.: ...yah yebba * egel hasse ’igabbe* * elye ’ana * eb
masarye wadekwo...
" ' . . , 0  father I cannot liej I i/am the one who/ 
did it with my axe...'." (’Ag'azot, 60:1%)
Without the personal pronoun the element emphasized in the above
sentence would be the predicate.
wala*enas bezuh ta*a ggaba wa*egsi * abunawas ramqayu 
*ella *elaka habanni wa*enta * elli gamalye * eb goru 
nesa* * endo bello. wa*abunawas bello ’ana * ella
>akanye ta labezuh tenaffe*anni da* am gallabka mi
*ewadde nes>a kama.~*~ -
’’And the man was very astonished and entreated 
Abunawas saying to him: ’Give me this well of
yours, and as for you,take this camel of mine with 
its lead. 1 And Abunawas said unto him: 'As for
me, this is my place and it is very useful (lit.:
’my place wbicn is very useful') to me; but for your 
sake what shall I do? Take it then.'" -
(PL1, 31: if)
§ 3-1-5 The personal pronoun of the secondperson may be met with
having a vocative meaning, often in apposition to its referent, e.g.:
wo *entum *ayhud - '"0 you Jews.' '"
(NT, Acts, 18:14)
*enten *anes - '"You womenJ'"
(NT, Ephesians, 5:22)
§ 3-2 The reflexive pronoun: nos, (nafs), ra*as
§3-2.1 The reflexive pronoun which is usually expressed by nos -
"self" in its inflected forms is used (a) to indicate ^ identity of ob­
ject with subject and (b) to lay stress upon the pronoun's referent, 
e.g.:
la*smmama baye baqo walacce *i * snabbsr tsbe kanosa 
tesannaqat. -
"As for her mother, however, she said: 'I shall not
1 this instance the personal pronoun resembles the function 
of 'amma in Classical Arabic.
182.
live, after ^ Ehe death of/7" my daughteri ^andT’ 
then hanged herself*"
(Tribu, 3b\J>0)
wakem tebassala *egsl nosom ballu* wa’agwarom 
hedu -
nAnd when it is cooked (i.e.: ’the meat1) they
eat alone (lit.: ’by themselves') and ^Ehen/, 
give ^some of it/7, to their neighbours."
(PL1, 206:1)
wahave ga*a bezuh *addam qal rabbi * egel lesma*
*Qt laztotyo wahetu nosu *et semet bafrar genesaret 
*et lebatt®r * Qt gafar labahar labatra kel*e galbat 
ra*a. -
"Now it came to pass as many people pressed
upon him to hear the word of God while he (lit.:
'and while he himself') was standing beside the lake 
of Genesaret, he saw two boats standing by the side 
of the lake."
(NT, Luke, ^:l)
... noskum tessa*ano walafresah Jeb *egaru ligis 
tabadgo... -
"... 'You yourself (polite form - referring here to 
the child's father) ride ^Ehe donkey^ leave the 
boy to go on foot?...'"
(’Ag’azot,
§ 3 -2 .2 nos may be used to emphasize the idea of possession 
or ownership, thus having the meaning: "own", e.g.:
wa*sb * ella sum * ab ferd nosu mota -
"And in this the chief died by his own
sentence."
(Tigre Texts, 10:6)
The non inflected form nos, may also occur in a semantic 
context resembling the one in the above example. Its meaning here 
is, however, idiomatic, e.g.:
*akay nos -
"illness, infirmity" (*akay - "badness")
(NT, Luke, 8:2/3)
bamde nos -
"pride, haughtiness" (bamde - "thank, praise")
(NT, Luke, 3:1)
dehir nos -
"modesty, humbleness (dehir - "state of being low")
(NT, Colossians, 2:18)
§ 3-2.3 In the translation of the New Testament the word nafsl 
often has a grammatical role similar to that of nos. e.g..:
... gis wanafseka * egel gas *ar*e ... - 
"f... Go and show yourself to the priest...,n
(NT, Matthew, 8:*0
... wabames wareh nafsa kawalat ... -
" ... And she hid (lit.: 'hid herself') /J .o rf five months."
(NT, Luke, 1:2*0
"''The meaning of nafs is "soul"; the form of the reflexive pronoun nos 
seems to Shave evolved from it. Cf. LH, 323a-
§ 3.2.4 The word ra*as - "head" is regularly used in the expression
of the reflexive pronoun, e.g.:
lah®san *ad kem *ata * endo sa*a ra*asu *et *ad 
sa*a -
’’Hoping that the boy has returned home;to the village 
he (lit.: 'h$ himself' , i.e.: the father1) ran to
the village.”
('Ag’azot, 71:7)
§ 3 .3 The reciprocal pronoun: fred, nosnos
§ 3*3.1 The reciprocal pronoun is expressed by means of (a) fred
or *ad/*ad fred and (b) nosnos. fred is usually used of two and
nosnos of more. Grammatically nosnos can be taken as a reflexive 
pronoun, typical of expressions of reciprocity (usually with the 
meaning of: 'among themselves1, etc.).
j
Examples:
kalali >abay 9Qndo *amsalaw fred ,adme*aw ... 
wabar ... bed *alelaw was egad bsd * endo sab taw 
mesel tawaw belaw. -
"Then at night since they believed ^each other to be/ 
enemies, they struck at each other ... and later on ... 
they recognized each other (i.e.: they realised who
they were ) and together died holding each other's 
neck.”
(C Ross Trad, 46:4)
185.
... *Qt *adlj.9d men ta*alagaw ... -
”As E^lie two giants f fought each other...”
(Tribu, 4:1)
\
... *et leblo nosnosom tahagagaw -
"They (i.e.: the disciples ) conferred with one
another saying:
(NT, Matthew, 16:7)
... nosnosan tebahahalaya -
"They (i.e. the three women ) said among themselves:
(NT, Mark, 16:3 )
wa*eb nosnosom ... belaw -
"And they (ie. the people of Israel ) said among 
themselves:
§ 3.3*2. The above mentioned notion of ’two or more than two'
(see § 3.3 .I above) which underlies the distinction between fred and 
nosnos is also valid in the following cases: where the mutual re-
latinn is (a) between two sides or groups rather than two individuals 
and (b) among members of a group which is taken grammatically as a 
collective (cf. § 2.2.1).
Examples:
katesafafawom wa*ad frscl *abdaw wassmet *ad karaw - 
"So they (i.e.*. one family ) waged war against them 
(i.e.: against a rival family ) and t^ iey annihilated
each other and destroyed each other's name."
(PL1, 23:25)
186.
y M n y .
bamac wabamatat haye eggl b^d taqro -
"Male and female relatives \by marriage, however,
entertain each other ^with food and drink/." -
(I’M, 106:20)
*ebbella *amat * ella bet ’abrehe nosnosa tegadabat
wa*et salas *enker tekaffalat -
"In that (lit. ’this') year the tribesmen of/
Bet ’Abrehe fought among themselves and /consequently/ 
were divided into three sides (i.e.: factions
(PLl, 195:22)
§ 3.3.3 Inafew instances nosnos is found where one might have 
expected bad. This may happen where reciprocity is implied by the 
verb itself while nosnos serves in contrasting a different subject 
of the same utterance, e.g.:
walawad negus nosnosom ke*enna *®t lethagaw ... 
sammetom *ala -
"And the king's son was listening to them /From his 
hiding place/ while they (i.e.: the two soldiers)
were talking among themselves in the following 
manner: 1...1."
(’Ag’azot, 76:19)
In adverbial expressions reciprocity is usually expressed 
by bed, e.g.:
sawlatat bezbam tom semet b®d hollaw - 
v _ __
"Sawlatat (i.e.: name of group of Stars ): They
are many. They are found tne one beside the other."
(Pll. 5 5-7 )
187.
...salasitom *akel bad ’egel latarfa kaflaw. - 
"... The three of them equally divided the rest 
/ “of the inheritance/." (Trihjlu 22:31)
§ The possessive pronoun: nay
The possessive pronoun is expressed by means of the pre­
position nay - "of, from" (cf. § 8.2 .1(23)) in its inflected form.
Examples:
wahetu tezabbata men gabbe* kel worot * at lanayu 
lasaqqar -
"And when it is played (i.e.: the tune of a tribe 
on the masanqo) each one boasts /Tn response/ to 
his (i.e.: to the tune of his tribe)."
(PL1, 166:11)
wahetom * egal >ab*estan waweladan man * egel
mawallsdan sarra * ab nayom latu -
"They (i.e.: 'the women who sing dirges) sing for
their husbands and their sons, or for their relatives
about that which is theirs (i.e.: about their deeds and
qualities)."
(Ibid , 228:21)
5 alii bet *elli nayka tu? naye *ikon. nay *ato 
bakit tu -
"‘Is this house yours?;-'lt is not mine. It belongs 
to Mr Bakit'".
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§ 3.5 The interrogative pronoun: mi, man, * ayi
,!what?M, is used in the following cases:
In a question asking for the specifying of 
some thing, e.g.:
... tamne mi *ide * slka ma mi habakka ... 
n'... Wish, what shall I do for you, or what 
shall I give you? ...1"
(PLl, 263:12) 
mi gab*a m What happened? 111
(ii) Enquiring as to the nature? character, origin,
1
etc. of a thing or person, e.g.:
... * ella mi ta ... ,f’What is this?...'"
(Storia, **2:32)
... mi *enti maryam * enti ma * addam ...
"'... What are you? Are you Maryam (i.e.: 
an angel) or a human-being?...
(Lt Leg, 2:13)
(iii) Interjectionally to express surprise, dis­
belief, etc., e.g.:
...*9lli zar*it mi *st *sntu sayamkehu *ecce 
,,!... Who is this ^nap/ Zar’it whom you 
appointed chieftain to me?,M (lit.: 'Zar’it 
being what you appointed chieftain to me?’)
(Tribu, 30:**)
a) mi - 
(i)
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b) man - "Who?, whose?; Mwhom?" (preceded by a
preposition).
(i) The referent of man is almost always a person, 
e.g.:
man 9 egsi legba* tu kama ... - 
"...’Who can he be then?1"
(’Ag’azot, 87:20)
... kaman satayu? *aye *9111 canacgit satayu ... - 
"'... Who drank it (i.e.: the milk ) then?
GoshJ The flies ^nust have/ drunk it...’"
(Tigre Texts, 9;29)
gerah man taharso -
"Whose field do you cultivate?"
(’Ag'azot, ^ k :l6 a )
*sgsl man zabekaha lawa*at - 
"For whom did you buy the cow?"
(Ibid, 18b)
(ii) Note the following idiomatic expressions:
man ta ssmka - "'What is your name?1"
man ’ammor - "maybe" (lit.: ‘who knows?')^
c) *'ayi (masc. sing.), *aya (fem. sing.), >ayom (masc. pi.),
*ayan (fem. pi.) - "which?' ; ’what sort of?".
hee: § 8.1.7.2.
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*ayit etc., refers to a person or a thing (one or more) 
of a certain number, group, species, etc., implied or 
stated in the oontext, e.g.:
...*ana * sb ts*9zazu *esra*el lafraddsg *ayi rabbi 
tu... -
,M... What sort of God is he that I shall let ^Ehe 
people of/ Israel go by his command...?,n
(Racconti, 23:1b)
wa*ab lawalat ’ aya. wallacce lebellom -
’’And the father of the girl says to them: ’Which
daughter of mine you seek for betrothal/?'"
(PL1 , 113:1)
... * ab ’ayi saltan * alii tawadde... -
"...'By whose (lit.: which) authority do you do this...?'"
(NT, Luke, 20:2)
... karay me* alka *ayi tu... - 
"...'What is your daily wage?'..."
(’Ag’azot, 8^:1^)
hamle beka? afo *ayi genes hamle tabazze? - 
"'Do you have vegetables?' - 'Yes, what sort of 
vegetables do you want?'"
zslam lazallam tu *ayi warafr tu gabba* -
'"When are the rainy seasons /Here/?'" (lit.: 'Which
is the month in which it may rain?')
When there is no clear conception of the group from 
which the choice is made, *ayi approaches mi_ in its 
function. In utterances which allow both, as, e.g., 
in the case of the fourth example above, the choice of 
one or the other is a contextual one.
; t
§ 3.6 The relative pronoun: la-
a) function and place in the clause  ------ r ■'---- - ------------
Ci) The particle la- which serves as the relative pro­
noun^ is usually attached to the verb, immediately 
preceding it, e.g.:
mesel >essitu *et la*arqay lategatana >enas ... - 
MThe man who travelled (lit.: 'who was carried') 
in the coach with his wife..."
(,Ag,azot, 88:5)
* ewan lafegur kemsal men rabbi latedafrarat
* ©wan ta -
"The time of the constellation is like a time 
blessed by God."
(PL1 , 65:8)
da*am nosu rahamat la^alabu warabbi la’ifarrafr 
* anas men eala ... -
"But as he (lit.: 'he himself') was a man who 
had no pity and did not fear God..."
(Storia, 99
"^ la also serves as the definite article. Cf.:§ 2.11.
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wa*st balqat *et la*awqarayu baddis qabru karayu - 
"And he put it (i.e.: the body) in his 
new tomb which he hewed from a rock.”
(NT, Matthew, 2?'-60)
... wa* et batte degge degree wanin latetbahal 
nabro * alaw -
"... And they were living in a village called ’the 
village of animals'.”
(ii) In a compound tense la is attached to the auxiliary
i
verb, immediately preceding it, e.g.:
degom worot * snas higa kulla lafrsyayQt >ammer 
la*ala -
’’The tale of a man who knew the language of all 
animals."
(PL1 , 88:l4)
(iii) la can be used without an antecedent, e.g.:
’obbelli flemam lamotaw bszbam kern tom * sb tarik
. *egel na*ammer *enqadder -
"According to history we know (lit.: ’we can know’) 
that ^those/ who died by this illness were many."
(iv) The copula tu (all third person forms) may have the
relative pronoun la_ attached to it^e.g.:
1Cf. § k .l .J i . (a).
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laga’a legba* men gabilu latu mQnkum (...)(...) 
dib yarusalem lefgar -
"Whosoever from his people is among you (lit.:
’who is among you’) is among you 
shall go to Jerusalem. 1,1
(Storia, 91:16)
(v) Where the subject of the relative clause has the 
definite article, the verb of the clause may occur 
without la, e.g.:
da*am lagabil larabbi wadayu *elu sen kellu 
*agid *egel letrassa ,ambata -
"But soon the people started f;orgetting all favours 
which God did unto them."
(Ibid, 93:22)
(vi) When the verb is preceded by a preposition with a 
pronominal suffix, the relative pronoun is regularly 
attached to the preposition, e.g.:
lasabab la*ebbu dangarko ... - 
"The reason for which I was late ..."
*egel bezuh *awkad la,Qglu bazze *alko ketab 
rakabkewo -
"I found the book which I was looking for a long 
time."
*ar,enni laketab la*3lu beka - 
"Show me the book you have."
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(vii) The preposition kern - "according to, like", 
followed by la serves"to express the notion 
rendered in English by "as" ('according to what'), 
e.g.:
da*am barma kem la^nrs’e ba’asom *ebbelli 
itekallasa -
"But as we shall also see later their quarrel was 
not ended by this ^FightT*."
(Tribu, 43:9)
kem la*elu na>ammsr ... - 
"As far as we know..."
b) Relative clauses without la
In relative clauses where the place of the main verb 
is occupied by *alabu^ - the suppletive form of the impersonal 
verb of existence in the negative - la does not occur, e.g.:
wa*addam lamotu kem ra*aw * et betu sakkeb 
*alabu *as9k hetu qannsg -
"And when people see its death (i.e.: the moon's) 
there is no one who sleeps at home until it rises."
(PL1 , 64:1)
wa*et gassu *Qg9l ba*as batfrsr *ala *alabu -
^f.-.S 4.2.3.
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"Nq one could face him in a fight." (lit.:
''There was no one who was standing against him 
in a fight’)
(PL1 , 73:11)
Other relative clauses may occur without la, e.g.:
... gadem *agge * slli *olu qarabna tu ... - 
"... ’Now, my village is this / j ilace/ which we 
are near to’..."
(Ibid, 262:18)
§ 3-7 The indefinite pronoun
As a whole, words used in the expression of the indefinite 
pronoun in Tigre can be independently substantival or can be adjectiv­
ally used. Semantically, a fairly large number of words may qualify
in the expression of an/a few unspecified member/members of a class, 
or in the expression of an unspecified part of what is denoted by the 
noun, e.g.:
wa>addema.y men * Qlli wa* elli ? ana bello -
"And the little man said to him: ’I am from such and
such ^ s, place/."
(PL1, 83:22)
*8t ’awropa bS2fcat *addotat letrakkaba sarran na*ayQs - 
wasarran *abbay -
"There are many countries in Europe. Some of them are 
small and some ^are/ big."
The following list consists of words and idioms which are
typical of the expression of the indefinite.pronoun:
a) woro(t)i fratte - "someone, some person".
(i) Lexically, these are the masculine and feminine 
forms of the numeral "one".^ *
Examples:
frslayat worot * snas -
2
"A song of an unknown man."
(PL3, L522:3)
haye woro b9*8d mennom ... - 
"However, someone else among them..."
(Tribu, 4:7)
9 9 V...bar worot sb arwe msder kern tQnakkasa 
*et la,arwe nafras gannsfr kake’enna haye *ala - 
"... Afterwards, when someone was bitten by a 
snake he used to look at the copper snake and 
consequently was healed in this way."
(Storia, 31:24)
(ii) In utterances in which the main verb is in the 
negative, woro/fcatte has the meaning "no one, 
nothing". In such a case the indefinite pronoun 
is usually followed by the enclitic particle ma, 
e.g.:
"Ssee § 7.1.3. See also: I 2 .11.1(a)
2
Rendered in the German translation as: "Anonymos" (PL4B, 1072:2)
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... wafarhat tu *alaya * agsl woroma sema 
>i>as>alaya. -
"... And as they were frightened they told 
nothing to anyone.”
.(NT, Mark, 16:8)
menna ta mi tahazze ma mesla mi tethage woroma 
*ibela. -
’’Nevertheless no one said: 'What do you wish? 1
or: 'Why are you talking to her?'”
(NT, John 4:27)
mi gab*a? batte ,igab,a - 
”'What happened?' - 'Nothing happened."'
... kafrattema men * elli ksm *itafrabba*a imsnnu
1
9amassel. -
So I believe that nothing of this is con­
cealed from him1.”
(NT, Acts, 26:26)
b) manma - "no one, nobody”.
This expression consists of the interrogative pronoun 
man - "who?” plus the particle ma
Examples:
man mage* halla? manma. - 
"'Who has come? 1 - 'Nobody."'
(’Ag’azot, 54:13a)
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wamanma mennorn * egel lertle’o >isa*a *9ttu. - 
"And none of them ran (lit.: Oran to him1) to 
help him.M
(*Ag*azot , 80:18)
c) *9gale, *egaletay (*egaletat-femQ - "so and so", is usually 
used for persons, e,g,:
*9gale wad *9gale *agarr9mu nas*a wamsn 
gsbersnnat fagra ... -
"’So and so the son of so and so performed his 
duty with his warranters and became free’..."
(lit.: 'free from slavery1).
(FM, 101: if)
... *egaletay masni *enta wa*9t heday tsfarrar 
*Qlye -
"...'You, so and so, are friend, and
^therefore/ go in the nuptial procession for me.'"
(PL1, 122:22)
d) felan - "such and such", is usually used for things, e.g.:
...wa*amat felantewallada leblo. -
"... And it is said: 'He was bom in such and
such a year' "
(Ibid, 111:3)
e) gale --"some, something", e.g.:
war9*e gale katbat *eb lebbom *9111 let*ayar 
belaw. -
"And, behold, some scribes thought to themselves 
(lit.: 'said in their hearts'): 'This /o n e /  
speaks blasphemy1 "
(NT, Matthew, 9 :3 )
gale * egel tebla' tahazze? - 
"'Do you want something to eat?1"
...kahaqo gale higa ... - 
"... And after some talking..."
(I’M, 103:12)
wagale *aqrus * et lalababes *aqro * ettu 
"And they tie up some money (i.e.: coins) in 
the dresses."
('Ad Sek, 188:(31))
In its substantival use, for things, gale may be 
occasionally reinforced by gar - "thing", e.g.:
lamamher galegar belayu * egsi latamharayu. - 
"The teacher said something to the student."
gale may occur with the suffixed pronouns, having 
the meaning "some of", e.g.:
lohom ta’amro? *afo galehom men sewabecce tom 
t vvwagalehom men agge tom. -
"'Do you know these people?' - 'Yes. Some of 
them are from ny family and some of them are from 
my village.’"
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1
f) laga’a legba* - "whoever* whatever, someone, something,
some, anyone" etc.
(i) This expression consists of forms of the verb
2
gab*a - "to become, to happen" in the perfect and 
imperfect, third person, singular masculine, pre­
ceded by the relative pronoun (lit.: 'that which 
happened shall happen'). The pronoun's referent 
occurs in the masculine singular form.
Examples:
... walaga’a legba* ba*al * slla gabay latu sab 
ma *anes men rakkeb... -
"... And if he meets anyone who is of this way 
(i.e.: this religion), men or women, ..."
(NT, Acts, 9:2)
... ma laga*a lsgba* b9*ad mal ... -
"... Or any other property...."
i
(Storia, 44:12)
wa*Qlli kel ’swan laga’a lsgba* * st beta waksd 
*atte tswaddyo ... -
"And she does this each time someone enters her 
house..."
(PL1, 106:19)
(ii) In an idiomatic use of laga’a lsgba* with the conno­
tation: "whatever may (have) happen(ed)", the gab*a 
forms may be conjugated according to the person and 
gender of the pronoun's referent, e.g.:
Standard pronunciation: lag*a legba*.
2Cf. § 4.9
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gadem la*abba ga*at tsgba’di tabotna badet msnsna... 
"... But whatever have happened to our Tabot,
we have indeed lost it."
(Tribu, 70:31)
g) dela - "whoever, whatever, any'.'
...wadela *elu tsgarara tesa*ara.
"... And whoever was hostile to him was deposed."
(‘Ad Sek, 184:(36))
... dela ra’aya... - 
"... Whoever saw her..."
(PL1, 29:23)
... dela mathererayt waragmayt tahadde. - 
"1... You will marry any reviling and scolding 
woman.,M
(Tigre Texts, 3:17)
h) sema - "something, anything, no one, nothing".
(i) This indefinite pronoun is used almost solely in 
negative utterances, e.g.:
... sema *irs*ena wa*isameana ... -
"...'We have seen nothing nor have we heard anything'.
(Tribu, 23:22)
(ii) sema is occasionally reinforced by the enclitic 
.particle ma, e.g.:
lakalb kel dol nabbefr. *ala da*am frena semama 
*ire*ena. -
"The dog was barking continuously (lit.: 'all 
the time'), but we saw nothing at all."
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§ J>.8 D e m o n s tra te s
The demonstrative forms in Tigre are:
Near objects Distant or absent objects
Singular Plural Singular Plural
Masculine * elli * ©Horn lahay/lohay/l ©hay 1ahom/lohom/lehom
Feminine * ©lla * ©llan laha/loha/leha lahan/lohan/lehan
(a)
(i) The noun is always preceded by the demonstrative 
adjective in the case of near objects, e.g.:
da*am *ellan *amtelat kern halfava ... - 
"But when these days are over...."
(PLl, 66:22)
(ii) The noun regularly precedes the demonstrative 
adjective in the case of distant or absent objects, 
e.g.:
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9eb la* awkad lahay ... - 
’’At that time..."
(Tribu, 30:20)
. » «_ — vwa assk aze la amat sab darabus latobattakawa
tetbahal la* ewan laha -
"And to this day (lit.: ’until now’), that time 
is called ’the year in which the Dervish people 
were defeated (lit.: ’beaten')."
(ELI, 163:9)
...* Qb la* alelat lahan ... - 
"... In those days..."
(NT, Acts, 11:27)
(iii) The demonstrative adjective can bemused periphrasti- 
cally, both preceding and following the noun at the 
same time, e.g.:
* elli *amat * elli bszuh *izalma... - 
"This year it has not rained a lot..."
(GT, p.89 No. 3)
... loha *akan loha ta’ammerra ma mi? - 
’” ... You recognize that place, don't you?"
(5AgJazot, 86:22ff)
(iv) Nouns qualified by the demonstrative adjective may 
take pronominal suffixes, e.g.:
9elli hslmu 9eg el 9abuhu wa* eg el bawu kem 
’assa’ala ... -
"And when he told this dream of his to his father 
and his brothers..."
(Racconti, 13:*0
The demonstrative pronoun
(i) Demonstratives may be substantivally used, e.g.:
da*am *ellima qadam *ella qer*an ,i,ajnmer - 
"But this /pne/’ also, does not yet know how 
to read."
(PL1, 32:10)
(ii) Demonstrative forms for near objects can be used
to represent a previously mentioned action, thought 
or speech, or to introduce things which are about 
to be mentioned. In both cases the deictic notion 
is secondary , e.g.:
wa>Qllan kem bella >eb lakab lebbu *9nd:o teqammasa 
mota. -
"And having said these ^hings/’ to her with his 
heart burning from the heat, he died."
j
(PL1, 27:17)
(iii) Demonstrative forms are met with in the expression 
of the notion rendered in English by: "the former...
the latter, the one ... the other", etc., e.g.:
walahay dib *addu ,aqbala walafcarsay * eb *aybu tarfa 
"And the other one returned to his village and the
ploughman (i.e.: the first one who was plough­
ing) stayed with his client."
(PLl, 86:3)
wa*egsl 9olli gis *ebollo wagayos wa*Qgol lahay 
na*a wamaggo* -
"'And I say to one: 'GoJ ', and he goes /aw a g f» and
I say to the other one: 'Cornel', and he comes."'
(NT, Matthew, 8 :9 )
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Chapter Four
THE COPULA; FORMS EXPRESSING EXISTENCE 
AND POSSESSION; AUXILIARY VERBS.
The linguistic forms described in this chapter are:
(a) those which serve in the expression of the copula and consist 
mainly of non-verbal forms; (b) those which are used in the ex­
pression of existence and possession and consist of both verbal 
and non-verbal forms, and (c) verbs which participate in the ex­
pression of the notions mentioned in both (a) and (b) but have 
other structural and lexical values.
§ *f.l The copula: formation
Nominal sentences are encountered in Tigre in the case 
of those utterances which do not contain a finite verb. 1 However, 
the relation between subject and predicate usually has a formal ex­
pression.
The paradigm of the independent copula consists of 'the 
following forms:
Singular Plural
1st pers. masc.& fern. *ana fcena
2nd M ” 9 snta * entum
” ” fem. * onti * enten
3rd " masc. tu tom
” M fem. ta tan
1Cf. § 9-3.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
pronoun:
The following points are to be noted:
the forms tu, ta, tom, tan share one of the consonantal elements 
and suffixes of the personal pronoun in the third person, 
in the first and second persons the forms encountered 
are those of the first and second person personal pro­
nouns and are used mainly in those utterances in which 
the subject is a personal pronoun (explicitly expressed 
or implied).
the form tii is also met with in other persons than the 
third, when the utterance consists of a personal pronoun 
and a copula (i.e.: a nexus such as * *ana 3ana etc., is 
impossible).
Examples of utterances in which the copula is a personal
* ana men gabil mansa* *ana. - ■ 
f,I am from the tribe of Mansa*.”
tLQna gassotat fcena.
"We are strangers.”
* enta wa* ana gar h®na. - 
"You and I are friends.”
(’Ag’azot, 5^:1)
* entum bezfram * anturn. - 
"You are many.”
( Ibid.)
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man * enta,
"Who are you?"
V— »saf eg enta?
"Are you in a hurry?"
(GT, 88:25)
(...) ’ eb *aman walye ’esaw ’enta *st lehel sa’alayu 
waya*aqob *abe ’ana tu bello. -
"He asked him, saying: 'Are you truly ’Esau my son?1 
And Jacob answered him: 'Yes, I am he'."
(Storia, 23:5)
Examples of utterances with the copula tu:
v • a.cswa sanni tu. - 
"Salt is good."
(NT, Mark,9:50)
’elli tu. -
"This is it." (i.e.: That's all.)
(...) * ellidi banna ta. -
"(...) This, indeed, is a different matter."
(’Ag’azot, 98:12)
frege waheday melku ’at walldat wafcaqohom ’at 
laqarrubom tu. -
"The power of execution (lit.: 'the domination') of en­
gagement and marriage is with the parents and after them 
with their next of kin (lit.: 'those who are their re­
latives') ."
(EM, 102:23)
nay sidamo fcilat zelam ’st salas keffal kefful tu. - 
"The rainfall (lit.: ’the strength of the rain1) at 
Sidamo is rated (lit.: 'divided into') according to 
three ^eographicalT" divisions."
kalasarur lala’ammerra.frudat tan. - 
"And those who know dirges are few."
(PL1, 228:21)
(...) sab mansa* men badirom kestan tom. -
"(...) The people of Mansa* are Christians from long ago."
(Tribu, 70:14)
§ 4.1.1 The copula in the negative
The copula in the form of the personal pronoun has attached
to it the negative particle ’i- when in the negative, as in: ’i’ana
"I am not", ’i’enta "You (masc. sing.) are not", etc.
The copula tu in the negative has the suppletive fossilized
form * ikon, as in:
(...) higaye retu* ’ikon (...)  ^ -
"(...) My speech is not correct (...)" (i.e.: not fluent).
(Storia, 3 8:25)
§ 4.1.2 Temporal values in the copula
By virtue of the copula's morphological (i.e.: pronominal) 
status and syntactical value in an utterance containing it, the copula
■^ The form ’ikone is also encountered, ’ikon may be used to signify "no"
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does not occupy a definite place in the tense system. In fact such 
an utterance, in its temporal aspect, is closer to a nominal sentence: 
hence the use of the copula regardless of the temporal distinction 
past/non-past.^
Examples:
’abrahim wad *edris ’ snas *ad takles tu da’am meder 
mansa* bet ’abrehe nabber *ala. - 
"’Abrahim W. *E. was a man of the *Ad Takles, but 
he was living in the country of Mansa* B. ’A."
(PL1, 247:14)
lasabdi gabay *abbay ’ endo fradgaw *et kelab lagabberay 
tarqaw. wahetom (...) fallastay (...) waworot mallahayu 
tom. (...) lagabberay ’enas farhay rabbi tu. ’ egsl 
lafallastay tekabatayu. -
"As for the f iw o f men, having left the main road they 
entered the courtyard of the bondsman. And they were a 
monk and a friend of his (...). (...) And the bonds­
man was a godfearing man. He £  therefore^ received 
the monk ^with hospitality7,-M
(’Ag’azot, 98:7,15)
Temporal relations in the expression of the copula are, 
however, possible by means of the use of verbs which supply the appro­
priate alternate forms. The verbs *ala (cf. § 4.2.2) and gab’a (cf.
$ 4.5) enable the distinction past/non-past to exist - where *ala
^f.: § 6.6.
is used in a past context and gab’a in a non-past context. 
Examples:
*abib ’eb fcagin mota wahetu frafrer *ala. -
"’Abib died by an iron weapon and he was brave
^man/."
(PL1, 235:15)
kel’ot ’erias *askar nay tilan *alaw. -
"Two men were soldiers with (lit.: 'of') the Italians."
(Ibid , 79:11)
hetu mamher *egel legba’ tu.~^  -
"He will be a teacher."
In the jussive (imperative) morphological category gab*a 
is used to complement the paradigm of the copula with the forms necessary 
for non-temporal and infinitival moods.
Examples:
sa’ayat beye mamher ’egel *egba*.
"I hope to be a teacher."
’em sabu* (...) gebe’.
"Be a mother of seven (...)."
(PL1, 122:5)
■^ Eor the construction * egel + jussive + tu in the expression of 
future, see § 6.5.
2£g®bi*_7
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wake’enna wellad *et *astar lahalla ’abukum gebu’.
"And in this manner be the children of your father who 
is in heaven."
(NT, Matthew, 3 'M )
§ 4 .1 .3
(a) Non-temporal subordinating particles do not cause a change
in the morphological shape of the copula.
Examples: The particle kem (denoting a content-clause):
’eb ’arabi wad mansa^y ’anas fadab kem tu (...). 
leddaggam halla. -
"It is told about ’A.W.M. that he was a brave man (...)."
(Tribu, 7:10)
lafrayat ’alelat wagale ’awkad qadam ’ella nafsa 
lamafraka hetu kem tu ’amarat. -
"She recognized the lion and knew that he was the one 
who spared her life some time before that."
(’Ag’azot, 66:14)
(...) gagka haqo re’eko wa’asek ’ella beyay kem ’enta 
men re’eko *aze ’eb neyat ’emayet (...). -
"(...) Having seen your face and having seen (i.e.: 
realized) that; you are alive until now (lit.: 'until 
this1), I shall now die in delight (...)."
(Racconti, 20:26)
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The relative:
wa’ab lah-Qgan 9 eg el bet * abuhu wadala moladu tu 
*addem (...). wa’ab lawalatma kemsalha moladu latu 
*addam. -
"And the father of the boy invites his own family and 
whosoever are his relations (lit.: 'is his relation1) 
(...). And the father of the girl, also, invites in 
the same manner those who are his relations (lit.:
'that which is his relation')."
(PL1, 122:13, 17)
(b) When subordinate by reason of the temporal conjunction
* at or dib - "when", the personal pronoun copula retains 
its morphological shape while the copula tu assumes the 
forms * entu (masc. sing.), * enta (fem. sing.), * entom 
(masc. pi.) and * an tan (fem. pi.).
Examples:
(...) kallat wagabal * at ,ana masel mambaye * egel
* Qthage radeko (...).
"(...) I, being clay and ashes, have dared to talk
!
with my Master (...)."
(Storia, 17:12)
laframum ke* anna hawan dib. * entu (...). -
"When the sick man is weak as this (...)."
(Pll, 208:23)
(c) When subordinate to the conditional particle mlSn - "if" 
the copula is expressed in all persons by the imperfect
forms of the verb gab*a.
Examples:
*911 bareh garob ta, gadem *enka serit men tagabbe* 
kullu garobka bareh gabbe*. da*am * enka bemmet men 
tegabbe* kullu garobka gelmut gabbe*. gadem * etka 
lahallet gelmat men tegabbe* lagelmat *akel *ayi 
* abbay t egabb e *. -
"The eye is the light of the body. Thus, if your eye
is clear your whole body will be bright. But if your
eye is clouded (lit.: ’sick'), your whole body will be 
dark. Now if the brightness which exists in you will 
become darkness how ^ much^1 greater it (i.e.: 'the dark­
ness1) is (i.e.: 'will be/must be')."
(NT, Matthew, 6:22)
*aze safeg men tegabbe* *et betka >egel tigis gadder. - 
"If you are in a hurry, you can go home now."
§ k.l.k
The form tu etc. , may occur along with a finite verb - or a syntac­
tically equivalent form - as a sign of an explanation or motivation in the
preceding or following sentence. In this capacity the meaning of the form tu 
can be rendered into English by "so, since, because" etc., depending on and 
incorporated with the meaning of the preceding or following sentence. The 
semantic connotation of the part of the sentence which immediately precedes 
or follows the 'explicative tu' may be one of emphasis.
Examples:
gadem kem,tegabbafraw yasus * egel pefrros simon wadyona 
men *ellom lazayed tu tefattenni bello. wapefrros *afo
mamba kem *efattekka *enta ta’ammay bello. wayasus
*awyagce re*e bello. fraqoha yasus * eb dsgman simon 
wad yona tefattenni tu halleka bello. wapefrros *afo 
mamba * enta kem *efattekka ta’ammer bello. wayasus 
,abagQtsye *eqab bello. -
"Now, after they had had their meal, Jesus said to 
Peter: 'Simon the son of Jonas, do you love me more 
than they ^Tove me^?1. And Peter said to him: 'Yes 
master, you know that I love you'. And Jesus said 
to him: 'Pasture my lambs'. Afterwards, Jesus said
to him again: 'Simon, the son of Jonas, do you love
me?1 And Peter said to him: 'Yes, master, you know
that I love you'. And Jesus said to him: 'Watch my
sheep1."
(Storia, 165.-31)1
(...) mosel rabbi wamesel *addam * endo tsgadalka tu 
wagge*aka gadem *esra*el da*ikon ya*akob ’itetbahal (...). 
"(...) Having wrestled with God and with people, you 
prevailed, so ^Four name will be^ Israel, you will not 
be called Jacob (...)."
(Ibid , 26:17)
bar haye *abayi wadeqqubam gabayel daganaw warabbi 
molayom tutesllfafa * elom kaworoma idaqqaba *ettom. - 
"Afterwards, however, they drove away big and powerful 
tribes and their lord (lit.: 'God, their lord') fought
^ f . : NT, John, 21:13-17.
for them, so that not even one ^Eribe/was stronger 
than them."
(Storia, 33:2*f)
,oke bezub waqi bsgankemtu * egel lababber tu baza * et 
gazif ketab kem laqarre* *endo temassala * et semet 
gabay * abbay *et ra*as genday tegassa. - 
n,Oke wanted to show that he was a useful child, 
he sat on the stump of a tree by the side of the main 
road, simulating one who reads a large book."
(’Ag’azot, 60:20)
(...) mennu *egel *etmahar tu bazze *amahu >ass,elanni 
bello. -
"He said to him (...): *1 want to learn from him,
tell me the truth of it."
(Ibid , 79:8)
*atrafatu lata bezub me*et *amat * at meser kal*aw. 
wabatte dol rabbi *ogel ya*aqob *esra*el tu samayu ka’ebba 
wellad *esra*el letbahalo talaw. -
"His descendants, however, stayed in EJgypt many hundreds 
of years. And once God had named Jacob Israel, then, be­
cause of this, they used to be called the children of Israel.
(Racconti, 20:31)
samu*el mayet mennu tu *ala kalagammyo *irakba. - 
"Samuel had died to his (i.e.: Saul's) detriment so he 
found no one to advise him ^ since no one else could do so/."
(Storia, 6^:28)
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(...) nebla* waneste fager tu *anmayet (...). -
“(...) Let us eat and drink since I s f  tomorrow 
hat/ we shall die (...).“
(Isaiah, 22:13)
§ 4.1.3 The explicative copula tetu
Where the form tu_ functions as copula and is, at the same 
time, used to connect a preceding or following utterance of explanation 
or motivation (cf.: I 4.1.4), the form tstu occurs. This ‘double1 
function of tetu is clearly detected when two versions of the same 
utterance may be compared:
ladol yasus >sgsl rabbi molayka segad wa* elu le ja .
*amisk ketub tu halla ka’enta setan rafraq menye bello. - 
“Then Jesus said to him: ’It is written: “Adore God,
your lord and worship only him”, so you, Satan, go away 
from me'."
(NT, Matthew, 4:10)
(...) * egel rabbi molayka sagad wa*elu lefra *amlek 
ketub tetu kagis refcuq * enta sefran (...). -
“(..o) It is written: ‘Adore God, your lord, and worship
only him', so go you far ^ Sway^ Satan.”
(Storia, 113:23)
In the first instance the form ti^  occurs between two con­
stituents of a tense complex and indicates a following clause of 
purpose. In the second instance the copula tu functions in its syn­
tactical role and also indicates a following clause of purpose.
Note the two versions of the following utterance:
...; menna ta eb la eggat amor menna lateballe 
ba me*el mot *egel timut tu bello.
”(...) But about the tree of knowledge he said to 
him: ’On the day on which you will eat of it you shall
die'
(Racconti, 6:6)
(...) menna ta men lasannet wa>ekkit latat’lamer ‘aycat 
’amer lateballe* ba me*el mot ’egel timut tetu kamenna 
’itebla* bello. -
”(...) He said to him: 'But on the day on which you will 
eat of the tree of knowledge, which enables /o n e f to 
recognize good and evil (lit.: 'good and bad'), you 
shall die, so do not eat of it.”
(Storia, 6:22)
Here, in both instances, the form tii - though not a copula 
is necessary for the actualization of the nexus of the utterance, 
since it is a constituent of a tense complex. The second example con­
tains a clause of purpose: hence the occurrence (in it) of the form
tetu.
Other examples:
labatte ’eslemayt wawalat ^ad-qaTQ* teta *eb yatayma 
sefre tekarret. walafratte kestenayt wawalat kabasa 
teta ’eb yatayma ’et kabasa fagrat. - 
"The one wa.s Moslem and belonged to the ^Eribe o 
*Ad-Qaye’, / s b"f she descended with her orphans to Se£ie;
and the other was Christian and belonged to /jEhe re­
gion o*7 Kabasa, she went out with her orphans
to Kabasa."
(Tribu, 11:30)
Y mm $ 9 V 9qertufrat ssmay egal na isatotat aqfcamat bazufr 
kabud walalagarreb gor teta ka’alla * e&la warat 
gaddet ta. -
"Grains of wheat are a very heavy and distressing load 
for small ants and this was a difficult /job of7 
work for her (i.e. for the ant in the story)."
(’Ag’azot, 73:^ )
* alii tetu qanag wafrasso.
"It is he (lit.: 'This is he'); rise, then, and anoint him.
(Storia, 6l:l4)
*alia *akah qaddus medar tata kaman *agerka *as*enka 
frara]:. -
"This place is holy ground, so take your shoes off /jo m t  
feet/1."
(Ibid , 38:11)
In the following utterance there are two statements followed by a 
phrase of result - connected to both. The form tatu occurs, only as 
the nexus of the second statement, since the copula in the first state 
ment is expressed by means of a personal pronoun:
(...) *enta mandalay le$a tu ’©nta wahatu man na*©su
matsaffay tatu kamasal ’alii falasfremay *agel tetsafaf
*igabba* *elka bello. -
"You are only a youngster and he is a warrior since 
his youth, so you cannot fight him."
(Storia, 62:79)
§ 4.1.6 The form tu as second complement
Transitive verbs with a pronominal suffix may take a
1
second complement in the form of tu. This tu, which immediately 
follows the pronominal suffix, agrees in number and gender with 
the noun it stands for.
Examples:
wafrar * eg or frarit laqabbulo kafrazzwo ta. wa*ab 
lawalat * egal lahabbom ta men *ifatte kalla’om ta 
(...). da*am fegel lahabbom ta men radde men *ad 
*abuha wa*ad *emma frazawa labellom (...). - wadib 
*ab lafregan laqablo kawalat gadem habawuna ta labulo. - 
"And, afterwards, they return to him, /Tor the/ last 
time and ask her of him. And if the girl's father does 
not wish to give her to them, he refuses her to them 
(...). But if he agrees to give her to them he says 
to them: 'Ask her of the family of her father and the
family of her mother.* (...) And they return to the 
boy's father and say to him: 'Well, they gave us the girl
(lit.: 'Well, then, the girl, they gave us her')."
(PL1, 113:9, 11, 18)
(...) da*am * eb degman sabu* *amat man tekaddem * elye 
rahelma haybakka ta balsa *ettu. ya*aqob sanni bela
^Morphologically this tu is a sandhi-form of *ettu (cf. § 8.2.1 
(3$)(ii)); the absolute form *ettu is, however, rare in the role 
of the second complement.
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kakemsalhu wada. ladol laban * egel rahelma *essitu 
’eg el tegba* habayu ta. -
"He answered him: '(...). But if you will serve me
again, seven years n^ore^ ", I shall give you Rachel 
also1. Jacob agreed and did thus. Then Laban gave 
him Rachel also, to be his wife."
(Storia, 25:6)
(...) gadem ne*no *et Betlehem nigis wa’etta * elli 
laga’a warabbi la’at’amarenna tu ner’e (...). -
"(...) So come hither, let us go to Bethlehem and 
see there that which has happened and which God has 
let us know (...)."
(NT, Luke, 2:15)
fraqoha kem warraw lahay ’eg el lagarru la’enas ’ar’uni 
tu ’i’ammerro bela. -
"Afterwards, when they attacked, that /m an / said to 
his comrades: 'Show me the man, I do not know him^"
(lit: 'Show me him'). (Tribu, 40:26)
(...) men mederka wamen bet ’abuka ’ana dib lahabrakka 
tu meder f egar (...).
"Leave (lit.: 'go out of*) your country and /p £ 7 your 
family ^ihd go/  to the country that I shall show you(...)." 
(lit: 'that I shall show you it'). (Racconti, 12:5)
walamora * egel la’isanfra mennom lagabbuta meder ’enday 
labg.ggefrewa * et *erge bet saqqula wafrar la’eglu gabfrawa 
kem mag*a lagabbufo ta. -
"And the stick which they retain for the one who was 
not with them they hang from the ceiling of the house, 
without its reaching the ground, and when the one for 
whom they retained it has arrived they let him hold it."
(PL1, 206:5)
(...) wa’egel lasega ’atbadagawom tu. -
"(...) And he made them give up the meat (lit.: ’the
meat, he made them give it up').tv
(Ibid , 80:17)
The form tu_ is also found as an adverbial complement im­
mediately following the verb or the pronominal suffix - where the 
verb has one.
Examples:
nabukadnegar kal’ayt la’ewan yarusalem lazamtaya 
ta frezqe’el ma dib babilon tegaffafa. - 
"The second time Nebuchadnezzar raided Jerusalem even 
Ezekiel went into captivity to Babylon."
(Storia, 90:28)
’eb zaban badir waked la’ekel bazzafra ta woro rsyal 
*ibat malle* wamen ’aba wa’at lamagge’ *ala. - 
"In former times, when com was in plenty (i.e. plenti­
ful), one thaler used to ^suffice to^ fill a large 
leather-sack and, as regards cattle, to procure a 
cow."
(Tribu, 69:13)
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§ 4.2 Expression of existence: distributional relations of the
forms expressing existence
The verb halla (a type B verb with a final semivowel) is the one 
typical of the expression of existence, In this capacity forms of halla occur 
in all morphological categories of the verb. The temporal distinction 
past/non-past^ which is the principle temporal distinction of the Tigre 
verb does not exist in the case of halla: this verb is the only one
existing in Tigre whose perfect forms have the meaning of present 
(§ 4.2.1). As for the expression of existence in the past the verb
p
*ala is used (§ 4.2.2). The verb *ala exists only as a perfect form.
Existence in future time is expressed by the imperfect form of the verb 
gab*a (i 4.2.3). The verb gab*a is also used in the expression of exist­
ence in the modal categories, where the occurrence of forms of halla 
is less frequent (I 4.2.6). In subordination to temporal conjunctions 
(§ 4.2.7(a)) the perfect forms of halla show a morphological peculiarity 
in the sense that they are governed by conjunctions which occur other­
wise only with forms of the imperfect of the Tigre verb. Furthermore, 
the imperfect form of halla is met with when preceded by the conditional 
particle men - "if” (§ 4.2.7(b)), where its perfect form does not occur.
The function and value of the verb halla as described above
accounts for the use of this verb in the perfect as auxiliary in tense
3
complexes which denote the non-past.
1See § 6.6.
^Hence the use of *ala as auxiliary in tense complexes which express 
the past. Cf.: 6£ 6.11.1, 6.l4, 6.13.2.
^Cf.: §§ 6.10.1, 6.13.1.
§ 4.2.1 halla - the verb of existence in the present
To express the notion of nto be, to exist" in the present 
tense, the conjugated forms of halla in the perfect are used.
Examples:
wa*asok *aze lawersd . halla * egel lasama* la*alaba 
garit. -
"And the oath exists until now for a matter concerning 
which there is no testimony."
(PL1, 176:3)
(...) tabot maryam ra’aw bela wamen ra’aw hallet belaw. - 
"(...) 'Look for the Tabot of Mary1, he said. And when 
they had looked they said: ’It is f i h e r e / ' . "
(Lt Leg , 10:31)
rabbi halla. - 
"God exists."
(GT, 79:1)
wafrar woro men lasab * egel laganefran badaya ma hallaya 
*8ndo bela *aqbala *ettan. -
"And later, one of the men returned to them, to see 
them, saying: ’Have they perished or do they / s t i l l f
exist?1"
(Tribu, 3:12)
Existence in the present tense may also be expressed by 
means of a compound tense, when the use of a compound is required by 
the contextual sense. In such instances halla occurs in the imperfect
as the ’auxilie’ of the compound.
Examples:
(...) *ebbu tu *ennabbar wakuskus >amhal wanahalle 
tu hallena (...). -
”(...) We live by him and move and exist (...).11
(NT, Acts, 17:26)
The conjugation of halla in the perfect also expresses the 
notion rendered in English by the expression "there is/are". 
Examples:
» v *men aha senguli latetbahaJL ezen hallet.
"There is a sort of cow called senguli (lit.: ’sort of 
cows’)."
(PL1, 99:2)
leb la,iballu* wamantallema la*iler>u wa’iballu* hallaw. - 
"There are /^ h o s e / who do not eat the heart / o f animals^’ 
nor do they look at the hare or eat it."
(Ibid., 197:10)
(...) negus salamun lalebulo *et yarusalem halla (...) - 
"There is in Jerusalem a king called Salomon (...)„"
(Lt Leg, 4:11)
§ 4.2.2 Expression of existence in the past: the verb _^ ala
Since the perfect form of the verb halla is used to denote 
present tense, another verb - *ala - is used to denote past tense.
Example:
*asla latotbahal walat *alat. -
"There was a girl /^who was^ called ,asla."
(,Ag,azot, ^8:2)
§ f^.2.3 halla/*ala + adverbial complement
The verbs halla (present) and *ala (past) may take an ad­
verbial complement, then rendering the notion expressed in French 
by the verb "se trouver (3tre la)".
Exanples: halla + adverbial complement:
*et meder namsa bezufr. tekla hallaw. - 
"There are many wolves in the land of Austria."
cf.
*et *ad ’amerika bazufr takallit letrakkabo. - 
"There are many wolves in the country of America."
(...) rabbi meselki halla (...). -
"(...) The Lord is with you (...)."
(NT, Luke, 1:28)
wafraqoha *et galab *aqbala wa*asek *aze * etta halla. 
"And afterwards it (i.e. the village of the tribe) re­
turned to Galab and it is there until now."
(PL1, 278:22)
(...) * abel fruka *ettaya halla (...). -
"(...) Where is your brother Abel?"
(Racconti, 9:1)
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*ala + adverbial complement:
* at worot safcel salas * anas *sb salas *9551tom *alaw. - 
"There were, on a shore, three men with their wives."
(PL1, 38:16)
na*us waldu wakalbu meslu *alaw. -
"There were with him his small son and his dog."
('Ag’azot, 71:3)
wa*anas haye men raljuq 9 at lattaqbala * atta *alaya. - 
"And there were there, also, women who observed from 
afar."
§ 4.2. k Negation of halla and ‘ala
The negation of either one of these verbs is effected in 
the usual way in which a finite verb is negated, i.e. by means of 
the prefixed particle *i.
Examples:
waya*aqob yosef bada sam’on *ihalla wab any am haye
* agal tansu* manye tafrazzu (...) bela. -
"And Jacob said (...): ‘Joseph has perished, Simon
is gone and you want to take Benjamin from me?"
(Racconti, 19:7)
*awtobus >i*ala. *abballi sabab *alli >agid >imag>ako. 
"There was no bus. Because of this I have not come 
sooner."
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da*am *9111 *et lewaddu robel meslom ’i/ala. - 
"But when they did this Reuben was not with them.”
(Racconti, 16:9)
The negation of halla, the impersonal verb of existence, is 
effected by means of the use of the suppletive form *alabu.~^
Example:
wahetom lsbulo (...) *eb tefana mayet *alabu (...). -
"And they say to him: ’^ There i s / no one /w h o / dies
by felling h is / last will (...)."
(PL1, 208:7)
§ 4.2.3 Expression of existence in the future
Since the perfect forms of halla denote only the present 
tense and the use of the imperfect forms of halla is infrequent, an- 
other verb - gab*a - is used to denote future.
Example:
(...) * ana msselka * egabba* (...). -
"(...) I shall be with you (...)."
(Storia, 38:21)
§ 4.2.6 Expression of existence in the modal categories
The jussive (imperative) and infinitival moods are usually 
expressed by the use of the verb gab*a.
~^*ql abu is also the negative form of the particle bu_ which denotes 
the notion "to have". Cf.: § 4.3.
2Cf.: § 4.3.
Examples:
(...) * anas bannu * agal lagba* sanni *ikon (...). -
"It is not good that man should live alone (...)."
(Storia, 6:23)
wahatu * egsi mi bazekuni * at lanay . * abuye lata
* egel *egba* kam lastahalanni *i*amarkum tu bellom. - 
"And he said to them: ‘Why have you sought me? Did 
you not know that I am bound to be at that which is
my father*s (i.e.: my father*s business)?."
(Racconti, 4l:8)
Examples with the verb halla:
* agal lahalle halla * alu. -
"It must be (or: 'it has to be')."
halle wanebar. -
"Live long!" (Lit.: 'Exist and live!1)
(LH, 3a)
§ 4.2.7 Subordinate forms of verbs used in the expression of 
existence
(a) gab*a and *ala
As regards the forms of the verbs gab*a and *ala, subordination 
is effected in the manner typical of any other finite verb.
Examples:
v(...) saf man gabbe* (. .). -
"(...) If there will be a war (...)."
(Storia, 3 6:23)
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da*am *at la*akan bezufc ,addam men *ala .yasus
V f y.
garafr tu wada ( . . . )  M -
"But since there were many people at that place,
Jesus withdrew
(NT, John, 3:13)
wala*anes mesel walattan * endo *alaya la*ad kem 
gabfoayan dib *addan laqabla. -
"And the women, having been with the^Er^ daughter 
(i.e.: 'the bride to whom they are related') return home 
after the family /£~of the bride^ gives them a meal."
(PL1, 132:13)
(b) halla
When halla occurs with other than temporal conjunctions 
and particles no peculiarities are to be noted.
Examples:
wa*at bet >6gel lahallaw kellom barrsh (...). -
"And it gives light to all those who are in the house (...)."
(NT, Matthew, 3:13)
(...) wamas’el * et kel *akan lessamma^lafegur * ebbaya 
*ewah kem halla. -
"(...) And the message about the time at which there 
is the lucky constellation / o f stars^ *, is heard in 
every place."
(ELI, 63:7)
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When the verb halla is subordinate by reason of a temporal 
conjunction, two morpho-syntactical phenomena may be noted:
(1) preceded by the conjunctions *et and dib - "when", which
occur with imperfect forms of the Tigre verb, halla retains 
its perfect form.
Examples:
vv / \ t tbadir laqassom qadam (...) et halla temqet alat. -
"Formerly, when their first priest lived (...), there
was baptism."
(PL1, 13^:22)
tabib *aze * et *ad *ihalla da*ikon badir * et halladi
* et la*ela sarfca *awlu nassa*. -
"Now there is not a blacksmith in the tribe. Formerly, 
when there was he took the price for what he
manufactured."
(FM, 131:13)
(2) preceded by the conditional particle men - "if", halla
occurs in the imperfect form.
Examples:
da*am lata*allabaw fremum wa*aber *egal lemgu* la’igabbe*
* elom men hallu ’ettomma *endo gorawom lamagge*ewom (...). 
"But if there are ^among^* those who were counted, sick
and old who cannot come, carrying (lit.: rhaving carriedr)
them, they bring them (...).
(PL1, 173:5)
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(..J menma ’afca *et frarratu tahalle wamsnma *aqrus 
* et betu halle (...). -
"Even if there are cattle in hiskraal and e/en if there 
is money in his house (...)."
(EM, 143:8)
kemsalhu haye worot men mallahayu 9eb serq legba* 
ma * eb hanasayot mal nas*a men gabbs* ma haye *endo 
sallafa *ibalsa men gabbe* kem ta*asa salef kullu * egel 
ba*al lamal wahetu men ,ihalle *egel warsatu ma*awadu 
lefde. da*am *ellom men *ihallu * egelgamayeg^lamal lahab. - 
"Likewise, if someone took money from his friend by theft 
or by deceit, or if, having borrowed he did not return, 
he should, having repented, first of all pay his debt to 
the owner of the money and - if he is not alive - to his 
heirs. But if they are not alive he should give the money 
to the poor."
(’Ag’azot, 80:3)
(...) worot * et *aya kem halla la’ammer men halle * egel 
lafcabberrom ,azzam *alaw -
"(...) They had ordered that if there was (lit.: 'there 
is') anyone who knew where /p esu s f was, he should show them."
(NT, John, 11:37)
§ 4.3 Expression of possession
The usual expression of possession - i.e.: the notion ren­
dered in English by the verb "to have" - is effected by means of:
(a) the particle bu~*~ or bedibu^ both forms being conjugated
in all persons. In this capacity bu (bedibu) has the 
syntactical function of a finite verb in the present.
Examples:
heta {abbay gswabet ba. - 
"She has a large family".
’ana bezfcam masanit beye. - 
"I have many friends."
laga’a lsgba* wad *addam kel*e *ede bedibu. - 
"Every human being has two hands."
s VV set begge bezufc aketbat bedibye. - 
"I have many books at home."
(b) the perfect forms of the verb halla conjugated in the third
person + the particle * el conjugated in all persons, halla 
is used here as an impersonal verb and the person of the 
'possessor* is denoted by the particle.
Examples:
3ana sanni mas>alit hallet *elye. - 
"I have a good camera."
la*eleb telafuna halla ,elka. - 
"Do you have the telephone number?"
"Srd pers. masc. sing, form represents the paradigm.
2
For: hallaye instead of halla * olye and hallakka instead of halla 3 slka
see: i 1.2.3.
§ 4.3.1 Negation of forms used in the expression of possession
In the construction halla + 7 el the verb is negated in the 
usual manner: by means of the prefixed negative particle *i. The
negative form of the particle bu (bsdibu) is 9alabu (conjugated)1 
as in :
kabsd ,alabeka.
"You do not have a belly."
(PL1, 84:7)
(...) *aze lata * sgal fraramom mesmssa ^alabom. - 
"Now they do not have a pretext for their sin."
(NT, John, 13:22)
§ 4.3.2 Temporal and modal relations in the expression of possession
The forms dealt with in §§ 4.3 and 4.3.1 are used in the 
present. The expression of possession in the past is rendered by the 
construction *ala + * el.
Example:
worot * anas masal *assitu *ala. wahatom na*at gallam 
*alat 9slom. - (PL1,90:19)
"A man lived with his wife, and they had a dark female 
camel."
The expression of possession in the future is rendered by 
the verb halla in the imperfect + the particle * si, as in: bezufc
■^ Cf.: § 4.2.4. - negation of halla.
lahalle *alu - ”He will have plenty.” The construction consisting 
of the imperfect form of gab*a + the particle 9 el is not used in 
the expression of possession in the non-past (unlike the situation 
as regards the expression of existence - see § 4.2.5), owing to the 
idiomatic meaning of gab*a + 9 el which prevails.1 In the jussive the
construction * agal + jussive + * el occurs - the verb in the jussive
being halla.
Examples:
karabbi *eb walud worotay waldu la>ammen kullu 
nay dima bayot * egal tahalle * alu da*ikon *egal 
*ilabde *alu *asak matte bad *9111 *addina fata. -
”And God loved the world to such an extent that he
surrendered his only /one? begotten son, in order that 
whoever believed in him might have eternal life - not 
in order that ^Thoever believed in hlm f might perish.”
(NT, John, 3:16)
sabbat *9111 haye * at qadam rabbi wa* st qadam ’addam' 
la’itekasses bellena *egel tahalle * olye nosema kel 
dol 9aggagam. -
”Gn account of this, however, I apply myself to have 
a conscience which does not put the blame on either God 
or people.”
(NT, Acts, 24:16)
4.3.3 Subordinate forms used in the expression of possession
The verb halla is used in subordinate position showing the 
same features as described (in § 4.2.7) for halla in the expression of
1gab^a + * el means ”to be possible for someone”, i.e.: ”to be able 
to”. See": S 4.5.2 (b).
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existence. One example will suffice here:
* at worot gale kes men halle * elom (...). -
f,If they have an accusation against someone(...).”
The particle bu is used in subordinate position in cases 
other than those in which subordination is effected by means of a 
temporal conjunction. One such case is the occurrence of bu in a 
relative clause, where the object of bu repeats itself in the form 
of the particle * el. The order of constituents in the relative clause 
is as follows: (l) la + *al, (2) bu .
Example:
,ar*enni lakatab la*alu beka. - 
"Show me the book that you have."
§4.4 halla + *al in the expression of necessity
The construction halla + * el is also used to denote the 
notion expressed . in English by the idiom "have to" or the modal auxi­
liary "must". The verb halla in this construction exhibits the same 
morphological and syntactical features as are displayed in other in- 
stances of the occurrence of halla + . al in the expression of possession. ^  
Examples:
* agal *igis halla *elye. - 
"I have to go."
9 V V  • i a , I
et begge aze agal lgis alabye. - 
"I don*t have to go home now."
See, however, § 8.2.1 (29) (iii)(b).
2 :
' Cf.: § 4.3.
^Cf.:§ 4.3 et seq.
Conjugated forms of gab*a are met with in all morphological 
categories of the Tigre verb. Only one morphological peculiarity 
need be noted: in the perfect, two forms are encountered in free
variation: gab*a and ga*a.^
As seen above (§! 4.2, 4.2.5) the verb gab*a supplies forms 
to the paradigm of halla and to that of the copula (ii 4.1.2, 4.2.3), 
having in such cases a structural value but not a lexical content 
of its own. The verb gab*a can have, however, a semantic value which 
adds a new aspect to the notion of existence or the function of the 
copula. The semantic features of gab*a are portrayed below.
§ 4.5.1 The verb £aVa as a lexical entity
As a lexical entity the verb gab*a means (a) "to happen" 
and (b) "to become".
(a) examples of gab*a - "to happen".
wafrar ^ddom kem *aqbalaw laga*a kullu *egal 
*abuhom *assa*alaw. -
"And afterwards when they returned to their country 
they informed their father all that happened."
(Racconti, 19:5)
* ella laqadamit kotbat *9gel frolbat ta waqarenewos * at
Y « • •
sorya sum et entu ga at. -
"This was the first registration for taxation and it 
took place when Cyrenius was the governor in Syria."
(NT, Luke, 2:2)
^3rd pers. masc.sing. form represents the conjugation in the perfect.
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da’am fraqo kol*e macel ba*al fazaga waba*al fafrir 
ga*a (...). -
"But after two days the feast of Easter and the feast 
of unleavened bread occurred (...)."
(NT, Mark, l4:l)
Note the following idiomatic expression:
(...) >ana mi gab’ako (...). -
"(...) What has happened to me?"
(PL1, 72:17)
mi ga*aka. *aso framamka. -
"What has happened to you? Have you been ill with 
malaria?"
(GT, 89, No.6)
cf. mi gab*a. fratte *jgab*a. -
"What happened? Nothing happened."
(b) examples of gab*a - "to become"!
wala,emmu * eb gahay lawalda dib tafrazzen motat 
walanafsa sarerat ga*at.
"And ^Turing the7 while the child*s mother was afflicted 
by the grief of death °J7 her child she died and 
her soul became a bird."
(PL1, 78. d.2)
—   t * vwafcar lawelada sab dar kem gab aw ad suma tesammaw. -
"And afterwards when her sons became independent (lit.:
v
‘people of property*) they were called Ad Suma.*'
(Ibid., 283:23)
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fraqoha men ksllom laweh wakohslay ga*a. - 
"Afterwards he became kinder and more patient than 
anyone / p . s e / . u
(*ag*azot, 70:11)
da*am fraqo gale waked *egel lawaldu lamabselay ta*ab 
ga*a *ettu (...). -
"But after some time it (i.e.: supporting his father )
became an inconvenience to his son, the baker (...)."
(Ibid., 100:14)
wad bekrom qayel tesamma wahetu frarsay ga*a. wafcaqohu 
*abel tewallada wahetu re*eyay *abags* ga*a. - 
"Their first-born son was called Cain and he became a 
husbandman. And after him Abel was born and he became 
a shepherd."
(Racconti, 8:3)
gab*a has an inchoative meaning also i-n causes.in which the 
event, or situation • described csbb^ into effect previous to the 'zero- 
point* of time of the utterance. Such use of gab*a is typical of cases
in which the starting point of the event is essential to its progression.
Examples:
wafr again waldat da*am labagah babru gallim ga*a. - 
"And she bore a son but his colour was dark ^ AThile both 
parents were light-skinned/."
(PL1, 90:21)
2k0.
(... ) lataqqac (...) fran *egay * endo ga*aw zabfraw. - 
(...) The soldiers (...) having taken up position 
(lit.: ‘having become1) under the trees, shot / a t  the 
enem^. "
(Ibid., 16^:22)
§ k.5 .2 . The verb gab*a in the egression of doubt or of possibility
The verb gab*a may be used to denote the aspect of (a) doubt ^  
or (b) possibility.
(a) doubt.
Example:
da’am hetom * egel lafreway >ira*awo. * eb hetu gabbe* tu. - 
"But they did not see the ^inake called^ t©way; it is 
by ^ uessin^: ‘It is possibly he1.”
(PL1, 77:1)
When the occurrence of gab*a in this use is not necessitated 
by reason of the actualization of the nexus, the form encountered is 
the fossilized gabbe* whose syntactical role is adverbial. In such 
instances gabbe* can be rendered in English by expressions such as : 
"perhaps", "possibly", "maybe".
Examples:
(...) gabbe* kestenay wa,azzazQ.t *aqqac dima *il©trade (...). 
"(...) perhaps /Being/ a Christian and also commanding 
soldiers can never agree (...)."
(*Ag*azot, 79:2)
1Cf § 8.1.7.2.
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higahu *aman tu gabbe* (...). -
i  '
"His speech is true, / T t  seems to heT’C...)."
(Tribu, 70:30)
The fossilized form gabbe* is also met with in construction 
with the conditional particle men, in conditional sentences,^- as in:
(...) walat ga*at men gabbe* *ella gaggat (...) 
t,emge*anni wafcesan . ga*a men gabbe* *elli marwad (...) 
lamge*anni (.„.). -
"(...) If it will be a girl let her come to me holding 
this (...) staff; and if it will be a boy let him come 
to me holding this ring (...)."
(Lt Leg, 6:20)
(b) possibility: gab*a (+ * el).
In this usage the verb gab*a can be rendered in English by 
"to be possible", "to be able". Here, gab*a may occur as an impersonal 
verb, the logical subject being denoted by the conjugated forms of the 
particle * el.
Examples:
wa*elli kullu *embal fegurma gabbe* da*am lazayed *eb 
la*ewah tu. -
"And all this is possible even without the prising of^
the constellation, but it is /Z o n e / especially in that time."
(PL1, 63:20)
badir *et *aqqac romayam la*aram gabbe* la*ala yom *agedda 
*et *aqqac k. as tan haye kem gabbe* *amassel balsa *ettu. -
"He answered him: 'I believe that that which was
formerly possible to heathen Roman soldiers is indeed 
possible to Christian soldiers now (lit.: 'today’).1,1
(*Ag*azot, 79:12)
wala*enas laqarbat *eb kalib *egel letmafrfre *jga*a *elu. - 
"And the man could not hold the skin ^Filled^ with milk."
(PL1, 84:3)
walahegan *sb kella fcilatu *egel lsnqalla wafrfrana da*am 
*iga*a *elu. -
"And the boy tried to remove it with all his strength, 
but failed to do so (lit.: 'it was impossible for him')."
(*Ag*azot, 39:20)
i 4.3.3 The verb ga*a in the expression of "to amount to"
■ M l  1- g j ’-ilL L M  V I  ■ ' -  ■ ■ ■ — — ^
When quantity, in measurement, money, etc., is expressed by 
numerals gab*a is often used, having the meaning of "to amount to" - 
sometimes with the general sense of approximation.
Examples:
harmaz men mator * Ggaru *asak maqdadu mawaqqalu had
salas metar ma sabu* *ammat gabbe*. -
"The height of the elephant from the flat (lit. 'side')
of his feet to his back is about three metres or seven
fore-arms."
(*ag*azot, 7 3:13)
(...) kel*ot frames dewani bahalat rabbu* garss lagabbe* 
karet *ettu. -
2k3,
(...) She put there two five-dewahi ^binsT", that is 
to say,what amounts to a quarter of a gares (i.e.: a 
certain coin).”
(NT, Mark, 12:32)
wakel*e qobat hatte wanga tegabbe*. -
"(...) And two qobat (i.e.: a measure) make one wahja
(i.e.: another measure)."
(FM, 171:11)
§ 4.3.^- Constructions with gab*a which express an alternative
The verb gab*a is frequently used in constructions which 
express the notion: "(be it) A or B"; "either A or B". In such cases 
gab*a occurs in the jussive followed by the conjunction ma - itself 
capable of expressing the alternative - or wa. The major constructions 
to be noted are:
A legba* ma B 
A legba* wa B.
Examples:
ka*elli fceway *egel * ad dam legba* ma *egel frayayet
*et frewrarat qattellom. -
"And this ^snake eaUed^" £©way kills people or animals 
with a glance."
(PL1, 76:12)
( . . . )  *addam legba* wafreyayet (...). -
"Be it people or animals (...)."
(Ibid., 76:17)
For the idiomatic expression laga*a legba* - "whatever; someone", 
see §
244.
§ 4.6 The verb ganfra
This verb is used:
(a) as a free variant of the verb halla in the expression of
existence.
Examples:
wa*eb ladol gale *addam *etta ganbaw. -
"And at that time there were present there some people.”
(NT, Luke 13:1)
wafcefrat men ’itegannefr. fraffura. -
"And if there is no grave, they dig one (lit.: ritf)."
(PL1, 209:18)
(b) as a lexical entity. The meaning of this verb can then be
rendered in terms of aspects of passing the time: "to live",
"to stay", "to wait", etc. Such meanings can be expressed 
in Tigre by verbs other than ganfra, when the meaning of "to 
be", "to exist", is not marked, e.g.:
*atrafatu lata bezu'hme’et *amat *st meser kal’aw.^ - 
"His descendants, however, lived ^stayed^* in Egypt many 
hundreds of years."
(Racconti, 20:31)
The function and meaning of ganfca described in (a) and (b)
account for the use of this verb in the perfect as an auxiliary in verb
2
complexes which denote time relations.
^Cf. also § 4.6.1(b), third example, where ganfca and kal*a are used 
in the same utterance.
2Cf.: §§ 6.12.2, 6.14.1, 6.13.3, 6.13.3-
§ 4.6.1 The verb ganfra as a lexical entity
(a) The general notion of 'passing the time' (unlimited duration)
The verb ganfra often occurs with an adverbial complement, 
having in this instance the meaning of the English verb "to live". The 
distinction in meaning between this use of ganfra and the use of halla/ 
*alla + adverbial complement (cf.: § 4.2.3) is in the aspect of time 
duration to which attention is drawn in the case of ganfra, whereas ex­
istence is the relevant notion in the case of halla.
Examples:
walama*albat *emmuram sab tom wa*agedda * et *ad 
takles wa* at frabab gannuk. -
"And the computers / o f  the 'lucky constellations') 
are ^ell^/known people and they live especially among 
the *Ad Takles and the l^abab."
(PL1, 63:1)
walatakallit * eb hasem hasem gannub ma * eb worworot 
gayso. -
"And the wolves live in packs or / even/ move one by one."
(Ibid., 74:10)
da* am *aze * eb mansa* ay wa* eb tarfu higa * enday * enwassek 
qadamom *9119111 meder mansa* * eb laganbaw *addam gale 
* egel new*az tu. -
"But now, before we add words (i.e. speak more) about 
the man of Mansa* and his descendants, we shall speak 
a little about the people who lived in this Mansa* 
country before them."
(Tribu, 3:13)
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(b) The notion of 'passing the time' (limited duration).
The meaning of this use of ganfra can also be rendered in 
English by notions such as: "to stay", "to tarry", when the period 
indicated is not regarded as being long.
Examples:
kahetom *etta bezuh >am*elat kem ganfraw (...). -
1
"And after they spent there many days (...)."
(...) ka*asek ba*al fcemsa *et *616303 * egannetL. - 
"(...) And I shall tariy in Ephesus until Pentecost."
(NT, 1 Corinthians, 16:8/9)
wafcaqo * elli kullu * ewan tiersa tetanmem - * em began * et 
labet fr.eres *arbe*a me*el tekalle*. wa*em walat haye 
salasa ma *esra wasabu*- me*el tegannefo. -
"And after all this, the time of her childbed is com­
pleted. The mother of a boy stays forty days in the house 
of /J ie r / childbed but the mother of a girl stays thirty 
or twenty-seven days."
(PEL, 107:23)
kamarta * egel yasus mamba * enze waganfrakadi buye wa>i'mota.
"And Martha /s a id / to Jesus: 'Master, if you had stayed
here my brother would not have died'."
(NT, John, 11:21)
The period of time indicated can be age.
Examples:
ladol *abraham wad sab*a waframes *amat ganfra. -
"At that time Abraham was seventy five years old /passed
seventy five years of his life/.”
(Racconti, 12:10)
heta ladol walat sa*a *amat wa’abraham wad me*8t ganbaw. - 
"At that time she was ninety and Abraham /was/ one 
hundred years old."
(Ibid., 13:18)
(c) The notion of "to wait for".
Examples:
*ettella *akan genbanni gale nawid * egel ,amgs* * elka. - 
"Wait for me here, until (lit.: 'so that') I shall bring 
you a kid." .
(PL1, 3:20)
da*am genbini *egel *asse*elakki tu bela. -
"But he said: 'Wait for me so that I ^nay/ tell you
/of it/."
(Ibid., 89:8)
§ 4.6.2 jjjsanj^a + pronominal suffix as an idiomatic expression
With the pronominal suffixes attached to it, the verb ganba 
may be used idiomatically to mean "to meet", "to encounter", "to find". 
In this use ganba occurs as an impersonal verb; the grammatical sub­
ject and object of ganba become its logical object and subject re­
spectively.
Examples:
wa*et legayso * st gabay dome ganbattom. -
"And while walking they encountered a herd of elephants."
(PL1, 48:1)
wa’et la’akan la*Gtta ’angargara mag*a wa*stta 
Jsggaray gan^ayu. -
"And he came to the place where //he animal/ had wallowed 
and found there a hair."
(Ibid., 72:11)
wa,8lli walka tu *et gabay ganbenni bello. - 
"And he said to him: 'This is your son; I found him 
on the road'."
(Ibid., 263:10)
* Qt begge kam mag>ako woroma *iganhenni. - 
"When I came home I found no one."
§4.7 The verb nabra
The verb nabra only infrequently functions as the copula, 
nor is it typical of expressions of existence. It does, however, 
occur in its perfect forms as an auxiliary in complexes which express 
time relations. As auxiliary verb in such complexes nabra can: (a) be 
void of any semantic content, in which case its function, being grammati­
cal only, is identical with *ala in similar structures; (b) retain its 
lexical content, in which case its use partially resembles the use of 
ganba (as regards the meaning of ganba described in § 4.6.1(a) in 
similar structures.^
2*f9.
*t.7.1 The lexical meaning of the verb nabra
The meaning of the verb nabra is Mto live" in the sense of:
(a) "to pass one's life”, referring either to the whole period
of life, or to a considerable part of it.
Examples:
wafcar 9sgsl lagenazat gerab ma bayayat * endo wadaya * et 
betu tsnabber walsssallal^ ba. -
’’And afterwards, when he (i.e.: the evil spirit) turns 
the corpse into a vessel or an animal, it passes its 
^other^ life in his (i.e.:the spirit's) house, and he ex­
ploits it."
(PL:1, 255:3)
*eb dafran nobaro. - 
"Live (masc. pi.) in peace."
(GT, 88:15)
(b) "to be alive".
Example:
(...) *egel lenbar kem ’ilastehello. - 
"(...) that he does not deserve to live."
(NT, Acts, 25:2*0
(c) "to dwell", "to reside".
Example:
* ettaya tsnabber *8t bet nabbor ma *st pansyone. - 
"Where do you live? Do you live in a ^ /private^ house 
or in a hotel?"
Chapter Five
THE MORPHOLOGY OF TEE VERB
The morphological data treated in this chapter consist of:
(a) the inflexion of verbs, which may have a biradical 
stem (§§ 3«3-3-7.2), a triradical stem (§§ 3*3»- 
3.^.3*^) stems of more than three radicals
(§§ 3.9-3.10.1).
(b) those instances in which compounds with two elements - 
the first being a nominal form and the second itself
a verb - occur, whose function is that of a verb 
(§§ 3.11.1-3.11.2).
(c) the pronominal suffixes in conjunction with verbs 
(§§ 3.12-3.12.7).
8 3.1 Types and derivatives of the verb: distinctive morphological
features and general meaning.
The four types
The description of verb formation necessitates the recognition 
of four types of inflexion according to stem. These types of inflexion 
are referred to in this work as A, B, C, D, where type A is taken as 
representing the ’simple1 stem - i.e. the basic stem in relation to 
which the form and meaning of the other types is considered.
The stems of types B, C and D are formally distinctive in
that:
type B has the medial radical geminated throughout the
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inflexion, e.g.: *allaba - Mto count”;1 (laryngals and 
semivowels are not geminated, cf.: §§ 3.^.2 , 3 .3.2 ); 
type C has a long penultimate vowel throughout, e.g.: 
dagama - ”to tell”; type D has a long penultimate vowel 
throughout together with a repetition of the medial radical, 
e.g.: balalasa - ”to answer repeatedly”. All thesb distinct­
ive morphological features are lacking in the case of the 
type A stem.
Only types A and C are common to all verbs: types B
and D do not occur with verbs of more than three radicals.
As regards meaning type B verbs are to be taken as lexical 
entities while verbs of types C and D express the notions of conative 
(intensive) and frequentative aspect: triradicals of type C are for
the most part conative verbs while triradicals of type D and quadri- 
radicals of type C are either conative or frequentative.
Prefixed derivatives.
Verbs of each of the four types may occur with a preformative 
whose function and meaning is usually related to coexisting verbs of 
other types and derivatives. Such a preformative - prefixed to the 
stem of the verb - is functional in the system where it is a derivative 
of another coexisting verb-form.
There are four preformatives which serve in the formation of 
the derivatives, as follows: te-, * a-, *at- and *attar. In general
When entered as lexical entity the given form is in the 3rd pers. 
masc. sing, of the perfect and the meaning in English is rendered 
by ”to" + infinitive.
terms ts- is used to express the passive voice of type A and 
D verbs and reciprocity in type C and D verbs; the other three 
preformatives are used to express various aspects of the notion 
of causation.
There are certain limitations to the distribution of these 
preformatives, e.g.: *at- does not occur with type A of the tri­
radical verb, which has no semivowel or laryngal as radical, and 
*a- does not occur with type D verbs. These limitations of distri­
bution are treated in the appropriate sections below (§§ 3 .3 et seq.).
In addition to the four preformatives which are functional 
in the system some other preformatives, whose value is lexical only, 
occur with verbs of more than three radicals. Thsse are the pre­
formatives *an- and * as-.
A special statement,as regards form and meaning, necessary 
for some of the verbs with laryngals or semivowels as one of 
their radicals is made in the appropriate sections below (§§ 3.*f et seq,
§ 3.2 The four types and derivatives of the verb - a detailed 
statement of function and meaning.
Type A
Type A verbs have an unmarked meaning in relation to co­
existing verbs of types B and C. Verbs of type A can be either transi­
tive or intransitive.
Examples:
lakfa - "to throw"; fagra - "to go out";
sakba - "to take rest"; wafcaza - "to flow";
gab*a - "to become* ; wada - "to do, to make";
dangara - "to be late"; *ambata - "to begin".
Verbs of type B are non functional in the morphological 
system of the verb and are to be treated in terms of lexis. Many 
among type B verbs do not have coexisting verbs of type A and thus 
form the ’head1 of a dictionary entry. Type B verbs are frequently 
denominative: in many instances of coexisting type A and B verbs
the respective roots are of different origin and meaning.
Examles of type B verbs which do not have coexisting verbs 
of type A:
mazzana
wallaba
tallama
tallaqa
* azzaza
* addaba 
fraddasa
* aggaba 
kawala1
”to weigh” (v.t.) 
"to turn at";
"to begin to 
plough";
"to let loose"; 
"to command";
"to trouble";
"to renew"
"to do wrong";
"to hide";
garrama
sallasa
bassara
saddaqa 
*addama 
habbasa 
*addaba
kayana
halla
"to be beautiful"; 
"to do three times"; 
"to bring good news"
"to sacrifice";
"to invite";
"to take prisoner"; 
"to accustom";
"to deceive";
"to be, to exist";
type A:
Examples of type B verbs which have coexisting verbs of
daggama
dagma
- "to tell";
- "to repeat";
sakkara - "to praise
- "to get drunk";;sakra
^Semivowels are not geminated. See: § 3*3.2 et seq.
ballasa - "to turn over (v.t.); fatlara
. .if
balsa - "to turn over (v.t.); fatra
qarrasa
qarga
babbara
babra
baffana
bafna
"to cut off hair"; masla
"to chop off"; massala
"to show"; harrama
- "to assemble (v.i.); harma
"to be
unleavened";
"to create"
"to resemble";
"to compare, 
to tell a parable"
"to weed";
"to beat";
"to take with 
both hands";
"to become hot";
kabbara - "to give news";
kabra - "to be honoured".
1.
(a)
Triradicals of type C are met with in the expression of: 
increase of force or intensity of the action denoted by the 
underlying verb of type A. Such verbs of type C are transitive.
Examples:
garaba - "to cut in pieces"; samara
garba
saqala
"to cut";
"to hang all (of 
it, of them)";
safrra
sabara
saqla - "to hang"; sabra
"to split, 
to tear off a 
number of pieces"; 
"to split, 
to tear of";
"to break to 
pieces, to be 
engaged in 
breaking";
"to break";
lakafa - "to throw many, to
persist in throwing"; 
lakfa - "to throw";
qatala - "to do some killing,
to be engaged in killing"; 
qatla — "to kill";
walada - "to persist in giving
birth, to give birth a 
few times"; 
walda - "to give birth";
gabafra - "to hold back" (i.e.
not to allow); 
gabfra - "to hold".
(b) the notion of causation for those verbs whose initial
radical is a laryngal."^ Triradicals with an initial laryngal 
can also express the conative aspect and meaning is then 
determined by the contextual sense. Thus, type C of halka - 
"to exert oneself, to trouble oneself" which is halaka, 
is either "to exert oneself very much" or "to trouble" (v.t.), 
Examples of type C verbs whose first radical is a 
laryngal:
Verbs with an initial laryngal are lacking the *a-A formation.
See: § 5.4.1.2.
(c)
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balafa - Mto cause to pass, *ata - "to make
to remove”; enter, to bring in”
fralfa - "to pass”; *ata - "to enter";
barada - "to slaughter (e.g.:
several cows)"; 
barda - "to slaughter".
a stylistic free variant of type A, or type B where the type 
A verb does not coexist.
Examples:
takala/takla - "to plant"; safafca/saffra - "to sew"
bataka/batka - "to cut off"; labaka/labbaka - "to anoint,
to smear"
kalasa/kallasa - "to terminate"; talama/tallama - "to begin
to plough".
There are some instances in which a type C verb and the 
coexisting verb of another type are of different origin and 
meaning.
Examples:
saraba
sarba
baraka 
barka
"to send away, 
to make leave";
"to produce, to make";
"to bless";''"
"to kneel";
"'"The usual verb which renders the notion of "to bless" is, however, 
dabara.
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sakara/sakkara - "to praise”;
sakra - "to get drunk”.
2. Quadriradicals of type C are used in the expression of the
conative or frequentative (iterative) aspect of the action denoted 
by the underlying verb of type A. Thus, quadriradical verbs of type 
C function, in relation to type A, as triradical verbs of both types 
C and D function in relation to type A.
Examples:
qaratafra - "to crush” (v.t.);
qarfrafra ~ ”to break into several pieces" (v.t.)
maramara
marmara
"to examine 
thoroughly”;
"to examine, 
to consider”.
gasagasa - "to charge
forward re­
peatedly”; 
gasgasa - "to march
forward quickly”,
The type D verb which occurs with triradicals only, is used
to express the frequentative or conative aspect of the action denoted
by the underlying verb of type A. When the intensity of action is
described this can involve either increase or decrease of force, i.e.
2
augmentative or attenuate aspect. There are, therefore, instances 
in which the meanings of verbs of types C and D in relation to type 
A overlap.
"Quadriradicals occur only in types A and C. See §. 5.9.
2 c 9Cf.: S 5.H.1? bela compounds: The aspectual use of bela and abala.
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Examples:
sababara
sabara
sabra
fcararasa
frarasa
katataba
kataba
katba
dagagama
dagama
dagma
balalasa
balasa/balsa
badadala
badla
kadadama
kadma
kalale,a
kal*a
dawawara
dora
Mto break thoroughly”;
"to break in pieces (v.t.), to be 
engaged in breaking";
"to break".
"to plough a little";
"to cultivate the soil";
"to plough".
"to write much, repeatedly";
"to vaccinate";
"to write" (also: 'to vaccinate1).
"to tell repeatedly, to recite"; 
"to tell";
"to repeat".
"to answer repeatedly";
"to answer".
"to change repeatedly";
"to change" (v.t.).
"to work on and off";
"to serve, to work".
"to pass a short time";
"to pass the time".
"to wonder about";
"to turn" (v.i.)
§ 5.2.1 Prefixed derivatives.
Derivatives with the prefix te-
te- derivatives are used in the expression of:
(a) the passive voice of transitive verbs of types A, B and C.
In some instances transitive verbs become intransitive or 
denote the notion of reflexivity by means of the te- 
formation.
Examples of ts-A:
tenaqqama
naqma
tabassaba
frasba
"to be called, teraqqaba - "to be found";
to be mentioned";
"to call"; raqba - "to find";
"to be thought" teqantaba -
"to think"; kantaba
"to be appointed 
chieftain";
"to appoint as 
chieftain";
tssaqqala
saqla
tataggaba
agba
"to be hanged, tekassata - "to be opened,
to hang" (v.ij; to open" (v.i.)
"to hang" (v.t.) kasta - "to open";
"to be astonished; tedardara - "to gird oneself"
to wonder";
"to astonish"; dardara - "to gird".
Examples of te-B:
tekallasa
kallasa
"to be temazzana - "to be weighed ;
terminated";
"to terminate"; mazzana - "to weigh" (v.t.)
tafraddasa
fcaddasa
Examples of te-C:
tesatara
Mto be renewed"; 
"to renew".
(b)
"to be torn off 
into several
tesarama
satara
tafrarada
barada
v_
pieces",
- "to tear off into sarama 
several pieces";
"to be slaughtered 
(e.g.: several animals)"; 
"to slaughter 
(e.g.: several animals)".
"to be cut 
into strips"
"to cut into 
strips".
the notion of reciprocity by means of te-C and te-D formations, 
where the underlying verb is neither C in the former case nor 
D in the latter; i.e. both formations are best treated as un­
analysable wholes as regards their morphological constituents 
(the meaning of te-C is not the outcome of the meaning of 
to- + C, etc.).
Examples of te-C verbs which express the notion of re­
ciprocity.
t elamada
lamda
"to get used to 
each other";
"to get 
accustomed";
teqaraba
qarba
- "to approach 
each other";
- "to be near*, 
to come near"
t egadaba
gadba
tafcadaga
kftdga 
t emaramara
marmara
"to fight each 
other”;
"to plunder";
"to leave each 
other";
"to leave";
"to consult 
one another"; 
"to examine".
tafradara
fradra
t erada
rada;
"to dwell 
together";
"to dwell";
"to be in 
mutual agreement" 
"to agree";
Examples of te-D verbs which express the notion of reciprocity:
tesalalama
t esalama
tesa'a'ama
sa ama
tahagaga
tahaga
"to bandy 
salutations";
"to salute";
"to kiss one 
another";
"to kiss";
"to bandy words, 
to converse";
"to speak'.1
tera a a - "to see one 
another";
- "to see";ra*a
telakaka - "to call one
another"; 
telaka - "to call";
In the case of verbs where types A or C are lacking, 
te-C and te-D may assume the aspectual notion normally ex­
pressed by types C (conative) and D (frequentative) re­
spectively.
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Examples:
tesa,a,ala - "to ask repeatedly, to ’inquire’";
tesa’ala - "to ask" (no type A for this meaning);
tegavasa - "to go far away"
(no type C); 
gesa - "to go".
In some instances verbs of te- form the ’head’of 
a dictionary entry, e.g. tekabbata - "to meet".
Derivatives with the prefix *a-
* a- derivatives, which occur in all types but D, are used 
in the expression of:
(a) the causative of the transitive verb:
* asmata
samta
- "to cause to 
anoint";
"to anoint";
* asbara
sabra
"to cause 
to break"; 
"to break";
*azmata
zamta
*agbafra
sabta
"to cause to 9 andaqa
raid";
"to rob, to raid"; nadqa
"to cause to 
seize";
"to seize, to 
catch";
9afanfana -
fanfana
"to cause 
to build"; 
"to build";
"to make 
abhor";
"to abhor";
’aqatala
qatala
"to cause to afralaqa
do some killing";
"to do some 
killing";
fallaqa
"to cause 
(some people) 
to be released" 
"to let loose" 
(type C is 
non existent);
(b)
Examples
a^zabajpa - "to make beat";
zabafra - "to beat".
the causative of the intransitive verb. Some of the verbs
which are intransitive become transitive by means of the
prefix * a-.
*aqtara - "to drip" (v.t.); ’aggaba
qafrra - "to trickle"; §agba
- "to satisfy 
(food), to 
make rich";
- "to be satis­
fied (food), to 
be rich";
’amge’a
mag a
"to cause to 
come, to bring"; 
"to come, to 
bring";
’amfcLala - "to make
swear";
mafrala - "to swear";
*as*a
sa a
ab a
ba*a
"to rouse hopes"; 'aflala 
"to hope"
- "to let enter";
- "to enter";
£alla
9asangala
sangala
"to wet”
"to be wet"
"to cause 
maturity"; 
"to become 
adult"
9abharara
baharara
"to frighten"; *agarrama - "to beautify";
"to be garrama - "to be
frightened"; beautiful";
*afrasa - Mto destroy, to ruin”;
farsa - "to perish, to be ruined".
In some instances the prefix * a- is non functional, 
where the verb of the *.a- . formation is to be taken as a co­
existing lexical entry alongside the underlying verb, e.g.
*aqbala - "to return" (v.i.);
qabbala - "to accept" (type A is
non existent).
Derivatives with the prefix *at-
*at - derivatives are used in the expression of:
(a) the causative of intransitive verbs of te- formation. Some
intransitive verbs of the te- formation become transitive 
by means of the prefix *at-.
Examples:
*atgassa - "to make sit"; *atbaggasa
tegassa 
* atkarra
t ekarra
atkasata
"to sit down"; tebaggasa
- "to cause to 
descend";
- "to descend";
- "to cause to
open";
* atlakama
tslaframa
9addala
takasata . - "to open (v.i.)"; tedala
"to make 
depart";
"to depart";
"to join (v.t, 
together";
"to join (v.i, 
together";
"to make 
ready, to 
prepare".
"to be ready",
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This relationship of *at- to te- is on the same 
level as that of to A, B and C.
(b) the causative reciprocal in the case of *at-C and the fre­
quentative causative in the case of 'at-D; prefix *a- being 
non existent in the case of type D verbs.
Examples:
ST
(c)
*atgadaba "to cause to * atkafala
fight each other";
t egadaba
*atnabara
tenabara
"to fight each 
other";
"to make dwell 
together";
"to dwell with 
each other";
takafala
*atkabata -
t okabbata -
"to allow to 
divide among 
each other";
"to divide among 
each other";
"to cause to 
meet each other" 
"to meet";
*atfararha - "to cause to be
feared much"; 
tsfarreha - "to be feared".
the causative for those verbs whose initial radical is a 
laryngal; the causative being normally expressed for such 
verbs by type C proper or by means of the prefix *at-.
Examples:
* atfcadara/fradara - "to cause
to dwell";
fradra - "to dwell"; g.sra
at*asara - "to make bind";
- "to bind";
9atfcadaga - "to make leave"; *at*asa - "to incite
fradga - "to leave"; asa
to revolt";
- "to revolt";
at abbasa
*abbasa
"to make someone 9 athalalaka - "to make someone
sin"; exert himself a
little";
"to sin"; halalaka - "to exert one­
self a little".
Derivatives with the prefix *atta-
*atta- derivatives are used in the expression of (a) the 
factitive (i.e.: the ’double* causative) and (b) the causative where 
the action is caused to be performed via an agent other than the sub­
ject of the verb.
Examples:
*attaqtala - "to cause to be killed
(e.g. by a hired assassin)";
qatla - "to kill";
*attabala - "to cause to be said (e.g. to
spread rumours)";
bela - "to say";
*attamg8*a - "to cause to be brought, to let come";
mag*a - "to come";
*attaftefca - "to cause to be released";
fatha - "to release, to loosen";
9attawda
wada
* attaq-iaga 
qarga
* attabtaka 
batka
>attakls,a
kal*a
>attandaqa
nadqa
*attafgara
fagra
"to cause to be done, to cause to have 
made (e.g.: food and drink prepared 
by servants for guests)";
"to do, to make";
"to cause to cut off";
"to cut off";
"to cause to be cut off";
"to cut off";
"to cause to be hindered";
"to hinder";
"to cause to be built";
"to build";
"to cause to be brought out";
"to go out".
9atta- serves also as the simple causative for quadriradical 
verbs whose prefix is *an- or -as-. For examples see the 
following section.
Prefixes *an- and *as-
The.se prefixes occur only with the quadriradicals and are 
non functional as regards the system. Their causative form is effected 
by means of the prefix *atta-^
Examples of verbs with the prefix * an- and its causative 
form *attan-:
* angargara - "to be in trouble, ’anqafrqata 
to suffer";
*attangargara - "to make suffer"; *attanqatqata 
gargara - "to cry aloud"; qatqafra
angargara
* attangargara
gargara
* angalfrata 
(*galfraia)
"to wallow"; *anqalqala
"to roll (v.t.) *attanqalqala
in the mud";
"to get used to ";
"to shake" 
(v.i.);
"to shake 
(v.t.);
"to knock, 
to forge 
(mon)'";
"to stagger1?; 
"to make 
stagger";
/ \ 1- "to slip Cv.i.J; * antotala/*antawafrala
- "to swing";
(*'£o};ala)
Examples of verbs with the prefix *as- and its causative 
form *attas-
asnaqnaqa
*attasnaqnaqa
naqnaqa
"to be shaken"; 
"to cause to be 
shaken";
"to shake";
*asqamqama - "to groan"; 
,attasqamqama - "to make 
groan";
* asdamdama - "to blunt" (v.t.); *aslola
tedamdama - "to become blunt"; lawla
*astargama/targama - "to translate,
to interpret".
"to collapse" 
(v.i.);
"to move 
around" (v.t.);
O
The prefix *asta-
This prefix appears only in Arabic loan-words and is thus to 
be regarded as an integral part of the verb in Tigre.
Examples:
*astafasara - "to inquire
about]7"; (Arabic: *istafsara)
*astahala - "to be worthy of, to be
entitled to"; (Arabic: ,ista*hala).
Verb formation: Triradical verbs of types A, B, C, D
and their derivatives.
The verbs to be treated in this section are triradicals which 
contain semivowels or laryngals. The incidence of any such form 
Tigre verb can best be described in terms of:
the morphological category of the verb, i.e., perfect, im­
perfect or jussive (imperative); 
the type of the verb, i.e., A, B, C or D;
the prefixed derivative, i.e. _ts, j^ a, ’at or *atta attached
to the verb form.
The following synoptic table illustrates the threefold possi­
bilities in their actual range of occurrence:'*'
te *a ’at ’atta
A Perfect qatla teqattala ’aqtala — ’attaqtala
Imperfect leqattel letqattal laqattel — lattaqtel
Jussive leqtal letqattal laqtel — lattaqtel
B Perfect qattala teqattala ’aqattala ’atqattala —
Imperfect/
Jussive
leqattel letqattal laqattel latqattel —
C Perfect qatala teqatala * aqatala ’atqatala —
Imperfect/
Jussive
leqatel letqatal laqatel latqatel —
D Perfect qatatala teqatatala — ’atqatatala —
Imperfect/
Jussive
leqatatel letqatatal — latqatatel —
"*"3rd pers. masc. sing, form of the verb qatla - "to kill” represents 
the conjugation, qatla is used here as a model verb only.
S 5 . 3
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In reading the above table the following morphological pheno­
mena are to be noted:
(1) there is a similarity of form in the case of te-A and
te-B, in the sense that the semantic value required for 
te-A in relation to A is rendered regularly by te-B forms.
(2) an imperfect/jussive contrast exists only in type A and in
the derivative ’a-A throughout the conjugation, other types 
and derivatives having a similar conjugation for both im­
perfect and jussive forms.^
(3) type D does not have the derivative with the prefix ’a.
(^f) the prefix ’atta occurs only with type A forms, where the
prefix ’at is not used.
§ 5.3.1 Paradigmatic analysis of the three morphological categories 
and the four verb types.
The morphological data relevant to this analysis consists of:
(a) the phonemic shape of the stem, i.e., the arrangement of conson­
ants and vowels in it and the quality of those in terms of gemination 
(consonants) and duration (vowels); (b) the formatives used with the 
stem, i.e. suffixes and prefixes.
Perfect, types A, B, C, D:
Formatives Essential morphological features of this category are
the occurrence throughout of the same suffixes and the
2absence of prefixes. The suffixes are as follows:
■^ The prefix of 1st pers. pi. retains, however, the contrast imperfect/ 
jussive in other types.
2The following order will be kept throughout the chapter: 1st pers.
sing., 2nd pers.masc. sing., 2nd pers. fern, sing., 3rd pers. mas. 
sing., 3rd person fem. sing., 1st pers. pi., 2nd pers. mas. pi., etc.
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Stem
Imperfect,
Formatives
Stem
-ko, -ka, -ki, -a, -at, -na, -kum, -kan, -aw, -aya. 
type A:
all persons except third: qatal
third persons: qatl
type B:
all persons: qattal
type C:
all persons: qatal
type D:
all persons: qatatal
types A, B, C, D:
The essential feature of this category is the existence 
of the same formatives through the inflexion of the 
various types. The formatives are as follows:
’ 8-, to-, to-..,-i, Is-, ts-, *sn-, ts-...-o, t s-...-a, 
1s—...—Q) 1—...—a.
types A and B:
all persons having 
a suffix: qatl
all persons not having 
a suffix: qattsl
type C:
all persons having 
a suffix: qatl
all persons not having 
a suffix: qatsl
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type D:
all persons having 
a suffix: qatatl
all persons not having 
a suffix: qatatsl
Jussive, types B, C, D:
Excluding the prefix of first person plural which is ne, 
the forms cf these types in the jussive are identical with those of 
the same types in the imperfect throughout the inflexion.
type A:
.formatives: as in the imperfect, excluding the
first person plural prefix which 
is n©- 
stem: qtal.
§ 3.3.2 A detailed study of verb inflexion 
)e A
qanga - "to get up" ^
Perfect Imperfect
qanagko qanagna ’ ©qanne.g * ©nqanneg
qanagka qanagkum teqanne.g teqango
qanagki qanagken teqangi teqanga
qanga qangaw lsqannsg lsqango
qangat qangaya tsqannag 1©qanga
When entered as lexical entity the given form is in the 3rd pers. 
masc. sing, of the perfect and the meaning iii English is rendered 
by "to" + infinitive.
Jussive
9©qnag n©.qnag
t eqnag teqnago
teqnagi t ©qnaga
leqnag leqnago
tsqnag 1©qnaga
Imperative
The imperative forms are derived from the jussive forms in
the appropriate persons. They differ from the jussive forms in that
they do not have prefixes^ and are, therefore, liable to change their
2
position with regard to the syllabic structure.
The inflexion of the imperative is as follows:
qenag
qenagi
qenago
qenaga
mazzana - "to weigh"
Perfect Imperfe ct/Jussive
mazzanko " mazzanna' * emazzen * anmazzen/nemazzen^
mazzanka mazzankum temazz4n temazno
mazzanki mazzanksn t ©mazni temazna
mazzana mazzanaw lemazzen lemazno
mazzanat mazzanaya temazzen lemazna
■^ This is the situation for imperative forms in the affirmative. For 
the imperative in the negative see: § 3-3-3.
^For the syllabic structure typical of Tigre see: § l.*f & § 1.7.6.
3
The first form is the imperfect one, the second is the jussive.
Imperative
mazzen
mazni
mazno
mazna
Type C
Perfect
kataba - nto vaccinate”
Imperfe c t/Jussive
katabko katabna 9ekateb 9 enkatel
katabka katabkum tekateb tekatbo
katabki katabken tekatbi tekatba
kataba . katabaw 1ekateb lekatbo
katabat katabaya tekateb lekatba
Imperative
kateb
katbi
katbo
katba
Type D
balalasa - ”to keep on answering; to answer repeatedly” 
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive
balalasa 1ebalales
Imperative
balales
^The first form is the imperfect'one, the second is the jussive.
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S 5*3.3 Negation of the verb
A verb is rendered negative by means of the prefixed 
particle ’i.
Examples:
Perfect: ’isarqa "He did not steal"
Imperfect: ’i’efaqqad "I do not remember"
Jussive: ’©gal ’ilatkam "in order that it will
not be weak"
In the imperative the second persons of the jussive are 
used instead, e.g.
qatla - "to kill"
’itaqtal 
’it©qtali 
’itaqtalo 
’itaqtala
§ 5.3.^ - The optional use of prefixes in the imperfect
In colloquial speech there is a distinct tendency to omit
2
the prefixes of the verb in the imperfect. The prefixes of the first 
persons are normally retained, except in the case of verbs with first 
radical laryngal where the prefix of the first person singular form
^For the semantic relationship between jussive and imperative, see 
§ 6.2.
2
I have found no evidence to substantiate the statement made in Leslau, 
Supplementary Observations, I 29 a), that "The element la is always 
used when the verb is preceded by a conjunction". In fact I have 
registered ’at lafagger, the example given there, as * at fagger - 
"when he goes out".
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is never pronounced, e.g.: bass9b - MI think” (cf.: § 5.4.1, 1(a)),
Thus, the typical inflexion of the verb in the ingperfect is as 
follows:
fagra - ”to go out”
9 efagger *enfagger
fagger fagro
fagri fagra
f agger fagro
fagger fagra
§ 5.5.5 Prefixed derivatives
§ 5.3.5.1 Prefix jte
As mentioned above (§ 5.3j (l)) there is
vvform in the case of te-A and te-B. The verb tebassara - "to be an- 
nounced ^ood news/” for example is counted as ts-B since it exists 
beside the verb bassara - ”to bring good news” and in the absence 
of a verb *basra, while tekassata - ”to be opened" is counted as te-A 
since it exists beside kasta - "to open” and in the absence of 
*kassata. The distinction between te-A and te-B must, therefore, be 
analysed lexically.
Example of t e-A/B:^
teqarraga - "to be cut off”
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive
teqarragko teqarragna fetqarrag netqarrag
teqarragka teqarragkum tetqarrag tetqarrago
V V V V•teqarragki teqarragken tetqarragi tetqarraga
~^ The sign te-A/B signifies that te-A is formally identical with
19—B.
teqarraga teqarragaw 1etqarrag letqarrago
vteqarragat teqarragaya t etqarrag letgarraga
te-C
te-D
Imperative
teqarrag
teqarragi
teqarrago
teqarraga
teqabala - "to meet" 
Imperfect/Jussive: letqabal
Imperative: teqabal
tenababara - "to live a bit on A and a bit
on B" (e.g.: agriculture and
v
cattle-herding) 
Imperfect/Jussive: letnababar
Imperative: tenababar
As regards the phonemic shape of the derivatives with the 
prefix te two points are to be noted:
(1) The prefix t© is optional, e.g., baggasa or tebaggasa - 
"to depart"
(2) When te_ becomes a constituent in a consonantal cluster it 
may assimilate to dentals, alveolars and palato-alveolars, 
The result is a geminated consonant - voiced or voiceless 
according to the assimilating consonant.
Examples:
leddaqqab "He is strong, able" (tedaqqaba - "to be strong")
lessalalamo "They greet each other" (tesalalama - "to greet
each other")
§ 5.3.5.2 Prefix ’a 
V-A
This is the sole instance of a triradical derivative where 
a formal distinction between the imperfect and jussive morphological 
categories is maintained.
The inflexion is as follows:
’angafa - "to save, to let escape"
Perfect Imperfect
* angafko ’angafna ’anaggef nanaggef
* angafka 9angafkum tanaggef tanagfo
’angafki ’angafken tanagfi tanag fa
’angafa ’angaf aw lanaggef lanagfo
’agafat ’angafaya tanaggef lanagfa
Jussive Imperative
’angef nangef ’angef
tangef tangefo ’angefi
tangefi tangefa ’angefo
langef langef o ’angefa
tangef langsfa
The consonantal element in the suffix _^a. is liable to 
variation as follows: there is a possibility of free variation between
and when a neighbouring consonant is an elective.
Examples:
* aq'a or *aq*a - "to cause to vomit”
*agme'a or 'a^me'a - ”to make thirsty”
When the first radical of the root of the verb is £_ the 
c[ may occur as or along with the change of to in the suffix, 
as in: ’aqrafra, ^a’refra or ‘a^ refca - "to set fire to".'*'
Va-B
*abattala - "to stop, to bring to a standstill"
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive
’abaffalko * abaftalna ’abaffsl nabaff0l
’abaffalka ’abaffalkum tabaffel tabaflo
’abaffalki *abaffalken tabafli tabafla
’abaffala ’abaffalaw labaffel labaflo
’abaffalat ’abaffalaya tabaffel labafla
Imperative 
* abaf f .al 
$abatli
*abaflo 
'abatla
1 ’ ’ aFor the phonetic behaviour of ejectives and largyngals see B§ 1.2.1, 
1.2.3. The phonetic identity of q in the above position - i.e., as 
initial of a consonantal cluster ~ is open to question, and so is 
the phonetic identity of the preceding consonantal element of the pre­
fix. The above description is based upon the interpretation of the 
acoustic impression on the lines of traditional Semitic terminology.
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*a-C
Perfect
'agabafra - Mto get hold of”
Imperfect/Jussive
9agaba^ko *agabafna
*agaba^ka * agabaj;kum
9 agaba^ki 9 agabafkeji
agaba£a * agabafcaw
'asabajat ’agabafaya
Imperative
’agabej;
*agabfi
9agab^o
* agab£a
9 agab e £ nagab ©£
tagab©£ tagab^o
tagab£i fagab^a
lagabej; lagabfo
tagab©£ lagabja
Type D
The derivative *9a-D is non-existent. Its place in the 
system is taken by *at-D.
§ 5.3.5.3 Prefix ’at 
Type A
The derivative * *at-A is non-existent. Its place in the 
system is taken by *a-A and *atta-A.
*at-B
9atbaggasa - "to cause to move off"
Perfect Imperfe c t/Jus sive
*atbaggasko *atbaggasna ’atbaggss natbaggss
’atbaggaska ’atbaggaskum tatbaggss tatbagso
' atbaggaski 
’atbaggasa 
* atbaggasat
* atbaggasken
* atbaggasaw
*atbaggasaya
Imperative 
'atbagges 
*atbagsi 
’atbagso 
9atbagsa
tatbagsi
latbagges
tatbaggss
tatbagsa
latbagso
latbagsa
*at-C
’atrasana - "to heat"
Perfect
9atrasanko 
9 atrasanka 
* atrasanki 
*atrasana 
*atrasant
*atrasanna 
*atrasankum 
’atrasanken 
*atrasanaw
Imperfe c t/Jussive 
*atras en natras en
* atrasanaya
tatrasen
tatrasni
latrasen
tatrasen
tatrasno
tatrasna
latrasno
latrasna
Imperative
9atrasen
9atrasni
9atrasno 
* atrasna
*at-D
,atqababala - "to go to and fro"
Perfect Impe rfect/Jussive
’atqababalko ’atqababalna ’atqababel natqababel
* atqababalka 9atqababalkum tatqababel tatqabablo
*atqababalki 
*atqababala 
’atqababalat
* atqababalksn
* atqababalS-W
9atqababalaya
Imperative 
’atqababel 
9atqababli 
* atqabablo 
9atqababla
tatqababli
latqababel
tatqababel
tatqababla
latqabablo
latqababla
§ 5.3.3.^ Prefix *atta
This prefix is functional in the system only in the case 
of type A verbs^ A small number of verbs of *atta-C formation appear 
in the written language, including the following examples:
>attaqabala - "to pay attention, to take notice of"
cf.: *attaqbala - "to observe, to look at"
* atqabala - "to return"
’attalamada - "to cause to become mutually habituated"
cf.: *attalmada - "to cause to habituate"
9atlamada - "to cause to become mutually habituated"
Because of the extremely infrequent occurrence of *atta-C 
verbs it is not possible to draw any practical inferences as regards 
their function in the system from the data, and they are best dealt 
with within the lexical domain.
1 Cf. § 5.3, table
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,atta-A
’attaqraga - "to let cut off"
Perfect Imperfe c t/Jussive
attaqragko *attaqragna ,attaqreg nattaqreg
attaqragka * attaqragkum tattaqreg tattagrego
attaqragki *attaqragken tattaqregi tattaqrega
attaqraga ’attaqragaw lattaqreg lattaqrego
Vattaqragat ’attaqragaya tattaqreg lattaqrega
Imperative
’attaqreg
’attaqregi
’attaqrego
’attaqrega
§ 3.4 Verbs with laryngals
The influence of laryngals on adjacent speech-sounds is 
described in detail in the first chapter (§§ 1.2.3, 1.7.4.(e)(f)). 
Additional statements which are relevant to the morphology of the 
verb follow in the appropriate sections below.
§ 3.4.1 Verbs with initial laryngals
The following phenomena are to be noted:
(1) Verbs with initial ]aryngals have only one preformative,
*at, which contains a laryngal. Thus:
(a) the preformatives jje and 9en of the first persons, 
which usually occur with the appropriate imperfect 
and jussive forms of the verb, do not materialize, 
as in, e.g.:
frasseb - "I think"
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(b) formations do not occur with initial laryngals.
The place of _^ a formations in the system is taken by 
type C or the *at-A derivative of type A, as in, e.g. 
*arga - "to ascend"
*araga - "to lift up".
hatma - "to seal"
*atfratama - "to make seal".
In the case of the other types, *at formations may 
serve the purpose of the ^a formation - though type C 
- may function either as C proper or as *at-A.
Examples:
*abbasa - "to sin"
’at'abbasa - "to make one sin"
frarsa - "to plough"
harasa - "to cultivate"
*atharasa - "to make plough".
(c) the prefix *atta is lacking in all types.
(2)- As regards vocalization the following features are typical
of verbs with initial laryngals:
(a) In the first person singular of the jussive where
the prefix is lacking, the vowel of the first radi­
cal is i_ - els opposed to _e or zero in the other 
persons, e.g.:
hirad - "should I slaughter ^Ehe 
sacrificial- cowfu
(PL1, 77:10)
(b) In the case of the occurrence of the sequence 
V^LV^ ^ usually assimilates to V^ , though stress 
must be accounted for. Thus, one may encounter: 
tafraggeb - "you (masc. sing.) will wash", as well 
as 'tfraggeb.
(c) Since the sequence VLCV is not typical of verbs with 
laryngals, the consonantal cluster of a possible
VLCV sequence is eliminated by vocalizing the largyngals.
This phenomenon prevails in the jussive of type A, 
as in:
’©gel t©b©dag tu "you (masc. sing.) will leave"
’ ©gel t©tL©dagi tu "you (fern, sing.) will leave"
i—i CDCD
•k
l©h©ram "in order that he will play
'/Vue instrument/"
* ©gel le'eqab "in order that he will watch"
5 ©g©l ts’emano "in order that you will believe"
(d) In *at-A derivatives the consonant-vowel arrangement of the 
stem in the perfect is CaCaC in all persons. Thus the in­
flexion formation of *at-A contrasts with that of *at-C 
only as regards the quantity of the- first vowel of the
V
stem. In the imperfect/jussive the stem of *at-A has the 
consonant-vowel arrangement of *at-B but without gemina­
tion of the second radical.
§ 5 . k . l . l  Th^_^f^xio^_^^_ve^s_^it^_ini^i^l^^^g^^
In the absence of _ja. derivatives only type A has separate 
inflexions for the imperfect and the jussive. The inflexion of type A
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is as follows:
Perfect
fragabko Ijagabna
fcagba - "to wash" (v.t.)
Imperfect 
.^aggab na^aggeb
fragabka tagabkum ta£agg©b tafciagbo
iiagabki £agabk©n taftagbi ta^agba
tiagba tagbaw laftaggeb la^agbo
fragbat ftagbaya talpagg©b la]p.agba
Jussive Imperative
]^ igab ns^ isgab £©gab
t©ti©gab ts^sgabo ^©gabi
te^sgabi te^iegaba ^©gabo
l©£©gab le^ iegabo ]p.egaba
te]j.egab le^iegaba
Type B
*addama - "to invite"
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive
*addamko * addamna *add©m na*add©m
*addamka *addamkum ta*add©m ta*admo
* addamki *addamk©n ta*admi ta*adma
*addama *addamaw la*add©m la*admo
* addamat *addamaya ta*add©m la*adma
Imperative
*adden/
*admi
*admo
*adma
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Type C •
frabara - "to join"
Perfect Imper'f e e t/Jussive
£abarko ^abarna .^aber nal^ abar
ftabarka £abarkum tafrabar tafrabro
frabarki ^abarken ta^abri ta^abra
fcabara ^abaraw la^aber lafrabro
ftabarat babaraya taJ?.aber lafrabro
Imperative
^ab©r
£abri
£abro
^abra
Iurperfect/Jussive
lahararem
hararama - "to weed here and there"
Imperative
hararem
§ 5.^.1.2 Prefixed derivatives 
te-A/B : tafcLag^ aba - "to wash oneself"
te-C: ta arafa - "to visit"
te-A/B te-C
Imperfect/Jussive: letijjiaggab let*araf
Imperative: tafraggab ta*araf
Type D and its derivatives will be dealt with henceforth only where 
peculiarities need to be noted in the forms occurring.
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'at-A: *atbalafa - Mto cause to pass"
'* at-B: * atfraddasa - Mto cause to renew”
*at-C: *atfoadaga - ”to cause to leave one another”
Imperfect/Jussive: lat^alef lat^addes lat^adeg
Imperative: ’at^alaf ’at^iaddes ,at^ iadag
:§ 5-^.2 Verbs with medial laryngals
The characteristic features of verbs with medial laryngals
are:
(a) the absence of type B formations, as the laryngals are
not geminated.
(b) the type A stem shows peculiarities in all morphological
categories of the verb: in the perfect the stem is CaLaC
throughout the inflexion; in the imperfect the stem is 
CLsC, in the jussive CLaC and in the imperative CaLaC - 
throughout.
(c) type C seems to be non-functional in the system, e.g.:
tsba’asa = teba,asa ”to quarrel”
qafrara = qafcara "to get excited”
t9sa*ara = tesa*ara ”to be deposed”
The inflexion of type A verbs with medial laryngals
ga*ana - "to load”
Perfect Imperfect
ga'anko ga*anna ’eg'en ©^nsg'sn'*'
ga'anka ga'ankum tsg'en teg'sno
■*"0r: npg*en.
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§aeanki ga'anksn
§a*ana ga'anaw
ga'anat ga'anaya
Jussive
*©§*an neg'an
tb^'an teg'ano
teg'ani teg'ana
les'an leg'ano
teg4 an leg'ana
Prefixed derivatives of type A
t©g4©ni t©g*©na
l©g4©n l©g4©no
teg*©]! leg'ena
Imperative
t 1§a an 
ga'ani 
ga'ano 
ga’ana
(1)
(2)
(3)
With the exception of the *atta formation all derivatives 
are found.
No formal distinction exists between the imperfect and 
jussive forms.
2
The stem of *at-A in the imperfect/jussive is CeLeC and 
that of *a-A is C(©)L©C.
te-A ^a-A * at-A
Perfect
Imperfect/.
Jussive
t©ba*asa •** Mto 
letba’as
quarrel” ’ashata - Mto mislead” 
las^et
*'atlafcLama - Mto closi 
latle^em
Imperative teba’as ’as^ iot ’atla^em
~^0r: a* an_/
2 Cf.: § 3.^.1, 2(b).
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§ 5.^.3 Verbs with final laryngals
Type A
The characteristic features of verbs with final laryngals 
of type A are:
(1) the actualization of the sequence VLCV^ is made feasible
by means of metathesis. The sequence VLCV is represented,
 ^ therefore, by LVCV, as in baltako - "I ate" which stands
for *balatko.
(2) all forms with verb suffixes in the non-perfect morpho­
logical categories show peculiarities, as follows:
(a) in the second persons, the vowel of the verb suffix 
is liable to transposition, which, if it occurs, re­
sults in its insertion between the first and second 
radicals of the stem;
(b) the vowel of the verb suffix in the second persons
of the masculine plural forms is u as opposed to o in 
the verbs with a final non-laryngal consonant;
(c) all jussive forms with verb suffixes have the vowel
as the second vowel of the stem, as opposed to a 
in the verbs with a final non-laryngal consonant. 
Peculiarities (b) and (c) refer to the cases in which trans­
position of the vowel of the verb suffix does not occur. 
When transposition occurs, as described in (a), the second 
vowel of the stem, which is _0, is omitted. Owing to the 
phonemic shape of the imperfect form, the second radical 
is geminated throughout.
^Cf.: § 5.^.1, 2(c).
Examples:
lefarrehu or lefarruh - "they (masc. pi.) are afraid"
lemagge'u or lemassu' - "they (masc. pi.) come"
lebaggeiiu or lebasguh - "they (masc. pi.) arrive"
tesamme*i or tesammi* - "you (fem. sine.) hear"
' egel ’ilesmu* or '©eel 'ilesme'u - "in order that they
(masc. pi.) will not be thirsty'
nes'u or nesu' - "take!" (masc. pi.)
§ 5.^.3.! The inflexion of type A verbs with final laryngals
bal*a - "to eat”
Perfect Imperfect
bal*ako bal'ana '©balls* 'enballe'
bal*aka bal*akum teballe* teballe*u/
bal*aki bal*aken teballe*i/ teballu*
bal*a bal'aw teballi* teballe*a .
bal*at bal*aya leballe* 1©ball©*u/leballu*
teballe* leballe6a
Jussive Imperative
*ebla * nebla* b.ela*
tebla* t eble * u/t eblu * ^ bel*i/beli *
tebla*i/ teble*a bel*u/belu*
tebli * 1eble * u/1eblu * bel*a
lebla* leble*a
tebla*
In the sequence ©LV (cf.: 6 2(b)) of the jussive plural forms,
a full vowel assimilation can be detected, as in: teblu*u, tsbla/a,
leblu*u, lebla*a.
The second radical is geminated throughout the inflexion 
and followed by an s whose timbre is determined by the various modes 
of the assimilation process. The inflexion of type B is as follows:
Perfect
samm©*a - "to daub with wax"
Imperative
samm©*ako (1st pers. sing.)
v t 
samme a
Imperfect/
Jussive
lssamm©*
1©samme*u/ 
lesammu* (3rd 
masc. pi.)
v <
samm©
samm© * i/sammi * ( fern, 
sing.)
§ 5.4.3,J Type C
The vowel of the verb suffix in the non-perfect forms of 
type C, unlike that of types A and B, is not liable to transposition. 
In other respects the vowel of type C verb-suffixes is that of the 
other types, i.e. - u in the second and third persons of the masculine 
plural forms and i_ in the feminine singular. The stem of type C in 
the perfect is CaCL , though a barely audible central vowel can be 
detected following the second radical. This central vowel is also 
detected in the non-perfect forms which have verb suffixes. The 
inflexion of type C is as follows:
-\r_ . t
sar(e). a - "to shave"
Perfect
V—sar(©) a lssar©*
t©saj’(©)*i (2nd fern, sing.)
Imperative
?©*
sar(©)*u (2nd masc.pl.
v_
sar
5 Prefixed derivatives
The following phenomena are to be noted:
(1) All derivatives are found with types A, B and C, excluding
derivatives with ’at, which seem to occur with type C 
only, and those with ’atta which seem to be non-existent 
for type C. Type D derivatives show no peculiarities.
(2) The formal distinction of imperfect/jussive exists only
in derivatives of ’a-A formation.
The formation of the prefixed derivatives is exemplified 
in the table below:
Perfect Imperfect- Jussive Imperative
te-A ^  
te-B
temaile*a 
("to be filled")
let nalla’ temalla’
te-C tebale]?a 
("to be freed")
let Dalasi tebalat
’a-A ’asme*a
("to let, make hear")
lasamme* lasme* ’asm©*
^a-B *asalle]?a
(to make lean, thin")
las;allal? 9asall0h
’a-C ’a£aq©*a ("to clap,.hands>") • lataq©* ’ataqe*
Tat-C ’atmase’a 
("to make meet")
lat nage* ’atma^e’
*atta-A ’attalme*a
("to make blossom")
lat talme* ’attalme*
’atta-B ’attaqalle*a
("to cause premature
birth")
lat taqalle* ’attaqalle*
§ 5.5 Verbs with semivowels
A distinction is to be made here between those verbs whose 
final radical is a semivowel and those whose initial or medial radical 
is a semivowel. This distinction needs to be made by reason of two 
general phenomena:
(a) verbs with initial or medial semivowels show a complementary
biradical-triradical inflexion in all types and are tri­
radical in the derivatives, e.g., verbs with initial semi­
vowels are biradical in the jussive of type A and triradical 
in all other types and derivatives and verbs with medial 
semivowels are biradical in all morphological categories - 
imperfect excluded - of type A and derivatives.
Verbs with a final semivowel are biradical throughout. "*■
(b) verbs with initial or medial semivowels make it possible to
distinguish those verbs whose semivowel is w from those 
whose semivowel is/ y on morphological grounds. Verbs with
a final semivowel do not make such a distinction possible 
as they have the same morphological import for those verbs 
which, historically, had w or ^  as their final radical.
§ 5.5.1 Verbs with initial semivowels 
TgceA
Apart from the jussive of type A, verbs with initial w or 
are inflected in the same manner in which the typical triconsonantal 
verbs are inflected. It should be added here that the number of verbs
This is so apart from some"feminine forms, such as second person 
fem. pi. of the morphological categories other than the perfect, and 
second person fem. sing, of the jussive (imperative), where appears. 
This y. can be interpreted, therefore, as an element of the feminine 
verb suffix.
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with initial ^  is very small - probably no greater than four - but 
sufficient to substantiate the above statement. In the jussive, 
verbs with initial semivowel lose the first radical and the stem is 
thus CaC, to which the verb suffix with the vowel element i_ is 
attached.
The inflexion of type A is as follows:
Perfect Perfect
weras
werasi
weraso
werasa
warsa - nto inherit” yabsa - "to dry”
Imperfect Imperfect
lswarrss leyabbes
Jussive Jussive
*iras niras *ibas nibas
tiras tiraso tibas tibaso
tirasi tirasa tibasi tibasa
liras liraso libas libaso
tiras lirasa tibas libasa
Imperative Imperative
yebas
yebasi
yebaso
yebasa
An optional biradical form is possible for the imperative of 
verbs with initial w, e.g.:
ladi -
,fBring*forth!” (2nd pers. fem. sing, of walda - ”to 
bring forth”)
(PL1, 101:21)
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Other
(1)
(2)
i 5.5 
(1)
rad -
’’Get down!” (2nd pers. masc. sing, of warda - ”to 
descend”)
types and their derivatives
Verbs with initial w show no peculiarities.
Verbs with initial are attested in the following types 
and their derivatives where they show no peculiarities:
type B 
Example: 
yattama -
”to become an orphan”; imperfect/jussive: leyattem
Lsr A
Example:
* aybasa -
”to dry” (trans.); imperfect: lay abbes
jussive: laybes
te-C
Example: 
teyamama -
”to decide”; imperfect'/jussive: letyamam.
Verbs with medial semivowels
The morphological phenomena which are common to verbs 
with medial semivowels - as distinct from that of the 
typical triconsonantal verb - may be set out as follows:
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(a) Verbs with medial semivowels are biradical in 
the perfect and jussive (imperative) of type A 
and the derivative ,a-A.
(b) Gemination of the medial radical - in those cases 
where it is morphologically required by the system - 
is not effected.
(2) The inflexion of verbs with medial w_ is distinctive from
that of verbs with medial y  in that:
(a) the biradical stem of verbs with initial w has the 
vowel u in the jussive (imperative) of type A and 
the derivative *a-A where verbs with initial y  have 
the vowel i_;
(b) in the imperfect of type A and the derivative *a-A 
and in all morphological categories of other types 
and derivatives w and y  occur as medial radicals.
In the perfect of type A a distinction between verbs with 
medial w and verbs with medial y is maintained only in the third 
persons, where the vowel of the stem in the former case is o_ and in 
the latter case e_. A central vowel, _e, occurs as the vowel of the 
stem in other persons of the perfect for both verbs with initial w 
and verbs with initial y.
The inflexion of verbs with medial semivowels is as follows
Type A
medial y: medial w:
,geda - ”to hurry” dora - ”to go around”
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.Perfect
(gadko gadna darko darna
;g adka gadkum darka darkum
igedki gadkan darki darken
igeda gedaw dora doraw
igedat gedaya dorat do ray a
Imperfect
9 agay ad"*" 9angayad 9adawar^ 9andawar
tagayad tagaydo tadawer tadawro
tagaydi t agay da t adawri tadawra
1agayad lagaydo 1edawar ladawro
tagayad 1 agay da t adawar ledawra
Jussive
*igid nigid *idur nidur
tigid tigido tidur tiduro^
tigidi tigida tiduri^ tidura
ligid ligido lidur liduro
tigid ligida tidur lidura
Imperative
,gid dur
,gidi duri
gido duro
gida dura
Owing to the nature of the semivowels as continuants, the disjunctive 
a is not an essential feature: it is often absent, as in, e.g.:
►
'In sequences of normal rapid articulation the vowel of the stem can 
disappear, e.g.: * egal tidri tu - "in order that you (fem.sing.) 
will turn”; * agal tidro tu - "in order that you (masc.pl.) will turn", 
etc.
Examples of other types and derivatives:
Perfect Imperfect Jussive Imperative
B .qayasa
lawafa
"to measure" 
"to exchange"
leqayes
lelawe-J;
qayes
lawef
C tayana . 
kawala
"to explore" 
"to guard"
letayen
lekawel
tayen
kawel
te-A/B t ebay ana 
tenawaka
"to recover (health) 
"to turn away"
'letbayan
letnawak
t ebay an 
tenawak
te-C tegayasa
telawasa
"to go (together)" 
"to be placed, put"
letgayas
letlawas
tegayas
telawas
>a-A , 1arema
’adora^
"to remove"
"to make turn"
larayem
ladawer
larim
ladur
’arim
*adur
Ia-B ’akayana 
9asawaka
"to cause to betray" 
"to cause trouble"
lakayen
lasawek
* akayen 
*asawgk
*at-C * atnayata
* addawara^
"to encourage"
"to turn" (trans.)
latnay.et 
laddawer
’atnayet 
9addawer
*atta-A ’attagwara "to be carried" lattagwer ’attagwer
5 . 2 . 1  The verbs mota - "to die" and goma - "to fast"
The verbs mota and goma, whose inflexion shows features 
which are typical of both medial w and medial verbs are exceptions
^But *aremna - "we removed", *aderna - "we turned" (v.i.) .etc. Cf. the 
inflexion of type A above.
2
There is an assimilation of the t_ of the prefix with its voiced adjacent 
dental.
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to the above generalization regarding verbs with medial, semivowels.
The verb mota shows distinctive features of a medial w 
inflexion in the morphological category of the perfect of type A, e.g. 
mota - "he died", metki - "(when) you (fem.sing.) die" (PL1, 77:10), 
the_ja-A derivative, e.g.: 'amota - "to kill", and the jussive (im­
perative) of type A, e.g.: limut - " in order that he will die".
The imperfect forms of type A and the *a-A derivative and all other 
types and derivatives have distinctive features of a medial in­
flexion, e.g.: lemayst (imperfect of type A), lamayet (imperfect of 
the *a-A derivative).
The collected examples of goma suggest that the radicals 
w and occur in free variation in this particular verb: both
legawem and legayem are recorded.
§ 3.5-3 Verbs with final semivowels
These verbs, whose historical origin is believed to be a 
triradical verb with final w or are represented by one biradical 
inflexion."*" The morphological phenomena which are common to verbs 
with final semivowels - as distinct from the typical triconsonantal 
verb - may be exemplified by the inflexion of type A verbs, as follows:
saga - "to work”
Perfect Imperfect
saqeko
V
saqena » v©saqqe t v©nsaqqe
saqeka saqekum t©saqqe tesaqqu
saqeki saqeksn tesaqqi tssaqya
Vsaqa Vsaqaw 1©saqqe lssaqqu
saqet Vsaqaya t©saqqe lssaqya
Cf. § 5.5, footnote. In second pers.fem.pl. forms of other categories 
than the perfect, transposition of the and the consonant preceding it 
may occur, e.g.: tewadya/tawayda - "you(will)do". Cf. also § 1.2.5
last example; § 2.7.1 a) last example but one £ § 5.9.2 (3) footnote.
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Jussive
, Vasqe
vnasqe Vsaqe
tasqe tesqaw
V
seqay
tasqay tasqay a
Vseqaw
, v lasqe lasqaw Vsaqaya
tasqe lasqaya
Types other than A and their derivatives
The endings typical of verbs with final semivowels, which 
are represented by the type A inflexion, are common to derivatives 
of type A as well as other types and derivatives. A special statement 
must, however, be made for the non-perfect forms of verb formations 
which do not have separate conjugations for the imperfect and the 
jussive morphological categories: such verbs have the endings of type
A verbs in the imperfect for verb formations other than ta_ derivatives; 
ta derivatives have the endings of the jussive.
Examples of the various types and their derivatives:
Perfect Imperfect Jussive Imperative
B fassa 11 to cut meat 
for drying"
lefasse
(pi.: lafassu)
fasse
C laga "to shave"* 
(trans.)
lalage la§e
te-A/B taqalla "to be roasted" latqalle
(pi.: latqallaw)
taqalle
ta-C tabaqa "to endanger 
oneself"
latbaqe - tobaqe
Perfect Imperfect Jussive Imperative
V-A *abda "to destroy" labadde
(pi.: labaddu)
labde 
(labdaw)
*abde
Vat-C ’atbaka "to bewail the 
dead"
latbake *atbake
*atta-A ,attansa "to listen
attentively"
lattanse ’attanse
* atta-C ’attanasa "to listen 
attentively"
lattanase ’attanase
§ 5 .5 *^ Verbs with more than one semivowel
B B P S B S a S B B S a S S S a B B S K S S S a S a B B S S B a B B
There are, in theory, twelve radical-combinations in such 
verbs within the frame of the triradical verb. In fact, however, the 
number of actual combinations is small, since:
(a) there is no paradigmatic distinction between w and
in final position;
(b) no initial verbs are in this group;
(c) verbs with a medial and final semivowel are represented
by the same inflexion.
Verbs containing two semivowels show the morphological 
features which are typical of their respective paradigms. Thus, the 
verb wada - "to do, to make", for example, has the endings of a final 
semivowel verb and the beginnings of an initial semivowel verb. Its 
inflexion is as follows:
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Perfect 
wadeko wadena
wadeka wadekum
wadeki wadeken
wada wadaw
wadet wadaya
Jussive
Imperfect 
*swadde 
t ©wadde 
tewaddi 
1©wadde 
tswadde
9©nwadde
tewaddu 
t©wadya 
lswaddu 
1©wadya
Imperative
*ide nide de
tide tidaw day
tiday tiday a daw
lide lidaw daya
tide lidaya
As mentioned above, verbs containing a medial and final 
semivowel are represented by the same inflexion - that of verbs with 
a final semivowel. The medial semivowel, either w or 2., is re­
tained throughout the inflexion. Thus, the verb gawa - "to pervert, 
to distort", for example, has the imperfect form lsgawe and the 
jussive lsgwe; the verb maya - "to let pass the night", has the im­
perfect form lemaye and the jussive l©mye.
Other types and derivatives show their typical expected
features:
Examples:
JussivePerfect Imperfect
t©-C tewala "to be led" (animal) lstwale 
(pi.: lstwiHaw)
te-A/B temaya "to pass the night" lstmaye 
(pi.: letmeay aw)
Va-A *adwa "to make last" ladawe ladwe
’atta-A *attawda "to cause to be done" lattawde
1Also occurring though less frequent are the forms: wede, weday, etc.Cf.§ 3-3-1'
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§ 5.6.2 L C SV
The perfect inflexion of type A is identical with that of 
final semivowel verbs. Other morphological categories of type A and 
other types and derivatives show no peculiarities.
Example:
Perfect Imperfect Jussive
baza - "he wished" lafrazze - "he wishes" lefreze - (in order that)
he will wish" 
fraze _ »»i wish" frize^  - (in order that)
I will wish"
Other types and derivatives show no special features. It 
should be added here that *a-A derivative does not exist for these 
verbs, since they begin with a laryngal. The meaning usually expressed 
by * a-A can be conveyed by type C, e.g.: *ata - "to bring home",
as compared to *ata - "to come home'.
§ 5.6.3 L SV SV : the verb fraya
This combination of initial laryngal, medial and final semi­
vowel is worth mentioning: fraya - "to heal" (v.i.) "to recover (from
sickness)" being the single verb of its kind. The semivowel - as 
second radical - is retained throughout the inflexion. Thus, the only 
morphological difference between this combination and L C SV is in the 
gemination of the second radical of the latter and the non-gemination 
of the second radical here.
^Imperative froze (2nd pers. masc. sing.).
(2)
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In imperfect and jussive forms the expected combined 
features of medial laryngal and final semivowel verbs 
occur. Since imperfect and jussive forms have the same 
beginnings in medial laryngal verbs, imperfect and jussive 
are formally contrasted only in their endings,'*' in those 
persons in which final semivowel verbs exhibit such a con­
trast.
Examples:
Imperfect 
ter’i - ”you (fem.sing.)
will see” 
ler*e - ”he will see 
ler*u - ”they will see”
Jussive 
ter*ay - ”in order that 
you (fem.sing.) 
will see”
2
l9r*e - ”in order that 
he will see” 
ler*aw - ”they will see”
(3) In the imperative the endings are those of a final semivowel 
verb and the beginnings are those of a medial laryngal verb, 
except in the second person masculine singular, e.g.: 
ra*e - ”SeeI”, where the verb form follows a pattern of its 
own (cf.: statement No. (1) above).
Examples:
ts-A/B
a-A
Other types and derivatives show no further peculiarities.
Perfect
tsra*a - ”he was seen”
'ar*a - ”he showed”
Imperfect/Jussive
latrs e
lar e
Excluding the case of 1st pers. pi., where the prefix of the im­
perfect form is * en and that of the jussive is ne.
'The imperative forms are: re*e, ra’ay, ra*aw, ra*aya. Cf.:§ 
2(b).
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S 5.6 Verbs with both a semivowel and a laryngal
Verbs containing a. semivowel and a laryngal reflect the 
behaviour of vowels which are adjacent to laryngals in addition to 
the basic morphological features which are typical of their re­
spective paradigms.
The following table is sufficient to illustrate the actual 
possibilities of combinations:
c L SV
L C SV
L SV SV
C SV L
SV L C
L SV C
C L SV
In the perfect the vocalic endings of this combination 
are those of final semivowel verbs. When the final vowel 
of the stem is e_ the initial vowel of the stem is central. 
Thus, only third person plural forms and third person 
masculine singular forms retain the initial vowel typical 
of medial laryngal.
Examples:
ra*a - nhe saw"
rayaw - "they (masc.) saw"
re*et - "she saw"
re*eha - "we saw”
§ 5.6.1 
(1)
Examples:
Imperative
2nd pers. sing, 
masc.: eye
2nd pers. sing, 
fem.: fteyay
2nd pers. pi. 
masc.: fteyaw
2nd pers. pi. 
fem.: fteyaya
C SV L : the verb ba*a and verbs with inflexion similar to it
Type A is lacking in the case of verbs with medial radical w. 
The inflexion of type A verbs with medial radical has:
(a) the biradical stem CaC throughout the paradigm of 
the perfect;
(b) the optional occurrence of £  as medial radical 
throughout the paradigm of the jussive (imperative);
(c) the optional occurrence of a jussive paradigm where 
the stem is CaC and the prefix vowel i_ - a formation 
identical with that of verbs with initial w.
Some of the C SV L verb forms in the imperfect and jussive 
of type A, which have suffixes, have optional endings owing to vowel 
transposition, a phenomenon typical of verbs with final laryngals.
Some verbs with the combination of radicals CyL are:
§ 5.6.4
(1)
(2)
Perfect Imperfect Jussive
1st pers.sing. ftayeko ftaye friye
2nd pers. fem.sing. ftayeki taftayi tefteyay
3rd pers.masc.pl. ftayaw laftayu left©yaw
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ba’a - "to enter”
qafra - nto be red”
- .  -1
qa a - "to vomit"
The phenomena noted in (2)(b), (c) above may be exemplified 
by means of the inflexion of the verb ba*a, as follows:
Jussive
with medial y
*ibya 
tibya*
without medial y
,2 nibya*
tibyaJu/tibyu* 
tibya* i/tibyi9 tibya* a 
libya' libya'a/libya*
tibya* libya’a
iba* niba*
tiba* tiba,u/tibu,
tiba’i/tibi* taba’a 
liba* liba,u/libu,
tiba* liba*a
Imperative
with medial y
------- - - - -  —
beya*
bey’i/beyi* 
bey’u/beyu* 
bey* a
without medial y 
ba'
be*i/bi* 
bs’u/bu* 
be*a
§3.6.3 S V L C  : including the verbs wafcada and wattata
(a)
Verbs containing initial semivowel and medial laryngal; 
are constituted according to the inflexion pattern of 
verbs with medial laryngal, as follows:
'Or: qa a.
2.Also: ebya , etc.
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Type A: wa*ala - Mto pass the dayM
.... Perfect Imperfect Jussive
1st pers.masc.sing. 
3rd pers.masc.sing. 
3rd pers.masc.pl.
wa * alko 
wa * ala 
wa * alaw
* ew * el 
lew* el 
lew* elo
* - « new al 
lew*al 
lew*alo
Imperative
wa'al
wa*ali
wa*alo.
wa*ala
There is nothing to add with regard toother types and 
derivatives.
(b) have biradical variants in the perfect and jussive of type A.
wabada - "to be little", and wabata - "to devour" are the 
only verbs attested with these variants:^
Perfect Jussive
bada labad
baja labat
§ 3.6.6 L SV C : including the verb ha.ba
The following morphological phenomena are typical of this 
combination of radicals:
"*"Cf.: the perfect forms of the verbs haba (§ 3.6.6) and *ala (§ 3.7.1).
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(l) No type A verbs with medial w are attested
(2) The prefix vowel of verb forms in the jussive of type A
is £, e.g.:
lebis - "(in order that) it will be better" (fresa _
"to be better").
The verb haba - "to give" is a special case. Historically
it represents the form *wahaba. From a descriptive point of view 
its inflexion shows the following morphological phenomena, which com­
bine features of L SV C and SV L C verbs:
derivatives show no pecularities and can be classified - 
in terms of radical arrangement - as L SV C, e.g. 
lahayeb - "he gives" which is idential in form with 
lafrayes - "it is better".
having the stem hab throughout. In this respect the in­
flexion of haba is identical with that of verbs of the 
SV L C combination as described in S 5.6«3j(b).
The medial radical y occurs in all other existing 
types and derivatives.
The inflexion of haba in type A is as follows:
(1) The imperfect forms of type A and all other types and
(2) The perfect and jussive of type A stems is biradical,
Perfect
habko habna haye.b nahayeb
habka habkum tahayeb tahaybo
habki habkan tahaybi tahayba
haba habaw lahayeb lahaybo
hab at habaya tahayab lahayba
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Jussive Imperative
hab nahab hab
tahab tahabo habi
tahabi tahaba habo
lahab lahab0 haba
tahab lahaba
Examples of derivatives:
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive Imperative
te-A tahayaba 
("to be given")
lathayab tahayab
*at-A *athayaba
("to cause to give"
lathayab 'athayeb
5 3-7 Irregular verbs
This section consists of two verbs whose morphological 
analysis - though best dealt with along with the triradical verb - 
requires recognition of their special morphological status. The 
verbs are *ala - "he was" and bela - "he said".
§ 3-7.1 Theverb*ala
This verb, whose function is to supply the forms of the 
verb "to be" in the past,^ occurs only in the morphological category 
of the perfect of type A. The stem is *al to which the verb suffixes
^Cf.: §§ 4.1.2, 4.2.2. *ala also participates in complexes which 
express time relations; see § 6.9 et seq.
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are attached, e.g.: *alko - ”1 was”, *alaw - "they were”. The
verb *ala belongs historically to the group of verbs described above 
in terms of radicals (§§ 5.6.5, (b)) as a SV L C combination. Al­
though the verb wa*ala - "to pass the day” occurs in Tigre, there is 
nothing to suggest any connection, frorti a descriptive point of view, 
between wa * ala and *ala which are, in fact, two separate lexical 
entities.
§ 5.7.2 The verb bela
This verb - originating from the root *bhl - is unique 
in its inflexion formation in that:
(a) it has only one radical in the stem of some of its type A 
perfect forms to which prefixes of the imperfect are 
attached;
(b) it has endings for those forms referred: to in (a), i.e. 
in the perfect, which are typical of the jussive endings 
of verbs with a final semivowel;
(c) in its derivatives the stem is triconsonantal, bhl (ex­
cluding *a-A which has a biconsonantal stem), the radical 
h_ not occurring in type A. This phenomenon is typical of 
verbs with medial semivowel but is never met with in the 
case of verbs whose medial radical is not-a semivowel.
The inflexion of type A exhibits the following morphological phenomena 
Perfect: third persons have forms typical of verbs with a medial
semivowel while all other forms have formatives which 
are typical of categories other than perfect. In the 
second persons an optional form with the stem telk exists. 
Imperfect: The prefixes and endings are typical of those of the tri­
radical verb. The stem is bsl in forms without suffixes
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and bl_ in suffixed forms.
Jussive (imperative):
The inflexion is similar to that of verbs with an initial 
semivowel.
The inflexion of bela is as follows: 
Perfect
Imperfect
* ©be 9 ©nbe 9©b©l nsbsl
t©be/telka tebaw tsbsl teb.lo
t ©bay/telki t ©baw/telkum tebli tebla
bela belaw/telk©n l©b©l leblo
belat1 belaya tsbsl lsbla
Jussive Imperative
*ibal nibal bal
tibal tibalo bali
tibali tibala balo
libal libalo bala
tibal libala
Deri^ Ltjure^
The following derivatives have an inflexion typical of 
medial laryngal verbs, excluding the case of *a-A where the stem 
is biradical:
Perfect ........... ....... Imperfect/Jussive
t©-A tebahala "to be said" letbahal.
9_a.-k *abala "to make say, 
let speak"
label
*atta-a ’attabala "to make say" lattabsl
^The form tsbe - ''she said" is equally met with, and is the only form 
of this person to which the pronominal suffix is attached.
S ^.8 Verbs whose second and third radicals are phonetically
Identical ' '
When there is a zero vowel between second and third non­
geminated radicals there is an assimilation of the two radicals into 
one doubled consonant of the same quality.
Examples:
*aqqa - "to cut, to wound": (root: *qq, type A)
danna - "to descend"; (root: dnn, type A)
*azzaza - "to command, to order"; (root: *zz, type B)
*adda - "to visit (sick people)"; (root: *dd, type A)
*aqqat - "she wounded"
taqqaw - "they wounded "
tedanni - "you (fem.sing.) will descend"
tedanno - "you (masc. pi.) will descend"
1sdanna - "they (fem. pi.) will descend"
Imperfect and jussive forms with pronominal suffixes:
9azzakkum - "I order you (masc.pl.)*
tarazzuni - "you (masc. pi.) order me"
cf.: *azz,9.zzo - "I order him"
ta*azzuzo - "you (masc.pl.) order him"
* egel le^dodo - "in order that they (masc. pi.)
will visit him"
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3.9 Quadriradical verbs
The arrangement of radicals in the quadriradical verb 
exhibits, for the most part, the linear orders 1.2.3 . k as in *ambata - 
Mto begin”; 1.2.1 .2 as in bagbaga - ,fto mix” and 1.2.3 .3 as in 
qartata - "to break into several pieces".
The characteristic morphological features of the quadri- 
radical verb are as follows:
(1) Absence of gemination in any one of the radicals.
(2) In contrast to triradical verb formation, only types A
and C exist.
(3) No formal contrast exists between the imperfect and 
jussive paradigms of either type and their derivatives.
(if) The preformatives * an and *as are found only with quad'
riradicals. The preformatives which are typical of tri­
radical verbs are found with quadriradicals as well. In 
addition the quadriradical verbs occur, to a limited ex­
tent, having.the combinatory preformatives *attan and 
*attas, as in, e.g.
*attanqalqala - "to move" (v.t.); ’attasqamqama - "to make groan". 
(5) The inflexion formation of verbs with semivowls shows some
peculiarities which are not paralleled in the comparative 
triradical formation (see: § 3 «9«2 ).
In all other respects the quadriradical verb differs from 
the triradical only in its stem inflexion.
■*Tor the function and meaning of the preformatives mentioned in 
see: I 5.2.1, last section but one: Prefixes:*an- and 9as-
The inflexion of the quadriradical verb is as follows:
Type A
Perfect 
targamko targamna 
targamka targamkum 
targamki targamkan 
targama targamaw 
targamat targamaya
targama - "to translate"
Impe rfe c t/Jus sive 
9atarg am *sntargam/n atang a
tet^rgam tatargamo
tatargami tatargama
latargam latargamo
t atarg am 1 atarg ama
Type c
Imperative 
targam 
t arg ami 
targamo 
targama
qaratafra - "to shatter to pieces"
Imp erf e c t/Jussive 
laqarajaj
Some examples of prefixed derivatives:
Perfect Jussive Imperative
ta-A taqanjasa "to be tom off" 1©tqan^as taqantas
J_a-A *atamtama "to reach" (v.t.) latamtam ‘ atamtejn.
*an-A 'anqajqafa "to quakeM( earth/) lanqatq©t ‘anqajq.aj;
*as-A 9astargama "to interpret" lastargam 9astargem
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive Imperative
te-C t ebarabara "to scatter" (v.i.) letbarabar tebarabar
’at-C * atmasamasa "to justify 
oneself" latmasames ,atmasames
*as-C *asnaqanaqa "to shake oneself" lasnaqaneq ’asnaqaneq
§ 3.9.1 Quadriradical verbs with laryngals
The inflexion of quadriradical verbs possessing a laryngal 
shows, mutatis mutandis (the stem has four radicals), the same character­
istics as the inflexion of triradical verbs possessing a laryngal.
Some examples:
L.2.3.4
type A: *ambata^
te-A: ta*anqafa
type C: harabata
"to begin";
"to stumble"; 
"to throw one­
self (on the 
ground)";
imperfect/jussive: la*ambet 
imperfect/jussive: let*anqaf
imperfect/jussive: laharabat
L.2.L.2
type A: frasfrasa - "to rub,
scrub"; imperfect/jussive: labasfr.es
l.L.3.4
*a-A: >am*adaga - "to be at
one's prime"; imperfect/jussive: lam*adeg
1 cOr: *anbata, la*anbet, etc. See: S 1.2.4.
2
From the root *m*dg. The non typical sequence VLCV, here, as in 
**ama*daga, is represented by the sequence LVOV. Cf.:IS 3-^-lj 3.^.2.
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"to become dry”; imperfect/jussive: laga*arar 
”to appeal to
God"; imperfect/jussive: letmahalal
"to knock"; imperfect/jussive: leqarqefc
"to knock"; imperfect/jussive: laqaraqefr
§ 5.9.2
A quadriradical verb may contain one or two semivowels.
Unlike the formation of triradicals with semivowels, two quadriradical 
verbs - having the same arrangement of radicals but lexically different - 
may show two separate inflexions of the stem: one in which w retains
its phonetic shape throughout the inflexion, another in which w is re­
presented by o_ in all morphological categories of type A and its deri­
vatives but retains its shape in type C and its derivatives.
The following is sufficient to illustrate the variety of 
actually attested combinations of radicals;
(1) w c w c (4) c w c c
(2) C c C SV (3) - c y c SV
(3) c w c SV (6) c y c c
A group of verbs in which the radical SV retains its 
phonetic shape.
(1)
Examples:
l.L.3.3
type A : ga*arara
te-A: temahalala
1.2.1.L
type A : qarqefra
type C: qaraqeha
watwata - "to shake" (v.t.); imperfect/jussive: le.watwet
(2) Verbs whose morphological behaviour is that of quadri-
radicals with endings typical of verbs in general that 
have final semivowels.
Examples:
(3)
Examples:
type A: fanta 
type C: fariata
- "to separate"; imperfect/jussive: lefante
- "to tear to
pieces"; imperfect/jussive: lefanate
C w C SV represents two different types of stem. One 
type and its inflexion is similar to that of combination 
No. (2), as
nawna - "to move" (v.t.) imperfect/jussive: lsnawne,
whereas, with the other type of stem and its inflexion the 
w is actualized as o_ throughout the entire paradigm of type 
A and its derivatives.
type A: gola - "to dance";
,qoda - "to dig";
*a-A: >aqoda - causative of
"to dig";
imperfect/jussive: legole
imperfect/jussive: leqode
imperfect/jussive: laqode
(^■) Differs from No. (3 ) only in that its final radical is not
a semivowel.
Examples:
type A: dawrara - "to turn" (v.i.);imperfect/jussive: ledawrar
gorata - "to load"; imperfect/jussive: legoret
qogaba - "to tear off"; imperfect/jussive: legogab
'The semivowel y of the verb suffix of 3rd pers. fem. pi. form is 
liable to metathesis, as in goyla - "they (fem.) dance" (PL1, 125:3); 
cf.: golu - "they (masc.) dance" (ibid., 12^:26). Cf.: § 1.2.6 
S §5.5.3 footnote.
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9atta-A : *attaqogaba - causative of imperfect/jussive: lattaqogel
"to tear off ";
- "to swing"; inrperfect/jussive: lantofrel
- "to swing"; imperfect/jussive: lanfrawafrel
*an-A: ,antotala
*an-C : * anfrawafrala
(5) & (6) Verbs whose second radical is the semivowel y_. This is
represented by e_ throughout the inflexion of type A and its 
derivatives and retains its phonemic shape in type C and its 
derivatives. The endings of such verbs are those of tri­
radicals with a final semivowel in the case of combination 
No. (5).
Examples:
type A:
*a-A: *alela
te-A: telela
type A : deraba
- "to make a
mistake"; imperfect/jussive: legege
- "to distinguish"; imperfect/jussive: lalele
- passive.' of imperfect/jussive: letlele
"to distinguish"
- "to tie to­
gether" ; 
*a-A: *aserara - "to stand ■
in line"; 
te-A: tekelaba - "to be sur­
rounded";
imperfect/jussive: ledereb 
imperfect/jussive: laserer
imperfect/jussive: letkelab
type C: hayarara - "to chase away"; imperfect/jussive: lahayarer
I have found no examples of type C in the case of combinations 
No. (3 ) and No. (5). No conclusion, therefore, can be drawn with regard 
to type C verbs of which both the second and fourth radicals are semi­
vowels.
§ 5«10 Verbs of more than four radicals
There are some verbs of five consonants, of the order 
1.2.3.2.3.^" A few of these have semantically corresponding tri­
radicals, as:
halaflafa or halafa - "to chatter”
hataltala or hattala - "to tremble"
*aglablaba or galba - "to be startled, to
withdraw (from fear)"".
The inflexion of the quinqueradical verb is different from 
that of the quadriradical verb by virtue of the five radicals: the
stem of type A verbs shows a vowelless sequence of the third and fourth 
radicals and the stem of type C has a lengthened vowel following the 
third consonant.
Examples:
type A: balaglaga - "to glitter"; imperfect/jussive: lebalagleg
basakgaka - "to whisper"; imperfect/jussive: lafrasaksak
type C: halaqalaqa - "to stagger
violently" (LH, p.3a).
Derlvjakih^ E^
Only *a, 9 at and *atta formations of A and C types appear 
to exist. Verbs whose first radical is a laryngal occur only with the 
preformative *at, as is the case with the triradical verb, e.g.:
halaqlaqa - "to be tired"
*athalaqlaqa - "to tire".
■hsome other verbs with a different order and number of radicals, 
such as Mankalkala - "to slip", qartatama - "to be dense (hair)"
(LH, p.2ifzfb) exist but are few and are best treated as lexical items.
p
Type *a-A of *qalablaba.
Quinqueradicals with semivowels
There is a small number of verbs of the order 1.2,3.2.3 
in which the second and the fourth radicals are w. Their 
inflexion is similar to that of verbs with five radicals 
as described in § 5.10.
hawaswasa - "to disappear"; imperfect/jussive: lahawaswQs 
*awadwada - "to grow dark"; imperfect/jussive: la*awadw9d
There is a very small number of verbs - somewhere in the 
region of a dozen - which have the vowel o_ following the 
second radical throughout the inflexion, e.g.
franobaza - ,fto murmur"; imperfect/jussive: lafranobez
,as,obaba (’a-A) -
"to look downward"; imperfect/jussive: las/obeb 
9 a and *atta are the only prefixed derivatives attested 
for such verbs.
In view of the small number of verbs and the absence of 
such morphological features as could determine o_ as a representation 
of w, a statement may be made by analogy to the quadriradical verb 
with a second radical o_, as described in § 3.9.2, (3).
Verbs of this group whose final radical is a semivowel 
have endings which are typical of verbs with final semivowels.
Their inflexion is as follows:
9a-A: *agdoda - "to hobble"
Perfect Imperfect/Jussive
’agdodeko ’agdodena ’agdode nagdode
’agdodeka 'agdodekum tagdode tagdodu
§ 3.10.1 
(1)
’agdodeki ’agdodeken
’agdoda ’agdodaw
’agdodat *agdodaya
tagdodi tagdodya
lagdode lagdodu
tagdode lagdodya
§ 5.11 Verb compounds: form and meaning
There are instances in which compounds with two elements - 
constituting a grammatical unit - occur, whose function is that of a 
verb. The first element of the compound is invariable; the second 
element - itself a verb - enables the compound to function as a verb- 
class member in the sense that it is regularly conjugated, immediately 
preceded by conjunctions and can supply the basis for derivatives. In 
terms of syntagmatic relations these compounds are unanalysable wholes, 
which, at the semantic level represent idiomatic expressions. Thus, 
if either element can be replaced by another of the same paradigm 
(the same form-class), the form in question is not a verb compound.
The first element in the compound may exist as a lexical 
entity or be dependent upon the occurrence of the compound. As a lexi­
cal entity it may exist either as a nominal form along with a verb of 
the same root, or as an isolate linguistic form.
The inventory of verbs used as the second element of the 
compound is limited to three:
bela - "to say" and its causative form: *abala;
wada - "to do, to make"; ga*a - "to become".
The verb bela is the one usually met with in verb compounds, and 
wada is encountered as its variant for some verbs, or as its free 
variant for some others (see: § 5.11.1). The verb ga*a is different 
from bela or wada in that it is never void of meaning: it denotes
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the inchoative aspect of the activity or state expressed by the 
compound (see: § 5.11.2).
It should be mentioned here that from a morphp-semantic 
point of view any conqplex consisting of a verb and its nominal com­
plement may be apprehended as lying between the two extremes of 
lexicological unit and grammatical unit. In the case of a verb com­
pound, the meaning of the whole compound is not predictable from the 
meaning of its constituences when: (a) the second element is void of 
lexical meaning and (b) the occurrence of the first element is limited 
to the compound. Cases in which the first element is a free morpho­
logical and semantic entity and the second element a verb whose ori­
ginal meaning is retained can be interpreted either as a verb and its 
complement or as an idiomatic expression, according to the contextual 
sense.
Note the following examples: 
sanni kama bello -
"He said to him: 'Very well, then'." (i.e. "I accept") 
walamallahayu sanni bello -
"And his friend said to him: 'O.K.'." (i.e.: "And his 
friend agreed")
(PL1, 32:16)
wa*ab lawalat men qadamu sanni ,ilobellom nakksrrom - 
"And the father of the girl does not give them his 
consent in the first place - he rejects them."
(Ibid., 113:3)
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*eb kel ga*at gadam *ab lafragit haday * agal lahab 
sanni bela man gabba* wakdom letqagaro - 
"But, in any case, if the father of the betrothed 
girl has agreed to grant the wedding, they fix their 
^weddingT* time."
(I’M, 109:17)
§ 5.11.1 bela compounds
E^mgLe^^f^omgound^^i^whdx^^h^occurrenc^^^Jhe 
first element is not limited to the compound:
ba£ial bela - Mto pardon ba£ial - "pardon";
to excuse”; batala - "to pardon".
qamac bela - "to wink"(v.i.) V;qemag - "twinkling";
- Vqamaca - "to wink" (v.i.)
balbal bela - "to rattle"; balbal - "confusion"
* abalbala - "to move rapidly
to and fro".
habbab bela - "to blaze"; hab - "fir.e";
fuf bela - "to blow fuf - "breath";
(exhale)";
qa* bela - "to make a aal - "a sharp noise"
sharp noise"
sut bela - "to refuse"; sut - 'an exclamation
of disbelief;
waha bela - "to be waha - 'an exclamation
astonished": of astonishment';
hey bela - "to scare away"; hay - 'a call to drive
someone away1.
to_t^^^o^oun^^m^:
rasras bela - "to scratch" rassa - "to itch;
(v.i.);
lahab bela - "to sweat"; lahaba - "to sweat";
v vfarsak bela - "to break into tafarsaka - "to break
pieces" (v.i.); into pieces";
kaskas bela - "to clatter, kaskasa - "to clatter,
crackle"; crackle";
* ewadwad bela -» "to grow dark"; *awadwada- - "to grow dark";
bat bela - "to spring forth"; 
senrik bela - "to sniff" (v.i.); 
taftef bela - "to puff" (v.i.) 
tern bela - "to be silent".
As one can see from the examples given above (in § 5-H.l) 
the nominal forms which consist of the first element of the bela 
compound and are derived from the root of the coexisting verbs do not 
suggest a morphological structure typical of bela compounds.
The verb *abala: the transitive and causative formation of bela 
compounds:
Most bela compounds happen to be intransitive. They may be 
rendered transitive or become causative of the intransitive by the use 
of the verb *abala, which is derivative *a-A of the verb bela, in 
place of the second element in the compound.
When the first element of the compound is derived from a
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root from which the coexisting verb is also derived, the compound 
may be related functionally to the verb, with the same kind of re­
lationship which exists between ts-A and A. Consequently, compounds 
of which the second element is ’abala enter this relationship in 
accordance with the transitive or intransitive meaning of the co­
existing verb.
Examples of compounds in which the occurrence of the first 
element is not limited to the compound:
balaglag bela or balaglaga - ”to glitter”; 
balaglag ’abala - ”to make glitter”.
lewet bela or telawafra - ”to be exchanged”; 
lewsfr ’abala or lawata - ”to exchange”.
*atta formations are also encountered:
sanni bela - ”to agree”;
sanni *abala - ”to make agree, to convince”; 
sanni ’attabala - ”to get one's permission”.
sis bela - ”to select”;
sis ’attabala - ”to make selected”.
Examples of compounds whose first element is limited 
to that compound only:
kaf bela - ”to sit”;
- ”to make sit”.
- ”to rejoice” (v.i.);
- ”to rejoice”(v.t.).
kaf ’abala
bah bela
bah ’abala
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keb bela - "to get up";
kob *abala - "to cause to stand up, to raise".
The aspectual use of bela and 9abala
In a certain number of verbs the compound carries further 
information concerning the aspect of action or state of happening - 
as compared with the semantic content of a coexisting verb of the 
same origin as the first element of the compound. The addition in 
meaning can be specified in terms of intensity or manner of the acti­
vity, such as: augmentative, attenuate or iterative. When 9abala
is used in this manner, bela may occur as its passive form.
Examples:
lafqa - "to sew";
lefsq *abala - "to sew a little";
lefsq bela - "passive of lsfaq *abala.
lakfa - "to throw";
lskef *abala - "to throw a little/all";
lekef bela - "passive of lekef 9abala.
waswasa - "to move" (v.i.)
waswas bela - "to move fast, to move to and fro".
balaqlaqa - "to weep";
fceleqleq bela - "to weep a little".
,atmama - "to complete"; 
tamain bela - "to complete all, without deficiency".
qanga - "to get up";
genes bela - "to get up (and be absent)
for a short while."
(PL1, 13:1b)
bela in free variation with wada
In some compounds the second element, bela, is in free 
variation with the verb wada, which, as a lexical entity, means "to 
make, to do". The transitive or causative meaning of the compound 
is rendered, however, through the use of * abala as the second element, 
Examples:
koy bela/wada - "to hurry";
gamam bela/wada - "to be silent";
beref bela/wada - "to clear off" (v.i.);
kelefr bela/wada - "to look at"; 
taftaf bela/wada - "to drip" (v.i.).
deb bela/wada - "to fall down";
deb *abala - "to cause to fall down, to overthrow".
The verb wada may also be found as the second element of the compound 
not in variation with bela - having a role similar to that of bela, 
as in:
*aqel wada - "to be patient";
qalb wada - "to wish".
yak wada - "to hurry" (v.i.)
: - 3 3 i .
§ 5-H-2 Compounds with ga*a
The verb ga*a which means "to become, to happen, to be",^ 
may occur as the second element in some verb compounds. In such cases 
the verb ga*a, though having the morphological status of its equivalent 
element in bela compounds, retains - unlike the usually colourless 
bela - its original meaning of "to become". This retention of meaning 
gives the whole expression the notion which is typical of 'predicative 
complexes of becoming'.
A ga*a compound is, however, an idiomatic expression as much 
as bela compounds are, and neither of its elements can be substituted 
in the way in which elements of a predicative complex can.
Thus, qaz ga*a - "to become thin" - is a lexical entity,
while
qatin ga*a - "he became thin" is a predicative complex 
which stands beside: 
qatin *ala - "he was thin"; 
qatin tu - "he is thin".
gazif ga*a - "he became fat"; 
gazif tu - "he is fat", etc.
Examples of ga*a compounds:
*aghab ga*a - "to become senseless";
hawassss ga*a - "to break to pieces" (v.i.);
bad ga*a - "to become poor", (bad - "poverty").
Some compounds make use of a transitive or causative con­
struction beside the intransitive one, by replacing ga*a with wada.
^ o r  its other functions see: §§ 4-.1.2, 4.2.5. See also § 4.5.
?32.
Examples:
hen ga*a - "to become speechless (by astonishment^)";
(hen - ’’confusion"); 
hen wada - "causative of hen ga*a.
harawraw ga*a - "to become ripe, to ripen" (v.i.); 
harawraw wada - "to ripen" (v.t.);
gar wagar ga*a - "to form groups" (v.i.);
gar wagar wada - "to form groups" (v.t.). (gar - "comrade,
companion"),
§ 5.12 The pronominal suffixes - in conjunction with verbs
The Tigre language makes v/ide use of pronominal suffixes 
which denote the direct or indirect object implied by the verb.
Note the following utterances:
*9nze kerayo - "put it (masc.sing.) here"
kstab habayu - "he gave him a book"
>9gsl labab dab’ayu - "he closed the door" (lit.: "the
door, he closed it" (masc.sing.))
* emagge’o - "I shall come to him"
The pronominal suffix which is attached directly to the 
end of the verbal form (some exceptions will be dealt with later)
takes various phonemic shapes, but with each person a common element,
e.g.: V or VC, is encountered in all forms.
The forms are as follows:
1st pers. sing. 
1st pers. pi.
-ni, -nni 
-na, -nna
2nd pers. masc. sing. 
2nd pers. fern. sing. 
2nd pers. masc. pi. 
2nd pers. fern. pi.
-ka, -kka 
-ki, -kki 
-kum, -kkum 
-ken, kken
3rd pers. masc . sing. -wo, -yo, -hu, -yu
3rd pers. fern. sing. -a, -wa, -ya, -ha
3rd pers. masc . pi. -om, -worn, -yom, -horn
3rd pers. fem. pi. -an. -wan, -yan, -han
As seen fromihe above scheme the first and second
pronominal suffixes differ, in each person, only with regard to the 
gemination of their consonantal elements, whereas the third person 
pronominal suffixes vary considerably. This is so since first and 
second person forms, beginning with a consonant, are not susceptible 
to those changes resulting from the meeting of two vowels - a situation 
which has brought about the present range of variation in the sequential 
forms of both the verbal and third person pronominal suffixes. .
Some general observations regarding the comparison of:
(a) the verbal stem which precedes the pronominal suffix with (b) the 
verbal stem which occurs in the absence of the pronominal suffix, may 
be summarized as follows (throughout the following sections the tri- 
consonantal non laryngal verb is taken as a norm):"*"
‘'"The following description is of the type A verb. The manner by 
which other types and derivatives submit to changes can be deduced 
from the description of type A, and examples will be given later.
Phonetic and morphological phenomena which are special to stems followed
by pronominal suffixes:
(1) followed by first and second person pronominal suffixes: In the
imperfect there is an absence of second-radical gemination through­
out the inflexion, which results in clustering of the second and 
third radicals.
(2) followed by third person pronominal suffixes:
(a) In the imperfect, gemination of the second radical occurs in second 
person feminine singular and second and third person masculine plural. 
With these verb forms the verb suffix is transposed and inserted 
between the second and third radicals. The transposed masculine 
plural verb-suffix o is represented by u. Transposition of a similar 
sequential order and degree of person occur in the jussive and 
imperative, but with different vocalization; the quality of the 
second and third plural verb-suffix vowel remains intact, while the
transposed second feminine singular verb-suffix vowel is represented
. 1 by £.
(b) In all morphological categories other than the perfect there is 
gemination of the third radical in forms without a verbal suffix.
§ 5.12.1 A detailed account of verb forms co-occurring with pronominal 
suffixes.
First person singular (masc. and fern.): -ni, -nni
The following table sets out a segmental analysis of the minimum
2 .free forms. The column on the right gives the resulting form m  the verb
qatla - "to kill” .
^ Slightly higher than cardinal £ej.
2
In the following sections the terms: ’verb suffix in final position’ and 
’ultimate form' will be used in accordance with their positional 
occurrence in the table.
Perfect
Person Stem
Verb suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
2nd masc.sing. CaCaC -ka -ka- - qatalkanni
2nd fem.sing. it -ki -ki- - qatalkini
3rd masc.sing. CaCC -a -e- - qatlenni
3rd fem. sing. it -at -att- -a- qatlattanni
2nd masc.pl. CaCaC -kum -ku- - qatalkuni
2nd fem.pl. tt -ken -k(s)n- -a- qatalk(s)nani
3rd masc.pl. CaCC -aw -aw- - qatlawni
3rd fem.pl. it -aya
r
-aya * qatlayani
The following morpho-phonemic phenomena may be observed in the above 
table:
(l) In all cases except one the conjunction of a verb suffix
with a pronominal suffix necessitates the presence of a 
vowel immediately preceding the pronominal suffix as when:
(a) the verb suffix itself ends in a vowel;
(b) the verb suffix ends in a consonant as when:
(i) the final consonantal element of the verb suffix 
is elided; or
(ii) a transitional vowel is inserted between the 
two suffixes.
While tie third person feminine singular and the second 
feminine plural forms produce a transitional vowel, the 
second masculine plural verb-suffix loses its final con­
sonantal element.
(2) The third person masculine plural verb-suffix constitutes
a special case having w_ as its syllable final. Semivowels 
in Tigre, in inter-vocalic or post-vocalic position, can 
be weakened or can lose their distinctive features alto­
gether. In the present instance, two variants of the third 
person masculine plural forms are found: Z X 7  and
The latter variant complies with the observations set out 
in point (l).
(3) In the verb-suffix of second person feminine plural an ©_
vowel may sometimes be detected following a full actualiza­
tion of the k sound: this vowel is otherwise not essential
to the syllabic structure.
Person Stem
Verb suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
2nd masc.sing. CaCC - -a- tsqatlanni
2nd fem.sing. it -i -i- — teqatlini
3rd masc.sing. II - — -a- leqatlanni
3rd fem.sing. ?! - - -a- teqatlanni
2nd masc.pl. It -0 -u- - teqatluni
2nd fem.pl. M -a -a- - tsqatlani
3rd masc.pl. I? -0 -u- - leqatluni
3rd fem.pl. II -a -a- — leqatlani
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Notes for the above table:
(1) In persons where a verb-suffix does not exist the pre­
sence of a vowel is required between the verb form and 
the form of the pronominal suffix.
(2) In second and third person masculine plural the verb suffix
o_ is represented by u.
Jussive Imperative
Verb suffix
Person Stem In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
2nd masc.sing. CCaC - - -a- teqtalanni
2nd fem.sing. it -i -i- - teqtalini
3rd masc.sing. it - - -a- leqtalanni
3rd fem.sing. tt - - -a- teqtalanni
2nd masc.pl. tt -0 -u- - teqtaluni
2nd fem.pl. tt -a -a- - teqtalani
3rd masc.pl. it -0 -u- - lSqtaluni
3rd fem. pi.
i
ti -a -a- - leqtalani
Ultimate
form
qetalanni
qptalini
qetaluni
qetalani
The morpho-phonemic phenomena noted in connection with the 
imperfect table are also to be observed in the case of the jussive 
inflexinn and the appropriate imperative forms.
First person plural (masc. and fern.): -na; -nna
As first person singular.
Second person masculine singular: -ka; -kka
Perfect
Verb suffix
Person Stem In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
1st sing. CaCaG -ko -ko - qatalkoka
3rd masc.sing. CaCC -a -e- - qatlekka
3rd fem. sing. 11 -at -att- -a- qatlattakka
1st pi. CaCaC -na -na- - qatalnaka
3rd masc.pl. CaCC -aw -aw- - qatlawka
3rd fem. pi. IT -aya -aya- - qatlayaka
Imperfect
Person
Verb suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
1st sing. CaCC - - -a- * eqatlakka
3rd masc.sing. it - - -a- leqatlakka
3rd fem. sing. tt - - -a- t eqatlakka
1st pi. it - - -a- *enqatlakka
3rd masc.pl. f! -0 -u- - leqatluka
3rd fem. pi. t! -a -a- - leqatlaka
Jussive
Prefixes and stem constitute the typical morphological 
features of the jussive category. The construction of the verb suffix 
and the pronominal suffix is the same as for the imperfect. The morpho- 
phonemic phenomena noted in connection with the first person pronominal 
suffix are also to be observed with regard to the second person mas­
culine singular.
^nd^^ersg^^emj^^^^.: -ki; -*kki
2nd pers. masc.pl. : -kum; -kkum
Snc^jjers^^em^^jDl^: -kon; -kksn
No table or observations are necessary in the case of these 
pronominal suffixes since their inflexion in all morphological cate­
gories corresponds with that of the second person masculine singular 
pronominal suffix.
Third person masculine singular: -o; -wo; -yo; -hu; -yu
Perfect
Person Stem
Verb suffix
Vocalic 
element 
of pro­
nominal 
suffix
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
Transitional
element
1st sing. CaCaC -ko- -k- -w- -o qatalkwo
2nd masc.sing. it -ka -ka- -h- -u qatalkahu
2nd fem. sing. tt -ki -k(e)- -y- -o. qatalk(e)yo
3rd masc.sing. CaCC -a -a- -y- -u qatlayu
3rd fem. sing. it -at -att- - -0 qatlatto
1st pi. CaCaC -na -na- -h- -u qatalnahu
Perfect (continued)
Person Stem
Verb suffix
Transitional
element
Vocalic 
element 
of pro- 
nominal 
suffix
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
2nd masc.pl. CaCaC -kum -kum- - -o qatalkumo
2nd fem. pi. n -ken -k(e)n- -ah- -u qatalk(e)nahu
3rd masc.pl. CaCC -aw -aw- - -o qatlawo
3rd fem. pi. M -aya -aya- -h- -u qatlayahu
In comparing the verb suffixes in final position with those 
followed by the third person pronominal suffix as illustrated in the 
above table, the following observations are to be noted:
1.
2.
3-
k.
3.
There is an elision of the vowel of the verb suffix in first 
person singular and second person feminine singular and an 
follows the consonantal element - as a free variation - in 
the latter case.
The consonantal element of third person masculine singular 
is geminated.
There is a transitional el following the final consonant of 
second person feminine plural verb-suffix. The e_ vowel is 
not essential to the syllabic structure and occurs sporadi­
cally as a free variation, being an aspect of full k 
realization.
The final consonantal element of third person masculine 
plural verb-suffix - w^  - has the weakened variation /Huf. 
All other verb-suffixes remain intact.
3^1 i
The third person singular pronominal suffix is characterized 
by its vocalic termination - o or u - and by the manner in which 
this vocalic termination necessitates a preceding consonantal element 
in forming a final CV sequence of the ultimate form. The points 
to be noted with regard to the perfect are as follows:
1. The termination -u occurs following verb suffixes which end
with the vowel a in final position as well as in the ulti­
mate form.
2. The termination o_ occurs following verb suffixes which end
with a consonant, excluding the second feminine plural where 
ii occurs.
3. The preceding consonantal element is either the final con­
sonant of verb suffixes in final position ending with a con­
sonant or one of the three transitional elements - wj h -
when the verb suffix in final position ends with a vowel. Here 
again, the second person feminine plural ultimate form stands 
as an exception, having the transitional sequence ah following 
a consonantal verb-suffix termination. All u terminations 
but one are preceded by a transitional h,the exception being 
third person masculine singular where y occurs.
4. The only two degrees of person in which the final vowel of
the ultimate form is preceded by a consonantal cluster are 
the first person singular and the second person feminine sin­
gular. In these two instances the second element of the 
cluster - w and respectively - points to a historical phonetic 
change which produced the semivowels, i.e.: an off-on glide.
3te*
Imperfect
Person Stem: ignore 
brackets to 
derive stem 
in ultimate 
form
Verb suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
1st sing. CaCCeC(C) - - - 9eqattello
2nd masc.sing. If M - - - teqattello
2nd fem. sing. CaC(Ci)C -i transposed - teqattilo
3rd masc.sing. CaCCeC(C) - - - 1 eqattello
3rd fem. sing. it - - - teqattello
1st pi. n it - - - 9enqattello
2nd masc.pl. CaC(Gu)C -o transposed - teqattulo
2nd fem. pi. CaCC -a -a- -h- leqatlahu
3rd masc.pl. CaC(Cu)C -o transposed - leqattulo
3rd fem.pl. CaCC -a -a- -a- leqatlahu
Notes for the above table:
1. .The termination o_ occurs following the third radical of the
stem in all persons except second and third feminine plural 
where u occurs following a transitional h.
2. Gemination of the final radical occurs in all forms which 
do not have a verbal suffix.
3. There is a transposition of the verb suffix into the stem in 
second person feminine singular and second and third mas­
culine plural of the ultimate forms together with the repre­
sentation of o by u.
k. Gemination of the medial radical occurs in the persons men­
tioned in Note 3*
Jussive
Person Stem (see 
comment 
following 
the table)
Verb suffix
Transitional
element
Ultimate
form
In final 
position
Followed 
by the 
pronominal 
suffix
1st sing. CCaC(C) - - - * eqtallo
2nd masc.sing. ti - - - teqtallo
2nd fem. sing. CC(a/e)C -i transposed - teqtelo
3rd masc .sing. CCaC(G) - - - 1eqtallo
3rd fem. sing. M M - - - teqtallo
1st pi. V t» - - - neqtallo
2nd masc .pi. CC(a/o)C -o transposed - teqtolo
2nd fem. pi. CCaC -a -a- -h- teqtalahu
3rd masc .pi. cc( V°)c -0 transposed - leqtolo
3rd fem. pi. CCaC -a -a- -h- 1eqtalahu
Comment: for the oblique line inside brackets read "or". When re­
moving the brackets one of the vowels is left out, depending 
on the presence or absence of a pronominal suffix in the 
inflected form.
In comparing the construction of the various constituents 
of the imperfect form and the manner in which they constitute the 
ultimate forms with those of the jussive, two morpho-phonemic pheno­
mena are found to be specific to the jussive: a) the verb suffixes
of second and third person masculine plural retain their phonemic 
shape; b) the verb suffix of second person feminine singular - i_-
in final position, is represented by e_ in the ultimate form. A 
further point to be noted is the omission of the vocalic element of 
the stem in final position in persons requiring transposition in 
the ultimate form.
Imperative
The phenomena noted above in connection with the jussive 
are also to be observed in the case of the appropriate imperative 
forms. The ultimate forms are as follows:
qetallo; qetelo; qetolo; qetalahu.
3rd pers. fem. sing, pron. suf. 
3rd pers. masc.pl. pron. suf. 
3rd pers. fem. pi. pron. suf.
-a; -wa; -ya; -ha 
-om; -worn; -yom; -horn 
-an; -wan; -yan; -han
No tables or observations are necessary in the case of these 
pronominal suffixes since their inflexion in all morphological cate­
gories corresponds with that of the third person masculine singular 
pronominal suffix.
§ 3 *1 2 .2  T | i^ jg r o n o n m ia ! ^ ^ u f f jb ^ ^ _ i ] i_ c o n jm K y ^ ) r ^ ^ t t ^ ^ r l ^ f o r m £ ^ f  
^riv^ive^_^^^he^_^^es:
Derivatives of type A verbs, and also other types and their 
derivatives, submit to the same changes as occur with type A inflexion, 
without losing their morphologically typical features. This statement 
is true both in regard to verbs whose stem is triconsonantal non- 
laryngal and verbs whose stem is quadriconsonantal non-laryngal.
A further observation is, however, necessary to adapt the
3^3.
given description of type A to all types and derivatives. This ob­
servation involves the transposed vocalic element of the verb suffix 
of the imperative and jussive as follows (see p. , Imperfect, Note 
3 ) • When the vowel between the second and third radicals of the stem 
in final position is a, the plural verb-suffixes in the ultimate form 
retain their phonemic shape while the singular verb-suffix is actual­
ized as e_. When no phonemic or any other vowel separates the second 
and third radicals of the stem in final position, the plural verb 
suffixes are actualized as u whereas the singular verb suffix re­
tains its phonemic shape in the ultimate form. In the light of this 
observation, the transposed vowels - i_, u - in the imperfect and - 
e_, o_ - in the jussive may be considered as typical of the morphological 
distinction of the type A inflexion as a particular case, and do not 
represent morphological properties typical of a formal distinction 
between the imperfect and jussive in general. Some examples of the 
triradical verbs are:
t©-A/B: tekabbata - "to meet, to receive".
Perfect: tekabbatattom - "she met them (masc.)".
tkabbatawa^- "they (masc.) received her".
Imperfect/
Jussive: letkabbatahom - "they (fem.) meet them (masc.)".
Imperative: tekabboto - "receive (masc.pl.) him!".
tekabbota - "receive (masc;.pi.) her.!".
*a-A: *awdaqa - "to overpower"; *afgara - "to let go
out, to pour(v.t.)"; *aqbala - "to come back, to
return"; *aqmata - "to observe, to take rotice of".
■*Tor: tekabbatawa.
Perfect:
Imperfect:
Jussive:
*atta-A: 
Imperfect/ 
Jussive:
Type B: 
Imperfect/ 
Jussive:
_^ a-B:
Imperfect/ 
Jussive:
Type C: 
Imperfect/ 
Jussive:
t©-C:
Imperfect/ 
Jussive:
*awdakenni - "he overpowered me".
tafaggerra - "she pours it (lit. 'her', i.e. 'the
soup1)".
laqabbulo - "they (masc.) come back to him".
* ©gel taqmutom - "/in order that, you (masc.pl.) 
will observe them (masc.)".
*attaqbala - "to observe".
lattaqbsllo - "he observes him". 
lattaqbulo - "they (masc.) observe him". 
wafrj;ana - "to test"; dakkala - "to entreat";
*ewattenno - "I shall test him". 
ledaqqulo - "they (masc.) entreat him".
*agarraba - "to importune, to distress".
* eg©l lagarrubom - "in order that they (masc.) will 
distress them (masc.)". (NT, Acts, l*f:3)
kalasa - "to terminate"; faraga - "to interpret".
tekalsakki^ - "she will terminate your suffering
(lit. 'she will terminate you' (fem.sing.))". (PLl,101:l6)
farugo - "they (masc.) interpret it ('masc. sing..)"
(PL1, 238:1)
tsbafara - "to resist";
*egsl letbafroro -.".in order that’ they (masc.) will 
resist it (.masc.sing.)" (NT, Luke, 21:13)
The actual pronunciation is sometimes t©lalesakki, the £  appear­
ing in order to overcome the difficulty of pronouncing a long un­
stressed vowel in a close syllable.
*at-C: *atrasana - "to heat";
Imperfect/
Jussive: latrasuno - "they heat it (masc.sing.)"
§ 3*12.3 Quadriradical verbs in their ultimate forms reflect a morpho­
logical behaviour similar to that of the triradical verbs, as in: 
ganbala - "to give (a present); imperfect: ganbulo "they (masc.)
give him (a present)". No further examples of the quadriradical verb 
in the ultimate form will be given.
§ 3.12.^ Verbs with laryngals.
Verbs which have either first or second radical laryngal (see: 
IS 3.^.1, 3*^ -*2) comply with the description generated so far. A 
point - regarding verbs with second radical laryngal - worth mentioning 
again here (cf.: § 5.k.2. ) is the absence of any formal difference be­
tween the imperfect and jussive in all existing types except type A 
and all derivatives, owing to stem structure in general and to the non- 
geminative feature of L in *a-A in particular.
Examples of verbs with second radical laryngal:
Type A: safcaba _ »>to drag"; kahala - "to endure;
raframa - "to have pity on".
Imperfect: lssfrsbbo - "he drags it (masc. sing.)"
lssfrubo - "they (masc.) drag it (masc.sing.)"
Jussive: *egel tekhola - "in order that' you (masc.pl.)
will endure it (fem..sing. )"
Imperative: r©bomom - "have (masc. pi.) pity on them! (masc.)".
t©-A: t©kafrada - "to oppose"; t©sa*ala - "to ask".
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Imperfect/
Jussive: letkefcodo - ’’they (masc.) will resist him”.
lesse’olom'*'- ’’they (masc.) ask them (masc.) ”,
*a-A: >amhara - ”to teach”;
Imperfect/
Jussive: lamhurom - "they (masc.) teach them (masc.)”.
* at-A : ,assa*ala - ”to tell, to inform”.^
Imperfect/
Jussive: lasse*ulo - ’’they (masc.) tell him”.
V e r b ^ ^ ^ h ^ ^ e ^ ^ ^ M r ^ ^ d i c a ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^  (see § 5^«3) form a class 
of their own in retaining their significant morphological features 
in the ultimate forms, notably the gemination of the second radical 
of the imperfect throughout its inflexion and the occurrence of the 
masculine plural verb-suffix -u_- in the imperfect and jussive (im­
perative) - represented in normal rapid articulation by e. No 
sequential permutation occurs with the third person pronominal suf­
fix in the ultimate forms and the vowel of the third person pronominal 
suffix is attached to the verb suffix by means of a transitional ele­
ment: -2j- in second person feminine singular and -w- in the appropriate 
plural forms. The only significant change which occurs in these verbs 
is one involving the quality of the vowel of the jussive stem: in
forms lacking a verb suffix the vowel a in final position in the ulti­
mate form becomes e.
Examples:
Type A: sam*a -."to hear”; mag*a - "to come".
Imperfect: *emagg9,akka - ”1 shall come to you (masc. sing.)”.
■*Tor: *lets9,olom. 
^Tor: *,atsa,ala.
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Imperfect: tesamme^iyo - ’’you (fem.sing.) will hear him”.
Jussive:
Imperative:
J[a-A:
Perfect: 
Imperfect: 
Jussive:
te-C:
Imperative:
tesamm9* ewo - "you (masc.pl.) will hear him".
1esamm9*ewo —1*they (masc.pl.) will hear him".
* egel temge*anni - " in order that you (masc.sing.) 
will come to me".
*9goI 1efnge>*o - " in order that, he will come to him".
*egel tesme^iyo - ", In order that you (fem.sing.) 
will hear him".
* egel t9smet9wo - " in order that' you (masc.pl.) 
will hear him".
semjD, sen^iyo, sem*ewo, S9mtahu.
,amge,a - "to bring";
,amg9,awa - "they (masc.) brought for her". 
lamagg9,ewo - "they (masc.) bring him". 
lamge*ewo - " in order that’ they (masc.) will bring 
him".
teqarfca - "to treat";
teqarfrewo - "treat (2nd pers. masc. pi.) himi". (PL1, 93:5)
§ 5-12.5 Verbs with semivowels
Verbs with w or ^  as one of their radicals retain their 
typical morphological features. Verbs with a final radical semivowel - 
having peculiarities which resemble, in principal, the behaviour of 
verbs with a third radical laryngal - deserve special attention. These 
peculiarities can be described as follows:
a) No transpotision of verb suffixes occurs.
b) In the case of verb forms of the imperfect and jussive
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(imperative) ending with, the vowel e_ in final position, e_ 
is represented by _e or zero in the imperfect and by a in 
the jussive (imperative). In both cases a transitional 
immediately follows the vowel concerned,
c) In imperfect forms with u in final position, the u_ of the
ultimate form is represented by _e or zero and a transitional 
w immediately follows the vowel concerned.
Examples (cf. § 5-5-3);
sama - Mto name”; kaffa - "to put (down)".
Imperfect: tesammivo - "you (fem. sing.) will name him".
t9samm9yo 
or tesammyo - "she. will name him".
9samm wan
or sammwan - "they (masc.) name them (fern.)". 
karr ewo
or katrwo - "they (masc.) put it (masc.sing.)down", 
jussive: *eg9l tekrayo - " m  order that, she will put it ('hdm’)"
*9gel lekrawo - "'in order that: they (masc.) will
put it (masc,sing;)".
Imperative: kerayo - "put (masc. sing.) it (masc.sing.) down".
kerawo - "put (masc. pi.) it (masc.sing.) down".
Vertsw^h^oreth^one_^emi^we^_(cf!2_^__§_^^42_^^_^rb^_^^h 
both a laryngal and a semivowel exhibit a synthesis of the morpho- 
phonetic behaviour of the sonants concerned. The final radical de­
termines the presence or absence of the verb suffix transposition.
Some examples:
W C SV - wada - "to do, to make".
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C L SV - ra*a - "to see”.
L SV C - haba - nto give”.
0Imperfect: wadd wo
or waddwo - "they (masc.) do it (lit. 'him')”.
ler* ewo - "they (masc.) see him".
hayubo - "they (masc.) give him...".
Jussive: * egel lidawo - " In order that, they (masc.) will
do it (masc.sing.)".
* egel ler,awo - " in order that they will see him".
* egel lehobo - " in order that they (masc.) will
give him....".
§ 5-12.6 The verb bela - "to say" (cf.: § 5-7.2) retains its essential 
morphological features in the ultimate form. A point to be noted is 
the existence of the radical 1_ throughout the inflexion in the per­
fect, either as a suppletion of the form in final position, or by means 
of the use of the telk- (or tel- ) stem in the appropriate persons^- .
In other morphological categories of the verb a transposition of the 
verb suffix occurs in the appropriate forms. The ultimate forms with 
the jythird person pronominal suffix are as follows:
Perfect 
'ebello 
tsbello/tello 
telkyo
Imperfect 
’ebello 
tebello 
tebilo
Jussive
’iballo
tiballo
tibelo
Imperative
ballo
belo
’Ag’azot, pp. 22-23, gives some other forms than those of the stem 
telk-, as follows: telyo for telkyo, telwo for telkumo, telyahu for
telknahu.
252,
Perfect Imperfect Jussive Imperative
bello/belayu 1ebello liballo
tebello tebello tiballo
9 arvbellO *enbello niballo
telkumo tebulo tibolo bolo
telknahu teblahu tibalahu balahu
belawo^ lebulo libolo
belayahu - leblahu libalahu
2 •
S 5.12.7 Variant Forms
In order to complete the description of verb inflexion 
in the ultimate form, the following three phenomena should be 
mentioned:
a) The first person singular pronominal suffix -ni can stand
in free variation with -?ne, as in:
gacana - "to cause to mount"
* afgara - "to cause to go out"
Jussive:
* egel lafgeranne - "in order that he will let
me go out"
gatanune - "make (masc. pi.) me ride him
(i.e.: the horse)"
(PL1, 23:12)
-<]
With first and second pers. pron. suffs.: beluni - "they (masc.) 
said to me"; beluki - "they (masc.) said to you (fem. sing.)".
2
I have failed to establish that these forms are m  free variation 
in the speech of any one native speaker. However the overall im­
pression to be gained from existing texts as well as the material 
which I collected in Eritrea, makes it possible to describe the forms 
as actually being in free variation. Lack of sufficient data pre­
vents me from reaching a definite conclusion in the matter.
b) In verb forms, with the third person pronominal suffix, in
which the transitional element is -h_- preceded by a, the 
a can be represented by 9. The range of actualization of 
the vowel extends from a through ©_ to zero.
Examples:
rakba - Mto find"; ,amara - "to know"; haba - "to give"; 
sam*a - "to hear"; baza - "to seek, wish, want"; bela - 
"to say"; bagba - "to wash (v.t.)".
amarkshu 
habnohu 
wadekha 
,isam<an9ha 
bazenaha 
1sblsha 
bagbaha
Perfect: rakabkahu - "you (masc. sing.) found him".
- "you (masc. sing.) knew him".
- "we gave him..,".
- "you did it (fern.sing._, )".
' - "we have not heard her".
- "we sought her / J ot marriage/".
Imperfect: 19bleha - "they (fem.) say unto her".
- "they (fem.) wash her".
(PL1, 113:3)
The ultimate form of third person masculine plural perfect'*' 
qatlaw - "they killed" with first and second pronominal suf­
fixes is given in the appropriate sections above as katlawni, 
katlawka, etc. Two other variants of these ultimate forms 
are found, in both of which an u_precedes the pronominal suf­
fix, and in one of which the w of the plural suffix appears 
as
^See: § 3*12.1, first table.
33^.
Examples:
fralfa - "to pass”; sawata - "to flog"; kal’a - 
"to prevent"; *adda - "to visit"; *aggaba - "to wrong"; 
nas*a - "to take"; *athada - "to give in marriage"; 
hawaka - "to confound".
fralfawuka
v-sawatawuki
kal* awuna *
* addawuna
*aggabayuna
nas *ayuna
* athadayuna
hawakayukum
- "they passed you (masc. sing.).
- "they flogged you (fem. sing.)’.
- "they prevented us".
(PL1, 44:23)
- "they visited us".
- "they wronged us".
(PL1, 43:2)
- "they took us".
- "they gave us ... in marriage".
(ELI, 23:23)
- "they confounded you (masc. pi.)".
(NT, Acts, 15:240
r
Chapter Six
THE TENSE SYSTEM
§6.1 The three morphological categories of the Tigre verb and 
their modal meaning
There are three morphological categories of the Tigre verb: 
perfect, imperfect and jussive. The perfect and imperfect categories 
constitute the- temporal category of indicative, while the jussive is 
a modal non-temporal category.'*'
Verb-forms of all three morphological categories contrast 
with each other in serving as the main verb of a sentence or a clause. 
While verb-forms of the perfect and imperfect can be subordinate with­
out necessarily changing their value, verb-forms of the jussive can 
occur as subordinate in one environment only: when preceded by the 
conjunction *egal. When the complex * egel + jussive serves to perform 
a modal function it must be regarded as being in a subjunctive rather 
than a jussive mood.
The major distinction of category between the perfect and im­
perfect can be seen in terms of the temporal contrast past (perfect- 
forms)/non-past (imperfect-forms).
A detailed discussion of the various uses of the modal cate­
gories is provided in §§ 6.2-6.8.2.
§ 6.1.1 Complex expressions of time-relations
More specific time-relations than those mentioned above
■*The terms, perfect, imperfect and jussive are used throughout the 
work in a morphological sense only.
(see: § 6.1) can be expressed by means of a complex. Three major 
syntactical structures serve to express two temporal categories:
(a) the imperfect-form in construction with halla,
*ala, ganfca and nabra (see: §§ 6.9-6.12.2), or 
in construction with verbs of time-duration (see:
(§6.13).
(b) the perfect-form in construction with halla, *ala 
and ganfra. Here, two different constructions are 
to be considered:
*sndo + perfect + *ala/ganfra (see: §§ 6.1*f-6.1*f.l) 
(2.) perfect + ka + halla/*ala/ganfca (see: §§ 6.13-
6.13.3).
(c) the participle-form in construction with halla/*ala/ 
ganfra (see: §§ 6.16-6.16.3 ).
The constructions with halla and *ala mentinned in (a) are 
those employing compound-tenses in the expression of non-perfective 
time-relations.'*’ The constructions with halla and *ala mentinned in
(b) and (c) are complexes which express the perfective notion of 
time-relations. In all such constructions the verb ganfoa (and 
nabra- to a lesser extent) may introduce an additional meaning to 
the complex, or may have the same function in the complex as *ala 
or halla.
§ 6.2 Jussive and imperative
This morphological category of the Tigre Verb corresponds
A distinction is made throughout the work between the terms 'per­
fect' and 'perfective': the former denotes morphological category
only, the latter a temporal category corresponding to e.g.: pre­
sent-perfect , pluperfect, etc. in English grammar.
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to a modal category for which the name 'subjunctive-jussive' seems 
to be adequate, owing to its occurrence in both dependent and in-i- 
dependent clauses. The imperative occurs as the second person 
(sing. & pi.) of the jussive in the affirmative.
Morphologically, the 'subjunctive-jussive' and imperative 
belong to the same paradigm: they have a common stem and are to be.
distinguished only in that the jussive has preformatives while the 
imperative does not. In the negative, the second person (sing. 8c 
pi.) can have only the forms with the preformatives, even if the 
mood is 'imperative', e.g.:
tern bali *itsbkay - "Be silent, do not cry" (PH!, 10:5).
When the import of the paradigm is that of the 'jussive mood', the 
jussive-imperative relationship is shown in terms of shades of modal­
ity: the second person (sing. 8c pi.) is in what is usually called
'imperative mood'1, the moods of the other persons being referred to 
by various terms, such as 'cohortative' (1st pers.), optative (3rd 
pers.), and so forth.
The imperative
The imperative is used in requests which may range from 
commands to humble entreaties. For prohibitions the jussive-form 
in the negative is used.
Examples:
wahaye^ petros qsnag wafcerad kabela* latbblani ker^n 
sam*ako
"And then I heard a voice saying to me: 'Peter, arise,
slaughter and eat". (NT, Acts, 11:7).
^Standard pronunciation: ^"wah^eJ
*ayebka *anze na*a - "Come here, pleaseI"
*agid *ando safagka~*~ mQg’anni da*am *eb * ewan 
gafray ,itemgs,anni -
"Come to me quickly and in haste (lit.: 'while you 
hurry');- but do not come to me. in the day time"
(lit.: 'in the sun time', i.e., when the sun shines)."
(PL1, 35:5)
Other related uses of the imperative are seen in expressions 
such as salutations, blessings, curses etc., some of which are to be 
found in set phrases.
Examples:
* 9b salam gis - "Good journeyJ"
(lit.: 'Go with peace')
ta*ayan, or - "May you go mad.'"
*syun geba* (lit.: 'Become mad')
wo rabbi * abuna * ella nabra dafcar *elna 
"0 God our Father, bless this meal for us"
(’Ag’azot, 112:2)
§ 6.3 The independent jussive-form
When not in subordinate relationship the jussive represents 
a modal category which comprehends many shades of will, wish, re­
quest, supposition, doubt, prohibition etc. and is seldom preceded
^"Pronunciation: /" gafakka^ T*.
1
by a conjunction.
The range of meaning covers many nuances of which the 
following examples are characteristic:
1st and 3rd person (sing. & pi.)
na*a men ’alia ’a^aye wa’at nefrarad - 
’’Come, let us kill a cow of my cattle."
(PL1, 2k:?)
na*no diba nigis bellom - 
’’’Come, let us go there', he said to them."
(Ibid., 2:1k)
’ alia nide - "Let us do this."
wahatom ’at betu ’at lasakkab lali betu wa’alu 
nandad ’ando belaw gamaw -
"And they deliberated, saying: ’Let us burn his house 
and himself at night, when he sleeps in his house’.’’
(PL1, 19:26)
fagar tu ’enmayet kanabla* wanaste
"It is tomorrow that we die, so let us eat and drink."
(NT, Corinthians, 13:32)
For the periphrastic expression ’agal + independent jussive, see
S 6.^.2. ---
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*ebbella masarye ,slla *eggatki *ebtak ma worot men 
laweladki tahaybini bella -
"He said to her: 'With this (lit.: 'this my') axe I 
shall cut down your tree, unless (lit.: 'or') you give 
me one of your fledglings'."
(PL1, 12:3)
*abi latu lense’o belaw - "They said: 'The one who is the
oldest shall take it'."
(PL1, 7:18)
worot men mawalledka megda lagbet -
"One of your relatives shall kindle a fire."
(Ibid,, 32:22)
fruye men gabbe* la*9lu qatalka, fruye leqsan *endo bela 
* 9b manduk qatlayu -
"He killed him with a gun, saying: 'If it is my brother
whom you have killed, my brother shall be avenged'."
(Ibid., 79:16)
*aze 99b galabkum * 9t beta tagb9l kama -
"Now, for your sake, may she return then to her homej"
(Ibid., 23:^)
sanni *azedi lafrufrma sanni libas -
"Very well, now then, let the sinew get very dry."
(Ibid , 8:23)
ladol rabbi barhat tegba* bela -
"Then the Lord said: ’Let there be lightj'."
(Racconti, 3:3)
2nd person (sing. & pi.) in the negative
When the jussive is used with the negative prefixed particle 
it is sometimes necessary to rely on the context in order to dis­
tinguish different shades of modality. Note the following examples:
,itaqtal *itszne ,itssraq
"You shall not kill. You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal."
(’Ag'azot, 10^:7)
’itagbefc
"May you not live until morningl" (PL1, 27^:3, No. 200)
Other related uses of the independent jussive are seen in 
idiomatic set phrases such as:
rabbi lesdekka^ - "Thank you"
(lit.: 'May God help you')
2
rabbi lahabakka - "Thank you"
(lit.: 'May God give you')
■^Standard pronunciation: ^ “rabbelsdekka^
p ^ ^
Standard pronunciation: ^Arabbelhabakka^
Interrogative utterances
The independent jussive is also found as the nexus element 
of an utterance in the interrogative when the question implied is 
rhetorical, raises doubt, or requires an answer in the imperative 
mood. Here again the possible shades of modality are numerous. 
Examples:
*ana mi *idekka ?
"What shall I do for you?" (i.e.: 'I cannot help you')
(PL1, 4:23)
ka*afo nidayo wanagbarro ? -
"What shall we do to him and how shall we deal with 
him?" (An idiomatic expression; the meaning here:
•'Is there anything that we can do to overcome him?'.)
(Ibid., 20:23)
* aswo mayka ? men *aya * agte ? (...) wahatu (...) 
man * al:i satay bel:a -
"’Where is your water? From where shall I drink?'
(...) And he said to her: '(...) Drink from this 
^iJaterhole/'."
(Ibid., 26:23/24)
mi *ide maslakka? -
"What does it seem to you that I should do?" (i.e.:
'What should I do, according to your opinion?')
kasab laheday * agel kantabay galim belawo mi nide?
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* egay kal* awuna saga * ebbu nabassello *irakabna.
wahetu (...) kawannikum frarfro wa* eb laqagayer lasega
9 v y * *abselo katedarraro wakor labu h e alu losbar ka ebbu
t edarraro -
’’And the people of the cortege said to Kantebay §alim: 
’What should we do? They have refused us wood. We 
have found nothing with which to cook the meat.1 ' And 
he ^said^ (...) : ’Draw your spears (i.e. ’Pull off the 
spearheads’) and cook the meat with the shafts, then eat. 
And he who has a saddle shall break it, then eat with it 
(i.e.: by using it in place of wood’.”
(PL1, 44:24-43:1)
walabe’sa bella *aze kern metki reggaz fcirad * etki ma 
la’etta gosko lata kel dol *essige ’em kaleb ’ et *ebel 
semki *erfa* waheta tello semye refa* - 
’’And her husband said to her: ’Now, when you are dead,
shall I kill the funeral cow for you or shall I exalt 
your name by saying all the time wherever I go: My
wife, ’Em-Kaleb (i.e. her name)?’. And she said to him: 
’Exalt my name’.”
(ELI, 77:9)
da*am * ebbaya gabav * i^is beka? bello walagerez
« 9 t VVla abba fateka gis beye kulluma agbuy agge tu bello - 
"^The man said^: ’Which way shall I go with you? And
the boy said: ’Go with me where you like. All roads 
are my village’.”
(Ibid , 262:14)
ladol mamba labesfran gabib mi ’ ide? labezufo fatuy
walye *e l * e k ’ende *ogludi kaggulo gabbe’ bela - 
MThen the lord of the vineyard said: 'What shall I
do? I shall send my much beloved son: they may,
indeed, venerate him'.” (lit.: 'Well then, him, 
indeed, they perhaps will venerate')
(NT, Luke, 20:13)
§ 6.4 The dependent .jussive-form
When subordinate - always preceded by the conjunction 
’ egal^ - there are two main usages to be observed: (a) the jussive
functions as a semantic category of modality, or (b) it can appear
as a syntactical device functioning as a quasi-infinitive or verbal- 
noun equivalent for those verbs whose complement is generally not 
an infinitive.^
(a) This usage is one in which an adverb clause of purpose
('finality') or result is introduced - analogous to English
3
expressions such as 'in order to' + infinitive, 'in order 
that1, 'that', etc.
Examples:
wahstom lali * et betu ’esat wadaw ’egel lendad - 
"And they set fire to his house at night that it should 
burn down."
(PL1, 20:3)
'‘As a conjunction, * eg el can only precede verb-forms which belong 
to the jussive paradigm.
2See: § 9-5.1.
-^ Called sometimes 'the Infinitive of Purpose'.
’eg el la * arwom mag’aw -
"They came to make peace between them."
(PL1, 24:13)
lamaryamat haye ’ et ra’as laba*at la’etta *alaya 
lafanusan karaya ’elom ’egel ler’awan - 
"The 'Marys', however, placed their lamp for them on 
the top of the cave in which they were, that they might 
see them."
(Ibid., 33:7)
da’am ra’as ’alula (...) meg’at ladarbus wa*asi 
lagabbaru kern sam*a *eb karayihu qanga mesel ladarbus
9 ' V V —egel l.e.ssafaf - 
"But when Eas ’Alulu (...) heard of the arrival of the 
dervishes and of the rebellion of his subjects, he got 
up with his army in order to fight with the dervishes."
(PL1, 164:9)
da’am ’ elli *et lefattuno la*ebbu kassuso ,9gel 
lerkabo belaw -
"But this they said, tempting him, so that they might 
find ^omethingT' with which to accuse him."
(NT, John, 8:6)
’ aLlikem sam*a *et tedros fcuhu *ad *aylay ’egal 
lessayam fcazze halla ’enta ’agedda ’egel tessayam ’agid
na*a *9ndo bela ’ebbu ’ebbu la’aka * ettu -
"When he heard this he sent at once to his brother 
Tedros, saying: 'The *Ad *"Aylay want the chieftainship;
as for^ you, then, come quickly so that you will be 
appointed'
(Tribu, 31:33)
hetu ’enze *ala da’am ’aze gesa galegar ’egel lassane - 
"He was here, but now he has gone to arrange something.','
ladol laba*al ladekkan ’egel lafcegan nad’ayu ’egel lamga*. 
"At that time the shop owner sent the boy to fetch ."
kestan wa’eslam ’et meder babas dinom men bed ’egel 
letfante lawaddwo ’elli tu -
"This is what the Christians and Moslems in the country of 
Abyssinia do so that their religions (lit.: 'religion') 
should be distinguished from each other."
(PL1, 198:16)
(b) With this usage the complex * egel + jussive can be used as
a grammatical device to render the complement of the sub­
ordinating verb as a 'subordonee (conjonctive) objet'.
This use of the complex is one in which it has the force 
of (i) an infinitive-equivalent or (ii) a 'content-clause' 
equivalent. In this usage the jussive does not imply a 
modal nuance.
"4ror the meaning of the term 'content-clause' see:Jespersen, Essentials, 
§ 33-1. Cf.: S 9*4.2 in this thesis.
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Examples:
• v _ _ twakullu egel leddarbas wamalu wadaru egel lefredag
ka*egel lettalayo fatte *ala -
"And they (i.e.: ’the dervishes') wished that all 
^/people/ should become dervishes and leave their 
belongings and houses and follow them.’,’
(PL1, 163:^)
se*lika * egel *ensa* *eefatte - 
"I want to take your picture"
la*aba * egel nosu *egel lense*a batka - 
"He determined to take the cows for himself."
(PL1, 28:7)
age. 1 . tass elanni gadder bud bud ? -
"Can you tell me ^about it^ in detail?"
bemam ^so lagabbefro *addam *agid bagid * et bakim
3 VVegel ligis waggebbo - 
"People who have caught malaria should go to the 
doctor at once."
wa*egel ledfran lagabbe* * elu man tu kama ? belaw - 
"And they said: ’Who, then, can be saved?’"
(lit.: Who is the one, then, for whom it is possible 
to be saved.)
(NT, Matthew, 19:25)
wafcar 'egel la*addam ^lla masal '*egol libalom
9ambata -
’’Then he began to tell the people this parable."
(NT, Luke, 20:9)
9sb *egarom * Qgsl ligiso fcadgawom -
"They let them walk by foot."
§ 6.4.1 Idiomatic uses of the dependent jussive
The complex * egel + jussive can be found in subordination 
to certain verbs which function as 'semantic auxiliaries1 in that 
they bring about an addition to the meaning of the complex which is 
the outcome of the separate lexical contents of both the subordinating 
and the subordinate verbs. This addition involves the aspect of the 
subordinate verb. These expressions are lexical (i.e., of idiomatic 
nature) and a few examples will suffice here:
wakgm *atet mahagat >9gsl tilad -
"And having returned l^ome^ ', birth pangs took hold of her."
(PL1, 18:24)
wala*enas *egel l9t*ayan qarba -
"And the man was about to go crazy."
(Ibid , 32:1)
» § v »waheta endo frammat ''egel timut sa agat -
"And she became sick and was nearing death."
(Ibid , 77:>9)
A further construction worth mentioning is that where the 
complex under discussion is subordinate to the verb bela which is 
itself subordinated by means of a conjunction, such as *endo - 
"while, after", * at - "while", to the verb of the principal clause 
Here the verb bela stands for an idiomatic expression which means 
'intending to do'.
Examples:
wafrayat la*sgal * ogel nosu *sgol lonso^o 9ondo bela (...) 
"And the lion, intending to take the calf for himself (..
(PL1, 9:16)
wahstom *9111 ksm sam*aw (...) 9 lamarat tekaraw
9 V  » twa stta tesammamaw bozufr egsi lsggabo et loblo - 
"And when they heard it, (...) hoping to become very 
rich, they descended into the pond and were drowned in it
(Ibid., 22:10)
* • * §
wadannas eg si latfararho sndo bela sb lasaysf
wasayu (...). wako’onna dannas ' fsgsl lsfattsn *st 
lebel mot *et nafsu ,amge,a -
"And Danas raised his sword towards him intending to 
frighten him. (...). And. in this way Danas, intending 
to try ^ lis slave^, brought death upon himself."
(Ibid , 50:4, 50:7)
Halib *egal lebfrat * endo bela la*9gal *sg9l lefrsrad 
fraza -
"He wanted to slaughter the calf, intending to have 
milk for himself."
(Tribu, 4:8)
§ 6.^.2 *egel .+ jussive as a periphrastic expression of the jussive mood.
The conjunctional complex * sgal + jussive can stand for 
the main verb in a sentence or a clause, as its nexus, i.e. when 
it occurs in a syntactic position similar to that in which the 
jussive alone may occur. This statement excludes the possibility 
of 'inner* syntactic dependence. The term 'periphrastic jussive' 
seems, therefore, suitable to describe its function as a syntactically 
independent complex beside that of the equivalent subordinate complex. 
The periphrastic jussive in comparison with the ordinary jussive does 
not exhibit any special shade of modality, as can be seen from the 
following examples:
sanni wadekum frecema fcatkum ta. ka*aze latamsat fretkum 
habuni. mi *ewadde ? * ela ‘ * s.gel hide bello. -
"He said to him: 'You have done well. My sister is
your sister. And now give me your sister who has be­
come pregnant. What shall I do? I must marry her."
(PL1, 23:23)
fratte dol lakaray *9gel lamallahaya tella ne*ni * at 
*akan *agale *agal nigis. *atta *ad zamut halla. 
man la*abadden * egel nebla*. -
"Once a hyaena said to her companion: 'Come, let us
go to a certain place. There a village has been robbed.
Let us eat from the 00135368 of the dead."
(Ibid., 29:11)
* eb * alia kaka*at * at.1etkafrado mennom _lala * abbe began 
mag*a ka* et fange lakefrudam * sndo *ata *ana kafcadkum
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>9gsl *skallos *elkum bela. -
"While they were quarrelling about this cake there 
came a boy who was older than them and, entering be­
tween the ^two/ opponents, he said: ’I shall settle
your quarrel for you1."
(’Ag’azot, G ^A)
rabbi wadaya man gabbe* >egel ,aqs9nno. -
"Let us avenge him, if God wills (lit.: ’If God does it')."
(PL1, 73:13)
rabbi wadaya man gabbo* * egsi netmamakka wanefrlafakka. - 
"If God wills, we shall have your place and surpass you."
(Ibid., 223:26)
In the examples given so far the complex * egel + jussive 
can be regarded as independent. In some cases, howover, a relation­
ship of syntactic dependence between the complex and another verb can 
be understood - if not formally seen. There are instances in which 
the use of the complex seems to be connected with its function in 
a subordinate syntactic position, i.e. as 1subordonnees completives' 
or in expressing finality, when the demarcation line between direct 
and indirect speech - though marked morphologically - is not syn­
tactically obvious.
Examples:
karug * ebbu *ensawollo * egel namge* * ondo belaw gesaw. - 
"They went away saying: 'Let us fetch switches with
which to scourge him'." (i.e.: 'They went away intending 
to bring switches.')
(PL1, 17:1)
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habay haye >anama s cttayki ’egel * er*e *endo bela 
masla gesa. -
"The baboon, however, saying: 'Let me also see your
^iort o f / drink', went with her." (i.e.: intending to 
see her (sort of) drink.)
(Ibid., 27:10)
Cf.:
ladol mafatnay * sndo mag*aya wad rabbi men tegabbe*
*ella *eban *anagger legba* bal bello. -
"Then the tempter came to him and said: 'If you are
the son of God tell these stones to become a - oaves of/
bread."
(NT, Matthew, 4:3)
© 6.4.3 *Qgsl + jussive used in the expression of causal clauses
in the negative.
The complex * egel + jussive may be used to express causal 
clauses in the negative. In this use the meaning expressed by the 
complex is that of a causal or consecutive clause while its form 
is typical of a clause of purpose.
Examples:
wasab badir keflat wafentit *ammar ^il^la * ogel letfanataw. 
"And the people of the times long past did not know 
division and separation, so they could not separate from 
each other."
(PL1, 33:18)
373.
wakel mennom * eb >essitu * egel ’ilet^dde bar
v , ,
lagalbat et lagarru laballessa alabu. -
"And not one of them could (lit.: 'and each one of 
them could not1) cross with his wife as nobody was 
there who would return the boat to his companions."
(. PL1, 38:20)
frar nosnosom mi nibal? * alii fralibna *addam satayu 
9egel. .*inibal maftefo *akanu wa^amur deb*at ganfcattanna. - 
"They ^/talked/ amnng themselves: 'What shall we say?
We cannot say that people drank this milk as the key 
was in its place and the milk-pail covered'."
(Tigre Texts, 9:27)
wa*egel *ilaqaddem bafcar ga’at dibu wa’egel *jlaqbel
Vlagafaru tewattada mennu. -
"And the sea was on him (i.e. on the mountain) so he 
could not advance; and his one edge was fixed ^ /ln the 
ground/ so he could not retreat
(PL1, 90:6)
‘elbom men kawakeb labazzefr (...) ka*afo *egel nezmattom? — 
"/They said/: 'Their number is more numerous than /That
of/ the stars (...), so how can we attack them?"
(Tigre Texts, 13:25)
hetuma men gabbe* mi ’egel ’ilide? * elli * enas battaray 
tu belaw. -
"They said: 'Even if it is he, what can he do? As for
him he is an unarmed man /and thus unable to cause any 
harm/*.11
(PL1, 46:13)
§ 6.5 *egel + jussive + tu as the expression of futurity.
Among the non past temporal expressions, this complex - 
which occurs in an independent position - is the one which marks 
futurity. Within the domain of non past this complex can express
(a) what is about to, or soon to, happen (imminence), or (b) what 
will happen. No modal (non-temporal) meaning is implied in this 
use of the jussive, and it is probably the value of the conjunction 
* egel in final clauses (adverb clauses of purpose) which brought 
about the above use and meaning, especially in the case of (a). 
Examples of (a):
9 V 3 3la agerbace habuni egel igis tu. - 
"Give me my things: I am to go."
(PL1, 20:12)
da*am lagaber *egel leqtalanni tu wa*ana * egel >ebdaro 
* endo bela * egel lamambahu segadu natfa. - 
"But the slave, thinking that he was going to kill him, 
cut his master's throat intending to forestall him (lit.: 
to precede him)."
(PL1, 50:5)
wa’addam *elli fcabre kern ra*aw degge ma *akaba * egel 
lezzammat tu (...) leblo. -
"And when people see this sign they say that a village 
or a herd is to be robbed (...)."
(ibid., 6l:4) 
wakem ta*akkabaw * elu menkum * elli e^kkuy wedday
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wadi lahalla ~*9gal letqaggab. tu bela la*abuhom. -
"And when they assembled, their father said: ’The
one who has done the bad deed is going to be punished’."
(’Ag’azot, 60:11)
woro * enas yom ,egel timut tu belawo. - 
"A man was told (lit.: ‘they said to a man'): 'To­
day you will die'."
(Tigre Texts, 8:A)
fcatte meset *egal *sssitu *ana tahargako. * 9gel *eskab 
tu. wa*enti ^qabi. kakaray1 mag’at man gabbe* harsini 
bela wasakba. -
"One evening he said to his wife: 'I am sleepy, I am 
going to sleep. And you keep watch. And if robbers come 
wake me up.’ Then he went to sleep."
(Ibid., 13:13)
*ana *snze kaf ,8gal *ibal tu * enta ke-n kaf bal. - 
"I am going to sit here - you sit (imperat.) there."
Examples of (b):
fraqo kel,e ma salas sa*at golmat *egsl logba* tu 
walagafcay *egel tidak tu. -
"Within two or three hours it will be dark and the 
sun will set."
fagsr bags* *9g9l nigis tu. - 
"Tomorrow we shall go to Massawa."
'am* el *egale neggaf * endo mayena * 9b fagra regp;az
* 9gal nefrarad tu («..). -
’'Having a wake on such and such a day, the day after 
we shall slaughter the funeral sacrifice (...).”
(PL1, 223:8)
yom *ebba^ sab*ay keffal *sgel netmahar tu. - 
’’Today we shall study the seventh chapter.”
l9*ul ~bernar9d nay nedarland *atyopya * agal labgefcu
* ab fentit fcyarat *ades *abba * egel la*taw tu. - 
’’Prince Bernard of the Netherlands will come to Addis 
Ababa in a special aeroplane to visit Ethiopia.”
In the Mansa* Tigre of today the use of the above compound 
seems to be gaining ground at the expense of the imperfect as the 
typical expression of futurity, and to be developing into the formal 
expression of future tense.
§6.6 P e r f e c t  a n d  i m p e r f e c t :  
function and value.
The perfect and imperfect are the two morphological cate­
gories of the Tigre verb in the indicative mood. Verb-forms of these 
two categories, in their syntactic role of predicate in independent 
sentences or clauses, are in contrast in the expression of the dis­
tinction between past and non-past. This temporal distinction in the 
above mentioned syntactical environments is the pertinent one as re­
gards the system. In traditional terms of time relations the perfect 
essentially denotes the preterite and the imperfect serves to express
Assimilated from: c ’ 9 b ~ l a § 1.2.5 £ § 2.11.2 a)(i)
the present and future. Thus, in the case of ^aqQlye *ambatko - 
"I began my work", an event in the; past has been expressed regardless 
of any relative 'zero-point’ of time, while korit lattalhe can be 
either: "He plays the ball" or "He will play the ball", and only 
the context can help us in arriving at the correct interpretation.
Hence the label 'present-future' which is sometimes used.
Before we begin to examine data in the light of the above 
statement (i.e.: that the temporal distinction past/non-past is
the pertinent one) three general observations are necessary:
(a) Marked and unmarked meaning of the categories.
Both the perfect and imperfect are, formally and functionally, 
the unmarked or neutral term of the compound tenses (cf.: § 6.9.9), 
i.e. they are characterized by the absence of any formal expression 
of the meanings marked by the compound tenses. The distinction past/ 
non-past in the compound is marked by the auxiliary verb, while the 
'auxilie' renders its lexical content. The 'simple tense' (the un­
marked category) can, however, convey a meaning which is specific 
to a given compound tense arising from 'parole' only, i.e. without 
a formal expression of the verb-form. Thus, the imperfect in the 
utterance korit lettalhe - "He plays the ball" - can have the un­
marked meaning 'non-past' when compared with the perfect, or else 
it can be: "He is playing the ball" when the emphasis is on duration. ■*“ 
In the latter case the marked meaning is preferably indicated by 
the compound tense imperf. + halla which indicates the present
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progressive tense itself distinct from the non-progressive korit 
lattalhe^ A similar interchangeability of form and meaning can be 
found in verb expressions such as *9gayes *alko - MI was going n.
(past progressive) and gesko - "I went”, though these are of much 
lower distribution.
(b) The relative concept of time-relations.
The distinction past/non-past should not be taken in absolute 
terms of time-relations, since the 'zero-point' of time is relative 
either to the auxiliary verb of the compound or to any other verb 
which frames the context. Furthermore, shifting of tenses does not 
occur in Tigre. Consequently, a situation may exist in which a mor­
phological category serves to express a 'temporal parenthesis', such 
as in the following example:
wa*ellan k9l*e gadabo bad *abdaya. walamot * et habab 
tebazzefr da*am *ad takles sab *ageggatu tebattaka mennu. - 
"And these two parties destroyed one another. And the 
death ^ Eoll~f among the ^abab was high (i.e.: imperfect form). But 
*Ad-Takles lost their leaders."
(PL1, b2:2b)
(c) The two morphological categories in subordination.
In the case of subordinate clauses a distinction between per­
fect and imperfect may occur only in so far as the syntactic environ­
ment enables a choice to be made between the two. Subordinating 
conjunctions usually determine whether the perfect or imperfect verb-forms
^f.: § 6.10.
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will be used and also the time-element of the subordinate verb. 
Certain conjunctions can form complexes with both the perfect and 
the imperfect and even where there is no difference in meaning or 
function, between the two complexes there is still a difference 
in distribution.
Examples:
*endo - Mwhen, after", usually comtines with the perfect, 
as in:
> vv • I •male et becce endo dangarko mag ako. -
"Yesterday I came home late (lit.: ’having been late1)."
karan * endo mag’at lawaraqacce * egel tetkabbat tu. - 
"When she comes to Karan she will receive my latter."
* endo + imperfect is not often met with, as in:
* eg;el bet manyam leblo ka* endo balluba * egel qas hayubo. 
"They say: '^ Tt is^for the church’ (lit.: 'the house of 
Mary'), and having milked them (lit.: 'her', i.e.: 'the 
cows') they give ^Ehe milk^1 to the priest."
(PL1, 20^ f:19)
men precedes the verb of the protasis in the principal 
clause of a conditional statement when the verb is in 
the imperfect, e.g.:
soldi bezufr men halle~ye *et * enze bezufri *awkad *egannefc. 
"If I have more money I shall stay here longer."
bet *abrehe fc.atfr.atte dol * ekel *awlat men badde fralib
* egel teste * eb deggeha tesabbek *alat. -
^tedangara - "to be late". Cf. § 5.3.5.1, end of section (note (1)).
"Sometimes the Bet-Abrehe used to go to the lowlands 
to drink milk if they lost the corn of the highlands."
(Tribu, 32:16)
Combined with the perfect, men means "since", e.g.: 
da*am yasus qadam *ella men *ikabra manfas qe.ddus {adu 
heyub tu *i*ala. -
"But since Jesus was not glorified up to that time (lit.: 
'before that'), the Holy Ghost was not yet given."
(NT, John, 7:39)
Some conjunctions are combined only with the imperfect, 
e.g. waked - "when", while others are combined only with 
the perfect, e.g.: kern - "when, after" (but not in the 
capacity of a conjunction which introduces a content-clause), 
e.g.:
t  — $  V  tmansa qalaqel waked tesabbek et kara se eb wamafradar 
yagin wa*ayg tafradder *alat. -
"When the Mansa* moved to the lowlands they used to live
v « t
in places such as Se eb, M.Y. and Ayg."
(Tribu, 3^:26)
* et becce kern mag*ako woroma 'jganbenni-*
"When I came home nobody was there (lit.: 'Not even 
one waited for me')."
seqelka kern kallaska * egel *er*ekka sa*at frames *etrakabakka. 
"When you finish your work I shall meet you at five o'clock 
in order to see (i.e.: consult) you."
When the choice between the perfect and imperfect is not deter 
mined by the conjunction, a distinction of past/non-past is possible 
and the verb of the subordinating or principal clause is taken as the 
relative 'zero-point' of time, e.g.:
la*enas nosu tegba* ma *sssitu wakadmayu wa*afrusu
*agid *aray takallit kern gabba* fahama. -
"The man understood that soon he or his wife, and his
servant and his horses, would become the prey of the wolves..
(*Ag*azot, 88:1^ -)
walebbasu satta. wala*sla wadde >i*amara. -
"And he tore off his clothes and he did not know what
to do (lit.: 'He did not know that which he would do').?1
(Eacconti, 16:11)
The perfect and imperfect in relative clauses.
Verb-forms of the two morphological categories in relative 
clauses usually occur with their ordinary meanings - accounting for 
the distinction past/non-past. Here, the 'zero-point' is in a re­
lationship to the time of happening of the relative verb as regards 
the antecedent; if the happening took place prior to the 'zero-point' 
as regards the antecedent, the perfect is used, while the imperfect 
is used if the time of the happening is non-past, as in the clauses:
* stta kalfat gem*at. - "Last Friday" (lit.: In Friday
which passed);
*stta ha-1 fa *awkad. - "Last time".
382.
Examples of sentences:
wa*et *akan la * eg gat labadir ra’aya bagfra. -
"And he arrived at the place which he previously saw."
(PL1, 35:23)
kaheta lahakaratta heyayet men *itabattek *endo bardaw 
ball9* ewa. -
"And if the animal that she has wounded has not died 
they eat her after having slaughtered her."
(Ibid., 29:^)
* et * ella *sgel tebqal la’ambatat qejqefrat neqala bello. 
"He said to him: 'Uproot the thornbush which began 
sprouting in here'."
(,Ag,azot, 39:8)
kanoski haradkyo leja beli*. -
"Eat only what you have yourself slaughtered."
(PL1, 29:22)
fcaqo fcalibkum sata gangay lare’ekumo qetolo bellom. - 
"Since they (i.e.: 'the flies') drank your milk, kill 
every fly / jo u  have^ seen', he said to them."
(Tigre Texts, 9:23)
* Qt (...) ba*al gale8 (...) >egel lesbobo *et lemaggu* 
lagale* lafremum * 9g9l *ilerkas wa*egel ’ila* eke qaraf 
gafrat latafrabara * ettu may ,enday nadgo * Ottu * et lafremum 
*egel le,9te ,italluko.
"When they come to visit (...) a wounded man (...), in 
order that the wound of the sick man will not be infected 
and worsen, they do not release him to go home unless they 
spray it with water ^ which has been^ * mixed with the peel 
of the §a]p.at tree."
(EM, 133:23)
The imperfect is evident as non-past in adjectival clauses in 
which the emphasis is laid on the quality or state of the noun described. 
Examples:
waddegenni * et *anes na*ayes wa*et ’awaled *eb 
la*itet*ammar gabay hadder 
"WaddSganni (i.e.: name of a demon) makes his abode
in young women and in girls in an unknown way."
(PL1, 233:9)
lalatlaweq telheyahom *eb meg*at kel’ot gassa hamgam tarfa. - 
"Their joyful play (lit.: 'Their play which is rejoicing’) 
was interrupted suddenly by the coming of two strangers."
(’Ag’azot, 98:6)
* ggel yosef la^i’ammer baddis negus * at meser nagsa. - 
"A new king who had not known Joseph arose over Egypt."
(Racconti, 21:3)
wafrante castar men lahalla kel gabil rabbi lafarruh sab 
*ayhud * at yarusalem nabro *alaw.
"And in Jerusalem were living God-fearing Jews from eveiy 
nation which is under the sky."
(Storia, 168:19)
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§ 6.7 The perfect in the expression of the preterite.
As a main verb..'in the utterance the perfect is used to express 
existence or action which is regarded as completed in the past (the 
preterite).
Examples:
nay yordanos negus busen wanly felesfren marfray yaser 
*arafat male mset *et *aman lahalla bet frukumat * endo 
trakabaw * Qt fenge kellom lahalla *akay ma’areh.1 1 * egel 
lartu* tegamaw. -
"King Husein of Jordan and Y.A. the Palestinian leader 
resolved to fix up (lit.: 'straighten') the bad condi tion£s__7 
which exist among them, after having met in the government 
house which is in 'Aman."
*aze lakel*ot * anas kel mennom *st *adgu ga*ana wapabayom 
*ambataw. -
"Now each of the two men mounted his /Zw nf donkey and they 
started on their way."
*aze mambana gesa. waratna 9endo badagna ne*eraf bello. - 
"’Now our master has gone away. Let us leave our work and
» r f)
rest.' he said tohiar."
(,Ag,azot, 63:20)
da* am lawaldu yebba * et *astar wa*et gagka l&soca.m wadeko 
gadem baqo 9ella walka *agel *etbahal ’ilastehelanni bello. - 
"But his son said to him: 'Father, I have sinned against
heaven and in front of you, so after this I am unworthy 
of being called your son'."
(NT, Luke: 13:21)
"^Standard pronunciation: ^ Tha,ra^_7 or ^ ”maqre]j._yr.
5 6.7.1 The perfective use of the perfect.
No formal expression in the above examples (§ 6.7) exists
to designate any time-relation other than that of the past (preterite).
The specific meaning of the perfect is in excluding the present moment,
when the present moment is to be understood as any period of time,
short or long or ’eternal1 that includes the present moment. As seen
in the last two examples the context can bring the past aspect of the
time content of the preterite into contact with the present in the
sense that the action is relevant to something observable at present.
Such time-relation is usually unmarked and must be deduced from ’parole’.
The language sometimes makes use of the preterite with a re-
sultative value whose association is perfective, i.e. where the same
2
phenomenon can be regarded as action and the resultant condition.
Examples:
walka mota. -
"Your son is dead (has died)."
(PL1, 23:14)
frena * eb demmu badena. mi nide ? -
"We are destroyed by the cat; what shall we do?"
(Ibid., 6:10)
« 9 Vna a gadem aze yabsa kasankenm. - 
"Come now, it is dry now and it chokes me."
(Ibid., 9:1)
■^ See, however, §§ 6.14-6.13.3.
2
This accounts for the high incidence of verbs with the preformative 
t- and ’stative’ verbs in this type of utterance.
wa* et lamarat dargagawo wagadem * arafna mannu 9 et
Isblo * at ‘addom *aqbalaw. -
’’And they made him roll down into the pond. And saying: 
'Well then, we have rested from him', they returned to 
their village."
(PL1, 22:5)
waworot ' snas men lamattalhsyat lakaray1 frabab ksm 
ra*a >9gel fekak zammatna karay1 mag*at bello. - 
"And when a man of the players saw the army of the gabab 
he said to Fekak: 'We are raided] An army has come]'."
(Ibid., 41:9)
*egel mi qal *awaggabot la*alabu began ’agedda frareka bello.
  _   _ , w
tgegeka bello lanageday. lafre^ san- bozufr qal awaggabot
*ala *elu. -
"He said to him: 'Why have you rather chosen the boy
who has not a letter of recommendation?'. The trader said 
to him: 'You are mistaken. The boy had many letters of
recommendation' ."
(’Ag’azot, 82:6)
hstu h^e *afo *araqki malgamat. frawki *afo >albasotki
9 V  ^ ^sa anaw bella. heta tre wannayuni ka araqko ellum tello. 
"He, however, said to her: 'How / I s  it that^ * you are
shabbily clothed Malgamat?'*’ How / I s  it that^ your brothers 
were not able to dress you?' She, however, said to him:
'Name of a woman.
'They rejected me so I ^iave been reduced to^ wear ragged 
clothes, *Bllum^'."
(Tribu, 40:l4)
ka>sgsl mi ’ottelli ta*assarki belawa. -
"They said to her: 'And why are you bound (i.e. fettered)
in here?'."
(Lt Leg , 3:4)
S 6.7.2 The non-temporal use of the perfect.
To complete the picture of the uses of the perfect its non­
temporal use should be mentioned here. This use which has to do with 
the 'unreality' of the nexus is to be found: (a) in the expression
of unreality in the apodosis of conditional clauses (wa + perfect), 
as in:
2
bezufr soldi men halleye makinat wazzabeko. -
"If I had more money I would buy a car";
(b) as a special form of modal expression (resembling the 'condition- 
nel' in French), as in:
9 eg ol mi wakal* akwa? -
"Why should I have refused her your son for marriage -
if she were not already engagedT1."
(FL1, 113:4)
<ellum is his s9m-s9qrat, i.e.: "The second name by which the
mother and the other women call the child" (LH, l8l). For a full 
explanation of the term, see PL2, p.190. In this particular case the 
name seqrat comes from a war-cry meaning 'a marksman'.
2
Assimilated from: halle *slye.
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§ 6.8 The imperfect in the expression of the non-past.
The imperfect serves essentially to express:
(a) A state of existing or an action whose period of time in­
cludes the present moment in so far as it excludes the past. 
Examples:
* at latbaggaso frarmaz *agel basil bello *asek *aya
v v »tegayas basil? wafrasil masalka agayes bello. -
"When they set out the elephant said to the fox: '£o
which place are you going, fox?'. And the fox said to
him: 'I am going with you.1"
(PL1, 14:6)
da*am latalac *azedi sanni na*amrakka * eb nosnosom 
belaw. -
"But the shepherds said among themselves: ’Indeed, now
we know you well1."
(’Ag’azot, 80:17)
ka*afo bannu fradgo bela kamaslu tarfa. - 
"!EIow do they leave him by himself?' he said, and stayed 
with him."
(Tribu, 32:22)
nay sidamo ra*as dagge *awasa tatbahal. - 
"The capital of Sidamo is called ’Awasa.'*
’alii kabasa daggumo. -
"The people of Kabasa tell this ^roverbT*."
(PL1, 14:3)
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* at bet mshro kel dol *asaabuh satassaman~*' *egayes. -  
"I go to school every day (lit.: 'all time') at eight 
o'clock in the morning."
* ana *eb deggalabye *akatteb da*am labazzah gabil ,ob
* adamanom tu lakatbo. -
"I write with the left hand but the majority of the 
people write with their right hand."
2 3gafcay 9 amm.afgar faggar wa>ammewdaq waddaq. -
"The sun rises in the east and sets in the west."
§ 6.8.1 (b) Futurity.
Examples:
* alii qalil tu *anwaddyo *alki. - 
"This is easy. We shall do it for you."
(ELI, 23:13)
gadem haqo *aze ,i,ankaddam wa’inaballe* * ando belaw 
man ladegge naksaw ka*at daber fradraw. - 
"Saying: 'But from now on (lit. 'after now') we shall
not serve and shall not prepare (lit.: 'make eat'),' 
they departed from the village and made their abode on 
a mountain."
(’Ag’azot, 62:18)
Assimilated .from sa*at saman. 
2
Assimilated from 9eb1 mafgar. 
^Assimilated, from *eb mawdaq.
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wahetu fraqo kel*e ma salas *amat *aqabbal label. - 
"And he says: 'I shall return after two or three years'."
(PL1, 233:20)
haqo gale zaban bazuh mal *anrakkab * ettu * endo 
belaw kal*ot katray wadqaw *ettu waqatlawo. - 
"After some time two robbers, saying: ’We shall find
there a lot of money', ambushed him (lit. 'fell upon 
him') and killed him."
(’Ag’azot, 77:8)
* attu lanaqmanni *addam dol ’i’esamma* wa,i,er,e 
labye *arr9f wa* at ' * slli kal dol man lalagarbanni 
qagab >attallaq bela. -
"He said ^to himself^: 'There, when I shall not hear
nor see (lit.: 'and not see’) people who call me, my 
heart will rest, and there I shall be freed from the 
anger which importunes me all the time'."
(Ibid., 69:17)
musa * alii kern sam*a mamba *ana da,am *i*eqaddar bela 
gis 9ana >asaddekka bello. -
"When Moses heard this he said: 'But I am not capable 
doing iJ7, 0 Master.' ' 'Go, I shall help you' he 
(i.e. God^ > said to him."
§ 6.8.2 (c) The descriptive present situated in the past.
In this use of the independent imperfect the ’zero-point’ 
of time is relative to the verb which frames the context (see § 6.6, (b)).
Here the present tense is not shifted (and consequently retains 
its meaning as stated in § 6.8, (a))- a phenomenon which gives an 
emotional colouring typical of direct speech. This use of the im­
perfect reminds one of the ’historic' or 'dramatic' present in 
other languages, i.e. the use of the present in a past context to 
achieve a more vivid or dramatic result.
Examples:
qom *arwam *eb newayu *et kel *akan nabber *ala. wa,arwam 
la*awalli lamennu ’afrahom lasattu bezulj. qori tu had rim 
gafer gabbe*. wakel rom la’ahahu *et lasatte la*egru 
hatte, * et la*ela walafratte * et lasamuy ’endo karre gaqqef . 
(...). wa*9cay *egel megdahu man ’arre *9g9l la*aqba *ab 
‘aqrudu naq ello kaJ et lamegda lasawarro. wa’et hatte *akan 
* enas worot *eb *ossitu men la’addam la’aze lahalla nabbar 
*ala. wafrar *9gal la* enas la* assitu qabbatto katello ba*al 
mi * enta ’afca romma ’itszammet?
"Groups of the people of the Rom (i.e.: legendary giants), 
with their flocks, were living ^5nce upon a time^ every­
where. And the wells from which the Rom used to water their 
flocks were very deep, perhaps about the length of a packing' 
rope. And when each one of the Rom was watering his flock 
he used to draw ^ water/ placing one of his feet in the well 
and the other in the watering trough. (...). And when he 
was collecting wood for his fire he used to pull up the 
*Aqba tree with its roots and push it into the fire. And, 
in a certain place, there lived a man with his wife, from 
the ^race of^ people existing now. And then ;.the wife of
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the man reviled him saying (lit.: ’reviled him and said 
to him1): ’What ^power^ do you have? (lit.: ’The owner
of what are you?’); or ^ ls it that/ you are not to raid 
the cattle of the Eom? (i.e.: ’Are you a weakling that 
you cannot raid the cattle of the Eom?’)’.”
(PL1, 83:5-18)
badir laqassom qadam gas bavl gargis wad qaK blenay * at 
halla jemqat *alat. * sb warsfr gabre’el man ba*al 
leddat had kel’e samen *endo dangaraw * eb lame*91 laqas 
tabot maryam cewan 9et ra*asu karre wakullu lasab ’asaru 
gayes. wa* Q2ge,o majLaranna krestos * et leblo walaqas * et 
marrefrom salas dol bet maryam dawro. (...). wa*Qlla **et 
kel *amat waddwa wa* eb degman lefrframmaqo wafremqat yahannes 
ta leblo. da*am bar latabot badet wala*aqessatma frawanaw 
walaser*at fremqat tarfat. da*am habre labet maryam *asek 
*aze halla. -
’’Formerly, when their first priest $ayle Georgis, the son 
of the priest Blenay, was alive, there was baptism. In 
the month of Gabriel about two weeks after the feast of 
Christmas (lit.: ’having waited two weeks’), on that day 
the priest used to carry the Tabot of Mary of Zion on his 
head (or: ’on him’") and all the people were following him. 
And while the priest was leading them they were marching 
around the church (lit.: ’the house of Mary’) three times, 
saying: ’God, have mercy on us, ChristI’. (...). And this
they used to do every year and were baptized once again 
(i.e.: every year); and they said: ’It is the baptism of
John’. But later on, the Tabot was lost and the priests
became weak £ “in power^ and the rite of baptism ceased.
But the sign £of testimony^ the house of Mary exists 
until today."
(Ibid., 13^:22, 135*. 20)
waladol neser *eb *agfaru raf*ayu waweladu ’egel lable*o 
ra’asu la*al ’ et betu barra bu. labet laneser ’et 
we.qqel balqat ’eb qelu* tetre’e da*am lagers 2 ’egel 
ladfcen la*arreg *etta ’eman labu man tu. worot mandalay 
’egel lewafrfren rada da’am ’et sar gabay labalqat kern *arga 
farhat wadqat ’ettu katskarra. -
"And at that time the eagle lifted him (i.e.: the child) 
with his talons and flew with him up high to his nest to 
feed T^lim to7 his young ones. The nest of the eagle was 
seen clearly on a high rock. But who was the one who had 
steadfastness who would climb there to save the child?
One young man had the courage to try, but having climbed 
half of the way on the rock he was seized with fear (lit.:
’fear fell upon him’), so he got down."
(’Ag’azot, 8l:l-6)
§6.9 Co^oun^Tense^^th^i^erfec^^n^onstru^^^^i^h 
auxiliaries.
As stated above (see.: § 6.6 (a)), the simple tenses are 
characterized by the absence of any formal expression of the meanings 
marked by the compound tenses, but can convey a meaning which is speci­
fic to a given compound tense. This is true for both the imperfect + 
bal 1 a and imperfect + *ala compounds in relation to imperfect and
perfect time-relations respectively.
$ 6.9.1 The formation of the compound tenses.
The temporal distinction of past/non-past which exists in 
the contrast perfect/imperfect is expressed in the compound by means 
of the auxiliary verb while the 1auxilie' gives the compounds its
semantic meaning. The verb halla - though morphologically , perfect"—
has the meaning of non-past, while *ala occurs only in the perfect 
with the meaning of past tense. Both the'auxilie' and the auxiliary 
of the compound are conjugated in full.
Examples:
wa’ab lafregah >sgsl bet *abhu wadsla moladu tu *add9m
wa*9gsl walye hadde halleko msselna tsfarraro. -
"And the father of the boy invites the family of the 
father (i.e.: his family) and whoever is his relative 
and says to them: 'I am marrying my son; come out
with us'."
. (PL1, 122:15)
ne*is *aq^emat qerfrufrat sarnay rakbat. *eb kella fcilata 
laqerfrufrat *et derbobat * egel tabgeh teherer *alat. - 
"A small ant found a grain of wheat. She was hurrying 
with all her power to bring the grain to the ant hill."
(,Ag’azot, 73:2).
1 &For halla in the imperfect, see: Verb of existence, 6 4.2 et seq.
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wafrar lawelada sab dar kem gab*aw *ad suma tesammaw. 
wa*asek *aze * eb sem la,abotom *ad suma letbahalo hallaw. - 
"And later on, when her children became established (lit.: 
'became people of property') they were named *Ad &uma.
And until today they are being called by the name of their 
great grandmother."
(PL1, 283:23)
§ 6.9.2 The auxiliary verb can be in construction with more than 
one 'auxilie'.
Examples:
wa*ebbella margam latewled *addam *asek yom walled 
waqabber halla. -
"And because (lit.: 'by') this curse /every/ generation 
of man begets and buries until today."
(PL1, 83:1)
9 ** ^frena kel dol eb warat netqa ar engarreb wanahallsk hallena. 
"We are oppressed; we suffer and exert ourselves by work 
all the time."
(,Ag,azot, 62:16)
wahathatte *ewan haye * eb zaher *eb q.elu *egel lasab 
tafcat *eb newayom lali re*enhom wa*abahom ^allo wafralbo 
talaw. wahaye ,abyatom wa*esatom re*ena wa*et >akah 
la’akberbm kerentom samtana wahallu wadagmo *alaw leblo. - 
"And sometimes, however, they say: *We saw the people
of below, openly, at night and they were calling 
their cows in and milking them. And we also saw their
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houses and their fire and we heard their voice^ s/T at
the place of their grav e /s j and they were singing and 
telling tales.”
(PL1, 251:2*0
walatalac ’aqbalaw wasahbat lasamtawo wara*awo kellu 
rabbi sakkuro waframmudo *alaw. -
”And the shepherds returned, and were praising and 
thanking God on account of all that they had heard and 
had seen.”
(Racconti, 39:9)
S 6.9.3 The ’auxilie1 can be in construction with two subordinating 
verbs of which one is a verb of time duration,'*' itself subordinate 
to the auxiliary.
Example:
da,am hata * et *ad tew*el wa*et kaleb la,abaha 
tesakkab tewt9l *alat. -
”But she used to stay at home and pass the day sleeping 
at the enclosure of the cattle.”
(PL1, 27:22)
§ 6.9.*f The negative particle immediately precedes the ’auxilie’. 
Examples:
gerrum tstre*e *ihalleka. - 
"You are not looking well."
1Cf. § 6.13
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* at salef dagyat *obe *egel bet *abr9he gaber hobini 
bella. wabet *abr9he tolbat ta*amm9r *i*alat qadam 
la*ewan ka*abet *9lu. -
"At first D.*0. said to ^Ehe people °S7 Bet *Abr9he:
'Give me tribute*. And Bet *Abrehe did not know of 
tribute before that time and refused him."
(PL1, 193:20)
§ 6.9.3 When the compound is the verb of a relative clause, the re­
lative pronoun immediately precedes the auxiliary verb.
Examples:
da*am *9lli *ad *9llima saka mannu. (...). da*am men 
sab la*ad worot * anas *9elu taharharayu *enta *enas 
mi halla goka la* ebbu tasakkenna lahalleka * endo bela. - 
"But even ^the people o f / this village ran away from him. 
(...). But one man from the people of the village shouted 
at him, saying: 'You, man, what is there with you (i.e.:
what do you have) with which you cause us to run away*."
(PL1, 72:16, 18)
*9bbelli mesmesa tu karay *asek *aze *egel la*afra kel 
dol fagerre^ta wafanadiha tagamfcag lahallet leblo. - 
"And it is for this reason that, again and again, until 
now, the hyaena lacerates the udders and the haunches 
of the cows, itcis said*" ^
(PL1, 28:20)
walabadir raba* dib * entu *endo a^jpal qatla balla*o
la*ala saga faqda. -
"And he remembered the meat that, having killed the 
goats, he used to eat, formerly, when he was young."
(PL1, 70:17)
ka*at qayeth- kor kam bagfra tabot gawar la*ala dyakon 
gabra fceywat laletbahal mota wa* etta teqabbara. - 
"And when they arrived at Qaya]p.-Kor a deacon called 
G.$. who was carrying the Tabot died and was buried there."
(Lt Leg , 10:32)
§ 6.9.6 Particles such as prepositional complements and pronominal 
adverbs of place immediately precede the auxiliary.
Examples:
(...) wa*abunawas nabarrit sanni lattawde *elna halla lebal. 
"(...) And they said: *Abunawas, now, takes care of
preparing plenty of food for us."
(PL1, 34:2)
*aze haday nay kantebay gallim *ayQr *atna halla. - 
"The nuptial cortege of K.§ is now coming to us."
(PL1, 44:10)
frenama * eb labna * angahe *attu hallena * ab lebki gahay. - 
"We lament him in our heart-, ^ “all the time/; lament 
in your heart." (i.e.: They ask the woman mourner to
stop her lamentation.)
(Ibid., 243:11)
walatiegan *essit be Mat hada kacad banna *ataya 
wa*eg el la* emmu * et *akana nabraha nadde* *ela *ala. - 
"And the. son married another woman and brought her into 
a home for herself; and he was sending his mother her 
(i.e. his mother's^food at her place."
(Tigre Texts, 3:28)
* eb zaban qeddum >ettelli meder, * elli legba* ma *et^ 
kabasa wafrabab lamassel *arwam lalebulom bazufr ray ay em 
wadeqqubam *addam nabro * ettu ^alaw. - 
"In ancient times, in this country or in what seems ^Eo 
be/ Kabasa and gabab, there were living very tall and 
powerful people called *Arwam."
(Tribu, 3:18)
§ 6.9.7 The pronominal suffix is attached to the 'auxilie', while 
a disjunctive pronominal object, preceding the 'auxilie', may exist 
as a second object.^
Example:
wa*aze *ela najjazzeka hallena. - 
"And now■we ask her from you."
(ELI, 113:13)
§ 6.9.8 A subordinating conjunction may be found preceding either 
one of the verbs of the compound.
Examples:
■^ The Tigre verb can have only one pronominal suffix. Cf. § 4.1.6
wagabil ’arwam * agel rabbi belawo gadem fraqo tasartanna 
halleka * eb madfrar ^abdenna. -
"And the people of the Eom said to God: ’Now, since
you destroy us, let us perish by your blessing."
(PL1, 87:2)
wa’ebbella gabay *asek *aze letriabaro kem hallaw letbahal. - 
"And it is said that in this way they live together 
until now."
(Tribu, 5:29)
* et nyu york nay *a*ber frefar lalabafro sab mal - * egel 
letwassakkom lessa*alo sabbat hallaw, seqlom *abatfralaw. -
"The people who dig graves (lit.: rwho dig holes of 
tombs’) in New York have gone on strike (lit.: 'caused 
their work to be stopped’) because they are asking for 
a pay increase (lit.: 'They are asking for money to be added 
to them')."
hetu haye *ella mar *at kem tetherarakki *alat *addam 
samma* *ala bella. -
"And he, however, said to her: ’Were there people hearing 
2^hatj7 this bride /pa .s / reviling you?"1
(Tigre Texts, 3;lS)
bar 9 all eg men med'er kukat raf * at' kat agayes ba a?ndo ‘ alat.
* et ra*as la*enas karetta watenakkasa (...). wahstu men
rabbi *endo sakke tala *eb ke* enna mota.
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"After that a hawk picked up a viper from the ground 
and, when flying with it, dropped it from above the 
man, and he was bitten (...). And, while (lit.: while 
he was) running away from God, he died in this way."
(Tigre Texts, 8:9)
Temporal conjunctions are usually found preceding the 
’auxilie' of imperfect + *ala.
Examples:
wala’essit kel dol *eglu tes^em *alat da>am la’erias 
,iqan,a wa*endo Jstbalhaw *alaw men fred ta*adaw. - 
"And the woman was kissing him all the time, but the 
pother/ man did not become jealous, and having played 
^Ehe game/ they left each other and returned home (lit.: 
•returned from each other1 ).*'
(PL1, 92:24)
wa*9ndo batko *alaw bad weqqa* kern ,atmamaw waqqe^wo. - 
"And when mowing, as soon as they complete about a sheaf 
they threshit (i.e. each sheaf, with a threshing-stick)." 
(lit.: "And having completed about a sheaf when ^ Ehey were/ 
mowing, they thresh it".)
(Ibid., 97:3)
wala* enas * eb lawa^t *et *essitu ,aqbala wa*aka rom 
zamatko bella. wa’endo nabro *alaw la’essit * egel 
lab9?sa tello yazema fadab men tegabbe* *afca rom zemat. -
"And the man returned with the cows to his wife and
said to her: 'I have raided the cattle of the Rom'. And 
while they were living ^together/ the wife said to her hus­
band: 'Now, if you are indeed brave, raid /_again/ the cattle 
of the Korn.
(PLl, , 84:20)
S6.9.9 The meaning of the compounds: temporal and aspectual
relations
An adequate description of the marked meanings of the two com­
pounds involves two levels of analysis, firstly: the compounds in re­
lation to the simple tenses and, secondly: the compounds in relation
to one another.
(1) The two compounds superimpose upon the basic meaning - 
as expressed by the simple tenses - an aspectual feature which can be 
seen in terms of the duration, or aspect of duration, of the action
or state involved. 'Duration' is taken here as indicating those feat­
ures statable in terms other than the mere report of activity (as a 
single dot on the axis of time), i.e.: progressive (continuous or
broken), habitual, iterative, simultaneous with a single action or with 
a progressive one, etc.
(2) The relevant distinction between the two compounds is 
intrinsically temporal and thus is similar to the one which contrasts 
the equivalent unmarked categories (i.e.: simple tenses). This mor­
phological - and thus functional - symmetry is clearly seen through the 
use of imperfect + halla in the e:xpression of the present non-future.
The following table may suggest a summary of the temporal 
and aspectual'relations under discussion:
*f03.
Past Non-past
perfect - 'preterite1 
(narrative)
imperfect - 'present-future'
imperfect + *ala - fcraesens in
praeterito' 
(descriptive)
imperfect + halla - 'present
non­
future1
(The use of these terms will be made clear as they are encountered in the 
appropriate sections.)
More explicit expression of the meanings involved depends to 
a large extent on the existence of adverbials, as is shown later in the 
appropriate sections. Indeed, often it is only the presence of the ad­
verbial that determines the choice between the simple and the compound 
tenses.^
Some examples follow to show the nature of the terrporal re­
lations between the two compounds:
wa*slli *eb zaban badir kel * swan waddwo *alaw. 
wa’azema galgale msnnu waddu hallaw. - 
"And they used always to do this in the old time. And 
even now they do ^some/ of it."
(PLl, 20^:20)
fratte gale >am<elat wad *arba* *amat lagabbe* ne,us 
wad waldu * eb ,.qararreg *Qcay *et lakadbet lettalhe 
*ala. *et *ella mi tewadde halleka sa*alayu *abuhu.
* ana *abi kern ga*ako *abuye wa*smye laballu* *ettu 
ne*us safcan *9gay *swadde halleko balsa lagarsz. - 
"On one of those days his small grandson who was four
See examples in § 6.10 et seq.
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years old was playing on the floor with pieces of wood.
His father asked him: ’What are you doing with these
/g le c e s / l*. The child replied: 'I am making a small
plate of wood off which my father and mother will eat 
when I grow up'.M
(’Ag’azot, 83:11)
ke>enna gadem bet *esbaqan har *eb serna *et latesamma 
meder zawel tsgasset watesabbek * ettu watssagam *alat 
wahallet. -
* v’’Now, in this way Bet Es^aqan settled in the country of 
Zawsl which was named, later on, after them (lit.: ’with 
their name'), and they used both to go there (to the low­
lands) and to move into the highlands and they are ^still ' 
going down and ug^.”
(Tribu, 77: 14)
§ 6.10 Imperfect + halla in the expression of present progressive.
(a) This compound is essentially used to express an acti­
vity in progress at the time of speaking, or an actual state. This 
use resembles in meaning the English ’present continuous’ or ’progressive’. 
Examples:
(...) kami wadenaka >afo ke,9nna wadekanna lebluka 
hallaw ballo. -
”(...) And say to him: ’They say unto you: ’’What have we 
done to you? Why have you treated (lit.:.’have you done’) 
us so?”’."
(PLl, 34:8)
(...) kenama naskab manabitnama sakbo hallaw. - 
"Let us lie. down too; our masters are (lit.: are 
also) lying down."
(Ibid., 88:23)
*addam * eb laga*a legba* *adar men frammem wafremam gale 
*amtelat men gabba* mayat halla ma garobu qattallo 
halla lablo. -
"If a person becomes ill, with whatever disease, and 
the illness lasts several days, they say: ’He is dying',
or 'His body is killing him1."
(Ibid., 206:17)
* ab lasalsayt me*el latalay *endo *atwayana lakaleb 
>engerahu ka*afo kern waddya *egel * ar*e * agayes halleko bela. 
"On the third day the shepherd deliberated, saying: 'I
am going to see what the dog does with his bread'."
(’Ag’azot, 71:12)
baqo * alia lakal*ot katray *at girih *at kemmarat 
gassuyam *at *antom gabat men lacal bet * at la*asso kam 
ra*aw laworo *agel lamallahayu 9 ande ganafr samfat 
qaddus maynhard barro hallaw bello. -
"After that, when the two robbers were sitting in a wine- 
tavem in Zurich, as they saw falcons flying above the 
house the one said to his friend: 'Well then, look: the
witnesses of Saint Meinhardt are hovering ^above^’.’’
(Ibid., 77:12)
*ab *aman ka*anna gamug * anta sanni wagaruy * at qadamye
tabatfrar halleka >ar*e bello lamamher. -
"The teacher said to him: 'Are you really so poor?
I perceive that you are standing in front of me well 
and healthy’."
( ’Ag’azot, 83:24)
gadam bagena wakal*itna frana haday netfarrar hallena 
belaw wagesaw. -
"They said: 'We are betrothed now and ^ nily/ we two
are going out to the wedding'."
(Tigre Texts, 3:10)
da*am lafrawu man rafruq kam >angarawo ra*aw ba*al lafrelm' 
magga* halla (...) tabahahalaw. -
"But when his brothers caught sight of him ^ rom afar^ 
they bandied words with each other paying/7': 'Look, the 
dreamer is comingJ (...)'."
(Racconti, 13:12)
walakala* mambaye kallu tu lar*e kamen la*al >endo ga*a
lattaqbelanni halla da*ikon mambaye ’igesa. sabbat
> _vv • • •elli waracce awadde halleko at label balsa attu. -
"And the other one answered him, saying: 'My master sees 
everything and he is observing me, being above; my master 
has not gone away. Because of this I am doing my work.'"
(’Ag’azot, 63:21)
ladol yasus fagra waman tafrazzu hallekum bellom. - 
"Then Jesus went out and said to them: 'Whem are
you seeking?'"
(Racconti, 30:27)
k07.
kalali *et lesakbo hetu qasna kala*entatu fazza 
wahetan *isakkeb ler*e halla belaya. - 
"And when they lay down at night he fell asleep and 
his eyes were open, and they said: 'He does not sleep,
he sees'."
(Lt Leg , 6:19)
ladol *et lebbu * endo *aqbala *engera latarrsf mennom 
kadmat *abuye *akel *ayom tom wa*ana * et *elli *eb 
*9ggo 'smayet halleko. -
"Then when he came to his senses ^Ee s a id /: 'How many
are they, the servants of my father who ^ a t  sufficiently 
and can / spare bread? And I am dying here of hunger'."
(NT, Luke, 15:17)
ra*ase frammanni halla. - 
"I have a headache."
*ad haseri galehom men * 9nze fredud nabber halla 
wagalehom men kenu. -
"Some / o f the people^ of *Ad-Haseri are living on this 
side of the border and some of them on the other side of it."
(PLl, 286:8)
wa*aze *ebbelli mesmesa latarfu nessal sarre* halla 
*asek yom. -
"And now for this reason his descendants regard the 
tongue as taboo (i.e.: they do not eat it) until today."
(PLl, 198:15)
§ 6.10.1 Imperfect + halla in the expression of habitual or 
iterative aspect.
(b) Other uses of the compound draw attention to the 
habitual or iterative (recurrent) aspects of the activity or state, 
when the period of time being indicated includes the present moment. 
(This use does not necessarily inrply that the activity continues 
throughout the relevant period of time, but merely that it has dura­
tion within the period.) The presence of adverbials which indicate
extent of time in such expressions can determine the presence of
the compound.^
Examples:
wabar motat wahetu men la*am*el lamota ?endo*anbata ’asek 
hadel yom kel wuqat ’essicce *em kaleb lebel halla 
walakerentu kemsalha temassel. -
"And later she (i.e.: the 'wife' of the bird) died and, 
beginning on the day of her death, until today he (i.e.: 
her 'husband') says all the time: '9Essiece ’Em Kaleb'
and his call resembles this." (i.e. The call of the 'hus­
band' bird in the story is said to resemble the utterance
which means: 'My wife, ’Em-Kaleb'.)
(PLl, 77:12)
wa’ebbella gomatu la’ensa men ’addam kern motat *eb la*eder 
ged’o nabrehu rakkeb halla ’asek yom bahalat men lawagama
■^The contrast habitual/actual present has^no^relevance to the dis­
tinction between imperfect and imperfect + halla. When a certain 
period of time is indicated the compound is usually used, regard­
less of the semantic contrast 'habitual/actual' present.
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ma badana. (...). wa*eb laged*o *asek yom temayet hallet. - 
"And until today he finds his nourishment when ^ome of^ 
the camels die of Ged*o disease the detriment of men^ 
hy reason of this advice of his; that is to say, from 
their slaughtering-place or /from/'' their corpses. (...)
And until today they (lit.: ’she', i.e.: the camels) die of 
fired*o ^disease^.”
(PLl, 69:12, 20)
da*am *aze ladegge mefrelab may men remayu *9b bud bud *et 
be*dat *akan nakkes halla. -
"But now, since water is far from the village of Me^elab, 
it is (i.e.: its people are) changing abode slowly to 
another place."
(Ibid., 279:3)
la*addetay kestan lamafrabar mesyon *eb gararrem *abyat
tamat *amat lettammar halla. lagerhom *eb bars sanni
vv _ t »labassulo wawarat beser wabe edma ke enna lamassel lamdo hallaw. -
"The small Christian parish of the Mission / o f Galab^is 
enhanced-yearly with beautiful houses. They cultivate 
their fields well by ploughing and are learning handicrafts 
and also ^dome^ other similar (lit.: ’which resembles like 
this1) works."
(Tribi,74:33)
§ 6.11 Imperfect + *ala as a descriptive past.
This complex is essentially used to express a dynamic description
b lO .
in the past, when attention is drawn to the continuity of the acti­
vity (or state) rather than to the fact that it occurred. In such 
utterances the perfect serves as past narrative. A story needs the 
simple perfect forms for the succession of events, while the com­
pound describes various aspects of the events. It is thus correct 
to treat it as a descriptive past which contrasts with the narrative 
‘past. The compound is used to express the past progressive when 
attention is drawn to the extent of the action.
Examples:
wafrawu qan*aw * ettu *abuhu lata *9111 kellu * et lebbu 
’akkebbo *ala. -
’’His brothers became jealous of him. His father, how­
ever, kept all this in his heart.”
(Racconti, 15:6)
wa*9sso * at *addam wa*et neway mas*at. waneway qataf 
*8cay * endo qanfasaw laball’ewo *alaw. walaqafraf kern 
frarra laneway kullu *9t sabel bafrar gesaw bu wa* 9ttu 
tambafra rakbaw * elu ka* elu balle* *ala. walaneway fcalibu 
kern freber la^ambafra masla. -
’’And hunger-came upon people and upon cattle. And having 
plucked the leaves of the trees they were feeding the 
cattle. And when the leaves dried they went with all the 
cattle to the lowlands and there they found for them loc­
usts and they were eating them. And the colour of the 
milk of the cattle resembled the colour of the locusts.”
(PLl, 193:11)
kaleb * eb gabay les*e *ala waketfat sega *et *afuhu 
*alat * elu. haqo gale * et mahaz *eb mayu bagjia. - 
”A dogwas running on the road and in his mouth he had’ 
a piece of meat. After a while he arrived at a river 
(with water).”
(^g*azot, 65:16)
wa*esaw *et ya*aqob fruhu teqaggaba ka*egel leqtallo 
fcazze *ala. -
”And Esau was angry with his brother Jacob and sought 
to kill him.”
(Racconti, 13:25)
* — » V  — * — —wala enas lahay egsi lac eggaray eb mal tezabayu mennu. 
wafcar *akarrazayu * et gano waketabat ma frerz gab’a * elu. 
wa*et segadu waddyo *ala. (...) wala*ela zamta *atte 
ba *ala. -
”And that man bought the hair from him with money. And 
then he sewed it up in a leather case and it became a 
talisman forhLm. And he used to hang it around his neck. 
(...) And whatever ^Coot^ he raided he brought home.”
(PLl, 73:6, 9)
kaleb wademmu kel*ot galgalay fatac *alaw wamesel * et 
woro degge nabro *alaw. *aze fratte metel JLali * et woro 
degge * esat men qabel *et tafraye ra*aw. - 
”A dog and a cat were (two) friends - pals - and were 
living together in a certain village. Now, at night (lit. 
•one day, at night1), they saw from a distance a fire 
burning in a village.”
walaqas kem dab/at *ettu *asektarbe*a me*el kerentu
tessamma* *alat da*am ^aqoha mota. - 
"And after she had shut the priest in it (i.e.: the 
house) his voice was heard for up to forty days, but 
after that he died.11
(PLl, 53:19)
da*am bezufc *enday kalle* *eb hergate ra*asu *ebbu 
*ebbu ladanno *ala da’ikon tek ,ibela. - 
"But, soon, he was drooping his head owing to sleep, 
without resisting be did not raise l^iis headT*."
(Ag’azot, 60:22)
bar haye *eb lakal’ayt *amat mangas daryos bsstas'ftes 
negus fares *eb degman faseb nedqo labet mennu tahayabayom. 
(...) ka*aze *enday letkarru* nedqo *alaw. - 
"Later on, however, in the second year of the kingdom of 
Xerxes the king of Persia, permission for building the , 
house (i.e.: the Temple) was again given to them by him.
(...). And now they were building without being kept back.
(Storia, 92:30, 93:2)
« V V  ■) twabar zelam kem bazhat ekel wahalib haye fassa ka ad 
farba wa*eb goyla wa*eb freqer nabbsr *ala. - 
"And later on when rain was plentiful corn and milk were 
in abundance, and the people rejoiced and were living in 
comfort (lit.: 'living in song and dance and sufficient 
nourishment1)."
(Tribu, 33:8)
§ 6.11.1 Imperfect + *ala in variation with the simple perfect.
A particular case of the above use mentioned for this 
compound (i.e.: as a dynamic descriptive past) is its variation 
with the simple imperfect; here the compound expresses an activity 
as if it takes place in the present (cf. § 6.8.2).
Examples:
wakullu lasab ladarbush tala *ar* estulasa katamayem 
wada. wakel mennom * ede la'amir gabbet *ala wahetu 
sabbel mansur lella warasul bal labsilo *ala. wahaye 
lossa*allom (...). (...) wakel mennom balles (...).
wakel * e.wan * et laneggaratu *akel la,asqaraw leblo mansur 
lella warasul. wabellay ba-dis *akel lalabsa kal mennom 
lagarru makfanka legba* lebulo wahetu *amin lebel. 
wala’amir walamasayek * egel lakarayihom lebula *alaw gadem
kestan kella *egel nabdeya tu. (...). da*am ra*as *alula
/ \ 9 —  V . vv_(...) eb karayihu qanga mesel ladarbus egel lessafaf. .
da,am lataqqac *eb mas*el sam*aw ladarbus kem.*imayet
. ( v »
wahaye eglom kemsal agay egel lidayom kem daqqeb.
ka*eb sabab *elli farrub *alaw. wara*as * alula *et sab el 
kem tekarra * eb konatu mo^etat temaya. -
"And all the people who followed the Dervishes shaved their 
heads and put on turbans. And each one of them grasped the 
hand of the Emir, and he (i.e.: the Emir) said to him:
'Make a vow; say: 'Victorious /is]/ Allah and the Prophet."
And also he asked them: (...). And each of them answered: 
(...). And all the time, on each occasion when they raised 
the war-cry against /^the noise o f / the drum, they said:
klk.
'Victorious /pis/  Allah and the Prophet]' And whenever 
anyone of them put on a new garment his companions used 
to say to him: 'May it become your shroud', and he was 
saying ^~in repl^/: 'Amen1. And the Emir‘and the Sheikhs 
were saying to their army: 'Well then, we are going to 
destroy all the Christians.' (...). But Ras ’Alula 
(...) rose with his arny in order to fight (lit.: to fight 
with) the Dervishes. But the soldiers heard /B y means of? 
an account that the Dervishes did not die and also that they 
could make them like trees (i.e.: that the Dervishes were
immortal and-could render their enemy immobile). And because 
of this they were afraid. And Ras ’.Alula, having descended 
to the lowlands, spent the night at Mo£©*at with his troops."
(PLl, 163:12, 16;
l#f:l, 9, 10)
’enas-faras ’‘endo tesa*ana lali * eb deba* halef *ala. 
mad or galmut tu» .l.a*'anas *akel ’akal ’ at dawaru sema 
lar’e ’i*ala. ’at samat lagabay *abbay *acay tabatfrar.
9 V  <worot man la aqsuna man la al lagabay madud tu. hatu 
’eb ratrat nadde’ *ala. ’at ra’asu laqasan admatayu. - 
"A man mounted on a horse was passing through the forest 
at night. It was dark. Gradually the man was seeing 
nothing around him. At the side of the road stood a 
large tree. One of its branches was stretching above 
the road. He was driving out /Vue horse^ at a trot.
His head struck the branch (lit.: 'The branch struck 
his head')."
(’ag’azot, 72:2)
da*am latabotna bezufr gen*at wakabrat ta. * ebba
*endefrer ka,ekal wafralib * enrakko.b wa*et >abayna 
net*awat wa*aray *enkaf9l wa* 9bbama * abayna *Qnraggsm 
wanabaggefr. sabbat *9111 haye dol sob 9k wasogem qas * ot 
ra’asu >9ndo wadaya * ogol ,it9zammat jjaysotat l9t*araw 
*9la ka*aqquba wakowal gabbu* * 9la *alaw. (...). da*am 
>aze (...). tabotna badet mansna. -
’’But our Tabot was very strong and honourable. By ^ieans of^ 
it we were blessing, finding our corn and milk, overcoming 
our enemy and dividing the booty. And also we were cursing 
and getting hold of our enemy by ^eans of7 it. So, because 
of this, at the time of going down to the lowlands and up to 
the highlands, the priest having put it on himself, the 
nobles united around it and guarded it, and were its guard 
that it would not be robbed. (...). But now (...) 
we have lost the Tabot.”
(Tribu, 70:18, 27, 31)
§ ‘6«11,2 Imperfect + *ala as 'praesens in praeterito’.
This compound is also used to express those aspects exemplified 
above (see: § 6.10, 6.10.1) by imperfect + halla- here in a past con­
text.
The main uses of the compound imperfect + *ala as 'praesens 
in praeterito' are as follows:
(a) To express a habitual or recurrent activity in the past, or
a custom (situation) which prevailed. This use of the com­
pound usually requires the presence of an adverbial expression.
416.
Examples:
wala’enas higa freyayet kullu *amara nay *ad wanay 
kadan wa*akel lasam*ayu lafrasab * endo *amara tem 
label *ala. -
"And the man understood the language of all animals, 
domestic and wild, and whenver he heard it, having under­
stood the meaning, he kept silent."
(PLl, 88:19)
gawra wa*ad matallem badir mesel *ad temaryam lettallabo 
*alaw. wa*aze lata bannom lettallabo wakel mennom zaga 
bannu bu. -
"The §awra and the *Ad Ma'allem formerly used to be counted 
with *Ad Temaryam. And now, however, they are counted by 
themselves and each of them has its own village."
(PLl, 284:19)
ya*akob *et kel highu >aman letbage ,i*ala. - 
"Jacob was not in the habit of always speaking the truth." 
(lit.: 'He did not use to speak the truth in all his 
utterances'.)
(’Ag’azot, 97:3)
fraqo may *ayh bozufr zaban kem balfa ’abrah'am laletbahal 
* enas *et degge karan nabber *ala. tara yabuhu betdam
*amaleket lamallek *ala 9abraham lata farhay rabbi tu. - 
"When a long period of time had passed after the great 
flood, a man called Abraham was living in a town called 
Karah (i.e.: Haran). His father Terah used to adore idols
(lit.: ’other gods’), but Abraham was God­
fearing ^man/."
(Racconti, 12:2)
*ana na*us * et *ana kel dol *et bet mehro *egayes *alko. ■ 
"When I was young I used to go to school every day (lit.:
'every time')."
*ad takles menma la’afarre^tu ke’enna haw gabba* kel 
dol letgadab waletqatal kel*ot *enker *ettu * endo 
tekaffala letba*as wa^ ied labadde *ala. - 
"Although the branches (i.e.: tribes) of *Ad Takles were, 
in this fashion, brothers, they used to quarrel and con­
tend with each other all the time; they used to split 
into two factions, to fight and destroy each other."
(PLl, 40:6)
da*am walad *esra * el *akel latenassabaw rabbi haye farday 
* endo harrasa saddyom warn an 9abayamom ladbenom *ala 
ka*asek bezufc zaban * eb had*at rabbi lamalko *alaw. - 
"But whenever the children of Israel did penance God 
helped them, raising up .a judge ^ o r  them^ and saving them 
from their enemy, so that they were worshipping God in 
calm for a long time."
(Storia, 72:31)
walaqassa ejpan leban et ms el frad kel e gabata 
<attenna*ala. -
" And her priest used to burn incense for her - about 
two gabata"1" a day."
(PLl, 33:12)
"^gabata is a measure of about 18 kilograms (see: PL2, p.37 footnote l), 
or 48 litres (see: FM, p.171, footnote 1, line 3).
(b) To express a simultaneous activity (with a single action 
or with a progressive one) in the past.
Examples:
faddafra gafray kem bafnat frayat 9et *ezal * egcat 9akarrara 
waqasna. bezfrat *anaggit * et semfru lettalhaya *alaya.
* et lettalhaya gale mennan * et maqfcan lafrayat *argaya. - 
"When the sun became hot at noon the lion lay down in the 
shade of a tree and fell asleep. Many mice were playing 
at his side. While playing, some of them.mounted theback of 
the lion."
(,Ag,azot, 66:2)
ka*et leghe *8118 belayat bela. (...). wala*afal 
lettalhe *ettu *ala. wa*ellan kem bela nafsu gesat. - 
"And he sang (lit.: ’said1) this song, grieving: ’(...)'. 
And the goats were making fun of him (i.e.: while he sang 
his song). And having sung this he died (lit.: ’his soul 
went out'."
(PLl, 70: 18, 71:1)
wanabra ’addala* elom wa>ef leballu* frante la^eggat 
semtom batter *ala.
"And he made ready a meal for them and while they ate he 
was standing beside them under the tree."
(Racconti, 13:7)
wakarayi *esra*el men lasaf *et taqabbel la’anes *eb goyla 
wa* eb sessetit lanegus * egel letkabbata fagraya kasa-fol 
seh da am flawed aser seb qatla et lebla balya alaya. -
419.
"And when the army of Israel returned from the battle 
the women went out to receive the king with song and 
dance, and were singing, saying: 'Saul killed one
thousand but David - ten thousand'."
(Storia, 63:16)
kahetu haye dangasa wahar k9*enna bela wo fange.g *addemay 
* eb sababka gomes *etqatal talko nafseka ketenna frawanit 
*et *enta. -
"And he became frightened but later spoke like this: '0
v vllittle man, be like fengij I I was fighting because of 
you in vain, your breath of life having been so weak'."
(PLl, 86:10)
kahetu sakba men gabbe* lacentatu fazzez waqanga men
» v tgabbe sam labello ala. -
"And if he went to sleep his eyes used to be open and 
if he awoke he used to close them." (i.e.: When he fell
asleep his eyes were open and when he woke up he shut his 
eyes.)
(Lt Leg , 6:18)
bar la*essit qangat ka*et la*affet walda kaf *endo tebe 
ragmat wateherarat wakeyenna telanni * endo tebe sam*at 
tewadde *alat. -
"After that the woman got up and, sitting ^lerse If? at 
the entrance the house of^ her son, cursed and reviled;
and she was calling ^jecple^ to witness, saying: 'She
spoke to me like this'."
(Tigre Texts, 3:l4)
1 v vA small bitter herb. Here the verb form is the imperative of fangaga,
a denominative of fengjg (See LR , p.670 ) .
420.
worot *enas fratte dol *et *adgu *endo t9ga*ana *addu 
gayes *ala. walane*us waldu * eb *egru * et semfru *Qg9l 
ligis fcadgayu. -
"Once, a man mounted on a horse was going to his village.
And the man left his son to walk by foot beside him."
(’Ag'azot, 74:2)
§ 6.12 The imperfect in construction with nabra and ganfca
The complexes imperfect + nabra and imperfect + ganfra are 
grammatically analogous to imperfect + <ala1 though not lexically 
identical: while, in the imperfect + *ala complex, the auxiliary
verb has only a grammatical function, nabra and ganfca may often re­
tain their lexical content. In the latter case the meaning of the 
complex proceeds from the lexical content of both the auxiliary verb 
and the 'auxilie'. It should be mentioned here that both complexes 
under discussion have a low distribution and that their actualization 
is one of distributional inclusion with imperfect + *ala.
§ 6.12.1 Imperfect + nabra
As the main verb of the sentence, nabra means "to live", "to 
pass one's life"^
Examples:
*ettaya tenabber ? *et karan * enabbe.r halleko. - 
"Where do you live? I live in Karan."
worot >9nas *aba *alat *elu. da*am men * ella ’afrahu 
mambaro *ekkit nabbetr *ala bahalat la^ajjahu fcalib *isatte
^ Cf. § 4.7 et seq.
(...) *aqqebba wa’akkebba nabra. -
"A man had /some^ cows. But he was living a bad life 
with these cows of his, that is to say he did not drink 
the milk of his cows (...); he passed his time merely 
(lit.: 'only1) guarding and collecting them."
(PLl, 262:7, 10)
As the auxiliary verb in construction with a verb in the 
imperfect, nabra is used to express:
(a) the extent of an activity o£ a situation throughout one's 
life, or any considerable period of it - when so defined 
by adverbial expressions.
Examples:
badir kem latebahala tasfamkel wad gabres menma *iletkantab 
*ad marreh *ala. wafrar *endo ke*enna nabbar nabra kem mota 
*edris waldu mayet men ganfca lagegennatu * et tedros wad 
waldu jjalfat. wahetu * et zamaytotat marred wagayes *endo 
nabra fcar tekantaba. -
"As it was said before, Tasfamkel W.G., although not appointed 
as chieftain, was leading the people. And later, when he died, 
having passed his life thus, since his son *Edris had died be­
fore him, the leadership passed to his grandson Tedros. And 
he, having led /E ls  people^ and having made plundering raids, 
was later appointed chieftain."
(Tribu, 51:20)
haqo * ella zar*it *et lafraddis maskabu bet * ashagan *et 
lemarrefc * endo nabber nabra mota wateqabbara. -
"After this, Zar’it died and was buried in his new 
abode, having passed his life leading the people o£?
Bet ’Esjiaqan."
(Tribu, 77.20)
the quality of life as regards a given situation or state 
which prevailed.
Examples:
kel*ot fru mesel nabro *alaw (...). da>am kel dol lajjaw 
letba*aso nabraw. -
"Two brothers were living together (...). But they used 
to quarrel all the time."
(PLl, 35:17)
wabatbatte *awan haye mas el gabbe* kagabayel be*ed 
zammet wameslu letgadab. wa*agedda mes.bl babab kel dol 
letgadabo waletqatalo nabraw. -
-ftAn& sometimes, however, they were together (i.e. united) 
and raided and fought other tribes. Especially, they 
quarrelled all the time with the gabab and fought them."
(Ibid., 40:8)
gadem mansa* ma rebsm *arabi * eb zaban badirdi zammet 
nabrat da*ikon tezammat >i*alat. - 
"Now, in the old time Mansa* - or 3Re£em *Arabi - were 
indeed making plundering raids; they were not ^Xhem- 
s e lv e s f being raided."
(Tribu, 8:8)
*f23.
wahetu balsa kabellom * emye tamayet nabrat wabar *ana 
kem tewalladko *agel. ’i’imut menna *adeg sametanni. - 
"My mother lost ^ier children^* in death and, later on, 
when I was born, she named me Donkey lest I should die.”
(PLl, 51:^)
wa*addu men lezzammat lattakre nabra. -
”And if his village was raided he fetched back ^Ehe loot^1.”
(Ibid., 73:10)
When the activity concerned involves the making of a living, 
the complex with nabra denotes an occupation.
Examples:
ka’enas worot haye talaya *ala wala^fcaha ler^e nabra. - 
”And a certain man was her shepherd and used to pasture 
her cattle.”
(PLl, 27:21)
kalagabil rom * et kel *akan leg*ez wanewayu lerte nabra. - 
”And the tribe of the Rom were emigrating to every place 
and pasturing their cattle."
(Ibid., 86:12)
(c) a habitual or recurrent activity, the indulgence in which 
is of extensive duration. In such instances the auxiliary 
nabra loses its semantic value and its function is purely 
grammatical, i.e., it is a variant of the taxeme imperfect + 
*ala.
wa’elli kullu ladawrat walagab’it kellom waddwo nabraw.
"And all the vagabonds and the highwaymen lived doing it.n
(PLl, 172:4)
wa*asek *aze lawered halla * egel lasama* la*alaba garit. 
da*am * eb zaban badir menma sama* rakbo *et dam wa*et 
geberennat wa*et res *iletkabboto. wered fried nassu* nabraw. 
"And the oath exists until now for a case which has no wit­
ness. But in olden times, even if they found a witness, 
they did not accept him in peases of^ bloodshed, slavery 
(i.e. insulting a free man by calling him a slave) and in­
heritance land^; ^in such cases/ they used to take 
the oath from each / s id e / . "
(PLl, 176:5)
wake*anna waddu nabraw * at maskab *aqber mawalledom 
labe*ettu waked *ayro ^an^el lasalfom. - 
"And on their first day / a f t e r  arrival/7* they used to 
behave like this when they entered a place in which 
there were tombs of their relatives."
(Ibid., 228:13)
qas taddemkel qare* *itala. da*am *eb semma* gale 
gabfra wa*eb ba*al wa* et taskar * elu dagagem.. nabra.
"Priest 'Addemkel could not read. But he acquired a 
little by hearing, and on festal days and on festivals 
for the dead he recited it."
(Ibid., 52:7)
Habits and customs imply activities of extensive duration. The 
use of the complex as portrayed in (c) evolves from the semantic con­
tent of the whole utterance and thus a situation exists in which the 
lexical content of nabra is pleonastic.
§ 6.12.2 Imperfect + ganfca
As the auxiliary verb in construction with an imperfect form, 
ganfra is used to express:
(a) continuity of the activity or state implied by the lexical 
content of the 'auxilie1 (for ganfra as a lexical item, see 
§ k .6  etseqlThis notion is analogous to the one expressed 
in English by expressions such as "kept doing", "remained 
doing", etc.
Examples:
wa*asekma *et galbat *sndo *ata letgasse bezub *addamatat 
dibu ta*akkabaw wakullu la,addam *et safcLel bajpjper gan^a. - 
"And he even sat in a boat himself, having entered 
^sinceT* many people assembled around him. And all the people 
remained standing on the shore."
(NT, Matthew, 13:2)
wakullu labezfce lagabil * eb 9ewan *atnanot laleban men 
gof kadan batter waletmahalal - ganfra. - 
"And all the multitude of people stayed standing and 
praying outside ^the temple^1 a*fc the time of the smoking 
of the incense."
(NT, Luke, 1:10)
kagefrros lara^yu ra*ay mi bahalat kern tu * eb lebbu * at
latwayan re*e men qomelewos latala’akaw sab * eb bet 
sem,on * at lessa,alo wa’at lassa’alo *et lababa bafrro 
ganfcaw. -
"And while Peter deliberated in his heart ^about7 what 
was the meaning of the vision which he had seen, behold, 
the people who were sent by Cornelius kept standing at 
the gate of Simon’s house making inquiries."
(NT, Acts, 10:17)
wala’anas * ando saka *at worot be*ad rom mag*a ka*alu 
ta*ayaba walarom frarras ganfra. -
"And the man, having fled, came to another Rom and sought 
his protection; and the Rom kept ploughing."
(PL1, 85:23)
the progressive past, in which case its grammatical function 
parallels that of imperfect + ^ala.'1' The general notion 
which is found behind the use of ganfca as exemplified below 
is that of an activity of limited duration, i.e., to stay 
for a certain time performing the activity expressed by the 
'auxilie', and its formal expression in translation is evi­
dent only when the context allows it.
Examples:
da’am qadamu * at ladagge. simon lalabulo * anas nabbar 
ganfca wahatu *ayat wadde wa*ana *abi * ana label lasab
samarya laddangaggom *ala.
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"But before that there was living ^For a certain timef  
in the city a man called Simon; and he was practising 
sorcery, and, saying, fI am great1, he astounded the 
people of Samaria.11
(NT, Acts, 8:9)
was9tan mss si rabbi >egel lsssafaf bet naddsq ganha 
kamaryam mag’attakka man belawo sabaraya kafcadgaya.
(...). wala*eban la*slu naddeq ganka *egel maryam bet 
kostah nadqaw bu. -
"And Satan was ^taying there^ building a house to fight 
against God. And when they told him: 'Mary has come to
^confront^ you' he demolished it and left it. (...) And 
with the stones with which he had been building they 
built a church for Maiy."
(Lt Leg , 12:34, 35)
§ 6.13 The imperfect in construction with verbs of time-duration 
Verbs of time-duration denote a concrete period of time.
Examples:
wa*ala - "to pass the day"; temaya - "to pass the 
night"; *agbsfra - "to pass the morning"; ,amsa - 
"to pass the evening".
Verbs of time-duration retain their lexical content fully 
in whatever syntactical context they occur, be it in the role of an 
adverbial complement to the main verb of the sentence, or as the 
main verb itself.
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Examples:
(...) ka’snday law*el waletmaye mota. - 
"(...) And paving become ill/ be died within 
twenty-four hours (lit.: 'without passing a day and a 
night')."
(PL1, 252:18)
da*am * eb lalali laha lanegus qesah *alabu tomaya. - 
"But on that night the king could not sleep (lit.:
'passed the night without having sleep')."
(Eacconti, 35^3)
When the adverbial complement to a verb of time-duration is 
a verb in the imperfect form, the resulting complex has certain formal 
similarities to a compound-tense construction: the verb of time-
duration and the ^ rb in the imperfect form occupy syntactical posi­
tions similar to those of auxiliary verb and 'auxilie' respectively; 
furthermore, the tense of the complex as a whole is decided by the 
tense of its second element. It is mainly the semantic independence 
of the verb of time duration which precludes the complex form being 
regarded as a compound tense and clarifies the status of its elements 
as verb plus complement. Hence the second element of the complex may 
assume the perfect or imperfect form, according to the tense of the 
verb.
Examples:
(...) * enta * ssat tegannefr temayeka. -
"(...) You passed the night looking at the fire."
I
(PLl, 33:9)
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(...) kalla la*a]jahu fraileb *amsa. -
"(...) He spent the evening milking all his cows."
(PL1, 83:25)
ka*9gel lagena ke*Snna teblo *amset (...). -
"And she passed the evening singing to the child
like this:(...)." (Tigre Texts, 13:15)
(...) wa*eb lali neggaf kamsalhu hallu letmayaw..
"(...) And also on the night of the wake / o f the 
dead/ they pass the night singing."
(PL3, xiii:l6)
har *eb fagru *et la*9tta Jatte bet balls* wasatte 
lew* 9l.. -
"Afterwards, he spends the day eating and drinking in 
the house which he has entered in the morning."
(PM, 149:27)
(...) kaqarre* lagabbafr. -
"(...) And he passed the morning reading /prayers/."
(Ibid., ^ S ^ ) 1
It can be argued that there are grounds for including the imperfect + 
nabra or ganfra complexes in this section for those instances in which 
nabra describes 'life-time* and ganfra a limited period.. Such an argu­
ment is in fact a valid one. The complexes with nabra and ganfra are, 
however, described in a section apart (see: § 6.12) owing to the 
possible weakening of the semantic meaning of these two verbs and 
their closer similarity to the status of an auxiliary verb. Ultimately, 
the degree to which nabra and ganfra retain their lexical content has 
to be considered and context must be taken into consideration in each 
case, as shown in the following example:
wagongay ladol *et letfrasas ganha. wa*aze ksl dol 
lamdaya ka 9b la Qdayu ra asu dakksk halla. - 
"And the fly had /previously/ been smearing himself 
at that time. And now he has become accustomed to
(continued on following page)
§ 6.1** Complexes with the perfect: * endo + perfect + *ala(ganba).
This is a complex whose association with the tense concept 
is perfective, i.e.: the notion expressed by it refers to (a result
of) an event or a situation whose beginning (and end) is previous to 
another specified, or understood, point of time.
9endo + perfect + *ala denotes the perfective past •
Examples:
*abunawas *sla *alat *q ! u  wahaye batte naggalat. wa*et 
dewar la*elahu ,aqernat *aj;al * endo saqaqa *ala. - 
”*Abunawas had a well and also cne kid. And he had stuck 
^Eh the ground^1 horns of goats around the well.”
(PL1, 30:1**)
wala,enas lagarwa * endo tega.*ana kern *ala *amara (...). -
"And the man knew that the koodoo had already been ridden.”
(Ibid., 232:9)
wabezuk *endo tasaddada *ala wa* eb bazfret frafanat galla. ■ 
”And he had been much distressed and prayed with great 
zeal (lit.: ’heat*).”
(Racconti, 3^:23)
/^cToing^  it all the time and rubs his head with his hands.”
(PL1, 80:2**)
The first sentence refers to a continuous activity, taking place for 
some time, which was terminated before again indulged in. The second 
sentence refers to the resumption of the same activity from an habitual 
actual aspect. The perfective nature of the first sentence can be 
understood only from the context; the elements of the complex itself 
have a syntactical relationship of verb plus predicative, whose mean­
ing implies a continuous activity, limited in time.
(...) hetu *eg9l la*Qndo frawana la*ala ,amlakot 
rabbi fraddasayu (...).
”(...) He renewed the adoration of God which had 
been weakened (...).”
(Storia, 73*19)
wakel'itom *eb ^mrom * endo *abbaraw *alaw. - 
’’And the two of them had become old in years (lit.: 
’life-time, age').”'*’
(Storia, 103:11)
§ 6.1*f.l ^endo_ + perfect + ganjga
This complex may have the same function and value as the 
complex with *ala.
Example:
(...) he.ta bezufr >endo *abbarat ganfrat. -
(...) She had been very old.”
(NT, Luke, 2 :36)
The verb ganfra may - in addition to its grammatical function
I
introduce the notion of ’already*.
Example:
wa*ot *ad kom *ataw lamar*at * ebba *ebba daqala *endo 
*amsat ganfrat. wakantebay gallim samta *95511 waldu 
*amsat kern ganfrat. -
Cf. the last example with the following version in which the perfect 
is complemented by an adjectival form: wakel>itom *ob tomrom *abaysr
*alaw. - ’’And the two of them were old in years.”. ( N T ,  Luke, 1:7)
’’And when they returned home ^Ehey found^ at once 
^hat^ she was already pregnant with a bastard. And 
K.§. heard that the wife of his son was already pregnant.”
(PL1, 45:4)
The notion of ’already’ is evolved from the meaning of
ganfra as a lexical item, as is shown in the following example, where
ganfra occurs in the imperfect:
(...) 9eb warafr makka'el fragay *at sarru ma * at 
makallasihu *ab*eratom wansway at *frarsom kullu 
wazar’om * endo *addalaw gannufr. -
"(•••) They already prepare their bulls and all their 
ploughing instruments and their seeds (or: ’they prepare....
and wait...’) in the month of Makke*el-fragay - in the middle 
of it or at its end.”^
(PL1, 95:3)
§ 6.1^ The complex perfect + ka + auxiliary
This complex consists of a verb in the perfect followed by
the conjunction ka (see § 8.3*2 (4)) which is itself followed by an 
auxiliary verb. The auxiliary verb can be halla. *ala or ganfra. Here 
also (as with the complex *endo + perfect + *ala (see § 6.l4))the
'Another similar example is:
* ab ba*alat makka*el * ewan qayem wafragay ka* enna waddu.
^a^in *ando 'amlefraw gannufr wa*ab lama^al ba^al makka'el 
gabafr madra *agal kal tab at man la^a^in frabbazat qafraf"" 
waddu alu. -
”Gn the festivals of Makka'el ^which are^1 at the time of 
autumn (lit.: ’harvest') and of summer, they perform in 
this manner: beforehand, they leaven the dough (or: 'they
leaven the dough and wait') and on the day of the feast of 
Makka*el, in the early morning, they make from the ^Teavened7 
dough a ^ Ebick round loaf of^1 bread (called: 'the bread of 
the leaves') for every male.”
(PL1, 204:23)
feature of time underlined is that of a perfective tense.
§ 6.15.1 The complex perfect + ka + halla
Perfect + ka + halla denotes the perfective present (appro­
ximating to the meaning of the present-perfect tense in English). 
Examples:
ka*az.e men *6111 degam kal*e masal tarfaya kahallaya.
’’And now two proverbs have remained from this story.”
(PL1, 6:3)
wademmu mania me*el laha *asak *aze (...) kaynat *at 
* enta tarfat kahallet. -
”And from that day until now the cat has remained treacherous.
(...) ’ana framamko kahalleko waseraye goka halla (...). - 
”1 have become ill and my cure is with you (i.e.: you 
possess it) (...).”
(ELI, 93:3)
wala* awan kawakab frad zamta kahalla fagur *alabu lablo 
*asak kel worot *et *akanu laqabbel. - 
"And at that time it is said that the stars have been 
fighting each other and ^hat7 there is no constellation 
until each one returns to its place.”
(Ibid., 67:21)
(...) wa*egel waldu *assa>alaYU walka ned,o manana * endo 
belaw j:artaw * qqqb kahalaw. wa*aze mi nide bello. - 
"And he informed his son, saying to him: 'They have
complained to me saying: "send your son away from
us". What shall we do?1.""
(Lt Leg , 10:28)
§ 6.15.2 The complex perfect + ka + *ala
Perfect + ka + *ala denotes the perfective past (approximat­
ing to the meaning of the past-perfect tense in English).
Examples;
wadela .*sla habaw ka*alaw *ad lawalat *9ndo *agfawa 
ma freyayet * endo habaw ballusa ,elom. - 
"And whatever they have given her (i.e.: to the bride), 
the family of the girl return it to them having doubled 
it or having given animals."^
(Pll, 125:10)
wa*et *ede *ssra*el laballa *akanat ssmsfr bafrar Golan 
nay sorya wanay * esra,el *askar * egel frud * awkad konat 
kaftaw ka*alaw. -
"The Israeli and the Syrian armies had skirmished for 
a short time at the places which are in Israeli hands 
near the Golan sea ^ horep1."
male masanigge * at becc-a mag*aw ka*alaw. - 
"Yesterday my friends had come to my house."
'The English translation requires a present-perfect or a simple- 
perfect form; the Tigre choice is perfective past to indicate that 
the present moment is not included in the act of giving which was 
terminated some time before the act of receiving.
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ba’asaw ka*alaw da*am *aze ta’araw. - 
"They had quarrelled but now they have become re­
conciled."
§ 6.15 .3 The complex perfect + ka + ganfra
Perfect + ka + ganfra primarily denotes the perfective past, 
in addition to which the verb ganfra introduces the notion of 'already' 
(cf. *ando + perfect + ganfra § 6.14.1). That ganfra functions here 
as an auxiliary verb can be shown in the following example:
wasab lamahabar lamattalalagom kern ra*aw qangaw 
kahazmaw >sttom. da*am kantebay gallim nafsu gesat 
kaganfrattom (...). -
"And when the people of the council saw their struggling 
they got up and rushed at them; but they found that 
K.§. had already died."
(PL1, 47:3)
Here the meaning of the complex is (literally): "His soul had al­
ready left them" (i.e. : he had already died). This meaning stands 
in contradiction to the semantic content of the verb ganfra as a 
lexical item which is: "to wait," etc. (cf.: §4.6.1)., Other
examples are:
wafrar (...) la’endaqatu fatfra wamsn la*akan lafreggosatu 
egel la anas afgara. da am endo tafraggaqa mota 
kaganfrayu. -
"And afterwards (...) he opened his belt and took the 
man out of the fold ^ Formed by the girded garment/: but
^Fhe man/ had already died, having been squashed." (i.e.:
§ 6.16
The participle forms of the verbs of type A, CaCeC (active) 
and ■ CeCuC (passive), as well as corresponding participles of other 
types and derivatives (see § 2.7.1 ), can enter into construction 
with the verbs halla, *ala or ganfra in the expression of the perfect­
ive tenses. In such cases the function of the participle resembles 
that of an ’auxilie’ in a tense-compound: while the auxiliary verb
is void of meaning and grammatical in function the participle supplies 
the complex with its meaning and also indicates voice.^
The perfective concept is taken here as denoting:
(a) a period of time that began previous to, and continued up
i
to, a point of time explicitly expressed or implied;
(b) a condition which results from a state or a completed
action that has relevance to a later point of time (past 
or present).
The complex participle + halla may express the perfective 
present while the complexes with *ala and ganfra may express the
^ Only type A verbs make use of both active and passive participles 
in the above construction, other types and derivatives occurring 
only in the passive form (even when meaning is not passive).
See examples in sections below.
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the giant squashed the man accidentally) .
(Ibid., 86:6, 8)
9 9 t  Vhana betna endo dab ana acay tafarrarna wafralib 
fradgam frana *at lakadbet waganaggit satayu 
kaganfrenna (...). -
"Having locked our house we went out ^Fo collect/ wood; 
and we had left milk on the floor and I^pcn. returning/ 
we found that the flies had drunk it (...)."
(Tigre Texts, 9*30)
The complex participle + auxiliary: form and meaning.
perfective past.
The choice of an active or passive-participle form in the 
complex is determined by lexis.
It is not always possible to define the syntactical re­
lationship of the two elements of the complex on formal grounds alone,
o
owing to the special syntactical functioning of the participle. For 
instance, the utterance * etta *ad zamut halla (PL1, 29:3) can be 
rendered in English as: "There is there a raided place", or: "A
place has been raided there". In the former rendering the participle 
is taken as an epithet^ to *ad and the verb halla is taken as verb of 
existence.
Another example: menna ta labab *abi debu* men *ala * egel
Is*ate ,iga,a *alu. (’Ag’azot, 72:9) Here the utterance can be ren­
dered as: "But since the big gate had been closed he could not enter",
or: "Since the gate was closed (...)". In the latter case the parti­
ciple is taken as a predicative adjective and the verb *ala as the 
past-tense form of the copula tu.
In the following utterance the relationship of the elements 
of the complex can best be interpreted in terms of the copula and its 
predicative complement which is an adjective denoting quality.
The distinction between perfective and non-perfective time- 
relations is irrelevant in regard to such a syntactic construction:
For other formal expressions of perfective tenses, see § 6.14 et seq.
I _
'The participle forms CaCeC and CsCuG and corresponding participles of 
other types and derivatives are regularly used.in the expression of the 
Tigre adjective. Cf. § 2.9.2 a)(i) S (ii).
da*am *arwe men kal frayayet medsr kayan *ala. - 
"But the snake was /more/perfidious than all the 
animals of the earth."
(Storia, 7:7)
The active participle - when used intransitively - or the 
passive participle may enter into construction with the copula tu 
in the expression of the state resulting from an action, as can be 
seen by comparing the following two versions of the same utterance:'*'
da*am galehom la’ibagfra.. nabit gagbam hallaw * et 
l.eblo falawom. -
"But some of them mocked them saying: 'They are
satiated with unfermented wine."
(Storia, 168:23)
da,am galehom * et lefalwom *ellom *eb fraddis nabit 
gagbam tom belaw. -
"But some of them said, mocking them: 'These /ones/
are satiated with new wine."
(NT, Acts, 2:13)
§ 6.16.1 Participle + halla
This complex is mainly used to denote the perfective present, 
The complex may be found in variation with the simple per­
fect, e.g.:
Cf. the use Qf the passive voice in English, as described by Onions, 
Syntax, §116.2: "The articles are sold (= are in a sold condition,
have been sold)." Cf. also: Jespersen, Philosophy, 276:6 et seq.
wahammam walye man qatlayu *81110 bela 9 agal larrm/itay 
tasa'ala. walahay bello walka frarmaz qatlayu kahemmam 
haye walye gadam frarmaz qatlu >ihalla *atal qatlayu bela. 
walamass* alay haye bello ’ikon walkadi frarmaz qatlayu. 
wafremmam bela yayaya* walye *atal leta tu laqatlu halla 
’ alii wadday *atal tu. -
"And the leopard asked the lamenter, saying: 'Who killed 
my son?' And that one (i.e. the lamenter) said to him:
'An elephant killed your son'. The leopard, however, 
said: 'An elephant has not killed my son; the goats
have killed him'. The messenger, however, said to him: 
'No, an elephant killed your son'. The leopard said: 'No, 
no] Only the goats (i.e. no one else but the goats) have 
killed my son; this is the deed of the goats*."
(PL1, 25:14)
Other examples with active and passive participles: 
active participle + halla
wa’ ab k9*anna-‘. maryam bariri *asak ’aze beta dab’at 
hallet leblo. -
"And in this way M.B. has locked her house until today."
(PL1, 53:21)
wa*agale ka*an gaba* halla ’agal nams^*o ’igabba’
’alna men lablo lalamfrallom kata’ammano kama laballom. - 
"And if they say: 'So and so has become like this; we
cannot bring him', the one who makes them take the oath 
says to them: 'Well then, confess]"
(Ibid., 175:8)
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watasfoy lagamayom ta *adga lamarrala^ * st leblo *st 
lagabil kam masal tarfat hallet. -
’’And that which Tasfoy counselled them, saying: '^Each
J
family should go^ where its donkey goes1, has remained 
as a proverb among the people.”
(Tribu, 84:20)
wahar *ella za*atu (...) * at tatbahal kern masal *ando 
ga*at *asak *aze *at »af lagabil tarfat hallet.
’’And, afterwards, this utterance (of his), being pro­
nounced '(...), has remained among (lit.‘before’)
the people until today, having become a proverb.”
(Tribu 87:11)
wakam dannat negus salamun sam*a negus kabasa mage* halla 
belawo. -
”And as soon as she descended king Solomon heard ^bout 
it?. He was told (lit.: 'they told him): ’The king of
Kabasa has arrived’.”
(Lt Leg., 6:1k)
hata kabub qoftie* labsat hallet. -
"She has put on a round hat" (or: "She wears a round hat").
pilafros ka*ana ?ayhuday tu *ana gabilatka wasab *agoggat 
*aqassat *000 6 mafrayuka mi wadi halleka *at .. abel balsa 
*ettu. -
""Pilate answered him saying: 'And I, am I a Jew? Your
^For: lamarra * ala.
people and the high priests betrayed you to me. What 
have you done?1."
(NT, John, 18:35)
* alye wa*amarkum *abuyema wa*amarkum wamen *aze 
ta>ammuro ware*eyamu hallekum bello. - 
"He said to him: 'If you had known me, indeed, you
would have known my father; and from now you know him 
and have seen him'."
(Ibid., 14:7)
Passive participle + halla
wa*abballa gabay *ad sab*at lamarbatom tawit hallet. - 
"And the blood-revenge of /Xhe one brother the Seven 
has been delayed in this way."
(PL1, 5 8:3 )
wa*azedi gabilat banna *ikon da*am tagre . 3et *anta
*at kal ’akan fanfrQrt hallet. -
"And now it is not a tribe by itself, but has been dis­
persed everywhere being (i.e.: regarded as) Tigre."
(Ibid., 79:5)
a . VV a awa aze haye kal accat sanni fare la itafarre agal 
tatqarrag wa*at >asat * egal tatlakkaf gadab * at qard
t Y - ■ • ■
la egay karuy halla leballom. -
"He said to them: 'Now, however, the axe has been, laid 
to the root of every tree which does not bear good fruit, 
in order that it be cut down and thrown into the fire."
(NT, Luke, 3:9)
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wa*et letfarraro *et gabay >enas tekabbatayom. hetom 
haye *enta * enas labetna qellefst hallet walamafteba *et 
ban 9 abbanat l.Qsnahu. wafralibna * at somst lama* osat 
dobu* halla. >its>9te wa,itsnsa> belawo. - 
"And when they were outside a man met them. They, how­
ever, said to him: 'You, manj Our house has been locked
and we put its key under a rock, and our milk has been 
covered a milk-pail^1 beside the fire-place. Do not 
enter and do not take ^Ehe milk^ f."
(Tigre Texts, 9^19)
*esey *azema lano’us ksllom taref halla da,.am.hetu. *aze abage* 
* at lor* e kadan ferrur halla balsa. -
"Jesse answered: 'Now then, the smallest of them all is
left (lit.: has remained), but he has gone out now, 
pasturing the sheep."
(Storia, 61:11)
§ 6.16.2 Participle + halla in subordinate clauses
Usually, subordinating conjunctions and particles - adverb­
ial and pronominal - immediately precede the auxiliary verb. The pro­
nominal suffix is attached to the participle.
Examples:
wamar*awi laga*a lakokab <abi *at *astar fagar *st 
halla men betu *ifagger (...). -
"And the one who is newly married husband, when the 
Great Star has risen in the sky, does not go out of his 
house (...)."
(PL1, 56:18)
* amerika wabukuma sovyet nay nyukler sowar *et sanni 
kedmat lefra yegel law*ulo *ot maradayat bagbam kern 
hallaw nay *amerika marfray minister >at,amaraw. - 
"The foreign minister (lit.: the leading minister) of 
America (i.e.: the United States) announced that America
and the Soviet government have reached an agreement to use 
nuclear weapons for useful purposes (lit.: good work) only.
ladol lamal/ak wo maryam >eb rabbi sahal rakbat tu 
halleki ka*itofrehi. -
"Then the angel ^said^: '0 Mary, you have found favour 
/x n the eyes^ of God. Do not be afraid.’"
(NT, Luke, 1:30)
_ « • VVyasus lata b^doga sanni wodday waydat acce tu hallet. -
"But Jesus ^said^: 'Leave her aloneJ She has done a
good deed to me'."
(NT, Mark, 1^:6)
The relative pronoun precedes either the participle or the auxiliaiy 
Examples:
(...) * at bole makkaray bayarotat * sndo sanbawom * sgel 
lskkabbotom ksm tu duluy lahalla program lat^ammor. - 
"(...) A programme which has been prepared gives the in­
formation that they will wait for him and will receive him
(lit.: 'them' - polite form) at the airport of Bole."
woro men labeb^am *azema kurruk lsbol walaqemmug halla 
fazze* >9gel lebezayom gayos. -
"One of those who hid again says 'kurruk' and the one who
has his eyes closed (or: 'who has closed his eyes')
opens them and goes to look for them (i.e.: his friends!"
(Tigre Games, 63:13)
§ 6.16.3 Participle + *ala
This complex can be used to denote the perfective past.
Its function in the past corresponds to that of participle + halla 
in the present.^
Active participle + *ala
i
Examples:
walanewayatu * st bet fradgu *ala kalazamtai nas*atto 
kagale sawar men baza *irakba. —
"And he had left his weapons at home and the raiders 
took them, so, when he sought some weapons, he did 
not find ^ hem^."
(PL1, 46:6)
waga* *et *akan weqqel sabbay waydamu *alaw. - 
"And they had made a guard of the lizard on a high 
place ^efore they started skinning the animal)."
(Ibid., 80:14)
da*am *ad suma lata baw tom. cad suma >abtsbotom
v « _ t- —
suma latetbahal essit hadi ala wabar gale welad walda
9 etta kamota. - 
v
"But the *Ad Suma are relatives (lit.: 'brothers'). The
443.
ancestor of *Ad Suma had married a woman called Suma, 
and later he begot some children and died ^frence the name 
of the clan/."
(Ibid., 283:20)
*ana >agsl masneye *assa*alkwo qadam bezub ‘amotat 
*et ,etyopya mage* *alko. -
"I told my friend ^Ehat/ I had come to Ethiopia many 
years ago."
9 9 t Vbadir qadam elli mab esom sab ad sebot walat tedros 
wad *edris bay gain *alaw. -
"Formerly, previous to their (lit.: this their) quarrel,
, v .
the people of Ad Sebot had promised in marriage (lit.:
betrothed) a daughter of Tedros Wad ’Edris."
(Tribu, 31:14)
*elli walye mayet *ala da*am baya badi *ala da*am 
terakkaba bellom. -
"He said to them: ’My son (lit.: 'this my son') had
died but has become alive, he had gone astray but
^iow/ has been found."
(NT, Luke, 13:24) 
labsgan badir *eb sa*ay sa*ay *et ledawer *et lamabaz 
mags* *ala. -
"The child, previously hurrying about circles/ had 
arrived at the river (told about a lost child, after he 
was recovered, explaining how it happened)."
(’ag'azot, 71:23)
batte me*91 * eb bezub safagat *et lagadmotat meder 
maskob *arqay ma sanduq gabay ballef *ala. la’awel 
sedud tu wabezub barad wadeq *ala. - 
"A carriage was one day passing through the plains of 
the Moscow countrywide/ at a fast speed. Spring was 
difficult (i.e.: late) and a lot of snow had fallen."
( ,Ag,azot, 88:2)
haqo gale *awkad lahayat * eb deba* hallef *ala. wa*et 
ladaba* ba*al ne*eya wanin *egel legbafr tal maded *ala. 
labayat * ebbu tegabbata(...). -
"Sometime after, the lion was passing in the bush. And 
a hunter had spread a snare in the bush in order to catch 
wild animals. The lion was caught in it. (...)."
(Ibid., 66:10)
walawelad *enday letwallado rabbi * egel rebqa la*abi 
* egel lane*us kaddem behela *ala. -
"And before the sons were b o m  God had said to Rebecca:
’The big one will serve the small one1."
(Storia, 21:9)
Passive participle + *ala
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Examples:
f —  / \ V —elli lawada haye woro nay (...) hegtat matsaffat mababar 
kern tu >et*emur *ala. da*am *et dangoba '*ettelli wedday 
*elli bubur kern *i*ala * elli mababar * elli bara. - 
"One organization of the guerrilla fighters, however,
had announced that it was ^Ttsel^ the one which did this. 
But finally this organization denied that it had been in­
volved in this deed."
’age * egel * ella makinat * egel *azb.sya 9 eb kel*e s&h 
reyal *etyopya duluy halleko. kemsal *ella bahalat 
makinat men tahat kel*e seb rsyal lagabbe* *ezbuy talko. - 
"Now I am ready to sell this motor-car for two thousand 
Ethiopian dollars. I (dnce had) sold a motor-car like this 
for something less than two thousand dollars."
*aser me*el baqo *ergat yasus *et *astar ba*al bsmsa 
ga*a wakellom labawaryat mesel * ekkubam talaw. - 
"Ten days after the ascending of Jesus into heaven the 
feast of Pentecost came and the apostles had alrea^ been 
assembled together."
(Storia, 168:13)
satolma nosu >eb manfag bakkur *ala watabayamu men 
*arraw bu (...) *egel lagawray lanewayatu qetalanni bello. ■ 
"As for Saul himself he had been wounded by an arrow and 
as his enemies approached him (...) he said to his armour- 
bearer: 'Kill melf."
(Ibid., 63:6)
.4 Participle + tala in subordinate clauses
The situation here is similar to that of participle + halla.^
Examples:
waladabar lagandafli Gaidar ’ attu la'ala *asak yom 
gendefli latbahal halla. -
f,And the mountain on which Gandafli had been living 
is called Gandafli until today.11
(PL1, ^9:20)
wa*abbu * abbu ta*o tat man *amlakaw haye * agal lama*at 
* abz-afraya ’attorn waman lahaybom ta la*ala sannet bezufr 
’anqasa mannom. -
’’And as they soon adored idols he increased their punish­
ment and subtracted much from the boon which he had given 
them.”
(Storia, 72:29)
male nay swizerland tayarat ,arbeta wasabu* nafar * endo 
ga*ant (...) ’at *astar ’at’anta ’ebla tafarga*at 
qanballat ga*unam ’etta la*ala *addam kallom motaw. - 
’’Yesterday, all the forty-seven people who had been aboard 
a Swiss aeroplane died, while in flight, owing to a bomb 
which went off (lit.:’Yesterday a Swiss aeroplane, having 
taken aboard forty-seven people, being in the sky, all the 
people who had been carried in it died owing to a bomb which 
'went off').”
’agal la*at tanakkal naduq la*ala wa’abuhu la’afrasayu 
masadaqitat hatu *ab dagmah nadqayu.
"He built again the altars which had been built on the 
hills and which his father destroyed.”
(Storia, 89:13)
449.
walagarru ra*aw lagarwa go* tin kem *ala 3asar masaded 
lagafar warn eqglqal lagambat. -
’’And his friends saw that the kudu had been ridden, by 
the pressure ^/marks/ of the leather-strap and the im­
pression of the saddle-cloth ^ oh its back7."
(PL1, 252:1*0
wa*agel la*at lahsday faruram Latalaw kallom sattay 
lasattwom. wa*et cadma * agal latarfam la*alaw lasattu. - 
’’And they give a beverage to drink to those who had gone 
out £aiLd participated in the wedding procession/. And 
they give to drink also to those who had remained at 
home ^ h d  did not take part in it/."
(Ibid., 129:6)
V—  9 — V cwakullu lamasayek wala addam ladarbus tuluv la ala 
t.alafrasa wa* ambal worworot nafar ladahana *alabu. - 
"And all the sheiks and the people who had followed the 
Dervishes perished and no one was saved except some few 
people/.’’
(Ibid., 165:6)
The subordinating conjunction 9endo can precede either element of 
the complex.
Examples:
wa*ali wad ma*o *ando gay-as *ala * at *addu kem mag*a 
la*addu dahari dahano ga*a ganfrayu. - 
"And *Ali W.M., having been gone, when he came to his 
village he found it being utterly destroyed."
(PL1, 45:18)
450.
fcar lakel’ot jj.u fsruram gndo *alaw * ataw. - 
’’Later, after the two brothers had gone out, they 
returned.”
(Tigre Texts, 9:25)
It can be seen from the examples given above that the con­
struction passive participle + *ala is problematic as regards its 
parsing. The problem can be resolved in terms of the high distri­
bution of the form CaCuC as an adjective rather than as a parti-
1 <
ciple and the use of ala as a suppletive past-form for both the
copula tu and the verb halla, as in:
wafazaga qorub *ala. - 
"And Easter was near”.
(Storia, 150:52)
(...) kabelawo * ebbalia * 9b frewar qerrug balfawuka. 
wahetu bellom la'enkeru la*elye talledi qerrug *ala (...). 
’’And they said to him: 'Have they passed you with a shorn
young camel ^Tn their possession^?'. And he said to them: 
'Indeed, its side (i.e.: the side of the camel) which was 
turned towards me had been shorn (or: was shorn)."'
(PL1, 92:12)
§ 6.16.5 Participle + ganfra.
This complex can be used to denote the perfective past.
Examples:
kafratte dol *aylay wad *andaloy masel *arba* lawQladu 
(...) *et se*sb kern sabka karayi waratto. da*am lakarayi
XCf. § 2.9.2 a)(i)
kern qarbat *ettom * egel lawsladu (...) * sinan *awdayom.
wa*aylay (... )lab.g.waggebye *eb gembel ra*asu la*al 
*esoro * elye *endo bela *asramu * elu ganfraw. wa*aze
V I • «
lakarayi kem sa agat sayfu endo fcarfra wabellayu endo 
fradga tefrallaqa *etta. -
"And once when *Aylay W. *A. went down o the low-lands^1 
to Se'eb with his four sons, a band / o f robbers^ attacked 
him. But when the band came near them (...) he encouraged 
(lit.: made confident) his sons. And *£ylay having said:
'Bind up (for me) my eyebrows with a fillet, they had 
bound them (for him). And now when the band drew near, 
having drawn his sword and having abandoned his garment, 
he dashed upon them."
(Tribu, 36:27, 30, 32;
37:1)
wabezham *ayhud * eb sabbat buham * egel laddafaf* swan dib 
marta wadib maryam mag*am ganfraw. gadsm marta *sb meg*at 
yasus ksm sam*at *egel tetkabbato fagrat. - 
"And many Jews had come to Martha and Mary on account of 
^The death of^ their brother in order to console them. But 
when Martha heard of the coming of Jesus she went out to 
meet him."
(NT, John 11:9)
kayosef kem mag* a labsu laganfra rayim gamisu qanfrataw 
mennu wa*et layebset *ela lakfawo (...). -
"And when Joseph came they took off (Trom him) his long shirt 
which he had been wearing and threw him into the dry well (...
(Eacconti, 16:3 )
Unlike the complex with halla and *ala, the verb ganfra may 
retain its lexical content - or be meaningful - when in construction 
with a participle in the expression of the perfective past. The mean­
ing of the complex, then is deduced from both the participle and the 
verb ganfra.
Examples:
musa *et meder medyan *arbefa *amat gessuy ganfra. - 
"Moses had stayed forty years in the land of Median."
(Storia, 38:5)
wasa*ol *et la’akanksm bagfra dawed * eb karayihu frebu*
*etta *et laganfra ba*at *ata. -
"And when Saul arrived at that place he entered the cave 
in which David had been hiding (or: 'had stayed hidden') 
with his army."
(Ibid., 64:7)
The complex participle + ganfra can be syntactically analo-
!
gous to participle + *ala in those cases in which - though meaningful 
it does not retain its lexical content.
Examples:
da*am hstu *enday'*ammer rad*it laneway fralfat * elu 
ganfrat. -
"But without his knowing ^t/, the people of the^ 
raid for recapturing the cattle had already passed him."
(Tribu, 7:3)
^For the lexical content of ganfra see: § 4.6.1 ; cf. § 6.12.2.
^53.
Here it is impossible to render the meaning of ganha as ”to wait, 
to stay, to remain11 etc., since such a meaning would, in this case, 
be contradictory to the contextual sense.
Special uses of participle
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(a) The verb gan£a may bring to the complex the additional 
meaning of 'already1.'*'
Example :
yasus lasabtaw dib bet ba*al gag ,aqessat nas’awo 
wa* stta katbat wa*abbag *ekkubam ganfraw. - 
’’Those who caught Jesus brought him to the house of 
the high priest and there the scribes and elders had al­
ready been assembled.”
(Racconti, 51:7)
(b) When the verb ganha occurs with a pronominal suffix it
becomes lexically an idiom whose meaning can best be ren­
dered in translation as: ”to find (that)1'.
Examples of (a) and (b):
wahar (...) fegar *Qlka gadam kullu dahan *st label 
kern *afgarayu mayat man ganfrayu (...) masoh matka 
(...) bela kadarbayu. _■■■■•■
’’And then (...), when he took him out / o f  the fold of 
his garment^ saying: ’Get out then, all is well**, since
he found that he had already died (i.e.: the giant found
^f. §§ 6.1^ .1, 6.15.3.
that the man he hid in his garment was crushed acci­
dentally) (...), he said: 'You died in vain(...)r,
and left his service."
(Tribu, 4:2)
wahetom darba gesaw wamaytat ganfrattom. -
"And they went fflcieve/ behind her and found that 
^the dragon^ had died."
(Lt Leg , 4:1*0
* mm | ^
batte dol worot enas et me ten cembuy warda may
*egel lemla*. da*am *et lame^en *aw wawanin kullu 
wared ganbaw. wala*enas (...) *et batte *akan tababbe*a. 
"Once a man went down to a lonely ^Jlace at the^ river­
bed to fill up with water. But all kinds *of wild animals 
(lit.: 'eatable and uneatable wild animals') had already 
descended to the river bed. And the man (...) hid himself 
at a certain place."
(PL1, 71:18)
walasanduqat kern kastat gerez karer * et lebakke ganbaya
*etta. -
"When she opened the ^small^1 chest a child had been 
lying in it, crying."
(Racconti, 22:5)
wabasil gesa ka* endo sata 9 eg el la^akat dafnaya wa*et 
barmaz >aqbala. wabarmaz sateka mami bello. da*am hetu
’ifal.ye defnet ganbatanni bello. -
5^5-
"And the fox went, and, having drunk, filled the' 
water pit /y ith . earth/ and returned to the elephant.
And the elephant said to him: 'Have you drunk, or not?
(lit.: ’or what'), but he said to him: 'No I have
found the water pit filled up."
(PL1, 1^:15)
har mansa* maw*i lazarnatekPm mas*aya rad*at. wa*et'
*ad kern mag*at lakarayi garbat wa*aylay mssol weladu 
‘ewut ganbaya. -
"Then, when one crying for help came to the Mansa" 3  eo Pie/ 
they undertook a raid^o capture back the boot^/. And 
when they came to the place they found ^Ehat/ the band 
of raiders/ had already fled and ^jEhaj^ *Eylay with his 
sons had been victorious."
(Tribu, 37:5)
wala * amur ksmsal ladab* ot lagan^atto dab * aya kafcadga. - 
"And he covered the milk-pail just as he had found it 
covered, and left."
(Tigre Texts, 9:22)
• » _ « v _
wa et legayes et lagabay worot gerez wad saltan agnan
,badi sanfrayu. -
"And while walking on the road he found a child of the 
Sultan of the demons who had gone astray."
(PL1, 262:12)
Chapter Seven
THE NUMERALS
7.1 The cardinal numerals
The cardinal numerals are as follows:
woro or worot 
k 91*01 
salas
,arbat
frames
ses
sabu*
saman
S3
*aser
* esra
salasa
,arbota
fremsa
sessa
sab* a
samanya
sa*a or tas*a
me* et
v
- "one" (masc.)
- "two" (masc.)
- "three";
- "four";
- "five";
- "six";
- "seven";
- "eight";
- "nine";
- "ten";
- "twenty";
" "thirty";
- "forty";
- "fifty";
- "sixty";
- "seventy";
- "eighty";
- "ninety";
- "hundred";
- "thousand";
fratte - "one" (fern.); 
kel’e - "two" (fern.);
plural: ,am,at
, v _plural: asfrat
The Arabic word *alf - "thousand", plural *alaf, is occasion­
ally used having the same meaning as sefr, e.g. : salas *alf - "three
thousand", (*Ad lek, 196:(lO)).
To denote a great unspecified number the word * elf, whose 
plural is identical with that of *alf, may be used.
§ 7.1.1 Formation of .joint numbers
(a) The numbers 11-19 are expressed by placing the units 
numeral immediately after the invariable element *assr, while an op­
tional wa—  "and" may connect both elements. In terms of the 'stress 
unit'^ this wa- is pronounced as the final unstressed syllable of the 
first element.
Examples:
*aser wafratte _ "eleven" (fern.); (*asQrwa5hatte);
*aser wasos - "sixteen"; (taserwaMses) etc.
*aser wase* - "nineteen".
(b) The numbers 21-29 are usually expressed by placing the units
numeral after the cardinal which indicates the number of the tens, the 
two numerals being connected by means of the conjunction wa-, e.g.:
* esra wafcatte - "twenty one" (fem.);
>Qsra wasalas - "twenty three";
fcemsa wa*arba* - "fifty four".
(c) When the number of whole hundreds or thousands is indicated 
by placing a numeral immediately before 'hundred' or 'thousand', ms*st
"*"For the sandhi term 'stress unit', see: § 1.9.
k5&.
and gefr occur only in the singular form - since countable nouns 
always occur in the singular.1 
Examples:
frames me*et - "five thousand";
kel*e i§efr - "two thousand".
2(d) The conjunction wa- is usually met with where the syntactic
relationship between two numerals is one of coordination and not one 
of a qualified noun and a qualifier, e.g.:
salas me*et wasamanya - "three hundred and eighty";
*eb *amat sefr waframes me*et wa*aser wasaman - 
"in the year fifteen hundred and eighteen."
(*Ag*azot, 9 8 :^ )
The conjunction wa- is sometimes not used between the thou­
sands and hundreds, e.g.:
ladol la*abagfret *esra*el ses me’et waworo sefr sabu* 
me*et wasalasa tom. -
"At that time ^Ehe people of^ Israel were six hundred 
and one thousand, seven hundred and thirty."
(Storia, 52:31f.)
sanat sefr saman me*et wasa*a wafratte. - 
"the year eighteen hundred and ninety one."
^Cf.: § 2.1.4.
2
See, however, (a) above.
15 7.1.2 The distributive form of the cardinal numerals.
A special formation exists to indicate the distributive 
aspect of the unit numerals,1 by means of the reduplication of the 
initial CVC sequence of the number, e.g.:
2
worworot - "one each, one by one" (masc.);
2
fratfratte - "one each, one by one" (fern.);
kelkal’ot - "two each, two by two" (masc.);
salsalas - "three each, three by three";
ses ses - "six each";
tastaser - "ten each"; etc.
§ 7.1.3 The numeral "one" in the expression of the indefinite.
The numeral "one" - worot (masc.), fratte (fern.), serves
in the expression of the indefinite. In this use it may function as:
■2
(a) an indefinite pronoun, having the meaning of "someone","no one", 
"somebody", etc., (b) an indefinite article with the unspecified 
meaning of "certain" and (c) a substantive, denoting "one of". 
Examples:
kel worot - "everyone";
woro be*ad - "another (one), someone else";
fratte ma - "something (in the affirmative)";
^or the distributive aspect of the noun see §9*8.1.
2
The same formation is used to express the indefinite; the meaning 
being, then, "some, few", e.g. worworot * enas - "few people"; 
hatfratte * man - "sometimes".
■^ Cf-: §3.7.a).
^Cf.: § 2.11.1 a)
^As, e.g., in the utterance fratte ma rakabko - ”1 found something".
46o.
fratte ma - "nothing" (in the negative); 
woro ma - "nobody" (in the negative);^
worot *enas or *anas worot - "a certain man, some man"; 
fratte dol or fratte 3ewan - "once (upon a time)"; 
fratte me*el - "one day";
v
gafaru worot - "its one side, one of
its sides";
worotom - "one of them".
2S 7.1.4 The preposition bad in the expression of approximation.
When the notion of approximation is indicated, the preposition 
frad - "about, what amounts to", is frequently used with numbers, e.g.:
walabal* aw frad frames sefr >enas tom.
"And those who ate were about five thousand men."
(Storia, 131:20)
* ayhud frad kel* e me* et *amat frante mangas fars wamedya 
kern tegazze*aw (...). -
"after the Jews were governed by (lit. ’ruled under’) 
the kingdom of Persia and Media for about two hundred 
years (...)."
(Ibid., 96:7)
C -Z
5 7.1.5 *adad - in the expression of aggregation.
The word *adad, which as a lexical entity has the meaning
"'’As, e.g., in the utterance: woro ma * isanfrenna \ - "(When we came home) 
nobody was there (lit. ’no one waited for us')."
2Cf. §
3GT. §
bSl.
’’limit, number”, is used in the expression of an aggregate number. 
Examples:
*adad ses dskkan lagabbu* lefra hallaw. -
’’There are ^there, i.e. in the village/’' six shops only.”
bet mohro ,awalod *adad saman me’et walat gabbe*. 
bet mehro welad *adad sabu* me*et began ma wslad tom.
’’The school for girls has eight hundred girls. There 
are seven hundred boys at the school for boys.” (lit.:
’The school for,girls, there is the number of 800 girls.
The school for boys, they are 700 youths or boys.’)
§ 7.1.6 nafar - in the expression of the appelative.
The word nafar - ”an individual, a person”, plural: *anfar, 
is met with to denote a counted number, and could be approximately 
rendered in English as ’’ones”, e.g.: ’’(Give me) six ones” (- re­
quest at Post Office stamp counter). In Tigre, however, this appella­
tive noun is used in the counting of human beings only.
Examples:
(...) fremsa nafar (...) lamakinat sabbat teballasat 
(...) motaw. -
”(...) fifty people (...) died (...) because the car turned 
over ^ h d  crushed/''”.
(...) * esra nafar hamayem lariabu (...).-
”(...) twenty nurses (...) (lit. ’persons who nurse the
sick ones’)(...). -
*+62.
§ 7.2
wa* embal worworp.t nafar ladafrana * alabu - 
"and no one saved himself except some few."
(ELL, 165:7)
The ordinal numerals.
Two morphological structures are met with in the expression 
of the ordinal numerals, masculine forms, for the numbers 2-10, as 
follows:
CaC e(f and CaCCay2 the feminine form being CaCCayt, e.g.:
kale*
sales
sades
sabe*
tase*
aser
kal*ay - "second" (masc.); kal’ayt (fern.);
salsay 
sadsay
sab*ay
tas *ay 
*asray
- "third"
- "sixth"
- "seventh"
- "ninth"
- "tenth"
; salsayt 
sadsayt 
sab* ay t 
tas*ayt 
*asrayt
To express the notion "first" the word qadanP (masc.), 
qadamit (fem.), qadamyam (masc. pi.), qadamyat (fem. pi.) is used,
e.g.
kel*e lasamen qadarryat 
"the two first weeks."
laqadamit me*el - 
"the first day'.1
(PL1, 68:1*0
§ 7.2.1 Formation of .joint numbers.
(a) For the expression of t*he numerals 11-19 the cardinal numeral
§ 2.7.1 a)(i)
2Cf. § 2.7.1 d)
3,Cf. 2.7.1 e)
6^3.
*aser - "ten” is used as an invariable constituent followed either 
by wa- + the ordinal numeral of the structure CaCGSyCt) described 
in § 7.2, or by gadamay (masc.), gadamay t (fem.), in the case of the 
numeral "eleven”.
Examples:
*aser waqadamay - "eleventh" (masc.);
*aser wakal* ay - "twelfth";
*assr warab cay - "fourteenth";
*asor waframsay - "fifteenth".
(b) The ending -ay may be applied to whole numbers of tens,
hundreds and thousands in the expressions of the ordinal numeral.
In the case of joint numbers only the last whole numeral in the se­
quence is necessarily expressed by means of the forms typical of 
ordinal numerals.
Examples:
*esray - "twentieth";
sessay - "sixtieth";
samanyay - "eightieth";
sa*ay - "ninetieth";
me* stay - "hundredth";
me*stay waqadamay - "one hundred and first";
kel*e me*stay - "two hundredth";
sefray - "one thousandth";
*aser sefcay - - "ten thousandth”; etc.
The ordinal numeral is usually met with preceding the noun it quali­
fies, e.g.: lakal*ayt * swan - "the -second time". As an epithet the
ordinal numeral may, however, follow the noun.
Examples: ’abot qadamit - "great-grandmother”.
qesar fredrik lasalsay -
"the emperor Fredrick the Third".
(’Ag’azp.t, 77:2)
§ 7.3
The following forms are attested for fractions whose numer­
ator is "one", where the ending -it is common to all forms except the 
first three.
sar
masallas 
r eh or reb *a
hemmasit 
s sb * i t 
*9ssarit 
ma* etayit 
ebay it
- "half";
- "third part"; . 
- '^ fift^  part";
- "fifth part";
- "seventh part";
- "one tenth";
- "a hundredth";
- "a thousandth".
Chapter Eight
ADVERBS; PREPOSITIONS; CONJUNCTIONS; INTERJECTIONS.
The grammatical data treated in this chapter consist of
(i) adverbs (§ 8.1), where a classification is made according 
to (a) the linguistic stock from which adverbs are con­
structed, (b) their meaning and (c) their function, as
\
follows: (a) where a nominal element is preceded by the
preposition * 9b or 5 9t (§ 8.1.1); where adverbs are identi 
cal in form to adjectives and particples (I 8.1.2); where 
the complex >sndo + perfect (§ 8.1.3 ) functions as an ad­
verb; (b) adverbs denoting relation of manner or degree 
(§ 8.1.40, of place (§ 8.1.3) and of time (§ 8.1.6);
(c) sentence adverbs (§ 8.1.7 )» including interrogative 
adverbs (§ 8.1.7.l)i adverbs denoting doubt (§ 8.1.7.2) 
and adverbs of affirmation and negation (§ 8.1.7 .3 );
(ii) prepositions (§ 8.2), where an exhaustive list of these
is set out (§ 8.2.1);
(iii) conjunctions (§ 8.3)1 in which a distinction is made be­
tween coordinative (§ 8.3.I) and subordinative (§ 8.3.2) 
conjunctions;
(iv) interjections (§ 8.4-), most of which occur in this capacity
only.
Problems of classification
A
Boundaries between adverbs?- prepositions and conjunctions 
are often of an equivocal nature. Firstly, many words belonging to 
various word classes are constructed from the same linguistic material
i
e.g.
Sentence adverbs.
bagohu/baqoha - "afterwards" (adverb)
fraqohu - "after him" (preposition)
kaqoha - "after her " (preposition)
\
wahaqo * slla boyho wada... - "And after Bsy^a had done
\
^all7 this..." (conjunction)
(PL1, 22:14)
ksm badiru - "as before" (an adverbial expression in
which ksm is a preposition)
wa*st gabay karayi *atgassa *slu wakem sakke teqarU^wo bellom.
"And he set armed men ^Tn ambush/ for him and told them:
1Treat him as if he runs away}" (i.e. 'scare him').
(conjunction)
(ELI, 93:4 ff)
* sgsl mi - "why?" (adverb); men - "from" (preposition)
i
*sgsl mi - "because" (conjunction); men - "if" (conjunction)
Secondly, words of the parts of speech under discussion 
differ considerably among themselves as regards content. It would be 
difficult to find a common denominator for such words as *ifalu - 
"no" and *sb dsgman - "again" or *sndo - "when" and da*am - "but".
Yet the first two are traditionally taken as adverbs while the last 
two are taken as conjunctions.
Unally, function is likewise an^insufficient criterion in 
distinguishing between the class words under discussion, lata - "but, 
however", for example, is traditionally taken as an adverb in spite 
of instances where it has the same function as da*am - "but".
To solve the above problemiof classification would mean 
reaching out of the scope of this work. The. line adopted in this chapter
conforms to the traditional approach, as reflected by LH, with a 
few minor changes.
Words which belong to more than one word class are to be 
found in each appropriate section.
§ 8.1
(i) As a rule descriptive adverbs precede the verbs they 
qualify. Many sentence adverbs (see § 8.1.7) take first 
or second place in the sentence.
(ii) The linguistic stock from which adverbs are constructed
comprises: (a) nouns, adjectives, infinitives, participles,
(b) particles, most of which function equally as prepositions 
and/or conjunctions, (c) words and particles which function 
only as adverbs, (d) pronouns, and (e) the complex * endo + 
perfect which has a content similar to that of an adverb.
An adverbial expression may consist of any combination of 
the linguistic material mentioned in (a)-(d).
(iii) A small number of adverbial expressions are unanalysable 
as regards their form, e.g.:
(*eb)hams:am - "suddenly" (hamgam is non-existent elsewhere); 
*akke - "really"; *aze - "now", etc.
Classification of adverbs according to form 
§ 8.1.l(i) The most frequent structure containing the elements mentioned 
in § 8.1(a) is that of the nominal element preceded by the 
preposition *sb - "with, by", e.g.:
*sb hebu* - "secretly"; *sb safag - "quickly";
*eb qalil/’eb qallal - "easily"; *eb qalu* - "openly";
*eb gerut - ’'carefully1'; * eb tartara - "in turn, 
alternately"; *eb n®wet - "purposely"; 9eb neyat -
"joyfully"; *9b *aman - "truly"; * eb delit - "certainly"; 
*eb debs* - "silently"; *sb degman - "again";
* eb ferug - "exactly".
(ii) Less frequently the preposition *et - "in, to", is met
with, e.g.:
* et *agidat - "soon, at once"; *et dangPba~*~ - "finally"
*et makallasi - "finally"; *et refruq - "from afar";
*et salf - "firstly"; * et qeblat - "opposite".
Ciii) In adverbs of the structure exemplified in Ci) and (ii)
above, the nominal form may have a pronominal suffix, e.g.:
* et *agidat * eb lagerez * et hsqfa *eb selluma *et freges 
ladaber batrat - "Soon she stood safely at the lower part 
of the mountain ^slopeT", with the child in her lap."
(’Ag’azot, 81:10)
(iv) One word with an adverbial function was noted, beraq -
"empty, naked", which occurs only with pronominal suffixes, 
e.g.:
...waberaqye men ga*ako ... - "... Since I was naked..."
(Racconti, 7 :8)
... beraqka kern *enta mi ’afhamekka? ... - "... Who told 
you that you are naked?..."
(Ibid, 7:9)
§ 8.1.2 Adjectives and participles may be identical in form with
the corresponding adverbs, the only distinctive feature of
i
the latter being its position in the sentence, e.g.:
Standard pronunciation: *eddangoba.
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refruq - "far": men * ella *igis warehuq *et badobat
baynye baynye * eg;el * embar bazze halleko. - 
"I want to go from here and to live
far away in the wild completely alone."
(’Ag’azot, 69:15)
*ekkit - "bad, evil": ...manma *sb semye hilat *et ^  ---------
lewadde *ebba * ebba *ecce *ekkit * egei 
lethage lagabbe* ’elu tu ’alabu. - 
"... For there is no one who, while doing 
wonders in my name, can soon Rafter/’' speak 
evil of me."
rayim - "long, far": ... ravim men *igayes... - "... If
he does not go far..." ('Ag’azot, 86:8) 
sanni - "good, well": ... wa*ana sanni tekabbatkewo . -
"... And I received him well..."
(TE, 703:3)
bezufr - "very, much": *6111 bezufr lalatfrazze tu *egelye -
"This is very important to me."
*elli kem sam’ako bezufr gaheko - "I was 
much grieved to hear this."
§ 8.1.3 As mentioned in § 8.1(e) the complex * endo + perfect has 
a similar meaning to that of an adverb, e.g.: 
male 9et beece *endo dangarko mas *ako - "Yesterday I came 
home late."
sabbat *elli ’endo safgat latal ’egel tebattek ’ambatat - 
"On account of this she (i.e. the little mouse) immediately 
started to gnaw at the snare." (’Ag’azot, 66:15)
sab mansa* ’endo ’aqdamaw ’eslam *alaw. - "The people 
of Mansa* were formerly Muslims."
B. ^^ss^^^io^^^^dverbs^acco^i^^^^^eani^^an^^n^^i^ 
Although adverbs differ considerably as regards their con­
tent and function, many of them fall into several main groups accord­
ing to (a) their meaning, e.g.: adverbs of manner, degree, time,
place, etc., or (b) their function, i.e.: sentence adverbs, such as 
interrogative adverbs, adverbs of affirmation and negation, adverbs 
denoting exception and concession , etc.. Classification of the data 
that follows (§§ 8.1.4-8.1.7.3 ) is based upon the statement above.
§ 8.1.4 Adverbs denoting relation of manner or degree
Examples:
’aksl bad - "equally", e.g.:
’st lawarsat latarfa ’aksl fred kaflo. - "They divide 
equally the rest among ^Tit. 'toj^ / the inheritors."
(EM, l4l:17)
ban/bayn - "alone", e.g.:
’addam ’ekkuyam bannu * et leg ayes men ra’awo ... - 
"When evil people saw him walking alone..."
(Tribu, 85: 19ff)
...wa’ana baynye tarafko ... - "... And I remained 
alone..." (NT, Romans, 11:2/3)
’sb hayl mayl - "hardly", e.g.:
lahesan ’eb hayl mayl *Qb ksl’e ’edehu naqlaya. - 
"The boy tore it out with difficulty with both of his 
hands." (’Ag’azot, 59:18)
lazayed - "mostly, principally, in general, more (comparative), 
most (superlative?', e.g.: 
da*am min e amer ... wa'ad nayeb ’ellom lazayed fares 
’endo belaw lasaqro. - "But the Min 'Amer ... and the *Ad 
Nayeb use mostly the war-cry fares (i.e.: 'brave, bold1)."
(PL1, l66:17ff)
... wahetama lazayed tethabba' mennu ... - "... And she
too generally hides from him..."
(PL1, 56:25)
’ana men sahi lazayed bun ’efatte. - "I like coffee 
more than tea."
...men kadmatka man lazayed tefatte_ - 1"... Whom do you 
like most among ^Tit. 'fromj/ your subjects?1..."
(’Ag’azot, 77:2)
*akel *akel - "hardly, seldom", e.g.:
batte dol ’akel ’akel ’egel ligisma la’idaqqeb gendab 
’enas 'ala - "Once there was an old man who could barely 
walk'.' (lit. 'who could not even hardly walk')
(’Ag’azot, 82:22)
...’akel ’akel ’enas ’egel waldu walat fruhu hadde ’elu. - 
"... Seldom does a man marry his son to his niece."
('Ad Sek, 186: (2)) 
kullu ra’asu - "altogether" (affirmative); not at all (negative)", e. 
...’enta kellu ra’asu ’eb baram tewalladka... - 
"...'You were altogether born in sin'..."
(NT, John, 9:54)
wamabagaz men ’igabbe* kullu ra’asuma ’igayso ’ettu - 
"And if there is no necessity /Xo do it7 they do
i
not go there at all." (PL1, 270:4)
’eb laha - "gratis"; maseh - "in vain"; belas - "for nothing",
V  , ' i* ■_ 1 gernes - "for nothing".
mesel - "jointly, together"; ’eb *eser - "together";
gale - "a little (place), a while (time)", e.g.:
...gale kern kal’a - "...After a while." (lit.: 'after 
he waited a while') (Racconti, 10;10)
da’am yosef mennom gale fentet ’endo wada baka - 
"But Joseph, turning a little, away from them, cried."
(Ibid, 19:3)
bilu bilu/ bila bila~^  - "finally, gradually, soon, slowly", e.g.:
bar lata bilu bilu ... ’eb sab bet ’esbaqan tahammagaw
"Later, however, they gradually became subdued by the
people of Bet ’Esbaqan." (Tribu, 86:6)
wabilu bilu hetom ma ’elu tetalaw. - "And soon,
v
even they joined him." (*Ad Sek, 196:(6) ff).
wabar bila bilaikem semom tegabbe* - "And then, before 
long it becomes their name." (lit.: 'it becomes like 
their name') (PL1, 136:15 ff).
’agid/bagid/’agidbagid/’agidat - "quickly"
’ebbu ’ebbu/’ebba *ebba - "soon, at once, immediately", e.g.: 
salamun kem mota waldu roba’am *ebba ’ebba ’at yehuda
^Also: ’et leblo ’et leblo.
2
Also pronounced: *ebbubbu/*ebbabba.
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wa* et benyam nagsa - ’’After Solomon died his son 
Rehoboam immediately became King of Judah and Benjamin."
(Storia, 7^:6)
)
.. * eb hergatera’asu *ebbu ’ebbu ladanno *ala ... -
"... Soon he was lowering his head, falling asleep..."
(’Ag’azot, 60:22 ff)
The last two entries may be combined periphrastically:
...’agid ’abba 9ebba lefrfrabbu* ... _ "They hide at once..."
(PL1, 232:6)
§ 8.1.3 Adverbs denoting relation of place
Examples: 
la*al - "up(wards)", e.g.:
la*al watabat bazeko wa’ire’eko - "I sought up and down 
and did not find (lit.: ’did not see').
(’ag’azot, 3^:9b)
tafrat _ "down(wards)’’, e.g.:
...tabat wadqa...’’ - "... He fell down..."
(NT, Acts, 20:9)
ra’asu la*al - "upwards"; ra*asu qadam - "forwards"’ ra*asu frar- "backwards* 
segad - "above";
gaggu bar - "backwards"; gasgy la*al - "upwards"; gaggu qadam - "forwards" 
’et qeblat - "opposite"
qadam - "before, formerly"; men qadam - "in front".
gog *ad/gQ.f *ad - "inside"; gog kadan /gof kadan - "outside",
’et kadan - "outside" 
men qabel - "from a distance".
’ottu/*etta - "there"; ’ettelli - "here"; ’et loha - "there";
’ebbella - "in here";
’enze - "here"; *enze waken - "here and there (also: "from now on"); 
ken - "there, on the other side"; ken wa’enze - "to and fro"; 
men ken - "off", e.g.:
’et gabay men ken karan - "on the road off Karan".
§ 8.1.6 Adverbs denoting relation of time
These may be divided into adverbs denoting a period of 
time limited by two points (on the 'duration axis'), e.g.: yom -
"today", and a period of time limited by one point only, e,g.: bar - 
"then, afterwards".
The former contain mainly words which reckon time and the 
latter are constructed from various elements. In the case of the
former, the main element of the expression usually occurs without a 
preceding preposition, e,g,:
fager bags* ’egel nigis tu. - "Tomorrow we shall go to 
Massawa."
wamese kern *eraw -"..And when they returned home in 
the evening." (PL1, 83117)
cf. ...wa’eb lameset... - "... and in the evening..."
(Ibid, 124:6)
Examples:
hadel yom - "today"; male - "yesterday"; fager - "tomorrow (morning)";
fager laha - "the day after tomorrow"; male laha - "the day before yesterday"
*eb fagra - "on the next morning"; ’addaba - "noon"; yom - "today";
\
yom *amat - "this year"; ’eb fekkat meder - "at day break"; 
fangob - "tomorrow"; fangob laha - "the day after tomorrow".
bagohu/fraqoha - "afterwards"; bar - "then, after that”; 
frsdst *swan - "several times"; mendslla/msnmenna - "from that time on" 
qadam - ""before, formerly"; * snze waken - "from now on"; *aze - "now 
la*swan - "at that time"; ladol - "at that time"; *eg9l dol - "for 
some time"; dol dol - "sometimes"; * Qgsl dima - "for ever (affirma­
tive)’; men dima - "never (negative)", e.g.:
gadem * egel dima damaysn *sgsl rabbi *abuna keher legba*.- 
"So let there be glory for God, our father, for ever."
(NT, Philippians, ^:20)
>ewur * st * entu *egel latewallada *addam *sntatu kem 
kasta * elu men dima ,itesammeta - "It was never 
heard that ^someone/ opened the eyes of people who were 
bom blind." (NT, John, 902)
§ 8.1.7 Sentence adverbs
These adverbs qualify the sentence as a whole rather than 
any particular part of it. The sentence adverbs in Tigre are as follows:
haye1 - "also, now, however, again (furthermore)”, e.g.:
haygat have lstbahal - "^The land of MansaJ/ is also 
called Haygat." (PL1, 9^:18)
haye *assk *ella * eb frayotom lahalla kara ... tom. - 
"Now, f ih o s e / who are still alive (lit.: ’are alive 
until now’) are ... and others like them."
(Tribu, Introduction, xi: 28ff) 
la,ehas have messl ?emye teherarat bela kahadgava. - 
"The man, however, said: ’She quarrelled with my 
mother', and divorced her."
(Tigre Texts, 30)
^Standard pronunciation: h7e.
*sb. lakawakeb haye *ella bala ... - "Again, he sang
this about the stars..." (PL1, 59*19)
"also", e.g.:
wagadem lama b9*9dam *addam *alaw da*am gensom ,ita,ammara. 
"Now, the others were also men, but their families (lit.
'their kind') are not known." (PL1, 80:**)
"however, but", e.g.:
wategray kestenay men gabbe* * et mambehu raffe*o. >9slemay 
lata *9t >eslemay buhu raffe^o. - "If he is a Christian 
vassal he offers it (i.e.: the animal’s tongue) to his 
master. A Muslim, however, offers it to his brother Muslim.
(FM, 102:5)
men ta*abbu wamen ta*assu lata sayf ballstakkum... - 
"But if you refuse and revolt, the sword will consume 
you..." (OT, Isaiah, 1:20)
leta - "only (but)", may function as a sentence adverb, introducing 
a single restriction in the clause containing it, e.g.:
*ekel *eb tarab leta ballu* ’ilabarso. - "They do not 
plough, but eat com which they buy" (lit.: ’They only
eat com by retail - they do not plough')
j
(PLl, 283:8ff) 
wa*egel bawkum leta *eb neyat tessalamo mi fandayt 
tewaddu? Gramma kemsalhu waddu ,ihallaw? - "And what 
do you do more ^Ehan others/ if you only salute your 
brethren voluntarily? Do not even the heathens do so?"i
(NT, Matthew, 5^7)
-ma - "also, even" (enclitic), e.g.:
hetama * 9t garob tefagg9r wadaran temassel da*am men
lama -
lata -
* *7 7 .
gedri wagad*a tsqallal - "This ^Tit. 'she'* i.e.: measles^ 
also comes out on the body and looks like blisters* but 
it is lighter than small-pox and chicken-pox."
(SS, 128:8)
ladol *st meder lasanhaw *addam wakel genes frsyayQt 
wasaraysr *astarma tesarrabaw kabadaw. - "At that time
i
the people who remained on land and all species of animals 
and even winged creatures who could fly were drowned and 
thus perished." (Racconti, 10:^)
menma - "although". -ma attached to the; conjunction men - "if",
may render the contextual meaning "although”, or be trans­
lated by "even if", e.g.:
...menma *et *elli bavnye bavnve *enabber laqaseb ’ifradganni 
"... Although I live here absolutely by myself, I am not 
free from anger" (lit.: ’anger does not leave me').
C’Ag'azot, 70:^)
mami? - "n'est-ce pas?" (French); "nicht wahr?" (German). This 
expression comes at the end of an utterance, asserting it an a rhe­
torical question (lit.: 'or what?'), e.g.:
...bal mallahav *8lli kellu lala’akkel qal *awaggabot 
tu 9ikon mami... - "’...Say, friend: Does not all this
amount to a letter of recommendation?'..."
(’Ag’azot, 82:19)
...,QgQl mi mag*aka? ebba tenabber *aba habkoka mami? ... 
"...’Why did you come? Have I not given you cows to live 
off?’..." (PLl, 8^:23)
**78.
menna ta - "thus (therefore); but (contrariwise)";, e.g.: 
manna ta rabbi *egal mafqadi la*edehu meddet * et 
* enta tetraf badga da*ikon... - "Thus God left his
hand outstretched (lit. 'to be remained stretched1) 
as a reminder (i.e.: the man had stretched his hand 
towards God, accusing him, and a lightning hit and 
maimed it)..." (’Ag’azot, 7 8:18)
warabbi men kel legcat gannat *egel lebla* tallaqayu 
menna ta *eb la*egcat *amer .. bello. - "And God 
allowed him to eat from eveiy tree of ^ Fhe garden of? 
paradise, but about the tree of knowledge he told 
him: (Racconti, 6:6)
* embal *ellim~a/, ei&bali* ellidi - "furthermore" (cf. § 8.2.1(23); 
lit.: 'except this').
*abba - "rather, on the contraiy", e.g.:
hetu lata ,ikon *abba fesek tebav bela. - "He, however, 
said: 'No, on the contrary, you did smile.'"
(Racconti, 13:13 ff)
*ende - "well then", e.g.:
...,ende genafc sam*at qeddus maynhard barro hallaw .. - 
"....'Well then, look.' the witnesses of Saint M. are 
flying...'" (’Ag’azot, 77*1*0
*agedda - "rather, especially", e.g.
*agQdda sQde da’ikon ,ita,ake. - "Rather help - do not
quarrel." (,Ag,azot, 3**:17b)
...wa,agsdda kamsal marbat latemassel... - "... And
especially that which is similar to blood-revenge..."
(Pll, 253:5)
^79.
■ "then, now then',1 e.g.:
...*9111 fraqo ga*adi nehdago kama... - Since this
is indeed the case, let's drop it then'..."
(*Ag*azot, 63:13)
...fsgar mennu kama... - "...'Now then leave him
('lit.: 'go out from him')..."' (said to an evil spirit 
which has possessed a man) (PLl, 23^:20ff)
"then (since that is so; in those circumstances)", e.g.:
*aqqac haye b9na kot mi nide *9t loblo sa*alawo. - 
"Also the soldiers asked him saying: 'We, then, what 
should we do?'" (NT, Luke, 3:l*f)
...*9gslna wa*9gelk9n men *i*akk9l ket? *9t lalazabbu 
*9ndo gQsksn *9gel nosksn zabaya da*ikon *igabba* *9lna... - 
"...'If it will not suffice, then, for us and for
you? Go to Ehosef who sell /oil/ and buy ^some/T for 
yourselves - we cannot ^ i v e  you^."
(NT, Matthew, 23:9)
ke*enna/ke*en/k9*enni - "thus, like this, in this way (manner, etc.), e.g. 
...da*am hetu k9*9nna balsa... - "But he thus answered..."
(NT, Matthew, 19^)
*st k9*9nni lamassol gar - "in a case like this" (in a 
matter which looks like this).
...*9gale k9*9n gab9* halla ... - "... So and so has be­
come like this." (i.e.: in a situation like this).
(PLl, 173:8)
*9b k9llu lazaban lafardat k9*9nna *ala. kak9*9nna 
k9l*e m9*et *amat fraqo mot *9yasu ... rabbi sabu* *amat
kama -
ket -
* et *Qde sab medyan matayom. - "It was like this during 
(lit.: ’all1) the time of the judges. And in like manner, 
two hundred years after the death of Joshua, God surrendered
them into the hands of the Midianites."
\
(Storia, 3.5:29)
"still, yet", e.g.:
*9b zaban badir *ab<9botna *adu *aram *9t *9ntom... - 
"In olden days, when our ancestors were still heathens..”
('Ag’azot, 104-: 27) 
walafresan *adun9>n^*et *entu lamaqdas *amsa>atto ... - 
"And when' the boy was still young she brought him to the 
temple." (Racconti, 29:13)
da*am *ana lamas*akwa * ewan sQbefr m9d9r tu. sabbat * ellj 
lawellad *adu *ibal<caw. - "But the time I arrived (lit.:
'in which I arrived') was early in the morning. Because 
of this the children had not yet eaten."
(’Ag’azot, 93:3)
-di - "indeed, in fact, really" (enclitic). This particle functions 
as an adverb of insistence and the meanings given here serve as a 
guide only: its factual content is to be gained from the context, e.g.
i
*9lla kesbat men badir *&#9dda k9m *adat *ad * et * enta 
ganfrat leta da*iken kem ser*at dindi HlfcVallab - 
"This / a c t of^ " circumcision has rather remained from 
olden times, being only in the capacity of a habit of the 
people; in fact it is not considered a religious rite."
(I’M, 127:10)
wo yebba men gabbe*di *9lla kas menye tefrelaf... - 
"0 father, if only it is possible, let this cup pass
*adu -
from me...M. (NT, Matthew, 26139)
...wad rabbi man tegabbe’di... - "...'If you are indeed
the son of God'..." (NT, Luke, 4:3)
...*allidi * at frilacce ’ikon...- "This is really not 
in my power." (’Ag’azot, 64:1?)
gadam - "now ((i) - as a preliminary word before some statement, 
question, etc.; (ii) - at this time or juncture in some period 
under consideration), now then, thus", e.g.:
waframuhu gadem *eb gabav qane* *agel ’ewattsnno bela - 
"And his father-in-law said £ io himself^: 'Now, I shall
try him by means of jealousy'."
(PLl, 92:20)
...’azema fratte dol wattanat wagadam tatawafat... - 
"Even now she -tried hard once ^again/ and thus triumphed" 
(i.e.: the ant, trying to remove a grain)
(’Ag’azot, 73:16)
...gadem sammaykum mi tu ... - "...’Now then, what is 
/Pcie amount ofJ  your wedding gift?'..."
(PLl, 114:8)
When gadem means "now" (the above definitions (i) and (ii)), 
it is often joined by *aze - "now (at the present time or moment)", 
itself susceptible to the same meaning as gadam. In such a case 
gadem becomes semantically redundant, e*g.:
gadem *aze kal’itom ’at la’adeg tegatanaw. - 
"Now both of them mounted the donkey."
(’Ag’azot, 74:9) 
ka’aze gadam *et frafarom wad saraqe sangab naqabbal. - 
"And now we return to ^Ehe story of the family of?
fr.W.S.S...." (Tribu, l8 :l6)
§ 8.1.7.1 Interrogative adverbs'*'
The interrogative adverbs are as follows:
2
medol - "when?", e.g.:
man karan madol mag*aka - "When did you come from Karan?"
ma’aze - meaning and function as above.
*attaya/’at’aya - "where?, where to?", e.g.:
’attaya tegayas - "Where are you going?"
... * at * aya halleka ?... - "...'Where are you?'..."
(Racconti, 7:7)
men ’aya - "from where?", e.g.:
man *aya mag’aka - "Where did you come from?"
*eswo - "where?" (masc. sing.), *aswa (fern, sing.), *eswom (masc.pl.), 
,aswan (fem. pi.). This interrogative adverb occurs in nominal ex­
pressions only. Its referent is always in the third person, e.g.:
’aswo labet munat? - "Where is the dining-room?"
*eswo halib labe^dat ’aha? - "Where is the milk of 
the other cows?" (Tribu, 33;19)
’agel nettammaq ’aswa tabotna? - "Where is our Tabot 
so that we shall be baptized?"(Ibid., 7 0 :2 8 )
^For the interrogative pronouns man - "who?"i mi - "what?",
’ayi - "which?", see: 1 3-5«
^For *mi dol - "what time?"
ka*fo'L - ’'how?1-’* e.g.:
* alii ka’afo ga*a? - "How did this happen?" 
ka*afo halleka - "How are you?"
*egel mi - "why?”, e.g.:
’assebefr *egel mi ’imas’aka? - "Why did you not come 
in the morning?"
9 at mi - meaning and function as above.
>akal *ayi - "how much?, how many?"» e.g.:
*akel ,avi ’aketbat bedibka? - "How many books do you have?" 
...’akel *avi mannan gessuyat kern tarfava *egel tass’elanni 
ta*»™™er? - "...’Can you tell me how many of them (i.e.
the birds ) remained seated /on the tree branches/?"
(’Ag’azot, 69:7)
...wakullu lafawaq *akal *ayi gabba*? - "...'And all
/Jh e loads of/ cloth, how many are there?'"
(PLl, 37:5)
*akal *avi mal >akkaba? - "How much money did you make?" 
(lit.: 'did you gather?1)
’agal * alia makinat *ella *akal *ayi soldi tafrazze,?. - 
"How much money do you want for this car?"
*akal mi - meaning and functionjas above.
I
kam - "how much?, how many1*-?11* e-S-
* alii katab kam gabba* - "How much is this book?"
*et * elli warah *elli kam ’am*el bu gabbe’? - "How 
many days are there in t Hi s, moxt h ?!*
kam is used in idiomatic expressions denoting age of 
persons and hour of the day, e.g.:
^The word *afo which is used regularly with the meaning "yes", is also 
met with the meaning "how?" or "why?", notably in exclamatory utter­
ances and in rhetorical questinns, e.g.:
... mi wadenaka? *afo ke’enna wadekanna? - 
"'•.• What have we done to you? Why do you
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men *6nze sa*at kam baggaska? - "At what time did 
you depart from here?11
wad kam ^amat 9enta - "How old are you?"
§ 8.1.7.2 Adverbs denoting doubt
man ,ammsr< labad, kando, gabbe*, serve in the expression of doubt, 
having the meaning: "perhaps, maybe, possibly", e.tc.
man *ammsr is a complete sentence by itself (lit.:
'who knows?') and is marked as such in speech by a 
slight pause at the end, e.g.:
...man *ammer, *et hagay zelam latrakkab... - "...
^There is a drought at present, although it is the 
rainy season/ Maybe it will rain in summer" (i.e.: 
fragay - time of dryness: May-October). 
gabbe* is a fossilized form of the verb gab*a - 
"to become, to happen". (For examples, see § 4.5.2(a)
§ 8.1.7.3 Adverbs denoting affirmation and negation 
*afo/^abe - "yes", are regularly used in the expression of affirma­
tion or assent, e.g.:
lohav ,snas ta,ammerro? *afo, hetu masneye tu. -
1
"'Do you know that man?' - 'Yes, he is my friend.'"
j
*9lla gabav *slla nay karan tu? *abe, raska qadam gis. - 
'"Is this the road to Karan?' - 'Yes, go ^straight/ 
ahead.'"
*oho, *ehe, *uhu - "yes". These words are used in familiar conversa­
tion only, usually by the listener, to show the speaker that he is 
attentive.
treat us like this?...'" (PLl, 34:8)
...>afo talamkanni?... - How could you
betray me ^Tike this/?..." (Ibid, 15:10ff)
*ifalu - "no", is regularly used in the expression of negation ort 
dissent,e.g.:"
sigara tahazze? *ifalu, rabbi lahabbakkum~*~ * ana 
sigara >i>esatte. - "’Do you want a civarette?' -
'No, thank you, I do not smoke r"
*ifalu comprises the negative particle _^i_ - plus 
fal plus the third person masculine singular pronominal 
suffix _2U for all persons. The pronominal suffix may, 
however, be inflected where the connotation is: 'I
(you, etc.) do not wish or dare', e.g.: 
lamamher *endo wassaka wa ... *9zanka *et *akbat 
negus wabadalka gabbe*? bello. basa* *ifalye 
balsa lamandalay. - "The teacher, having continued
$ i s  talk/ said to him: 'And would you, perhaps,
like to exchange your ears ... for the king's treasures?' -
'Far be it from me, no]', answered the young man."
(,Ag,azot, 84:8)
*ikon - "no, not", is morphologically the suppletive form of the 
copula tu (third person only) in the negative (see § 4.1.1). Unlike 
,ifalu (see the preceding entry), ikon serves mainly in the ex­
pression of denial or refusal, e.g.:
... man galodave ke*enna sarafa sa’alat. hans 
kerentu * endo waqqala *ana *ikon bela wamika,elma 
*ana *ikon bela. - "’... Who made my knife notchy
like this?', she asked. Hans, raising Es voice,
said: 'Not I.' And Michael said: 'Not I.'"
(,Ag,azot, 101:12)
^Standard pronunciation: rabbelhabbakkum
kafrsmmam haye walye ... *atal qatlayu bela. 
walamasss*slay haye bello ,ikon walkadi frarmaz 
qatlayu. - "The leopard, however, said:
The goats killed ray son. 1 And the messenger, however, 
said to him: 'No^ ff so/, really the elephant killed 
your son.1" (PLl, 25:16)
*abi - "yes, of course; absoluately yes" 
yaVya* - "not at all; absolutely not"
Both *abi and ya* are interjectionally used; morpho­
logically, the former is an adjective (meaning "big").
§ 8 .2 Prepositions
(i) As previously mentioned (cf. § 8, Problems of classification) 
many adverbs and prepositions are similar in form. Distinction 
between such adverbs and prepositions is made here according
to whether they lack or possess a complement (almost all 
prepositions may have pronominal suffixes), e.g.: 
msssi nabraw - "They lived together " (adverb). 
mssslka ’sgavss - "I shall go with you" (preposition).
(ii) Phenomena regarding the attachment of pronominal sufiixes 
to particles are treated in § 2.10.2.
The prepositions are given in the Ethiopic alphabetical 
order and are exemplified below. In the case of complex expressions 
where tUe first element is a particle, the order of entries is based 
on the first letter of the second element.
§ 8.2.1 List oi prepositions set out and exemplified
(1) msn la*al - "above", e.&.
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9 V tworot men la aqsuna men la al lagabay medud t~u. - 
’’One of its .e. tne tree 's/ branches was 
stretched aDove the road.” (’Ag’azot, 72:4)
(2) men flaras - "because or, owin& to”, e.g.:
men haras *ellj - ’’Because of this."
wamen haras bezbe la’addam *ettu *egel leqrabo 
men *iga*a *elom... - "And as it became impossible 
for them to approach him owing to the multitude of 
people...” (Racconti, 42:27)
(3) baqo - "after”, e.g.: baqo kel*e samsn - "after two weeks."
(4) men hsnet - "instead", e.g.: gadem men bgnet fager yom davo. -
"Now then, do / X X / today instead of tomorrow."
(’Ag’azot, 54:18b)
(3) bante/ban _ "under", e.g.: ...bante tilah *at b^na... -
"...We, being under the rule of the Italians..."
(Tribu, 69:4)
...bante * eg cat fradgayu - "... He left him /Xo wait^ * 
under a tree." (’Ag’azot, 71:4)
(6) bad - "up to, about", serves in the expression of approximation,' 
preceding numerals, e.g.:
*eb bad sabu* *amat *arbe*a waworot negus wassQ*aw. - 
"They vanquished forty one kings in about seven years."
(Storia, 33:23)
(7) mesel - "with", e.g.: ne*us waldu wakalbu meslu *alaw. -
"His little son and his dog were with him."
(’Ag'azot, 71:2)
1See § 7.1.4. cf. §§ 7.I.3, 7.1.6.
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C8) ,^ 8b_ mesmesa - "on account of", e.g.:
da*am * eb mesmesa ’isanni magayes ... - 
"But on account of an improper way of life..."
(Tribu, 6:29)
(9) masanqal - "over, above", e.g.:
... kei*ot noser masangalom la*asso *alaw. - 
"... Two eagles were hovering over them."
(10) mator - nat the side of, near", e.g.:
... wamator lara>asu *et meder ,frasinay taklo - 
"... And they stick a piece of iron beside his head, 
in the ground." (FM, 133:22)
(11) matan - "for (the sake of )'V e.g.:
yasus matan nafsu matan welad darasahu wamatan 
la*amno bu kellom rammsq. - "Jesus prays for him­
self, for his disciples and for all ^chose/ who be­
lieve in him." (NT, John, 17 introductory clause)
*aze * eb gerbacce matankum * efarrefc wa* eb sQgaye 
matan garobu ... *aze gamamat masdad krestos *emalle*. - 
"Now I am happy about my sufferings for your sake, 
and I shall now fill up the incompleteness of Christa 
distress ... with my flesh, for his body’s sake."
(NT, Colossians, 1:2*0
(12) men - "from? than (introducing the second members of a 
comparison)", e.g.:
... wamen lahetom frabbarawo lamaftefr. nas*a. - "And he 
took the key from £the placeT" which they indicated to 
him." (Tigre Texts, 9 :22)
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wa*et lagomat * ay lay wad *andaloy waworot men taref 
* Qs'fragan t eba * asaw. - "And at the meeting of
the council, *A. V. *A. and one of the descendents 
of *Estiaqan had a quarrel." (Tribu, 30:16)
i
*8de man men deggalab tedaqqeb. - "The right hand 
is stronger than the left hand."
... men *an8s men latewalladaw men yafcannes lala*abbe 
9alab.u ... - "... Among (lit.: 'from') those who
are born of women there is none greater than John..."
(NT, John, 7:28)
(13) * eb/*et mege.b - "in the midst of", e.g.:
ladol rabbi * eb megeb labahar * egel l9t*addaw 
^azzazayom. - "Then God ordered them to go through 
in the midst of the sea." (Racconti, 24:8)
(14) (*et) men rahar - "behind", e.g.:
wasara *et men rafraru *et *affet lakayraat *et 
tebatter ... - "And Sarah, while standing behind
him at the entrance of the tent..."
(Racconti, 13:11)
(13) *et ra*as - "at the top of, at the first or foremost part 
of (lit.: ’at the head of')", e.g.:
kalamasanit * et ra*as * ella frefnat ella lamendaq 
kem frardaw ... - "And when the friends slaughter 
the mendaq ( i.e.-. the sacrificial cow for the dead)'
i
at the top of the hole..." (FM, 114:4)
i
(l6) semet - "near, at the side of", e.g.:
^90.
Ianay labet se*eli dekkan *et semet labet laweraq 
tu. - "the photography shop is near the post 
office house."
(17) sabbat - "on account of, because of", e.g.: 
walagabil sabbat fraramu ta*assa warabbi 
sahalayom. - "And the people, on account of their 
sins, were ^"in fact^ * in a state of rebellion; and 
God was merciful to them" (i.e.: God forgave them.)
(Storia, k^:2k)
lafadayeb *afrus nadde* la*ala kadmayma ’amara. sabbat * olli~had 
h1* latom *egel les*aw *asfagayom. - "The servant who was driving the 
strong horses (i.e. the coachman) was also aware of 
the danger. Because of this he drove (Tit.: ’hurried’) 
them to the limits of their ability."
(’Ag’azot, 88:7 )
Cl8) sankat/sanak - "in the direction of, towards," e.g.:
v — t ,   _
sankat baga galgale anes hallaya zarat larakbawan. -
"In the direction of Massawa there are some women 
possessed by evil spirits (lit.: 'which evil spirits 
seized them';)." (SS, l48:23ff)
(19) 9©t qeblat/’et qabel - "opposite, in front of", e.g.:
1 .
... *3t qeblatom 9et woro dabQr safra ... - 
"... He camped opposite them on a mountain..."
(Storia, 61:30)
(20) * et qabat - "in the midst of, inside’.1., e.g.:
wa*9gQl la*enas 5 et qabat babar latemaya la*aha
.1
*athayabawo. - "And they let the man who
spent the night in the midst of the sea, receive
■^ The expression * eb * elli sabab * elli - "for this reason" is 
equally used, having the same meaning.
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the cows." (PLl, 34:19ff)
gadem la*aqac *st qabat lakelab bahalat * et safar 
’abgefcawo. - nNow, the soldiers brought him inside 
the courtyard, i.e. into the camp."
(NT, Mark, 15:16)
(21) qadam - "before (earlier to; in front of)", e.g.:
qadam krestos... - "before Christ" (i.e.: B.C.).
(’Ag’azot, 62:15)
...qadam lagenazat gayes *asek lafrefrat. - "He goes 
before the corpse (i.e.: leading the funeral') up 
to the hole." (C Ross Trad, 5 8:17)
... qadamom gayes *ala. - "... /Re? was walking 
in front of them." (Racconti, 23:27)
(22) men tafrat - "under, below", e.g.:
... men tafcatka geqqa legba*., - "'... Let there
be a ge.qqa /chief of_ inferior rank^ under you'."
(Tribu, 82:11)
9at lasagali man tafrat la*abyatu ... may rakba.
"He found water ... lower down than his house, by 
the sycamores." (Tribuu, 64:12)
(23) nay  ^ - "of" (also corresponding to 'genitive' constructions 
in English such as: 'John's hat', etc.); e.g.:
.. .waheta.ksm wa*at reggaz ma nay safrag ma nay.
*aqhema * Qndo ta*allabat tstbahal. - "And she
l C f . § 3.4.
(i.e.: the cow) is named as (lit. 'being 
reckoned') the cow of reggaz (i.e.: of the 
funeral sacrifice) or of safrag (ditto), or 
of ,aqh8ma (ditto).'' (FM, 138:30)
nay yom mehro - "today's lesson".
...*eb batte ba*at nay ladeba*. - "... In a
certain cave in (Lit.: 'of) the bush..."
(,Ag,azot1 7 8:16) 
t  , . , « V V -  n . V  , ,  , _abi qeto men egcay latesaqqa tu wa eb nay 
frewah qarbat lalabsa tu. - "The f^tig armchair 
called/ qefo is made of wood and is covered with 
animal skin."
(24) * el - "to, for", is used, more often than not, in the ex­
pression of the indirect object,^"e.g.:
...walye *abuka ,Qlka massol ... - "'... Ify son,
your father resembles you...'"(Lt Leg, 8:6) 
befral bal 5alye - "Forgive me."
... la*otat *aram *endo dallalaw *agel lamleko 
wa*agel lesadqo1*elom *ambataw. - "... Having become
attached to heathen idols they started to adore and 
worship them." (Racconti, 33:15)
wa’agal *abuhu mi * eg el lsssamme kern bazze * ammataw
* elu. - "And they made signs^  to his father ^ “to
I
ask him/ what /name^ he wanted that he (i..e. the 
son)* should be called." (Storia, 107:23)
...wa*at besotu gsngay men ra’ena *alu zabatna -
1Cf.: (34)-*agel, and (30) - *91 and (iiO below.
"'... And as we saw a fly on M s  forehead 
we struck at it.111 (Tigre Texts, 10:3)
Cf. wala* elu daraba be* ad * aban... - "And the other
stones which he threw" (lit.: ’and the other stones 
w M c h  he threw them’). (Tribu, 3:26)
The lexical meaning of * al is demonstrated in the
\
following examples:
wa*agal lames caddo men *irakbo *alu ... - "And if
they do not find caddo (i.e. a certain tree whose roots 
are used in preparing the mead) for the mead..."
(lit.: ’for the mead if they do not find caddo for it*).
(PLl, 188:23)
dol sakib sabbat walebahat latanno * elu. - "They 
fumigate for him sabbat (i.e.: substance containing 
alum) and incense at bed time."
(SS, 134:24)
... *azema * alia baqalka frawar *anas tewallad * elka. —
\
"'...Now then, this mule of yours will beget a female 
young one for you.'" (TE, 703:6)
... dib masnika * ate * alna... - '"...Gc, for us (i.e.:
on our behalf.) to your friend...'"
(PLl, 34:8)
For the expression of the notion "to have" by means 
of halla + * al and *ala + * el, see: §§ 4.3(h), 4.3-2 and 
4.4. For the idiomatic expression gab*a + * al see:
§ 4.3.2(b).
*embal - "without, except", e.g.:
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wakQllom ksm *argaw *Qmbal laksl’ot la’slom *atrafaw... - 
"When all of them have mounted /The tomb^, except for 
the two whom they left behind..."
(PLl, 175:22)
*embal may waseg ’itigis. - "Do not go (i.e.: travel} 
witnout water and provisions."(’Ag’azot, 54:l4b) 
mi fraddas? sema ^smbal dakan. - "’What’s new?’ - 
’Nothing but good.'" (ibid,
(26) *9raf -"hear", e.g.:
labet mehro * sraf labet ksstan ta. - "The school is 
near the church."
(27) *asar - "after (following)",e.g.:
wahetu kern mota *asaru waldu mahammad * egsi lesaymo
* et lafrazzu. - "... And since he had died, they
wanted to appoint his son M_ after him. ..."
(Lt Su Sang, 11:2)
* asar * ella ... - "After that..."
(Tribu, 59:24)
In some forms of the third person, the variant 9asarehu 
etc., may occur, e.g.:
menna bet kern gesa *ana *et *asarehu mag’ako. - 
"I came home after he had left" (lit. having
left the house, I came after him.*)
(28) *asek - "until, up to, towards, as far as," e.g.:
...*asek *elladi *ammennom *alko. - "... Up to that 
I did believe him." (TE, 703:9)
wahatom *asak yarusalem gesaw. - "And they went 
to Jerusalem." (Lt'Leg, 8:9)
*eb fagra *asok betu *et laaabbel *9ccat wadqat * 9b 
neh9ba rakba, - "In tne morning, when he was return­
ing home he found a fallen tree with honey £"in ij^."
(Tribu, 89:11) 
walabeyayet kem ra’etto. kella saket m9nnu *asak 
frarammezma. - "And when the animals saw it, they all 
fled from it, even the elephants."
(PLl, 73:2)
(29) *9b/bu^~ - "about, with (accompanied by; . by means of), within 
(in the course of time, or period of), through (within the 
limits of), of (indicating material or substance), owing to."
(i) * 9b. Examples:
wa*9bbom bezub frasbo... - "... And they think often 
Ztit. 'much^/ about them..." (PLl, 291:3)
* ab tasfoy lakalo* bezub saggay wahaybay k9m *ala 
loddaggam. - "It is told about the second Tasfoy 
that he was generous and munificent."
(Tribu, 86:19)
...wa*affetu *ab *eban sanni t9dab9*a. - "... And its 
entrance was well sealed with stones."
(Tribu, 3^:17)
* 9b batte samen - "within a week".
musa man qadas dib sab * 9dom walad 9asra* al * 9b m9drom
* agal l9h9lafo la*ayak nad*a. - "Moses sent messengers 
from Kades to the peuple of Edom , so that the people
Third person, masc. sing, form represents the paradigm.
of Israel could pass tnrough their country."
(Storia, 31:6)
*arat salon * ab hasin latasagqa tu. lamakrayi 
’agerbat haye *eb *accay latasagqa tu. - "The sofa 
is made of iron. The cupboard, however, is made of 
wood."
* ab >attas*ayot >abuhom * ando tsnayata worot men 
laweladu lasebbat raf*a wa*egel lesbara wattana. - 
"Owing to the promises of tneir father, one of his 
sons, being encouraged, lifted the bunch of branches 
and tried to break it." (’Ag’azot, 68:1*0
(ii) bu1
This is a sandhi-form variant of >ab. bu materializes 
in a stress unit, where (a) a preceding word carries 
the primary stress; (b) *eb takes a prononominal suffix, 
the syllable containing tne glottal stop being unstressed 
and (c) *eb is followed by a pause. These conditions are 
typical of *eb in a stress-unit final position in the 
sentence, where its pronominal suffix functions as a pro­
noun of reference, e.g.:
walanagad medyan *egel yosef *at masar dannaw bu. (dannawbu) 
"And the Midianite traders descended with Joseph to Egypt...
i
(Racconti, 16:19) 
gan lagabtayu ma lata*ayana dib *ad gembago magsu* bu. 
(ma$5U,6bu)^ - "He who is possessed by a' demob, or who
^Third pers. masc. sing, form represents the paradigm.
^For theterm: ’stress-unit1, see: § 1.3 .
3
The non-gemination of the b_ shows that it is the sandhi-form 
variant and not the absolute form.
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who becomes obsessed, is taken (lit.: 'they go 
with him') to the people of Sembago."
(SS, 146:24)
wa* elli higahom lasan^aw *addam >egel sum la*ad 
bakaw bom, (bakawbom) - "And the people who heard 
this talk of theirs, told the village chief about 
them." (’Ag’azot, 76:15)
walatarfat * et laqablo ba, w®lad gallsya kaballe*a.
(*et laqabloba) - "And when they return with what 
has remained, the boys take it away and eat it."
(PLl, 125:20)
(iii) be* ettu
(a) The particle b- + pronominal suffixes is one of 
the means through which Tigre expresses the notion:
'to have'; 'to have' may also be expressed by the 
complex form bsdibu^ (be + dib).
(b) The particle b- may combine with *et (cf. (30) 
below), assuming the complex-form be*et(t)- + pronominal 
suffixes, in the expression of the notion 'to have’ •
It is different, however, from bu or bedibu, as regards 
content and distribution. Firstly, its meaning is the 
outcome of the lexical content of both bu - "to have" and
9et (the latter's meaning in this complex being limited
' I
to: "on", indicating contact with surface, and "in", 
indicating inclusion within space, or limits). Secondly,
■^See: § 4.3(a).
the complex be* ettu occurs predominantly in relative 
clauses.1 In translating such relative clauses into 
English, it is often preferable to use the English 
expression of existence (e.g.: 'where there is1) rather 
than the expression of possession (e.g.: 'which has in/ 
on it1).
Examples:
wa>aqberu *as9k yom *et kel *akan halla, *eban gazayef 
wararaysm labQ*ettu. - "And their (i.e. the giants') tombs 
exist in every place until today, where there are heavy 
and large stones" (or: '^fhose/ which have on them heavy 
and large stones'). (PLl, 87:22)
wabaqoha kel bata* wabagalsb * st labQ,etta bet marbayu. -
,1
"And afterwards he led him to a house where there was 
any ^Eind of/ poverty and want" (or: 'a house which had 
in it any...' etc.) (,Ag,azot, 89*‘2l)
V  »  t — • •
bezub genes naf am wabah lalablo agerbat labs ettan 
na*ayQs ,*9lab * 9b kom kom keruy tu. - "Many small boxes 
which contained (Tit.: 'which had in them'') various 
(lit.: 'many kinds') useful and rejoicing things were 
placed in heaps." (’Ag’azot, 104:22)
(30) *9t - "in, on,to, against, because of", e.g.:.
(i) *st bags* *abi bet mshro halla. - "There is a big school 
in Massawa."
*9tta safrat *abi *af9s karaw. - "They placed a large 
parcel on the table."
Eor bu - "to have", in relative clauses, see § 4.3.3* Eor examples 
in which b9*9ttu functions as the main verb, cf. Tigre Games, 66:32, 
Storia, 46:14.
,9gel la*adeg *etta * egcat *asrayu. - "He tied the donkey 
to a tree."
... gadam ’ellom gabat sammu* *9tkum... - "... These 
vultures will be witness against you."
(’Ag’azot,, 77:11) 
wala*ettu tesahaqka ,asse>elanni? ... - "... And tell 
me what made you laugh?" (lit.: ’that because of
which you laughedO (PLl, 89:6)
(ii) Certain verbs make use of 99t in the expression of the
indirect object, e.g.:
...*9ndo bela balsa *9ttu. - "He answered him, saying: ,...1
(iii) *9t plus pronominal suffixes may, in its sandhi-form, 
t-\ serve as a second complement (the one which is the 
direct object) for verbs which can take two complements.
A detailed statement and examples concerning these data 
are provided in § ^.1.6.
(31) *ak9l - "as (much) as, as well as," etc., is used in comparisons 
denoting equality, e,g,:
besan^akel *9nas *ikadd9m - "A child is not as useful 
as an adult." (,Ag,azot, 3^:2-0b).
9ana *ak9l *9111 w9h9r *abbay *i*9gabb9* tu? - " ’Could I 
not become as big as this bull?’ ^said the frog^1."
(Ibid, 67 3^ )
(32) * et akan - "instead, in place of", e-g.:
  ._____ _ v v <
lamayQt oslemay nisfl. gabbc ot akan laqas sek et
"*Tor the phonetic conditions under which t^ , occurs, cf. (29)(ii)
-bu, above.
laqaber marrQb - "If the dead /j& x if is Muslim a sheikh 
le.ads ^Uhe funeral/7" to the grave, instead of a priest."
(FM, 137:26)
(33) *st *9zam - "instead", e.g.:
...wa*st *9zam madhar margam *Qgsl ^lonisa* *8006 
*Qfarrsfc - "'...And I fear £cha.tf instead of a blessing 
he may bring a curse against me'...".
(Storia, 22:21)
(34) *9gel - "for, to", indicating relation of direct object,'*" intro­
ducing the object.
(i) The particle *egsl is used, with considerable regularity, 
in the expression of the direct object, e.g.:
wabet *abrehe nQwayu zamtat wa*sglu * etta qatlatto. - 
"And the people of^ * Bet ’Abrshe raided his cattle and 
killed him there" (lit.: 'And Bet *Abrehe raided his 
cattle, and him - they killed him there').
(PL1, 196:3)
ladol * egel *enas * ssra* elay lalaharrsm * snas mssray 
ra*a. - "Then he saw an Egyptian man who was beating an 
Israelite." (Racconti, 22:16)
(ii) * Qgel is frequently used to introduce the object of the 
verb, the verb itself taking a pronominal suffix of which
the referent is tue object, e.g.:
\
* eg el labab dab * ayu - "He shut the door."
* egel masnihu ketab habayu - "He gave his friend a book."
■^ Cf.: (24) - * el above.
* agel la*anas bello... - "He said to the man: '...'."
ji
(iii) The lexical meaning of * agal is demonstrated in the 
following examples:
* agel * ontat rabbi kellu qalu* wakasut tu. - "All is 
disclosed and open to the eyes of God."
('Ag’azot, 63:22)
>9gQl batte sa*at lagabbe* sakabna. - "We rested for 
about one hour."
*egsl ^sra*9l marbay * 9gal lahab dib rabbi ramqa. -
\
"He entreated God to give ^he people of' / Israel a 
leader." (Storia, 32:2)
,9gel man zabekaha lawa*at? * agel *abuye wa’amye. - 
"'For whom did you buy the cow?' - 'For my father 
and mother'." (’Ag’azot, 3^;lSa)
(33) *st *af - "before", e.g.:
*9g9l sar *amat lagabba* *9tta temaharko *et *af ’alia. - 
"Before tnat, I had studied there for about half a yean."
(36) k9m - " as, like", e.g.:
k9m g9hi t9mass9l. - "You look sad." (lit.: ’You seem 
like sad ^nan^.)
d9g9m gabil k9l dol * eb nosuma kem mamh9r t9tu... - 
"People's history even by itself is always instructive 
(lit.: 'as a teacher53." (Tribu, Introduction, xii:12)
(37) kamsal - "as, like". The difference between this preposition 
and the former is in that kamsal can take pronominal suffixes, 
while k9m cannot, e.g.:
wakam tasayamat walat kemsalha blatangeta wadetta. -
"And when she was appointed chief she made a girl like 
herself blatangeta." (Lt Leg, 4:16)
kemsal nafseka mallahavka fete. - "Love your friend as 
Q ou love^ yourself." ('Ag'azot, 56:17)
ladol *equl kemsal sokan sarrer ... - "Then the lame 
will jump like a gazelle..." (Isaiah, 35*6)
(38) kara - " with the company of, things like, such as", e.g.:
wakara gahag dib mallahayom *aqbalaw. - "And Gahag and 
his company returned to their friend."
(FLi, 48:3)
ka’egel kara *egale leblo kafralbo. - "And they say:
'For so and so and his company', then they
milk the cows." (Ibid, 228:10)
ka*asek *aze men kestennana lahallet *elna ser*at 
kara * elli massel jeta tu... - "And rites which we
^still/ possess from our Christianity until now, are 
only things like the following: ...". (lit.: 'seem only 
things like this') (Tribu, 71:1 ff)
dangoba kellu rabbi nabyat kara samu’el wabezham 
beldam * endo la*aka... - "Finally, after God had 
sent prophets such as Samuel and many others..."
(Storia, 73*-^  ff)
(39) *et kabed - "in(side)", e.g.:
...*aze *et kabed bet^*addam *ihalla...- '"..There is 
no one at present inside the house...'"
(,Ag,azot, 63:12ff)
^As a lexical entity kabed bet or kadbet means : "floor". Cf.: § 2. 
exx. at the end of section.
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ikO) *adad^ - ’’according to”, e.g.:
*adad *aqmu saga - ”He performed according to his 
ability.”
i k l ) darb - ’’behind, after”, indicating relation of place only, e.g.: 
kadarbu * et legayes ... - "And walking after him ...”
(’Ag’azot, 71•1*0 
whetu *egsl lefrerada darba tekarra. - ’’And he got down 
behind her (i.e.: the cow) in order to slaughter her.”
(TE, 701:2)
(*f2) dib - "to, into, at”, indicating direction and locality of 
destination, e.g.:
bezuh weraq nadde* *ala dib b8*Qdam *addotat. - ”He used 
to send many letters abroad (lit.: 'toother countries').” 
ke'enas dib be*ed medsr >et letbaggas... - ’’And a man, 
going out to a foreign country...”
(NT, Matthew, 25:1*0 
...wagahay wamasdad dib betka gabav ,irakbo. - "...And
sorrow and distress will not find the way into your house.”
(’Ag’azot, 63 3^ ) 
haqoha ... kern *abaw *adna *et leblo dib mabari mas>aw. - 
"Later on..., when they grew up, thinking about their 
country (lit.: 'saying: ”0ur country’") they came to 
Mabari.” (Tribu, ll:33ff)
lakawakeb men kel *enker dib *ad bed kern laleddarabaw 
maslo... - ’’The stars seem as if they are thrown one
at another from all directions....11
(PL1, 60:22 ff)
1Cf.: § 7.1.5.
(43) * et dewar - ’’around”, e.g.:
... sewa labet * et dewar lasafrat *algen ta’akkaba. - 
"... The family gathered around the *Algen ^ /wood^ 
table.” (,Ag,azot, 99:7)
(44) (*eb) gallab - ’’for the sake of”, e.g.:
f V — 9 f... da am gallabka mi ewadde? nes a kama... -
mEut for your sake what shall I do? Take it then.1”
(ELI, 31:7)
(^5) *®t gerra • ’’behind, after”. This preposition is different
from darb (see (4i) above) in that *et gerra indicates re­
lations of both time and place, e.g.:
* et kadamom babar *eretra wa*et gerrahom far*on * eb 
kalla lakaravihu tu halla... - ”In front of them there 
was the sea of Eritrea, and beind them Pharaoh with his 
entire army...” (Racconti, 24:6)
wahar *et gerrehom lalatammemma ,elom men ,irakbo... - 
’’And later, after them (i.e.: after their death),if
they do not find /someone/ who will achieve it...”
(PL1, 233:6)
(46) go/gor - ”at, with” (corresponding in meaning to ’chez’ in 
French, e.g.:
wala’ab batte waked go yabannes kem tegassa... - 
’’And once when the father was sitting at John's /Yionse/,
(#Ag*azot, 100:11)
...wa*et kavmat go .Vaqba'tom *atgassawo - ”... And they 
made him sit in a tent, with their guards” (i.e.: where 
the guards stayed). (Tribu, 68:22)
dawed * eb * ella waked * ella go *abuhu * et *ad * et 
*entu la'abage* ler*e *ala. - ’’David, at that time, 
at home (l’it.: 'being at home') in his father's 
/^place^ *, was pasturing the sheep."
(Racconti, 32:9)
(47) gedor - meaning and function as above.
(48) *eb gabav - "by means of”, e.g.:
wahamuhu gadem *eb gabav qane* *egel 'ewattenno bela... - 
"And his father-in-law thought: 'Now I shall put him 
to test by means of jealousy'.”
(PLl, 92:20)
(49) fenge/menge^ - "between”, e.g.:
lafaegit fenge ^ser wakel*e wa*aser waframes *amat 
*et hallet... "When the betrothed girl is between twelve 
and fifteen years old...” (FM, 109:12) 
walaaadamom tegayes la*alat takyat lagim *endo qansat 
fenge sab meser wawelad *esra*el batrat. - "And the 
pillar of clouds which had been going in front of them 
stood between the people of Egypt and the people of Israel.
(Storia, 4l:23)
(30) feza - meaning and function as (44) above.
§ 8.3 Conjunctions
These are connective words, either coordinating or sub­
ordinating. The former are used in connecting two clauses, phrases 
or words; the two elements connected sire of the same grammatical 
function (i.e.: substantival, adjectiveil, etc.). The latter are
^The form menge is not often met.
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used in introducing a subordinate clause, joining it to a princi­
pal clause.
§ 8.3.1 Coordinating conjunctions
The two parts of an utterance linked together by a coordin­
ating conjunction are syntactically independent. There is, however, 
a relation of optional dependency between the two linked parts; the 
sentence, clause or word introduced by the conjunctions, brings about 
the notion of result, restriction, contrast or alternative, in re­
lation to the part of the utterance preceding the conjunction. Ex­
ceptional to this are wa (see § 8 .3 .7 (1)) ,!andM, whose role may be 
grammatical only (i.e.: coordinative only), and ka (see § 8.3.2(4)) 
whose grammatical role may be occasionally identical to that of wa. 
The former may also participate in the expression of the alternative, 
the latter being regularly used in introducing clauses of result.
§ 8.3.2 The coordinating conjunctions are as follows:
(l) wa~*~ - (i) "and"; (ii) "or" (following lsgba*).
(i) wa is used in linking together two or more sentences, 
clauses, phrases, or single words, e.g.:
* st meder babas batte *95511 sadqat walawhat samara 
*ezgi latetbahal *alat. - "There was in Ethiopia a 
righteous and kind woman called S.*E."
2(ii) The construction: ... legba* wa... - is used to connect 
alternatives, e.g.:
... * ad dam legba* wabsyayQt... - "... Be it a man or an
^Eor the construction wa + perfect in the apodosis of sentences with 
unreal conditions, see: § 9 *6.2.
^See: § 9.7
animal..." (PEl, 73:15)
(2 ) ma~*~ - "or", is used to connect alternatives, e.g.:
’aksum no* is ta ma ^abbav ? - "Is ’Aksum small or big?"
* 9ssit mallahavka tegba* ma gabru ma *amatu ma be*erayu 
ma *adgu ma men mal mallahayka laga*a legba* sema 
,iterqabo. - "Never covet your friend's wife or his 
slave (lit.: 'his male slave or his female slave,) or 
his ox or his donkey or whatever ^ ^iere is/ of his 
property." (Racconti, 2 6:28)
(3 ) wokf - "or".
(i) This conjunction's function and meaning is identical to 
those of ma above, e.g.:
gale *9g9l teste tafrazze? man >ammor bun wok sahi? - 
"Will you have something to drink? maybe coffee or tea?"
(ii) wok may repeat itself, heading either part in an utter­
ance denoting an alternative. The corresponding English 
expression would be 'either ... or', e.g.:
... wok * Qtaw * acce katagabbaro wok haye *azamtakkum... 
"...'Either you come to me and be my subjects or I shall 
raid you'..." (Tribu, 33:23 If)
(4) ka^ - (i) "and"; (ii) "(and) so, therefore", "then (in that 
case)"; (iii) "then (next in order of time)".
(i) ka may have a coordinative role only, being similar in 
function to wa (see (l)(i) above), in which case the
difference between the two is a stylistic one, e.g.:
\
1Cf.: § 9.7.
Substandard pronunciation: *ok. For its role in constructions
denoting the alternative, see: § 9.7.
■^ For the occurrence of ka in tense complexes, see § 6.13 et seq.
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walarom kern ra* ayu tarqa * ettu katssalamayu ..VitamQn 
*aya *Qnta bello. - ’’And when ihe Rom (i.e.: singular 
form of ,arwam - name of the legendary giants who 
lived in olden times) saw him, he made his way towards 
him /fit.: 'and' ) greeted: him ~and* asked. him.'Where
are you from?1" (PLl, 83:21)
(ii) Along with its role mentioned in (i) above, ka may
indicate that the content of the part of the utterance 
following it, is the consequence of the content of tne 
part of the utterance preceding it. In such cases the 
English translation would be: "so, therefore, then /since 
that is so)", etc., e.g.:
la>Qssit *arwe ’asfrattenni kabal<ako tebe. -
"The women said: 'The snake enticed me, so I ate ^Ehe
apple/'." (Racconti, 7:13)
...Walahav wo mamba ,9gel 9er*e habanni bela. wayasus 
kare*e *9mnatka hayetakka bello. -
"And that one (i.e. the blind beggar) said £co Jesus/:
'0 Master, give me my sight.' (lit.: 'Give me^Ehe gift/ 
to see'7 And Jesus said to him: 'See then (i.e.: since
this is your wish'), your faith has healed you.'"
(NT, Luke, l8:4l, kz)
(iii) ka may have an adverbial connotation, indicating that the 
action described in the part of the utterance following 
ka is subsequent in time to that described in the part
of the utterance preceding the conjunction, e.g.:
*sgal liqa* mawat ,endo qarfo *slu gafgefo *slu wa*st 
may waddswo ka*slu satte. - "In order that he ( i.e. the
sick man) will vomit they peel him a mawat plant, 
crush it and put it in water, then he drinks it.”
(ss, 136:25)
(5 ) da* am - "but”, links two sentences or clauses, the second of 
which is of restrictive nature as regards the first, e.g.:
>sgel nsr*ekka nahazze *alna da*am *awkad *irakabna - 
"We wanted to see you but found no time.” 
gabil galab oadir kullu ^slam leta *ala, fraqo hud 
*awkad aa*am ksstan *9g8l ls^ba* *ambata. - 
’’Formerly the people of Galab were all Muslims j(lit.:
'all were Muslims only'). But soon (lit.: 'after a 
little while') they started becoming Christians.”
(6) da*ikon1. This conjunction is regularly used as a grammatical 
device which renders a paratactic relation, of an utterance 
comprising two sentences, hypotactic.
The noticnal relation between two such sentences is that 
of emphatic opposition or restriction, where one sentence con­
tains a verb in the affirmative, and the other - a verb in 
the negative. In speech, the pitch of voice is raised in the 
word preceding da*ikon (i.e. the verb), and the conjunction is 
followed by a short pause.
da*ikon cannot be defined as a lexical entity, and its 
factual meaning is to be deduced from its contextual sense.
In a free translation into Englisn, meanings such as: "on the 
contrary, rather, but,” etc., or a dash between the two sentences, 
would be possible, depending on the contextual sense.
Standard pronunciation: de*ikon. Variant forms not often met
with, are: da’ikoni (e.g.: PL1 , $2:7) and da*ikone (e.g. PL3 , 210:*f)
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The main types of utterances containing da*ikon may be 
set out as follows:
(i) The most frequent pattern is the one in which the 
sentence with the vero in tne affirmative comes 
first, followed by da*ikon, e.g.:
...*ifalka. latarfava kellan * eb lazabtat farraya 
da*ikon hattema *itarfat... -...'"Not so. All those 
^Birds/ which had remained took off because of the 
^loise of? the shot - not even one remained1."
The sentence containing the verb in the negative 
may change place with tne sentence containing, the verb 
in the affirmative, e.g,.:
...lamasaru nay kallat ta *itQbattsk tessabbar da’ikon... 
"'...His axe is /m ade/ of clay; it cannot cut, on the 
contrary - it will break.'" (PL1, 12:l*f ff)
(ii),Tne utterance containing da*ikon may be elliptical (i.e: 
wnere there is no sentence containing a verb in the 
negative, but the notion of such a part of the utterance 
is implied by the context), e.g.:
...walye wad *amanye walonayma walye tu ga^o Ka*a da*ikon... 
"...',/you axe / my true son and that one too is my son, 
but he has turned out a dolt do not want him^.
(Lt Leg, 8:20)
Ciii)da>ikon may approach the meaning of da*am "but" (cf. § 8.3.1
(5) above), where the notion expressed is one of restriction 
rather than of opposition. In such a case da*ikon is 
preceded by the vero of the sentence which introduces the
V
 ^ restriction, e.g.:
0
!
i
lamenna qangaw *akan ,ita,ammarat da*ikon la*9bbu ga*azaw
mesmesa *9lli tu leblo. - "They say the place
from which the,y emigrated (£‘it.: ’got up1)' is not 
known, but the reason (lit.: 'by which') they emigrated 
is this: (Tribu, 3 :9)
§ 8.3.2 Subordinating con.junctions 
Form
The linguistic stock from which subordinating conjunctions 
are constructed comprises (a) mainly prepositions, e.g.: fraqo, men, 
asek, kern: (b) nouns: sabbat - "reason", *9wan, waked, dol - "time";
(c) *9ndo - "while, after" which is used as a conjunction only, and
(d) compound interrogative-adverbs, e.g.: *9galmi - "because" (as 
an adverb it means: "why?").
Function
A subordinate conjunction introduces its clause, joining 
it to a principal clause. Subordinate conjunctions which also occur 
as prepositions may function as 'sentence prepositions': they intro­
duce a subordinate clause whereas the corresponding prepositions in-
J
troduce a single word or phrase. Subordinating conjunctions differ 
from the corresponding prepositions in that (a) the,y cannot have pro­
nominal suffixes while almost all prepositions can, and (b) they can 
govern the verb of tne subordinate clause (certain conjunctions de­
termine whether the perfect or imperfect verb-forms will be used (see 
§ 6.6 (c) ).
§ 8.3.3 The subordinating conjunctions are as follows (where no 
mention is made of the morphological category used with the conjunction,
this can be either the perfect or the imperfect):
(1) haqo - "after (subsequent to the time that), since, as", e.g.:
J
haqo *et karan >aqabbel waraqat * egel ’enda* *etka tu. - 
"I shall send you a letter after I return to Karan." 
...haqo halibkum sata g9ngay lar9,ekummo qetolo... - 
" ’...Since /^ he flies7* ^rank your milk, kill any fly 
you see...'" (Tigre Texts, 9 :32 ff)
(2 ) m9n h®uet - "instead of, lest (for fear that)", e.g.:
walamallahayu m9n h^net marr9ho *agedda * 9b l9g,am 
*9gal las9*8n faras l9sh®bbQ. - "And instead of his 
friend leading nim ^i.e.: leading tne horse by the 
bridle7 he rather dragged the tired horse by the 
bridle." (’Ag’azot, 9 8:9 )
...k9m9n h^net feteh musa letbarraw,mot harraw... - 
"... And lest they betray the Law of Moses they 
chose deatn..." (Storia, 9 7 :15)
(3 ) * apmi - "because", e.g.
ravim gabay *9b *9gru * 9g9l ligis *ala *9lu * 9bmi 
makinatu *9b hamgam tesabbara - "He had to walk (lit.:
'go by foot') a long way, because his car suddenly 
broke down."
(4) 99g9lmi - function and meaning as above.
(3 ) m9n - "if"^ (with the imperfect form); "since" (with the perfect 
form); "whether", e.g.:
*ad gomat * 9gel lide m9n hazze kantebay watay l9tlake...-
For the construction perfect + mangabbe* in the protasis of 
conditional sentences, see: i 9*£»1*
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"If the people want to arrange a meeting of the 
council, the chieftain calls a £TL\xte? player" (i.e. 
the flute player announces the end of the meeting 
playing his flute). (EM, XbS'.22)
sabbat *elli ke’snna men *asnava *egsl lara*awa 
ksllom bah *abalattom - "Because of this, since he 
had taken good care of it (i.e.: of the lemon tree) 
in this way, it delighted all ^?eo Pie/ who saw it."
(*Ag*azot, 59 
da*am pilafcos qadam *ella men mota ta*aggaba ... - 
"But Pilate wondered whetner he was already dead..." 
(lit.: 'whether he died before that').
(NT, Mark, 15:¥0
(6) sabbat - "because", e.g.:
sabbat dangarko behel bal *elye - "Excuse me for being 
late" (lit.: 'Excuse me because X was late').
(7) assk - "until" (with the imperfect form), e.g.:
da*am hamgam cencaiy *endo mas*a *et deqem lawad negus 
tegassa wa*asek fazze* naksayu. - "But suddenly a fly 
came and sat on the king's son's, cheek, and bit him 
until he woke up." (*Ag*azot, 7 6:13)
menna ta *asek tethadde men dar *abuha ... tetmawan 
watelabbes ... - "... But until she gets married...
she is fed and clothed by means of her father's property" 
(i.e.: after the father's death).
(EM, 139:27)
1
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(8) 9 st - nwhile" (with the imperfect form); corresponding to -ing 
(participle) forms in English in temporal clauses, e.g.:
kahe*9mnat wagale sab ^agessat *9gel be,9mnat
Y . .   .
simat 9t lahazzu 9t filan 9t medun dannaw. - 
MSo Be,9mnat ^imselfT* and some notables, while 
seeking the chieftainship for Bs’emnat, went down to 
the Italians at Medun." (Tribu, 68:9)
wak9*9nna *9t l9waddu s9ssa hoi halfa. - "And sixty
J
years passed while they were so doing" (i.e.: sinning 
against God) (Storia, 75:9)
gad9m giso wa*9g9l k9llom gabay9l *eg9l s9m *ab 
wawal wamanfas q9ddus * et tatammuqom wala*9lu 
>azzazkokum kellu * 9g9l l9*9qabo *9t tamhurom w9lad 
darasa dawom. - "'Go then, and baptizing all nations 
for the sake of the name of the Eather, the Son and 
the Holy Ghost, and teaching them to keep all that 
which I-commanded you, make them disciples.1"
(Racconti, ^6:10ff)
(9) *9ndo - "when,-after" (almost only with the perfect, cf. third 
example below; *9ndo corresponds to the construction of auxi­
liary + ing + passive particle in English); e.g.:
ka*endo *ella bala *et *addu *aqbala - "And having sung 
this he returned to his village."
(C Ross Trad, 52:12)
’'"For the subordinate form of the copula: *9t *9ntu, etc., see:
§ k.1.3(b).
walasek *et ketabu * endo ra*a wa* eb * amruma kullu
bello... - "And the sheikh, having consulted his book
and also by Virtue of? his wisdom, answered him: '...'" 
(lit.: 'having looked in his book and also by his 
complete knowledge, said to him?).
(SS, 1^ 6:5)
wahar bet *ab lamayet kel mennom sayf *endo barret
J
ma *eb konat wok mora *et lswatwet lassaqer. - 
"Then each ^ nale/ member of the family of the deceased, 
drawing a sword or swinging a lance or stick, raises 
the war-cry." (ELI, 223:2*0.
(lO) ,endav/dav - (with the imperfect ) "before, while ... not, as 
long as... not, without that, until", "without" + English 
participle-form, e.g.:
>enze * enday 9omasss9 * et feyarat *alko - "Before I 
came here I was at the airport."
...*addam 9enday bazzeyo *egelmi kel dol tazallem? - 
"...'Why do you cause rain to fall all the time while 
people do not wish it?..."' (i.e.: a man complaining 
to God). (’Ag’azot, 7 8:16)
da*am hetu garicce *enday ’esallefc >i>eballe< bela. - 
"But he said: 'I shall not eat as long as I have not 
completed my business ^successfully/. '"
(Tribu, 85:5 )
I have found no supporting evidence to the statement made in 
Supplementary Observations, p.137a, $  56a), that *enday may 
occur with the perfect.
da*am heday *Qnday bazze men danger walafresit men tedangal 
*abuha *eg9l *ab labesan *at hedav lasaffeggo. - 
"And if he (i.e.: the boy's father) lingers witnout 
seeking (lit.: 'without that he seeks') a marriage, 
and ^L^the girl becomes of age, her father urges the 
boy's father /To fix a date/ for the marriage."
(FM, 109:15ff) 
wa*enday may®t sek la*ad wafetuy *ala. - "And until 
he died he was the chief of the people and /p as much/ 
beloved /Fy then/." (*Ad Sek, 183:16)
walazamtat ke*enna gessuy wamah wagalab day l®r*e kem 
ra*awo * egel 1 smg®'* 0wo *iradaw - "And when the raiders 
saw him sitting like this without looking to either 
side (lit.: 'left or right'), they did not wish to come 
at him." (C Ross Trad, 68:3ff)
(11) *akel la - " as often as, whenever", e.g.:
waks*enna *st wadde wa*kel la*emmu teherarattan *et 
haddeg S9* *essit *atmama. - "And while thus doing, 
and divorcing /Fhen/ as often as his mother reproved 
them, he went through (lit.: 'accomplished') /The  
divorces o f f nine women." (Tigre Texts, 3:4)
wadawsd *akel lamasanqo zabbet *elu *agel sa*ol 
qallel *slu *ala. - "And whenever David played the 
harp for Saul, he (i.e.: Saul) was at ease."
(Storia, 61:25)
(12) *6g8l~*~ - (i) "in order to (introducing an adverb clause of - 
purpose or result) that"; (ii) corresponding grammatically to:
^For an exhaustive treatment of *egsl see: §§ 6.4-6.5*
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to + infinitive in English, when functioning as the object of 
the verb, e.g.: 'I planned to go1.
* egsl 'can precede verb forms which belong to the jussive 
morphs^gical category only, e.g.:
...*et megeb gannat *eb lahallet *eccat *egel 
*itimuto msnna yitsblu*... - "...’Do not eat from the 
^Fruit o f f the tree which is in the midst of paradise 
or you shall die (lit.: ’in order that you shall not 
die')." (Racconti, 6:22)
*eb qeyas men tethage bszuh *egsl *sfhamakka ,cqaddsr. - 
M,If you talk slowly (lit.: 'with measure1) I shall be 
able to understand you more."
(13) *Qwan - "when" (with the imperfect form), e.g.:
wafrar reggazu *egel lefrerado *ewan hazzu...—  "Later on, 
when they wish to slaughter his rsggaz (i.e.: the cow 
of the funeral sacrifice)..." (PL1 , 223:6).
(l*f) kern - (i) "when, after", (corresponding to the construction 
of an auxiliary + ing + passive participle in English), "as 
soon as", (with the perfect form); (ii) "as" (according to 
wha^' or manner in which); (iii) "that" (introducing a content 
clause).
Examples:
/ \ 9 V V  •(i) karan kem mas at lawaraqacce egel tatkabbat tu. -
"When she arrives in Karan she will receive my letters." 
*et *adigrat kem basbaka salf mi wadeka? - "Having 
arrived in Adigrat what did you do first?"
...kamen tegavsi la’affetu kem kedki layegerki kem badira
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wa’aqbalat *8lki... - ” '... So if you go /There/, as 
soon as you step in Zthe house/ entrance, your foot 
would become as it was before1...”
(Lt Leg, 4:20)
(ii) wanoh rabbi kem la’azzazavu wada. - ’’And Noah did as 
God ordered him.” (Racconti, 9 :?0)
(iii)woro nageday *egel dekkanu nafe* hesan kem bazze *et 
gazetat *assa*ala. - ”A certain shopkeeper advertised 
in the papers that he was looking for a young assistant 
(lit.: ’a useful boy') for his shop.”
(’Ag’azot, 82:15) 
wa’egel la’enas ka*afo kem qatlawo kem ta’ammanaw 
aatlavom. - "And since they (i.e.: the murderers) 
confessed how they killed him, he (i.e.: the governor) 
executed them.” (Ibid, 7 7:l6ff)
(15) kemsal - "when” (with the perfect), e.g.:
*egel lamabrehat kemsal *abreha *etta kadbet gale 
santim ra*a. - "When he switched on the light he saw 
a few /copper/ coins on the floor.”
(16) waked - "when” (with the imperfect), e.g.:
’anas waked hadde ... - "When a man gets married...”
(FM, 146:25)
(17) dib - "while” (with the imperfect), e.g.:
wala’et may latemava dib'. leghe dib *addu gesa. - 
"And /The m a n /  who spent the night in the /sea/ 
water, went home disheartened” (lit.: ’went home being 
dejected').
(PL1, 55:16)
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9 V 9 —dib gayss dib gayes et ha.tte cembit akan woro 
* enas dsglal sanhayu. - ’’And while he was walking on 
and on he ran across a certain old man in a deserted 
place.”
(18) dol - ’’when" (with the imperfect), e.g.:
... *ettu lanaqmanni *addam dol *i,esamms> wa>i*er*e 
lebye *arref... - ”... There, when I shall neither hear 
nor see people who will call me, my heart will be at 
ease (lit.: 'will rest')...” (’Ag’azot, 69:1?)
§ 8.4 Interjections
These are syntactically independent parenthetic insertions 
of the utterance, which as to content vaguely correspond to a full 
sentence (the meaning of which often depends on the context and 
cannot be taken as a lexical entity; cf. especially exx. in (a) 
below).
As regards form, interjections can be (a) words which are 
used as interjections only and are morphologically unanalysable, and 
(b) words otherwise belonging to otherparts of speech, or determined 
by their morphological pattern.
Examples (the meanings given below serve as a guide only):
(a) hes/set - "Be quite!"; heVwaha - "Ah!”; ’ay/’avo/
yewu/yaw/d ebbo - "Woe!"; hey/saw - "Away!"; hay a* - 
"Up!"; "Now then!" (e.g.: Tribu, 45:14); hassa - "Far 
be it"; hay - "Make haste!"; sembano - "Be praised!"; 
scmmena: (also: + *el with the pronominal suffixes) - 
"Cheer up!" (e.g. ’Ag’azot, 64:9); sut - "Impossible!"; 
bah - "Not at all!"; bas - "Enough!"; *abada>- "Never!";
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wo - "OhJ"; wassele - "A pityj"; yebba^ - "FatherJ"; 
yemma^ -"Mother"'; gaddo* - "Oh wonder"'
(b)(i) besse - "Excellent”' (besse, pi.: bessetat - "honour; good
deed";* a noun; root: fcys). 
ken - "Away"' (ken - "there", an adverb!
*asannay - "Thank Godl" (’asannay - an infinitive form
of **asanna; root: sny).
(ii) na*a (mas.sing.), ns*i (fem..sing.), ne^eno (masc. pi), 
n®*ena (fem. pi.) - "Come (here-)J"
These forms may function as a verb, replacing the
imperative forms of the verb mas*a - "to come", e.g.:
» « 3enze na a - "Come here".
*onka (masc.sing.), *enki (fem.sing.), *enkeno (masc.pl.), 
*enkena (fem.pl.) - "Behold."', "Here it is.'" 
yaha (mas.sing.), yahay (fem.sing.), havaw (masc.pl.), 
yahayat (fem.pl.) - "You there.'".
These two interjections are used regularly by children, when 
addressing one of their parents, and are not, as stated in 
Sketches, p.202b, § 62a) poetic forms.
2This is one of the rarer infinitive forms, not dealt within § 2.7.2. 
Its pattern is similar to the one described in § 2.7.2 b)\iv), in 
addition to which the distinctive features of type - B are to 
be added.
3Cf. § 3.8 b)(iii), last example.
Chapter Nine
SYNTAX
The grammatical data treated in this chapter consist of:
(i) the sentence, where the simple sentence (§ 9.1) and the complex 
sentence (§ 9.2) are commented on; (ii) nominal sentences, i.e. 
utterances which do not have a finite verb or a copula (§ 9*3),
(iii) direct and indirect speech and content-clauses (i 9**0;
(iv) verbs taking an infinitive as their complement (i 9*5);
(v) conditional sentences (§ 9.6); (vi) the alternative (§ 9«7),
(vii) the expression of the distributive,iterative and intensive 
aspects by means of repetition of the word (§ 9«S).
This chapter is intended to cover syntactic phenomena briefly 
dealt with or only mentioned in the previous chapters.
§ 9-1 The simple sentence
The term ’sinple' refers here to a sentence with only 
one clause.
IS 9.1.1
There are three main features of word arrangement typical 
of the Tigre sentence, as follows:
(i) The main verb - or a syntactically equivalent word -
is regularly placed at the end of the sentence.
(ii) Complements and qualifiers precede the words they qualify
or complete.
(iii) The subject is usually placed at the beginning of the
sentence; it may be preceded by sentence adverbs (cf.
§ 8.1.7) and conjunctions of coordination (cf. § 8.3 .1).
It should be noted here that any change of the above word- 
order features, does not necessarily suggest a syntactic extraposition. 
Examples:
worot * snas mQssl nswayu wasewahu * st qisot *ala. - 
"A man lived with his family and his cattle 21 a hamlet."
(Tigre Texts, 13:11) 
rabbi *astar wamedsr fatra. - "God created heaven 
and earth." (Racconti, 5:3)
da*am bar far’on * sb tallaqot *Qsra*el *agid ta*assa. - 
"But after that Pharaoh soon rebelled against releasing 
the people of Israel." (Storia, 41:13)
§ 9.1.2 Variations of the normal order of the words in the
simple sentence
A noun other than the subject may head the sentence. In 
such a case the subject may occur in second place, having a suffixed 
pronoun of which the referent is the preceding word. In all grammatical 
expressions of such a structure the first two words in the sentence 
can be put in a construct state by reversing the word order and
omitting the pronoun of reference. The word which occupies first
i
place in the sentence is the subject of the utterance in the contextual 
sense, the grammatical subject of the sentence referring to a limited 
notional aspect of it.
Examples:
wala’snas la*sssitu *amsat. - "And the man's wife became 
pregnant." (PL1, 90-21)
rsgbat *szna *et kel medsr hallet. - "The Rsgbat people 
live all over the country" (lit.: 'The Rsgbat, its tribe
is found all over the country1).M
(ELI, 79:5)
* sssit hilata bawahit ta. - "The strength of a 
woman is weakness."
karan hosaha aavQb tu. lakarsa * sb getran 
lslqluq tu. - "The soil of Karan is red. Its 
interior (i.e.: of Karan) is smeared with tar."
The word order of the above structure may be further 
altered, as in, e.g.:
wahobay ksnna tu dsgma. - "And so was the tale about 
the kite." (lit.: 'And the kite, like this is her 
story1).
§ 9.2 The complex sentence
The term 'complex' refers here to a sentence containing one 
or more dependent clauses ii addition to the main (or principal) clause.
§ 9*2.1 Thenorm^jtford^order>>^ B!th^BComglexiBse^^c^
The description given above in the case of the simple sen­
tence (in § 9.1.1) also applies here. The main clause is a simple sen­
tence whose verb is regularly preceded by the subordinate clause.
The various types of subordinate clauses occupy their place in the 
sentence according to their function, e.g. a relative clause functions 
as a modifier of a noun and occupies those positions that modifiers 
occupy (i.e.: regularly preceding the noun).
Examples:
Galab *et >Qtyopya latstrakkab batte n e ^ s  degge ta. - 
"Galab is a small town ^AThich is^ in Ethiopia."
* 9b laaalelat lahan matatvos lalebulo gendab a as 
mssQl hames waldu *et modin worot *ad yehuda nabbPr 
*ala. - "In those days there lived in Modeen, in 
Judah, an old priest called Matthew withhls five sons."
(Storia* 97=20)
*Qt dangoba gabava qesen (*eccat * et ladab*ava *akant _vv
K
basbat. - ’’Finally she arrived at a place where a
tree branch blocked her way." (aAgaazot, 73=7)
§ 9*2.2 Changes in the normal word-order in the complex sentence
Two different types of changes may be noted here, where (a) 
a nominal element in the main clause and the subject of the main 
clause change places, resembling in principle the structure described 
in § 9*1.2 ,1 and (b) a relative clause is put at the end of the sen- 
tence, preceded by the copula tu which may occur anywhere in the 
main clause between the relative and the subject (expressed or im­
plied). The word preceding the copula may then be emphasized.
Examples:
(a) *elkuma hames *amat kem wadet *abuha hemmam qatlavu. -
"When *E. was five years old a leopard killed her 
father. (aAg*azot, 61:12)
labegan bamatu *et moder be*ad men gabbe* *adda ... 
bamatu ;nabra sannet tewadde... "If the village of the 
boy's mother-in-law is in another country ... his 
mo the r-dn-law makes a good meal..."
(PLl, 117:6)
"'llere the nouns whose order could be reversed-are more than two, owing 
to the complex nature of the sentence. In the first example given for
(a) below, three notins are involved; 9elkuma, 9abuha, hemmam. The last 
two are the ones whose order can.be reversed, the third being the 
grammatical subject of the main clause. In the second example ^iven 
for (a) below, the three nouns involved are: lab8sah, bamatu, adda, 
all of which can be put in a reverseiorder and form a construct state, 
i.e.: *ad labamat labssan - "the village of the boy's mother-in-law". 
The bringing fobward of a nominal element ii Tigre results in avoiding 
a long sequence of words in the construct state.
^Cf. § b.lA. /
wahetu *eb nol^e tu latesafraqko; *stki *ikon bella. - 
"And he said to her: 'It is at myself that I laughed - 
not at you." (PL1, 89:3 )
wamusa bezuh farha kaman *endo ga’ako tu *ana men 
msser welad ’asra* el la’afaggQr? bela. - "And Moses 
was much frightened and said: 'Who am I (lit.: ’what 
have I become1) that I shall bring the people of Israel 
out of Egypt?" (Storia, 38:19)
Other instances in which the normal word-order of the 
is not kept show no peculiarities as to content and meaning,
wa*abunawas bello gis *ella * ecce hallet * elka 
gabaya; terakkebba. - "And *Abunawas said to him:
’Go £ iom e/. I have a solution for this; you will find 
it (/jthere7'." (lit: 'Go, this - its way I have for you').
(PL1, 33:18)
ka’egel lagena k9,enna tebello *amset *eg9l lazamtat 
*et tsr’eyom kern *iter,e *endo temassalat... - tAnd she
passed the evening speaking to the baby as follows (lit.:
i
'like this'), pretending while she saw the robbers, not 
to see them." (Tigre Texts, 13:13)
§ 9.2.3 ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ r e l ^ ^ n s i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e ^ e n c e s ^ ^ d i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
of complex and compound sentences.
The term 'compound' refers here to a sentence having two or 
more coordinate independent clauses, usually joined by one or more 
conjunctions. The cnoice between a complex and a compound sentence 
in Tigre has no limitation of distribution, and both types are equally 
used. Although long complex sentences are not as frequent as in Amharic
(b)
sentence 
e.g.:
Tigre is nevertheless capable of producing them. Two examples are 
given below, the first of which is a compound sentence, the second 
consisting of two successive complex sentences:
wahar hed ,alelaw wa*et segad had halgaw kahed 
sa^maw wa*eb dahan tefanataw. - "And later they 
recognized each other and fell upon each other's necks 
and kissed each other and left each other safely."
(PL1, 94:9)
* et legos naygsrya laga’a nay babur begot *enday may to
* eb havatom la*alaw hemsa nafar * et makinat *endo 
satanawom hospital *et labaggefewim lamakinat sabbat
teballasat kellom woro * endav tarref mennom kern motaw___ .  ^ ^
men legos lamas*a *axbar >assa>ala. -. "News which came 
from Lagos, Nigeria, reported that fifty people who sus­
tained minor injuries in a train accident, had boarded a 
car which overturned while they were being driven to 
hospital and all of them died." (lit.: 'In Lagos, Nigeria, 
news which came from Lagos reported that the train accident 
which happened - fifty people who remained alive without 
being dangerously ill, having made them board a car, while 
they were bringing them to hospital, since the car over­
turned, all:of them, without that one of them will remain, 
died')
*ellom lamp taw hemsa nafar * Qt megbay mefgar gab ay beni 
latetbahal *ad *etta balfat talasano *sbbabur labaqaw 
men me*et wala*al nafar mennom latarfaw tom letbahal. - 
"It has been told (lit.: 'It is said') these
fifty people who died, had remained from more than one
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hundred people ^who were^ injured last Tuesday
by the train in a village called Beni in the mid east.”
§ 9-3
The term 'nominal' refers here to sentences whose predicate 
does not contain a finite verb or copula# Nominal sentences occur
(a) as free variants either in interrogative utterances containing an
.1 1
interrogative adverb and a copula, or in answers to such utterances;^
(b) where the sentence containing the nominal expression depends on 
the preceding sentence, in that it cannot otxierwise head the chain of 
speech; (c) in interjections.
Examples:
(a) wa*eshaq man *Qnta, walye? bela kasa'alavu.
wavaVqob * ana *esaw wad bekerka *ana. - "And Isaac 
asked him saying: 'Who are you, my son?' (i.e.: 'Which 
of ny sons are you?') And Jacob ^answered^*: 'I am Esau, 
your first-born son..." (Storia, 22:28)
men *avi gabil *enta? - "Which is your tribe?" (lit.:
'From which tribe are you?')
(b) ...laqatlay nassb *ar*uni ... walaaatlav naseh *slla
*ana bello. - " fin d he said'Show me the killer of 
Nasafc1'... And the killer of Nase]p. said to him: 'It's me'." 
(lit.: (This f is ?  I'). (PL1 , 2Vf:l6)
da*am sandaldal men bela la*abavam ... worot mennom
9 — V  1 * —snase endo bela ragzavu ... hstu have... Qnas
*8sicce da*ikon >enaska *i,iana bello kahafsa. - 
"But since he staggered ... one of the enemies, saying:
J
'My manl' pierced him. He, however, ... said to him:
^1 amT" my wife's man - I am not your man' (i.e.: referring
1Cf. § *f.l.
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to his blaming of his wife for the cause of his 
weakness), then died." (Tribu, 45^18 ff)
wala*Qssit walkatu * ana *enas b8*ed >i,ammer 
tello wahstu *iwalye bela ka*abavu. - "And the woman 
said to him: 'He is your son, I do not know any other
i ' 5>
man. 1 And he said: 'Not my son.'' and refused him."
(PL1 , 9 1:3 )
(c) * sgel *eddina *9b sabab matanaafi debboha.
matanqafidi *3g8l lsmsa* qasQb tu da’am macanqafi 
,8gel lalamasge* * ad dam debbohu. -- "Woe to the world 
because of the offenses. Indeed, it is unavoidable
i
that offences should exist (lit.: 'offenses, indeed, 
must come'), but woe to the man who brings about the 
offenses." (NT, Matthew, 18:7 )
wakQl msnnom sayf * endo barta ... laworo *ana ya<aqob 
*et -lebel .^ adm.8*a walakale* have *ana vosef ,.et..leb.el. . . . .  
sawata - "And each of them having drawn a sword, one struck 
/a .t the otherT* saying: ’I am Jacob1, and the other struck back 
(lit.: 'also struck') saying 'I am Joseph1." (PL1, 94:5)
The interrogative adverb *8swo occursiin nominal expressions 
only. For examples see: § 8.1.7.1.
§ 9 .^  ^ r e ^ ^ n d ^ m ^ ^ e ^ ^ ^ g e e c h ^ jC o ^ e ^ t^ c ^ u s e s
§ 9.4.1 Direct and indirect speech
(i) The verb bela - "to say" - may be used as a point of
punctuation in marking the end or beginning of direct
\
speech. In this capacity bela is semantically redundant, 
e.g.:
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wa*ad lawalat balso walatna ne’is hallet wa’iteda- 
lena ’ondo belaw. - "And the family of the girl 
answer ^ saying/7*1 'Our daughter is small and we are 
not ready ^ e t  to give her in marriageT*."
(PL1, 119:22ff)
(ii) When the main verb in the sentence is bela, it occurs 
only once, e.g.:
hatte me* el gohu telakayom ... wamenkum ’ellan 
’ Qsurat marawi ’egal lQsaber ladaqqeb me’et reyal 
hayQbbo bellom. - "One day he summoned them to him... 
and said to them: ’I shall give one hundred dollars to 
the one who will be able to smash this /^Uunch o f /  
tied branches . (’Ag’azot, 68:12)
(iii) Unlike the regular order of words in the Tigre sentence,
bela, as the main verb together with the'sehtence it introduces, 
may precede the subject, e.g.:
kern la’elu ’as’alayuni degem bet ’esbaqan ’elli tu 
bela ’enas bet *eshaqanay... "ks I was told (lit.: 'As they told
me it') the story of Bet ’Estiaqan is so% (i.e.: as follows), said 
a man of the Bet ’Esfraqan / / r i b e / , v -(Tribu, 7^:15)
(iv) Reported speech is rendered in Tigre in the same way as
t
direct speech and only the context accounts for the differ-
\
ence between the two, e.g.:
baao *ella ra’as ’alula dib hamasen mas®* halla kem
belayuna ... - "After that, when we were told that 
Ra’as ’Alula had come to £Iamasen..." (lit.: 'when they 
told us: 'Ra’as ’Alula has come to ^amasen"').
(Tribu, 82:5)
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wa* sgallefoazaw tsgamaw kaks’snna gamaw derho *et 
bet wa*al belawo karav *et daber b-Qzay belawa 
gemgemmare * et gad^m freze belawo wahasil >et 
maharss gadsm. - "And they deliberated about seeking 
/The lost cows/'' and resolved the following: they said
to the chicken to stay at home /a n d / to the hyaena they 
said to seek /The cows/ on the mountain; to the hom- 
bill they said to seek /Them/ on the plain and to the 
fox, in the cultivated lands of the plain.”
(v) A special case of the above (see (iv)) is when bound­
aries between direct and indirect speech are not clear. 
Here again the difference between the two depends on the 
contextual sense. In such a case the meaning of bela 
may be rendered in Englisn as: ”to say to oneself, to 
think, to intend”,"^ etc., e.g.:
walabamuhu gadem * eb gabay sakay * egel * ewattonno 
bela. - "And his father-in-law said /T o himself/:
’Now I shall try him by way of faking him/ run away.’”
(PL1 , 92:26 ff) 
wahetom 9 egel mahammad qabbubo *alaw hawan tu * endo 
belaw. - "And they contemned M., thinking he was 
weak (lit.: 'saying: "He is weak"1)."
(Lt Su Sang, 11:6)
For similar phenomena with bela compounds,see:
§ 5 .11 et seq.
1Cf.: § 6.4.1.
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§ 9.^.2 Content-clauses~*~
(i) These are dependent clauses containing a statement. They
are usually introduced by the conjunction kem - "that" 
which precedes the verb or the copula of the dependent 
clause. The verbs whose content-clause is their complement 
are those expressing speech, thought and sense. The particle 
kem also occurs in Tigre in those instances where it will
i
not occur in English content-clauses (e.g.: the English 
conjunctive use of 'how*, in: 'He wondered how he would
do it1).
Examples:
...*addam *eb re*eyat leta kem ,isaggeb men ta*amro... - 
'"... If you know that people cannot be satisfied by 
sight alone....1" (PL1, 3^:16)
wa’et qeblat sanduq karamat tegassa wala*addam * et 
sanduq lakaramat derhem ka,afo kem karru *ettu ler*e 
*ala. - "And he sat in front of the poor's box, watching 
how the people put money in it."
(NT, Mark, 1 2 : k l )  
frena seqelna ka*afo kem tu *assa,alnahu - "We told him 
about the nature of our work" (lit.: 'We told him how 
the work is').
galehom *et labab lalaharrem man kem tu'*eg9l ler*aw' 
fagraw. - "Some of them went out to see who was knock­
ing on the gate." (’Ag’azot, 72:12)
1 aFor the term 'content-clause', see: 6 O.Jespersen, Essentials,
§ 33.1.' 1
batte dol ya*aqob *egel yosef waldu rayim dib 
lahawu ... ka*afo kem hallaw~*~ *eg9l l9r*e Ia*akavu. - 
"Once Jacob sent his son Joseph far away to his 
brothers to see how they were."
(Racconti, 15:10) 
wafar*on. *elli kellu molay ,esra*el kem wadayu 
*amara. - "And Pharaoh knew that the Lord of Israel 
had done all this." (Storia, 39;17)
*ab gembago makken tala wawelad * eg9l lerkab *et
kel ma*amray gayes wa* eb ka*afo welad kem rakk^b
, « , v
lessa al ala. - " Ab Gembago was barren and in
order to have children he went to every scholar and 
asked how he could have children."
(SS, l k 6 : 2)
(ii) The verbs masla - "to seem" - and *amsala - "to believe,
to suppose", usually introduce the content-clause withoht 
the conjunction kem, e.g.:
gadem *ab ka*afo *eg9l lot^adde bom gabbe* *elu 
maslakka? - "'Now, how do you think (lit.: 'how does 
it seem to you') he would be able to cross £ohe river^ * 
with them?'" (PL1, 3^:2)
wahetom. .lali *et betu * 9sat wadaw *eg9l lendad, 
halla * etta * endo'fjamsaiaw_-"And at night they set his 
house on fire (lit.: '... in order to bum
* i
believing that he was there." (ibid , 2 0:3)
^Cf. The idiomatic expression: ka*afo halleka - "How are you? 
How do you do."
terasse<akoka *itarnsel - "Do not think that I
t
forgot you." ( P H  , $1 :20)
Cf. *et meder salam *sgsl hab kem mas*ako tamaslo? - 
"'Do you believe that I have come to bestow peace 
on earth?'" (NT, Luke, 12:51)
§ 9.5 Verbs taking an infinitive as their complement
Verbs usually have the conqplex eg si + .jussive^ - as their 
complement, e.g.:
*aze ,egsl *igis halla ,elye - "I.have to leave now."
...wa*egel leqtolo hasbaw - "... And they intended to
kill him." (PL1, 1 9:26)
§ 9«5«1 Certain verts take an infinitive form as their complement.
Such verbs, for the most part, render the notion of '(not) to be 
able, (not) to wish'.
The following are the most frequent verbs that take an in­
finitive as a complement: 
j  ,
tahallala - "to be unable"; sa*ana - "not to be able,
not to have"
*atfraza - "to be necessaiy"; *aba - "not to wish, to refuse"
■2
bela - "to be unable".
Examples:
menma * eb kella hilatom wattanawnaqila taballalaw
1
wahsw®nnahom *at*amaraw. - "Although they tried with 
all their strength, they were unable to uproot it (i.e.:
the thornbush), and they acknowledged their weakness."
i
(’Ag’azot, 59:23)
■^ See: § ,6.4-.(a).
2
Also: "to overpower".
da*am yasus gayis ’ilatfcazzyom * ontxim * QgQl 
lsbHu* hobom bellom. - "But Jesus said to them:
'They need not go. You give them to eat."
(NT, Matthew, l4:l6) 
saravotu helavom... - "... They could not cure him 
(lit.: 'Its being cured was not possible for them').
(Ibid , 17:16)
...lsbbu *sref sa*ana... - "He became restless" (lit.: 
'His heart did not have rest')
(Racconti, 17:14)
...fagir *aba *elu... - "He refused to go out" (lit.:
'He refused to go out for him').
(PL1, 1^:20)
§ 9*5»2 Some verbs may have as their complement either *egsl +
jussive or an infinitive form, e.g.:
................1
v • . , 1
ssqelka agid egel takallss daqqQb? - "Can you
finish your work soon?"
walafrsmum matahagay men daqqeb... "And if the 
sick /man/ can speak..." (PL1, 206:24ff)
The examples below are of such verbs, with an infinitive 
form as their complement:
...wala’agruz malik *Qgsl waldatom baraw - "... And 
the children chose to rule their parents."
(PLl, 88:7ff)
...waqatilu bazaw. - "... And they wanted to kill
■, \
him." (Storia, 132:20)
...mayit tamnaw. - "... They wished to die."
(Racconti, 25:l)
■*Tor: tsdaqqeb.
bet haddas nadiqa *ambeto. - "They start building
a new house." (PL1, 65:17)
\
kababot lofrosa kem kallasaw... - "When they complete 
casting the sand in heaps..." (Tigre Games, 64:2)
§ 9-6 Conditional sentences
The conditional sentence in Tigre is a complex sentence 
whose subordinate clause occupies those positions that subordinate 
clauses occupy (cf. § 9.2.1).
As regards form and meaning, two patterns of sentences 
prevail: the first pattern in which the apodosis does not contain
a verb form of the morphological category of the perfect, and the 
second pattern in which the apodosis contains the complex wa + perfect 
only. The first pattern is used in the expression of utterances with 
real or possible conditions, the second pattern - in the expression 
of unreal conditions.
Subordination of the verb or verb-equivalent in the pro­
tasis is regularly effected by means of (a) the conjunction men - "if" 
which precedes the verb in the imperfect form, or (b) the fossilized
complex men + gabbe* which follows the verb in the perfect form. The
i
following is a synoptic schema of the two patterns.
Protasis Apodosis
pattern A men + imperfect 
perfect + men gabbe*
any construction, excluding 
the perfect form, that renders 
the nexus of the sentence
pattern B men + imperfect 
wa + perfect wa + perfect
§ 9 .6 .1 Sentences^je^ress^g^e^condit^ns (pattern A)
(a) Regularly the protasis precedes the apodosis , e.g.:
(i) Where the verb in the protasis is an imperfect form 
introduced by men:
kel*ot men letba*aso lazaved lam.esme.sa * st worot^ 
leta ,ikon. - "If two ^persons/quarrel, usually the 
blame (lit.: 'the cause') is not on one ^of them^ 
only." (’Ag’azot, 97:22ff)
ka’edeka ma *QgQrka men tasfrotakka qeragga walse.Kaffa 
menka. - "Thus, if your hand or your foot lead you 
astray, cut it off and throw it ^away/ from you."
(NT, Matthew, l8:6) 
da>am sab bezbam men gabbu*~^ ~ la*eban labazzehewo
wakel >ebbanat ,egel fratte berketta tegabbe*. -
\
"But if the people are many, they make the stones 
numerous, and every stone is for one unleavened bread."
(PL1, 190:13)
(ii) Where the verb in the protasis is a perfect form, followed 
by the fossilized complex men gabbe*:
wawaldat hante melkom tom kalet*azzazo * slom wagale 
ga*aw men gabbe* leghu dibom. - "And the parents 
are under their domination, and they obey them; and 
if anything happens to them, they are grieved about 
them." (PL1, 88:10)
^The form gabbu* (3rd pers. masc. pi., imperfect, of gab5a - "to 
become") is here the' suppletive form of the subordinate copula. 
Cf. § 4.1.3(c).
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(b) The apodosis may precede the protasis. This may occur in
v
sentences in which a statement is expressed, with a certain 
restriction or reserve on the part of the speaker. The 
corresponding structure, in English is sometimes called 
’conditional statements', i.e.: sentences of which the 
protasis begins with "on condition that, in case" etc., 
and follows the apodosis, e,g,: "I give my consent, pro­
vided that he goes immediately".^
Examples:
haye gabay * endo gesa *9t >akan be*Qdat >iletmaye 
*itahaggaza men gabbQ*. - "Moreover, having gone away 
he does not pass the night at another place,, provided 
that he's not compelled to." (PL1 , 131:19)
*aze mQsal mambave mesel negus *asor tewarad. *ana
i
ksl*ot s-Sh faras havbakka *snta *6ttom lal8ssa<ano 
farsotat *QgQl tsrkab men tsdaqqsb. - "Now, make a bet 
with my master, ^with/ the king of Assyria*. I shall 
give you two thousand horses, on condition that you 
find knights who will mount them."
(OT, Isaiah, 36:8)
§ 9-6.2 Sentencesexpressingunrealcondit^jns (pattern B)
Meaning:
Such sentences express conditions which are improbable 
or incapable of fulfilment.
Corresponding in French to sentences of which the protasis begins 
with"pourvu que, suppose que, pour peu que, a condition que" + 
subjonctif present.
Form:
The verb in the apodosis can only have a perfect form.
It is always preceded by the particle wa.~*~ The verb in the protasis 
may occur either Ca) in the form of the complex men + imperfect, 
or (b) in the form of the complex wa + perfect. In the„latter case 
the copula is represented by wa + ga*a. Ca) and (b) are frequently 
found with the same function. The choice between them seems to be 
relevant when the content of the protasis suggests the remoteness of 
a supposition presented in the apodosis rather than its categorical 
denial.^
Examples where the protasis occurs in the form of the
complex:
(i) men + imperfect:
da*am yasus waddyo la*ala *azema bezuh be*ed halla.
' wa*eltL kellu *eb worworo men letkattab kella la>eddinama 
*egel laletkattabo *aketbat wa>i,aklattom ’amassel. - 
"Furthermore (lit.: ’even now’), however, there are many 
other things that Jesus used to do. And I suppose that
if all this were to be written, one by one, even the
whole world would not suffice for the books to be written 
about it." (NT, John, 19:11)
wahetom *6cce gale men halle *elom *aze dibka * egel 
lehdaro wa* Qt qadamka *egel leksasuni wa*astahala. - 
"'And if they had aught against me, it would be better 
(lit.: 'worthy') for them now to stay near you and 
accuse me before you'." (NT, Acts, 2^:19)
j
"^For wa as a coordinate conjunction, see: §§ 8.3 .1 (l) and 9.7  •
PThis statement is based on the pattern of distribution of the examples 
collected. Out of 186 sentences expressing unreal conditions, 82 
had the type (a) complex in the protasis. Of these 82, 36 complied 
with the above statement. Out of the 10k having type (b) complex, 11 
did not comply with the above statement.
(ii) wa + perfect:
wa,agripa haye *8gel fasfos *8lli *8nas *8lli 
dib qesar yegbaw^ wa*ibela watsfattafra bello. - 
And Agrippa, however, said unto Festus: 'If this mant 
had not appealed unto Caesar, he would have been set 
free.'" (NT, Acts, 26:32)
yasus * swuram waffa’akum haram waga*at * etkum. 
da*am *aze *8nrQ*e tsblo. sabbat *0111 haramkum 
hattat tenabber bellom. - "Jesus said unto them: 'If 
you had been blind, a sin would not have been possible 
for you, but now you say: 'We see'. Therefore, your 
sin remains firm.'" (NT, John, 9:^ l)
...* ela nesayQm hetama rabbi wa*ihabaya mi wamotat 
menna... - "'... Let us make her chieftain; had not 
God given it (i.e.: the chieftainship) to her, how 
could she (i.e.: the dragon) have died because of 
her?'" (Lt Leg, *f:13)
wahstu bela mavtat men tsgabbe* ,amankum tu-^t *sslam 
wa*et ksstah hsrremet waga*at. da*am * ella ma*aze 
ksm maytat tst<allab? - "And he said: ’If she (i.e.: 
the cow whose meat he wanted to eat) is dead, you are
i i
right - she should have become forbidden by ^Foth/
Muslims and Christians. But this ^ow^/, since when is
she counted as dead?'" (TE, 701:4-)
" \
The word yegbaw is foreign to the morphology of Tigre, although 
the whole expression dib qesar yegbaw is taot infrequent in the NT 
translation (e.g.: Acts, 23:11? 23:23? 28:19)- '
§ 9-6.3 The modal form wa + perfect
The complex wa + perfect may serve as a special form 
for modal expressions denoting the unreality of the nexus. This 
usage of wa + perfect resembles the function of the morphological
> x 1 i
category of the 'conditionnel' in French.
Examples:
lafaras have ken *et betu *eb teqQr hamfrem halla.
*et be^dat *akah men *ella latahav®s bet men *ava 
warakba. - "The horse, however, was neighing there, 
in his stable (lit.: 'his house'), ^appy/ about
food. Where else (lit.: 'in another place)could 
he find a stable which could be better than this o^neT*?"
(’Ag’azot, 99:4-) 
rabbi *egel welad *esra*el *et *eref dib meder 
kana’an >atavom wa*eb bezuh sanni heyab razzaaavom 
kamen kellom labakket gabil meder ’egel legba* waga*a 
*ellom. da’am... *eb masmasa haramom rabbi hante >ede 
*aram hammagayom. - "God brought the people of Israel 
safely into the land of Canaan and bestowed upon them 
many good gifts, and the most promising (lit.: 'lucky')
i
of them (i.e.: of the gifts) could have been their be­
coming the people of the country. But ... on account 
of their sins God let them be subdued by heathens"
(lit.: ' under the.hands of heathens').
(Storia, 72:23) 
kafratte * essit tellom *entum cabal gebbu* laweladkum 
wasatankum. - "And a certain woman said to them: 'May
you turn into ashes. You should have let your 
children ride ^the donkeys/’'’ (i.e.: the children 
died because they walked a long way while i^ heir 
parents rode the donkeys)."
§ 9-7 Thaalteinative
To denote the possibility of one out of two (or more),
Tigre makes use of the coordinating conjunctions wa, ma, wok^ and 
the jussive conjugated form of the verb gab*a - "to be, to become",
(i) Each one of these, excluding legba*, may occur freely
in between the nouns of the sequence., whereas legba* 
occurs following the first noun of the chain only. 
Stylistically there is a tendency to use a variety of 
particles, which may repeat themselves in a long chain 
of nouns.
Examples:
latowak men kel molad waddswo kQren qQwa* ma nay 
sagan wok nay gain, ma figa nay worot molad saraysr 
wok keren sokan ma nay basil. - "They made signals of 
all kinds: the cry of a raven or of an ostrich or of
an owl or the whistle of a certain species of birds or 
the call of the gazelle or of the jackal."
(PL1, 171:10)
wahstom lsdhuro wasanabulo *aba ma *atal wok *aqrus 
wahave gsrah. - "And they bless him and give him as 
presents, cows or goats or money ^coing^ and even
1Cf. § 8.3.1, (l)-(3).
2 . . .3rd pers. sing. masc. represents the jussive conjugation.
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fields (i.e.: plots of land)." (PL1, 128:24)."
(ii) The particle wok, an.d the form legba* followed by
wa/ma, are the ones usually used in the expression 
of 'either...or', wok preceding both nounq or clauses 
of the alternative, e,g.:
wok fruye dannen wok *ana. - "Either my brother or I 
shall go down o the lowland/."
(’Ag’azot, 3^:19b ) 
wasabtay yatayem wok *itahaddet men gabbe* *emmom 
tsgabbettom wok men tethadde hu *abuhom ma * egel 
lav ataysm laqarrebbom woro be*ad gabtayom gabbe*. - 
"And the guardian of orphans may be: either their
mother may take care of them if she has not re-married, 
or if she does get married the brother of their father 
or someone else who is related to the orphans becomes 
their guardian." (EM, 143:4)
*et *9lla *engera legba* wamay ,alabu... - "There is 
neither bread nor water in here..."
(Storia, 31:13)
(ii) The linear order wa A legba* wa/ma B, is used in the
expression of the notion 'both A and B' (lit.: 'and be 
it A or B'), e.g.:
* egal wa*enas legba* watab*at kem tewallada >aska,alala 
letbahal. - "Calves, both female and male, are called 
,Aska,alala when they are born /and for two months/."
(PL1, 178:.5)
waheta tegba* ma *et dewara lahalla meder *eben zenav 
letbahal. - "And both this /stone/ and those which are
5^3.
on the ground around it are called the stone^sj7 of 
zenay." (Tribu, 10:15)
aspects by means of repetition of the word 
A frequent phenomenon in Tigre is the repetition of a 
word or an expression the value of which is aspectual. The re­
peated element can be a member of any word-class.
§ 9-8.1 The^^dist^buti^
The term 'distributive' is used here in the expression of 
treating the members of a group individually* indicating the notion 
rendered in English by: 'each' and 'every'.
Repeated nouns may become a compound, the first constituent 
of which loses its final word-syllable.
Examples:
wamsn lafrsyayst lafrawah bawan *abda... walasannet 
sannet lafrsyayQt baqqa. - "And from the animals he 
destroyed all the poor ones and spared all the best 
ones" (lit.: '... Each one of low value he destroyed 
and each one of good value he spared."
(Storia, 60:15)
wahar * ogel la*ad hamuha mal havbo worworot1 ma
1 -l kelkel ot royal, wok laga laga ma felit folit ma
taltalit havbo. - "Then they give money to her
father-in-law's faulily, one or two dollars each; or
■^Cf. § 7-1-2.
5^.
a male-calf each, or a heifer each, or a goat each.*'
(PL1, 133:23)
...kel worot *et *akah *akanu lebtar. - "...’Let each 
one ^ o f you/ stand on his own place*" (lit.: ’Let 
each one stand on each place’).(PLl, 90:8)
§ 9.8.2 Tbe^iterativ^
The term 'iterative' is used here to indicate the repetition
\
of the action denoted by the verb, either as progressive or as habitual,
without limiting the number of the repeated actions, e.g.:
v
MM I a A  |
lanageday laqalat awaggabotom qere qere abalayu. - 
"The shopkeeper read their letters of recommendation 
one after the other." (’Ag’azot, 82:^0
...fazaga f azaga... - "... every Easter..."
(EM, 95:2*t)
...telem telem... - "every ^Fime at the^ beginning of
ploughing /season/..." (EM, 1^6:16)
... karam karam ... - ... every rainy-season..."
(EM, 1^6:18)
§ 9.8.3 Th^hj^ensd^e
1
The term 'intensive' is used here to indicate increased 
emphasis or force of the action denoted by the verb, e.g.:
...*eb ne’is ne*is frayet. - "... she recovered very 
slowly ^From her illness/." (’Ag’azot, 62:10)
...men *aze *aze fagger kalathaybanna lanabra. - 
'"He is about to come out this very second (lit.:
'now, now]') and give us our meal.'"
(PLl, ff)
3+5.
kala* enas 9st fogayu >endo gorayu *et leg ay 9s bu 
wa’et legayss bu dib *ad lagerez qarbaw. - "Andi
while carrying him (i.e.: the lost boy) on his 
shoulders, the man walking on and on, they ^Finally/ 
approached the boy's village."
(PLl, 262:16)
5^6.
1
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*axbar^~
(1) *et gemma laletrakkab nay ras damfraw hospetal *eb nay frukumat 
swizerland sadayat latemaharaw * esra nafar framiiyem lanabu tedafcaraw.
(2) *011001 laddafraraw *anfar nay sahadatom weraq men *ede kebur
V V —  — V  V    _  '
daggazmac germacaw takla hawaryat nay gabil aqib afyat minister 
tekabbataw. (3 ) *amerika wafcukuma sovyet nay nyukler gewar *et 
sanni kedmat lefra *egel law^lo *et maradayat bagefram kem hallaw 
nay *amerika marfray minister *at*amara. (4) *elli haye *egel nadad 
zet mafgari *3gel may lakarru *abayi *asram wamen meder latetfraffaro 
gar at *egel legba* gomatom qargaw. (3 ) nicy *esra*el marfray minister 
*abba *eban *et nay mewdaq gafray german myunik latetbahal *ad *egel 
lebgefru tu. (6) *ebbelli sabab *elli nay *ella *ad *ella polis *aser 
kel*ot nafar *arab *endo gabfraw *asrawom. (7 ) *®t *enker qeblat 
kanal sues woro nay *esra*el ^skari *askar meser lalakfawa resas *ebba 
*endo zabbafra kem mota woro nay *esra*el marhay *askar *at*amara.
(8) *et nyu york nay *aqber frefar lalafrafro sab mail *egel letwassakkom 
lessa*alo sabbat hallaw seqlom *abattalaw. (9 ) *ebbelli sabab *elli 
*aser ses *alef lagabbe* ganayez qabberro sabbat tafraggala *ebbahu 
keruy halla. (10) nay nyu york nay gabil ‘aqib *afyat bet maktab 
kemla *afhamayu labazzefr mendelli ganayez * egel *ilegene f etuy qeduy 
seriiy, gabbe* *ettu halla letbahal. (ll) *axbar *ettelli letkallas.
(12) *elli *asmara lahalla radyo *etyopya tu.
News
(l) In R.D.Hospital±1 Jimma twenty nurses (lit.: 'twenty one who 
nurse sick people') who studied with the help of the Swiss government
1Radio Ethiopia from Asmara, January, 1970.
graduated (lit.: 'were blessed'). (2) These persons/ who graduated 
received their certificates (lit.: ('their testimony papers') from
V V —  — V  /the honourable daggazmac G.T.H. the minister of public health (lit.: 
'from the hand of the honourable ... the minister of the watch of 
health of the people'). (3 ) The American secretary of state announced 
that America and the Soviet government have reached an agreement to 
confine ,/The use o f f nuclear armaments to peaceful purposes only 
(lit.: 'the leading minister of America announced that America and 
the Soviet government have reached an agreement to preserve nuclear 
weapons for good use only1), (k ) They decided that these fu s e s /  
will be the production of fuel, the construction of water reservoirs 
and the digging for minerals (lit.: 'Now, this -they decided in order 
that it will be for the bringing out of burning oil, for big water- 
holes which retain water and for things’which are dug from the earth') 
(3) The Israeli foreign minister A.E. will arrive in .Munich, in West 
Germany (lit.: 'The leading minister of Israel A.E. will arrive in 
the city of West Germany which is called Munich').(6) For this reason 
the police of this city have detained twelve Arabs (lit.: 'having 
seized ten Arabs they arrested them'). (7) An Israeli military spokes­
man announced that in the northern section of the Suez Canal an Israeli 
soldier was shot and killed by Egyptian army fire (lit.: 'An army 
leader of Israel announced that in the side of the north of the Suez 
Canal one soldier of Israel, the army of Egypt, the bullets which they 
fired, having been being hit by it, he died'). (8) Grave diggers 
(lit.: 'the people who dig holes for tombs') in New York have gone on 
strike (lit.: 'caused their work., to be stopped') because they are 
asking for a pay: increase (lit.: 'they are asking for money to be 
added to them'). (9) For this reason, since about sixteen thousand 
corpses have not been buried, they are left untouched (lit.: 'they
5^ 9.
are as they ^ y e re / put down')- (10) It was made understood by
the office of public health in New York that a special fragrant
medicine has to be applied to the corpses to prevent smell, (lit,: 
’According to that which the office of public health made understood, 
in order that a big number of these corpses will not smell* a special 
fragrant medicine is necessary for it, it is said'), (ll) This is
the end of the new (lit,: 'The news is ended with this1). (12) This
is Radio Ethiopia from Asmara (lit,: 'which is Asmara') •
xxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxx
,9tyopta'*~
(1) >gt samen fcatte dol gem*at *ettella sa*at *ella lanaddalyo * elkum 
nay mehro meder *etyopya yom *ebba sab*ay keffal *egel netmahar tu.
(2) *eb kafa *etta fcalfat gem*at kem temaharna laletfaqad tu.
(3 ) *aze yom * eb sidamo wabale *egel netmahar tu. (*t) Sidamo *et 
geblat ’etyopya latetrakkab *abbay wakedrat *ad ta. (5) *eb mewdaq 
gafray mesel kafa *eb gsblat mssel kenya tetganad. (6) nay sidamo 
ra*as dsgge *awasa tetbahal. (7) badir da*am yerga *alam latetbahal 
*alat. (8) * et *enker qeblat bafrar *abbayan wabafrar *awasa men 
megeb sidamo *endo tebaggasa * et meder kenya lala*ayer mafcaz dawan 
*ege1 *amdarat sidamo fentuy germat haybu tu bahalat la’amdarat lame* 
tu. (9) nay sidamo bilat zelam *et salas keffal kefful tu.
(10) *enqer qeblat mewdaq gafray deqqub zalayem waddeq *ettu.-
(11) lamegbay keffal * eb qeyas rakkeb. (12) *enker geblat mefgar
^Radio Ethiopia from Asmara, Summer 1969.
sahay have bud zelam rakkeb. _(13) laga*a legba* nay sidamo zaraaat 
zelam * et batte sanat man me*et wahemsa *asek *alef wahames 
me'et milemeter letmazzan. (14) bafanat haye sanaat geblat mefgar 
sahay lahalla *akanat men *aser hames degri santigred *asek *esra 
degri santigred gabbe* keyasu. (if?) meder sidamo *enker la*al lahalla 
*amdarat kabasu tu. (l6) gabil sidamo *eb bares ware*eyat neway 
letnababar. (17) la’et *agnad kenya lahalla gabil have sabbek sagem 
tu, (18) *et sidamo *et dewar degge yerga ‘alam nay bun *abqalat 
halla. (19) *smbal *8111 *et sidamo kasal men meder lafagger fabam 
massel dahab cewa nabas letrakkab. (20) bale mesel sidamo latetganad *ebbu 
enkar mabaz ganale masel harar laletganad ebbu enker haye wabi sebale 
laletbahalo kel’ot mabaz hallawt bahalat *ellom la*elom samekom 
mabaz ganale wamabaz wabi sebali tom. (21) *ellom kel*ot mabaz 
*et megeb *etyopya menna letrakkabo *adber lewhezo ka’eb meder somalva 
*endo halfaw *et babar henday *ayro. (22) nay yom mehrona 
*ettelli ’enkalles. , (23) *etta temasse* gem*at nay 'etyopya geografi
*ebba samnay keffal *asek naddale *elkum daban *asmeno.
Ethiopia (geography)
"(l) Today we shall study the seventh part of /Che course in/
Ethiopian geography (lit.: ’the study of Ethiopia') which we present
to you(lit.: 'prepare for you) at this hour » once a week /every/
Friday. (2) If you remember (lit.: 'It is remembered that') last 
week we studied about Kafa. (3 ) j^so/ today we shall study about 
Sidamo and Bale. (*f) Sidamo is a vast and flourishing country which 
is found in south/ern/ Ethiopia. (3 ) It borders (with) Kafa in the 
west /ahd/(with) Kenya in the south. (6) The capital of Sidamo is 
called *Awasa. (7 ) Formerly /Chough/ it used to be called Yerga
'Elam. (8) The river which rises in Central Sidamo at the 
northern side of lakes 'Abbayan and *Awasa and turns into /Che 
land of/ Kenya gives a special beauty to the lands of Sidamo, that 
is to say, the lands blossom. (9) The rainfall at Sidamo is rated 
according to three geographical divisions (lit.: 'The strength of 
rain of Sidamo is divided into three parts'). (10) In the /side 
of the/ north-west strong rains fall (there), (ll) The central 
region has sufficient rainfall (lit.: 'finds rain adequately9).
(12) The south-east/era region/, however, has little rain. (13) The 
average rainfall in Sidamo according to these (lit.: 'its') geo­
graphical divisions is from one hundred and fifty millimetres to 
fifteen hundred millimetres per annum (lit.: 'whatever the quantity 
of rainfall of Sidamo, it is. measured from one hundred and fifty 
up to one thousand five hundred millimetres in one year').
(14) Regarding the temperature, in the north-eastern areas'1' it is 
between fifteen and twenty degrees centigrade (lit.: 'The heat, 
however, at the places which are in the direction of north-east, 
its measure may be from fifteen degrees centigrade up to twenty de­
grees centigrade'). (15) The highlands of Sidamo are plateaux 
(lit.: 'The country of Sidamo, the lands which are in the upper 
side are plateaux9). (l6) The people of Sidamo live off agriculture 
and the tending of cattle. (17) The people who live by the borders 
of Kenya are, however, nomads (lit.: 'who go down /Co the lowland/ 
and go up /Co the highland/'). (18) In Sidamo, around the town of 
Yerga *Alam there are coffee plants. (19) Furthermore there are in 
Sidamo kasal - it looks like coal which protrudes out of the ground -
^The passage which follows sentence no. (14) describing the temperature 
in the other two areas was left out because of its similarity in 
content end structure.
goldi salt /and? copper.^ (20) There are two rivers in Bale* which
are called the river of Ganale, where it (i.e.: the province) 
borders Sidamo /a n d / Wabi sebali where it borders Harar (lit.:
'Bale, two rivers exist f ifo e re / which are called River Ganale in 
the side where it ^i.e.: Bale^ borders Sidamo; in the side where 
it borders Harar, however, Wabi sebali). That is to say, these 
are ^Fhe vlvevs/ which I have named River Ganale and River Wabi 
sebali. (21) These two rivers flow from the mountains which are 
in central Ethiopia, and running through the land of Somali enter 
the Indian Ocean. (22) Here we conclude today's study. (23) Until 
we present you next Friday (lit.: 'on Friday which comes') with 
the eighth part of Ethiopian geography have a nice week.
xxxx
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degem * abbekiki
(l) * abbekiki ’eslemay nabra. (2) wahatte me*el *et mesged sahaqa. 
(3) wabar lasek ragmavu wa*et sarerav *aabala. (4) gadem 9abbekiki
V~V t | v—v • w «
sas bezuh fatte ala wa eb sasu wanosu et sarerav aabala.
(5) *addam dib halla *abbekiki bezuh *et mesged gayes walessale 
nabra. (6) wabar *et sarerav kem *aqbala *eb sasu *asek *aze ra’asu 
ladannen halla letbahal.
The tale of the plover
(l) The plover was Muslim. (2) ^ndT" one day he laughed in the
^The passage following sentence No. (19) describing Bale was omitted 
for similarity in content and structure with previous sentences.
mosque (i.e.: when he was a human-being). (3) And then the sheikh 
cursed him and he (i.e.: the plover) turned into a bird. (4) Now, 
the plover used to like the turban very much and he turned into a 
bird (, himself,) with the turban ^ on his head^. (5 ) When he was 
a man, the plover used to spend his time going to the mosque and 
preying. (6) And afterwards, having become a bird, he still (lit.:
’until now’) stoops his head with his turban it/.
xxxx
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degem kaleb wademmu 
(l) kaleb wademmu kel*ot galgalav ma fatac *alaw. (2) *aze hatte 
me*el lali *et woro degge *esat men qabel *et tahave ra*aw.
(3) ka*egel hed ke*enna belaw fager lohav degge la*etta qeblatna 
lahalla *ettu net*adde. *elli deggena sega *alabu. man *ammer 
gisna men gabbe* sega wa*engera *enrakkeb belaw. (4) wasanbat 
*abbav *egel let*addaw gomatom aartaw. (3) da*am demmu telmavt 
wakavnat men ga*at *egel kaleb we*ul talmat *ettu kabavna sanbat 
ne*is ta*addet ka*et hatte bet semet ma*osat kaf tebe. (6) gadem 
kaleb leggabbarra we*el *ala wakem dangaratto ta*adda. (7 ) wa* ebba 
*ebba labet lademmu hallet diba *etta hadfa. (8) wakem ra*ava 
demmu *et semet ma*osat *eghemet rakbava. (9 ) *et leb.bu kem ra*ava 
bezuh harqa kagadem men *ella yom mesel rabbi *ilatre*enna bella 
kamahala. (10) demmu kem sam*atto haraat katahawraratto wa*egel 
tetba*as se*et *ettu. (.11) da*am qabbava ka*azma menna. (12) wa*ebbelli 
sabab *ellj tu demmu wakaleb *asek *aze *iletfataw kahed ra*aw men
gabbe* *et hed sarro lahallaw.
5 ^ -
(l) The dog and the cat were two friends (or pals). (2) Now, 
one night (lit.: 'one day at night1) they saw from a distance a 
fire burning in a/nother/ village. (3) And they said to each 
other as follows: 'Tomorrow morning let us go over to that village
which lies ahead of us (lit.: 'that village which is found in front 
of us, let us go over there'). There is no meat in our village. 
Maybe if we go fhere/ we shall find food (lit.: 'meat and bread'). 
(k ) and finally/they made their decision to go over on Sunday.
(3) But the cat, having become treacherous and untrustworthy in 
his absence, deceived the dog and on Saturday went over f o  the 
other village/ alone, and set herself in a house, by the fireplace. 
(6) Now, the dog passed the day expecting her and since she failed 
to arrive he went over f o  the village/. (7) (And) soon he ran 
across the cat in the house where she was. (8) And when he looked 
at her he found her lying down by the fireplace. (9 ) As he saw 
her he flew into a rage (lit.: 'he became indignant in his heart*) 
and took an oath, saying to her: 'May God separate us (lit.: 'May
God cause us not to meet1) from this day f n / 1 . (10) When the
cat heard him she became angry and looked i'nimically at him, and 
leaped at him in order to fight, (ll) But the dog contemned her 
and ignored her. (12) And-it is for this reason that, until to­
day, the cat and the dogdc^not befriend one another and if they see 
each other they jump on each other.
xxxx
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* abyat
(l) *adna kel genes *abyat halla kem ma*adani *ablo ^lelle 
seyuk merehba^at saalo. (2)* ma*adani men *ecay letsaqqe>eb *arba* 
reknu walanebesu kem merebba*at tu. (3 ) ma*adani *eb sa*ar labbes.
(**■) may * egel *ilaqter have *et kel *amat lethanfas wamen haddis 
letsaqqe. (5) ma*adani * et karsu kullu lalatbazzekka wadde *ettu.
(6) ma*adani salef *eb ’arba* reken tahaffer * elu. (?) wahar ,ecav 
takel * ettu wa*eb maro * eb lebes *endo wadeka ta^serro wahar 
marreggo walwal *egel *ila*ate *etka. (8) *ablo *eb reqay letsaoae 
wabar *eb takob labbes. (9) *elli takob *egel 'ilatbes *eb tanan 
let*alle. (10) *ablo * egel sab neway wasabbek sagem tu lanafe* 
men >akan *st Vakan lagavso. ' (ll) *ablo >egel tendaqqo wa’egel 
tabanfeso bezuh qalil sabbat tu *egel sab neway bezuh naf*at bu.
(12) *ablo lareqav baqo gandaba men haddis letsaqqe. (13) ,ablo 
lazaved *et matbet bazzeji, (14) Volalle ne*is bet ta. .(15)-*ella 
bahalat * et mag*az dib *enta *et memyav latenaddeqqa bet ta waheta 
men kel*e *et salas takobat tetsaqqe. (l6) *ellama have * egel 
sabbek sag,3m bezuh : riaf *at ta. (1?) seyuk *eb bames reqyat wahames 
takobat letnaddaq. (l8) seyuk . may men masse* letsalatet mennu 
kalilatabbes. (19) merebba*at *et degge latetnaddao men *eban wa*eb 
norat latetlaqlao ta. (20) saolo *eb *eban wa*ecay letsaqqe wahetu 
*et degge letnaddaq wasa*ar labbes. (21) ka*et *adna kel genes 
abyat halla.
Houses
(l) There are in our country all kinds of houses, such as: mad^adani, 
*ablo, *olelle, merebba*at, saqlo. (2) The four corners of the ma*adani 
axe made of wood and its clay roof is like ^fhat of the/ merebba*at.
(3) ma*adani is covered with hay, (*f) But in order that it will not
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drip water /Dirough/ it is pulled down and built anew each year.
(5) You can do inside the ma*adani whatever you wish (lit.: ma*adani , 
inside it all which is necessary to you you do there1). (6) /To 
build it/ firstly, you dig /Ioles/(for the ma*adani) in four corners.
(7) And then you plant there ,/poles of/ wood and you tie them with
strips of bast to the seams; /and/' then you smear it with clay so that
it will not . let wind enter you/. (8) *ablo is made of thin 
twigs /o f palm/ and then covered with /palm-fibre/ mats. (9) in 
order that these mats will not let dampness enter, they are smoke- 
dried. (10) *ablo is /especially/’ useful to herdsmen and nomads (lit.: 
'who go down /to the lowland/ and up /to the highland//) who move from 
place to place, (ll) As it is very easy to build and /also/ to pull 
down the *ablo, it has great advantages to the herdsmen. (12) After 
the palm twigs of the *ablo are worn-out (lit.: 'become old') it 
is built anew. (13) *ablo is especially numerous in the lowland.
(14) ‘olelle is a hut (lit.: 'a small house'). (15) That is to say, 
this is the house that you build to pass the night while you are on
a journey, and it is built from two to three mats. (16) This /one/
is also very useful to nomads. (17) seyuk is built from five palm 
twigs and five mats. (18) If water (i.e.: rain) comes the seyuk 
does not let waters pass (lit.: ('seyuk, if water comes, it flows 
away from it'). (19) merebba*at is /The one/ built in town/s/ from
stones and plastered with mortar. (20) saqle is made of stones 
and wood and is built in town/s/; (and) it is covered with hay.
(21) So, there are in our country all kinds of houses.
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